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The majority of the participants of the symposium in front of the new
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The Second International Symposium on Equatorial Aeronomy
took place at the Space Physics Laboratory of the Brazilian Space Com-
mission in Sdo Jos6 dos Campos, Sdo Paulo, Brazil, in the period 6-47
of September 1965, and it was sponsored by the following organizations:

- International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA)

- International Scientific Radio Union (URSI)
- Comissdo Nacional de Atividades Espaciais (CNAE)

- Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)

- National Bureau of Standards (NBS-CRPL)

- Consejo Latino Americano de Fisica Espacial (CLAFE), and

- Voice of America

Close to a hundred invited scientists from twenty countries
participated in the discussions and presented over a hundred papers
distributed in the eleven topics listed on the table on contents. Each
session was led by a "discussion leader" who helped to motivate
discussions by playing an active role and conveying to the meeting an
atmosphere of factfinding debates. Sessions were started with reviews
which were followed by papers interspersed with comments. At the
final session, r~sumds of discussed topics were presented by
summarizers.

The Scientific Program Committee decided to present the re-
suits of the meetings in two types of publications. The full papers are
to appear in the Annale de Geophysique regular issues of March and
June 1966 and the illustrated abstracts are presented herein. This
decision was made during the Symposium and the participants were
requested to draft their abstracts (reviews, short papers and summaries)
and provide their slides on loan for reproduction as figures. We must
thank the participants for their full cooperation with respect to this
request.



X lntrductory Remarks

Considering that (a) most of the material was provided in
handwritten form, (b) many of the slides had to be subjected to
redrafting and (c) the authors did not have an opportunity to recheck
their work, it is imperative that referencing should be done only with
the authors' permission.

The main objectives of this report are first To provide the
scientific community, in a short time (10 weeks) after the symposium,
with the state of knowledge in the various topics encompassed by equa-
torial aeronomy and second to present investigators in the field, prin-
cipally the ones working in isolated places, with some elements for
planning future research. To attain this end we shall transcribe in the
following pages the Recommendations adopted at the Symposium, which
according to Dr. C.M. Minnis, Secretary of the IQSY Committee,
u... come at a particularly appropriate time since they appear near
the close of the IOSY programme and provide a guide to some of the
directions in which research workers ought to turn their attention from
now onwards".

A decision was made based in the general consensus of the
participants at the final meeting about holding the Third International
Symposium on Equatorial Aeronomy in 1968, possibly in Africa. The
desirability of such symposia is possibly best described by Prof. S.
Chapman, in his trip report, to NASA and the U. S. Academy of
Sciences:

... "In these various fields workers at small universities
physics department and observatories in tropical countries can make
valuable additions to science, enriching the results given by the mtvch
more costly forms of explorations. These equatorial aeronomy symposia
give many scattered individuals and small groups a very useful and
stimulating opportunity of meeting with American and European and
Japanese scientists working in this field"...

Finally, in the preparation of this report one would have to
compromise between the issuance date and the amount of small errors
that could be tolerated; in view of the objetives perfection was
sacrificed.

F. de Mendonga
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RECOMMATIONS1 71

D-region

I - The Symposium notes that the knowledge of the value of collisional fre-
quencies and electron densities in the D region near the equator is extremely
sparse. The Symposium recommends that experiments designed to remedy
this deficiency should be given high priority.

2 - The Symposium notes that the study of VLF transmissions at short range
can give considerable information about the structure of the D-region, and
that suitable transmitters are available at Panama and in Hawaii. The
Symposium recommcnds that simple observations of the phase and ampli-
tude of the skywave be m,.de at distances of order 100 km using these
transmissions in order to determine the differences between the ionized
structures in the region and those found at temperate latitudes.

3 - The Symposium notes that LF navigational aid systems have been set up
in tropical regions, and that the propagation of sky waves from these
regions is different from that found at temperate latitudes, in particular
showing great differences with azimuth relative to the earth's magnetic
field. The Symposium recommends observations on the skywave at short
and medium distances so as to give quantitative measures of these
phenomena for practical use and in addition information on the structure
of the D-region.

4 - The Symposium draws attention to the desirability of measuring me-
teorological parameters, in particular temperature and density or pressure,

" in the D and E regions at low latitudes and associating these with ground
based measurements of radio-wave absorption and of the heigth and shape
of the E layer.

Ionospheric Absorption

5 - The Symposium notes that there are discrepancies between the Al pulse
absorption values of different longitudes near the magnetic equator, which
appear large compared with the experimental errors. The Symposium
recommends that every effort be made to investigate them by increasing
the number of observing stations. In particular a station Is needed in the
South American Sector.

6 - The Symposium recommends that Al absorption measurements be made
A-. at a number of sites, in a convenient sector on a line perpendicttlar to



the magnet equat,a, in order to examine further the latitude variation
of the equatorial absorption anomaly reported by Flfii-.

7 - The Symposium recommends that multifrequency Al and A2 measurements
should be made shmultaneously at a number of sites in order to determine
the relatire contribution to the total absorption of the various ionosphere
egi . It wil be necessa,"y to use the full wa;es theory to compute the

deviative absoption.

AhrgIow

8 - The Snmpotsium notes the need for more precise definition of the intensity
variatimns and spa-tial mom-ents of airglow emissions. The Symposium
reNomends ihat studies be carried out using chains of ground stations,
aircraft measuremmnts and obsersation5 from satellites.

9- The Symposhm notes that the airgio measurements provide a higher
spatial resolution of phenomena associated with recombinations than the
ionospheric methods. The Symposium recommends that turther and more
detailed studies be undertaken into the con-elation of airglow emission
intensities with ionospheric parameters.

10 - The Symposium r--commends that studies be made of airglov: emissions
at magnetically conjugate stations. Tne stations Maui and Raratonga should
be pa-icularly valuable in this respect.

11 - The Symposium recommerds that obser,.ations on dayglow by ground
based and rocket equipment -should be extended to equatorial regions.

12 - The Symposium notes the extremely interesting results obtained from
observations on the 55-n A and 6300 A lines in the airglow emissions. It
recommends that investigations should be extended to other lines, such as
5200 A (NI), 5893 A (N1I), 2972 A (01) and the 0 H bands.

E region and Es

13 - The Symposium notes that there is a wide discrepancy between values of
the recombination coefficient in the E layer. The Symposium recommends
that attention be paid to experiments to resolve this discrepancy.

M4- The Symposium notes that the behavior of the electron density between
the peak of the E layer and the bottom of the F layer is poorly understood.
The Symposium recommends that theoretical studies should be undertaken
with this point in view.
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Recommendaons XiiM

15- The Symposium recommends that in theoretical studies of the formation
of the irregularities in Equatorial Es particular attention should be paid
to a non-linear treatment of the problem.

16- The Symposium recommends that further studies of the Equatorial E.
irregularities, at other equatorial locations, shoul be made using the
Doppler techniques developed at Jicamarc4 . Observations at multiple fre-
quencies would be extremely desirable.

17 - The Symposium notes that it would be possible to examine the equatorial
Es belt by top-side sounding techniques, and recommends that the possi-
bility be examined further.

K 18 - The Symposium express its regret at the meagre nature of equatorial
results from rocket observations presented here. The Symposium recom-
mends that more equatorial data should be obtained from rocket firings,
especially of the electron density N., and electron temperature T. profiles.

Current system, electrojet and magnetic effeets

19 - The Symposium notes that the magnetic effects of the electrojet phenomena
are quite complex. The Symposium recommendts that every effort should
be made to increase the number of simultaneous observations - of the
variations of all three magnetic elements at pe.-manent and temporary
stations near the dip equator.

20 - The Symposium notes that there is considerable variations of the equatorial
S. cunent system ranges with longitude, and that there is evidence of
temporal changes in intensity and width of the electrojet. The Symposium
recommends that efforts should be made to study a sample length of the
electrojet by organized simultaneous observations for a period of one or
more months of the variations of H, D, Z at the three permanent stations
in Africa, together with two or more temporary stations, all as near the
dip equator as possibie.

21 - The Symposium notes the large ranges of Sq (H) observed at Nairobi and
elsewhere in East Aftica, and the observed asymmetry of the ranges along
a N'S line crossing the dip equator in several regions. The Symposium
recommend-, that a special effort be made to get simultaneous observations
at a number of stations along a roughly N-S line crossing the dip equator
in East Africa and also in India and Ceylon. The lines should extend over
a latitude range of at least 30o.

22 - The Symposium recommends that the International Association of Geo-
magnetism and Aeronomy be asked to make recommendations clarifying



XIV Recommendations

many of the terms used in geomagnetism including, for example, the names
of the various equators and the different measures used for ranges of the
daly variations.

Regular F region

23 - The Symposium notes the need for more infor'mation concerning the values
of the electron and ion temperatures (Te, TI) and electron and ion con-
centration (N., N,) throughout the F region. It recommends that observa-
tions by ground-based, sounding rocket and satellite, should be intensified
to provide these data.

24 - The Symposium recommends that experiments should be carried out to
measure plasma velocities in the F region.

25 - The Symposium recommends that experiments should be carried out to
measure the particle fluxes, particularly electrons in the 10 ev to 20 Key
energy range.

26 - The Symposium notes the need for further morphological studies of the F
region based on ground-based, sounding rocket and satellite observations,
and including ionospheric and airglow measurements. The Symposium
recommends that the large gaps in bottom-side studies in the large
ocean area, especially the Pacific, should be studied and filled if at all
possible.

27 - The Symposium notes the development of the theoretical studies of the
regular equatorial F region which predict equatorial behavior similar to
that observed. The Symposium recommends the continuance of this work
particularly with a view to achieve better agreement with observations,
including both average variations and day-to-day variations.

F region Disturbances and Irregularities

28 - The Symposium recommends further study of the topside irregularities and
their relation to the bottom-side irregularities.

29 - The Symposium notes the lack of any in situ measurements of the
irregularities and their parameters. it recommends that efforts should be
made to design and carry out experiments capable of doing this.

30 - The Symposium recommends that efforts should be made at suitable sites
to observe the irregularities responsible for "conjugate ducting" as
observed from the topside.
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31 - The Symposium recommends that more measurements should be made on
the very small scale irregularities often observed in the F repion using
VHF methods and studying the frequency spectrum.

32 - The Symposium notes the need for more contact between ionospheric
workers and those in the field of plasma theory. It recommends that such
contact should be encouraged in general, and in particular a theoretical
sea-ch should be carried out for appropriate plasma instabilities which
might explain the formation of F region irregularities.

Ionospheric Drifts

33 - The Symposium notes that the origin of irregiarities in the E and F region
Is poorly understood. It recommends that in order to better understand
the significance of the drift observations more effort be put into a the-
oretical study of the formation of these irregularities.

34 - The Symposium notes the importance of a knowledge of vertical drifts in
the equatorial F region, particularly for arriving at a theoretical uider-
standing of the latitudinal electron-density distribution, and recommends
that every effort be made to obtain measurements of the vertical drifts.

35 - The Symposium recommends that wherever possible horizorw-': drifts be
studied not onty by the spaced antenna techniques but aWI #y simultaneous
radar observations of the frequency spectrum of the *,..attered echoes.

Magnetic and Ionospheric Ste ns

36 - The Symposium notes that there was no satisfactory theoretical model of
a storm. It recommends that further theoretical studies should be carried
out on this problem, and, in order to facilitate tne testing of such models
there is a need for more measurements of ionospheric currents and drifts,
and more knowledge of the topside ionosphere, 3xosphere, and magneto-
sphere such as may be obtained from rockets and satellites.

37 - The Symposium notes the difficulties inherent in examining magnetic
results from restricted data. It recommends that magnetic data need to
be examined comprehensively, using all components and many stations
before unique interpretations can be obtained.

38 - The Symposium recommends that efforts be made to obtain average storm
duration during different parts of the sunspot cycle, and the influence of
ionospheric conductivity effects and induction effects on storm-time
variations.
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Magnetic Pulsations

39 - The Symposium notes the importance of establishing the characteristics of
low latitude pulsations, particularly those regulk" oscillations of shorter
period. The Symposlum recommends that further measurements of micro-
pulsations in equatorial latitudes be encouraged. Where possible two or
more stations should be operated simultaneously so that phase lags on
either side, and under, the equatorial electrojet may be determined.
Attempts should also be made to relate equatorial pulsations to ionospheric
time-varying parameters.

Forthcoming Eclipse

40- The total eclipe of November 12, 1966 is of extraordinary scientific impor-
tance as it is the last this century which will affect the electrojet region
in South America and the peculiar characteristics of the atmosphere above
the continent. Starting in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Ecuador, the
path of totality crosses Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Argentina, Paraguay and Brazil.
Accordingly, the 11 International Sympositur on Equatorial Aeronomy re-
commends to the International Scientific Unions and to the goverments of
South America that they give their valued cooperation to the world scientific
community interested in making detailed observations of this rare phe-
nomenon. The governments can assist materially by facilitating the antici-
pated mobilization'of international scientists and their equipment within
their respective territories and airspace, and by providing support to the
scientists and scientific institutions of their own countries.
The Symposium also notes with pleasure the formation of a Working Group
of the CLAFE (Consejo Latino Americano de Fisica del Espacio) to maximi-
ze the effectiveness of observations by scientists of Latin America and to
enhance cooperation among the world scientific community.
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Introduction

Th.! geographic distribution of D Region ionization can be described by

considering three zones. These are:
1) The high latitude zone where because of the large magnetic dip angle

auroral particles and solar protons impinge on the atmosphere and strongly affect

the distribrtion of ionization. Seasonal changes in the pressure and temperature
of the neutral atmosphere are observed. These changes are reflected in such
prcssure Cependent observables as the electron-neutral collision frequency.

2) A midd!. latitude zone where particle effects occur only during the
most extrmcly disturbed solar conditions. There are still seasonal dependencies
as ev~ienccd by Bosolasco and Elcnes (1) correlation between stratospheric
tmperatult and radio wave absorption. Beynon and Jones (2) have confirmed
this correlatio.'n and suggest that it may be the cause of the winter anomaly in

the mid-latitude D Region. Aikin et al. (3) have observed directly by means of
iocket experiments a change of 50% in collision frequency during a period of one
month in the spring of 1963.

3) The equatorial zone should be characterized by the absence of particle
ionization and by a stable atmosphere. Under such conditions the discussion of
formation of the equatorial D Region may be restricted to the ionizing effect
of solar Lyman alpha and X-rays and ionization by cosmic rays.

Sourcts of Ionization and Their Variations

Thus at middle and equatorial latitudes there are three sources of
ionization which need be considered, 2-8A X-rays, Lyman C at 1215.6 A, which
ionizes nitric oxide, and cosmic rays. Niolet and Aikin (4) presented a

Z4
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compreheniive picture of the formation of the D region taking into account the
ion chamber data on solar X-ray variations of the Naval Research Laboratory.
These data (5) showed that variations in the solar X-ray flux were responsible
for the increase ionization observed during solar flares. Satellite observations
show no sppreciable increase in Lyman alpha flux during such events. In fact,
measurements of Lyman alpha covering most of the last solar cycle using the
ion chambtr technique do not show variations of more than 100% in the Lyman
Pipha flux. A value of 4.5 ergs/cm:/sec was obtained by the OSO I satellite in
1963.

In Table I we show the X-ray wavelength bands and the flux values as
assumed bv Nicolet and Aikin (4). In Figure I the modification of the D-region
due to such increases in the X-ray flux is shown. Strong flares are also a source
of wavelengths shorter than 2 A which may affect the D region below 70 km.

TABLE I

The variation of solar X-ray flux with activity of the sun

Condition of the sun 2A 4A 6A

f 10-s 10-T 10-6
Solar Minimum

10-7 10"4 10"5

Solar Maximum - S105 10-4 10-3

10-4 10-s 10-2
Flares

10-3 10-2 10-1

Energies in erg/cm-2/sec.
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, D REG10ON 4 = 50 X "O"

SOLAR CONDITIONS
(I) VERY QUIET
(2) OUIET
(3) SLIGITLY DISTURBED
(4) DISTURED
(5) VERY D.STURBED FLARES
(6) STROhi FLARES

Fig. 1- The electron ¥

density in the D region for 4 5

different solar conditions. 8

ELECTRON CONCENTPATION 0C4r|

The cosmic ray production function varies by a factor of ten with
latitude reaching a m, inimum value of 23 ion pairs/cm-!iatmospheres at the
geomagnetic equator. here is also a factor of 2 in variaions with sunspot cycle;
the minimum flux occuring at the solar sunspot maximum. Figure 2 illustrates
the latitude variation of the D-region cosmic ray layer based on the loss process
and values given in Table II. This layer, which has its maximum effect below

70 kin, strongly affects the reflection and absorption of VLF waves. Thus one
would expect VLF propagation across the equator to differ from that at higher
latitudes due to the smaller cosmic ray layer at the equator.

TABLE II

Reactions considered in the calculation of the D region models
showing the variation of electron density with geomagnetic latitude

Reaction Symbol Value

XY + hv - X Yplus+ e q
e + 20, - 02 + 0. a 1.5 x 10-J" n (0..) cm"/scc
- + hv 02 + e d 0.44 sec-1

0-+ 0 03 + e f 10-13 cm 3 ., sec

X Yplus + e X' + Y' a. N. 0.. NO
6 x 10-7 4 x 10-7 3 x 10-1 c.-n/scc

X plus + Y -. X + Y a1, 10-s cm 3. 1sec

N-j + 0. - 0., plus + N2 2 x 10-10 cm:,/sec
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70-

60 60- 3 1 2 3
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1 0 1 0 " 1 0 3  1 0 '

ION AND ELECTRON DENSITY cm-3

Fig. 2 - The positive ion and electron density distribution for -hree geomagnetic
latitudes

Loss Processet

Based mostly on laboratory measurements the loss processes In the D
rcgion are summarized in Table 11. The most important processes are

1) three-body attachment of electrons to molecular oxygen.
2) photodetachment from 0.
3) Ion-ion recombination
4) dissociative recombination for positive ions and electrons.

Using all these processes except the charge exchange reaction and the
ionization sources discussed earlier, Nicolet and Aikin (4) p.edicted the ion and
electron density dist.ibution for various solar conditions. Figure 3 Illustrates
the altitudc distribution of the various ionic species for a completely quiet sun
and w ith zn NO density distribution of 10-10 n (M ) and an aDV,-) of 3x10 " cm -

sec- 1 .

Current Problems

Several recent measurements have shown that the theory presented above
is in need of modification. The first of these measurements is the positive ion
composition as function of altitude which has been reported by Narcisi and
Bailey (6) and is illustrated in Figure 4. Prominent in the mass spectra are 18
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plus (presmnably water vapor) and 37 plus together with 30 plus and 32 p!us.
28 plus which corTCsponds to N- plus is not observed and 02 plus only becomes
comparab! to NO plus at 83 km. There araso ions ot mass > 44 plus.

-Y QUETSUN . D REGION
es _ :. ..;i_ . /" .IONIZATION

j vs HEIGHT

a.. " \I
75 *

M0Coaftcr*ATtO C

Fig. 3 -The distribution of positive and negative ions and electrons as
predicted by Nicolet and Aikin (4)

90

32'

707

17" 2" 17

65
3o 4

1 10 to2 0 10

ION DENSITY-!ONS/cc

Fig. 4 - Ion composition in the D region as measured by Narcisi and Bailey (6)
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The absence of N. plus and the [02 plus]/[NO plus] ratio of order unity at
85 km can be explained by simply introducing the reactions for charge exchange
and ion-atom ipterchange shown in Table III into a low solar- activity iiodel of
the D region. The rate coefficients are either consistent with or identical to the
laboratory measurements of Ferguson. Even for NO densities as great as 10s cm- 3,

the last two reactions are negligible in comparison with those involving N.
and 0.. There is as yet no theory which explains the- existence of 18 plus

and 37 plus in the D region.

TABLE III

Ion-molecule reactions occuring in the D region

Reaction Rate (cm 3 sec-i)

N.. plus + 0.. - 0.. plus + N. I x 10- '0

N. plus+0. - NO plus + NO I X 10-IG

N. plus + NO - NO plus 4- N. 4 x10- 1

0. plus + N, -. NO. plus + NO I x 10-18

02 plus + NO - NO plus + 02 8 x 10-

The second pertinent experiment involves the observation by Barth (7) of
the ultraviolet dayglow spectra of the gamma bands of nitric oxide. The most
intense bands were the (2,0) at 2053A, the (1,1) at 2246A, the (0,0) at 2269A, the
(0,1) at 2370A and the (0,2) at 2479A. From an analysis of-the intensity
variation of these bands with height a volume density distribution was deduced.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Also illustrated in this figure are the theoretical distributions which
would be the result of chemical and ionospheric reactions. In order to derive
the theoretical distribution of nitric oxide, it is necessary to consider the
various processes as has been done by Nicolet. In Table IV we have listed those
processes which are usually considered in any calculation. For sufficiently large
amounts ot atomic nitrogen the most important processes are

N + 0..--*.NO + 0

and
N + NO -- N. +0

These result in an NO density which is proportional to the molecular oxygen
concentralion.
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TABLE IV

Processes of importance in the distribution of nitric oxide

NO + hv - N + 0 8NO

NO + hy -- NO plus + e INo

NO plus + e -> N + 0 a...

+ NO -N 2  +0 b.

N + 0, NO + 0 bi
N. + h y N2 plus + e IN:

N2 plus + e -- N + N aDx:

Returning to Table III showing the ionic reactions we note that these
can affect the nitric oxide distribution by increasing the density. Calculations
have been carried out by Nicolet (8) and his resulting distributions are shown
In Figure 5. These distributions compare favorably with those of Barth, and
explain Narcisi's and Bailey's spectrometer results. Also shown are possible
distribution base on mixing which prevails below the mesopause.

130 -

125 . i,
120 [ BARTH

115-
110

E 105
IONOSPHERE

'100
95 CHEMOSPHERE

-90 j

85 , , nfNO)-3xlOn(M)

, n(NO):3x "n(MI\ N ,
70 - ,

65 (N0)*- xl-,n.M
60 * I , j I , 

05lOs  lob  1 10 10
CONCENTRATION (cm"3)

Fig. 5 - The nitric oxide distribution in the 60 to 130 km altitude range
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In Figure 6 we illustrate the production functions which "would be
consistent for each. of the distributions given in the previous figure. The cosmic
ray and X-ray production functions were chosen to represent a quiet solar period
!n March 1963 over Wallops Island, Va., geomagnetic latitude MO. Curve 3 is
based on Barth's observations, 2 is consistent with photochemical equilibrium
using recent values of rate coefficients, and curve 1 is based on the value used
by Nicolet and Aikin which was also illustrated in Fig. 5. It is important to
note the cross-over points between the cosmic ray and Lyman alpha production
tunctions. By observing the position of the minimum in the Ion and electron
density distribution it may be possible to determine the requirmd NO density
for a particular solar condition.

. I

Fig. 6 - Calculated ionization production function versus altitude. Curves
labeled 1, 2 and 3 show the effect of Lyman alpha flux on three
different nitric oxide distributions

In Figure 7 is shown the electron density distribution for which the
production functions shown in Fig. 6 were calculated. This profi,e was obtained
by means of a radio propagation experiment involving transmission to a rocket-
borne receiver. There appears a minimum at 70 km which presumably is the
cross-over between Lyman alpha and cosmic ray ionization, if the recombination
r.rocesses are reasonably constant in this altitude range. Another minimum
occurs at the level of the mesopause. Chapman and Kendall have recently
shown how dust may be trapped at the mesopause level to form a layer. A
sufficiently large concentration of dust can affect the electron and ion density
uistribution by collecting charged particles.

By comparing the electron density at 80 1-m with the different production
functions in Fig. 6 we can arrive at estimates of the effective recombination
coefficient required for each of the nitric oxide distributions shown in Fig. 5.
These are given in Table V.
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TABLE V

Curve n (NO) cm-: a (cm 3/.ec)

i 4x 10 2x 10-8

2 6 x 105 3 x 10--'

3 6 x 10: ? x 10-5

85-

8O- - 14:107 FARADAY ROTATION
-- AT 3.0 Mc/s

75 - 14.108 COMPOSITE RESULTS

70

200 O 60 860 100 1200 MO 10018M00 2000

ELECTRON DENSITY cm- 31

Fig. 7 - Electron density versus altitude for March 8, 1963. Each points is the
average electron density in an altitude interval of approximately 1 km.

The horizontal bar indicates the uncertainty due to the standard
deviation in the scatter of the data used to determine the average
value.

If negative ion processes can be neglected, then a is a measure of the
disociative recombination coefficient for NO plus. There are no satisfactory
laboratory measurements available. From data at higher altitudes a negative
t u.perature coefficient is indicated. This implies that at 80 km values greater

rhan 10- 7 fmin sec-1 might be expected. The Nicolet calculation and Barth's data
would require values higher than 10-6 cm . sec-1. Thus new loss mechanismus
must be introduced if the large densities of NO are accepted.

The need for introducing a new set of loss processes is also indicated
by studying the formation of the D region around sunrise. Investigations of
this type were first carried out by the Cambridge group using VLF wave

propagation. By observing the phase and amplitude variations of the received
waves they were able to deduce that just after layer sunrise (X = 980) a layer
centered at about 70 km was formed. The origin of this region is photodetachment
of negative ions in the cosmic ray layer. At ground sunrise Lyman alpha is able
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to begin penetrating into the D rcgicn. In Figure 8 calculations of this effect
are presented. Deeks (9) has continued the analysis of VLF data. His analysis
of phase and amplitude changes hav i ld to the profiles shown in -Figure 9.
However recent data by Sechrist indicate that on certain occasions the formation
of the cosmic ray layer does nut occur until after ground sunrise.

to S

lI1' /
#/

70' I0 ~

EaLCION 0[N$1W ( ~$5

Fig. 8 --Predicted electron density distribution in the D region during sunrise

100 1 1 i $ ,'
/ o 061 LTb. .-"

0630 "' "--
90... :"

,'"NGHT0700LT

IGH

o0800 LT.

E

Fig. 9 -- Electron density -000.T

80

distribution in the sunrise D-region 1drn sns

as derived from VLF phase .
800 LT.

amplitude records by Deeks. 70

60-
1. .I I I

10 102 10'1 10"
ELECTRON CONCENTRATION (cm-1)
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Using a nose-tip probe on a rocket Bowhill and Smith have made a
study of the sunrise effect over Wallops Island. The results of their study is
given in Fig. 10. If the probe current is an indication of changes in electron
density only, then it appears that a negative ion which Is photodetached by
wavelenghts shorter than 3000 A is required. This evidence is consistent with
riometer observations of the diurnal variations of absorption during polar cap
events. The results are not in agreement with earlier VLF measurements which
indicate that the C layer is formed when light is incident at 70 km.

It has been suggested that negative ions such as 0-3 and NO-2 may be
the dominant species of negative ion. Different processes which may play a
role in thc formation of such ions are listed in Table VI.

TABLE VI

Negative ion reactions of possible importance in the D region

REACTION RATE

e + 202 --> 0"2  + 02 1.4xI0-30

e + 0 - 0- + hv 1 3xl0-1

e + 02 -4 0-2  + hv < 10 Is

0-2 + hv --- 02 + e r'o = 1.1xl0-v

<a P> = 0.44
0- + hv -- 0 + e A.4o<3<eooo -= .0 8

<aP> =1.4
NO2  + hv - N0 2  + e x<5000A

02 + 02 -- 202 + e 4x 10-2o

2  + 0 03 + e <01o

NO plus + 0-2 -- Neutrals 10-,- 10-3
NO plus + NO- -> Neutrals 2 x 10-1
0- + NO2  --> 0 + NO-2 1o-10
0" 2  + 0. - 3- + 0 ............

0-+ 0 -20 +
8 0 -4 0-2+ 02 ............

0-, + 0 0- + 02 ............

0" + 202 -- 0-3 + 02 9 x .10-31
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SUME SUNRISE

2-8.'=- r ----0
Eo
70 p
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Fi. 0 tuLntto a ruktbreDC probe for different s lar zn

alpha radiation for each of the solar zenith angles.

Conluslon and Recommendations

The_ D-region is the !east understood of all the ionospheric layers. This

s due largely to a deficiency in measurements of quantities such as the electron

and positive and neative ion densities. To date there have been only two

meas w-emcrnts of the positive ion composition and none of the negative ion.

There are no electrom density profiles determined at equatorial latitudes. In
order to have a better understanding of this important portion of the ionosphere
emphasis must be placed on experiments to measure these parameters.
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LOW FREQUENCY BACKGROUND FLUCTUATIONS AT

HUANCAYO, PERU

by

W. Barron and J. Aarons

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Bedford, Massachussetts - U.SA.

A. Katz

Boston University
Boston, Massachussetts - U.S.A.

A. A. Giesecke and P. Bandyopadhyay

Instituto Geofisico del Perdi
Huancayo - Peril

The observations of ELF signals in the range 5-10,000 Hz
is currently the subject of a cooperative program between the Instituto
Geofisico del Perd and AFCRL. The aim of the program is to study the
diurnal and seasonal variations of the background signal in this range
and to investigate the possibilities of detecting long lasting emissions
of natural origin in the equatorial zone. Similar equipment was used
in a study by Gustafsson, Egeland and Aarons [.G.R. 65, 2749, 19601.

The experimental equipament used for this study is a slowly
sweeping spectrum analyzer with a bandwidth of 2 Hz in the range
5-1000 Hz, and in the range 500-10,000 Hz (its two ranges). A vertical
whip antenna of 10 meters is used and the amplifier with a sweep dura-
tion of one hour for the two bands records pulses with a time constant
of one second.

A typical series of records taken in October, 1964 in the low
range (5-1000 Hz) is shown in Fig. 1. During the post midnight
hours, the 300-1000 Hz portion of the spectrum showed low amplitude
levels; during the post-sunrise period spotty or stormy records are
observed. A relatively uniform signal is seen in the late afternoon.
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In order to subject the spectral region under observation to

closer scrutiny an arbitrary division of the spectrum has been made

and Figure 2 illustrates this. In the ranges 200-400 Hz and 400-600 Hz

during the hours 0100-000 there is a minimum. For low frequencies

5-10 Hz, 10-20 Hz and 20-50 Hz the minimum occurs between 0700 and

1000 local time. The maximum for all signals occurs in the late

afternoon when local thunderstorms are observed-7most frequently in

the Americas.

40
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W 30 $0-100cps
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FIG. 2 DIURNAL VARIATION IN SIGNAL AMPLITUDES IN FREQUENCY RANGES:

O-IOcP0 0-240 cp 20-650cp$+ 50-0IO2p 100-200p; 200-
400 ,cps, FOR OCT 7-16. 1964 AT HUANCAYO, PERU

Figure 3 using the calibration of the instrument shows the

correct amplitude values for a series of days; the spectrum of the

received signals is the average over each day.listed. The results show

consistency but small day-to-day differences. Records taken during the

February period show signal enhancements in the high frequency

sweep (500-10,000 Hz). These enhancements will be studied in the

coming year.
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This preliminary report is merely to indicate work in progress.
Observations in February 1965 while showing somewhat similar results
do not show the identical diurnal pattern; corroboration of a season
effect or instrur ntal problems awaits further records to be taken
during the later 'aalf of 1965 and the first half of 1966.
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A LASER STUDY OF THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE

by

B. R. Clemesha, G. S. Kent and R. Wright

University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica

Rayleigh scattering of visible light has been used by a number
of workers to measure atmospheric density. Elterman in 1951 measured
the light scattered from a searchlight beam to obtain density and
aerosol profiles ur to 70 km. Fiocco and Smullin in 1963 used a laser
to do what is -"sentially the same task, with the added convenience of
a pulsed light source. The use of a pulsed light source makes it possible
to have the transmitting and receiving beams overlapping at all heights
above a few kilometres, the required height range being selected by
range gating. The apparatus used by the authors of this note is
essentially similar to that used by Fiocso and Smullin, but improvements
in laser output and receiving area increase the sensitivity of the
equipment by a factor on approximately 100.

The apparatus for this experiment is a pulsed radar operating
at a wavelength of 6943 A. The output from a Q-spoiled ruby laser
is passed through a diverging lens on to a 20 cm parabolic mirror, in
such a may as to produce a parallel beam; this process improves the
collimation by a factor of about 20. The emergent beam is directed
vertically upwards, and the back-scattered light from the atmosphere
collected by a 50 cm mirror. At the focus of the 50 cm mirror is a
photo-multiplier, the output from which, consisting of pulses cor-
responding to photons reaching the photocathode, is amplified and
displayed on a CRT. This display is photographed, the photographs
subsequently being analysed by counting the number of pulses observed
in height intervals of 1.5 km. The essential parameters of the apparatus
are given in Table 1.

In addition to Rayleigh scattering from molecules Mie
scattering may also be observed. Mie scattering is produced by the
aerosol layer which extends frcm about 15 km to 25 km. Fiocco in 1963
re rted observations of scatter from dust particles between 90 and
140 kin, and suggested that these may be meteoric in origin. The
measurements which we report here show no such scattering, although
a signal only 3% of that observed by Fiocco and Smullin would have
been detected.
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Table I - Equipment Parameters

Wavelength 6943 A

Pulse energy 5 joules

Half beam-width 0.1 milliradians

Repetition rate 10 pulses per minute (max)

Receiving bandwidth 20 A

Receiving area 1500 cm-

Receiving efficiency 1.5%

The results from a series of 100 single pulse measurements are
shown in Fig. 1. In this figure the number of echo pulses C, from
a given height h, is range normalized by multiplying by h2, and
plotted against h, (note that the Ch2 axis is logarithmic). Also plotted
is the expected theoretical Rayleigh scattering using the standard U.S.
atmosphere, modified for 150 north latitude. This theoretical curve is
fitted to the experimental results at a height of 30 km. It may be seen
that the experimental results fit the theoretical curve well for heights
between 25 and 60 km. Below 25 km Mie scattering from aerosols
increases the signal by a maximum factor of two. Above 60 km the
errors of measurement are such as to render the results of little value.
Only one point is more than one standard deviation above the theo-
retical curve, and this cannot be considered significant.

The measurements described above were made at night;
daytime measurements have been made for heights up to 30 km, but
above this height the increased noise level due to scattered sunlight
gives an unacceptably high noise level. More recent nighttime
measurements, not yet fully analyzed, have been made, for which the
noise level has been improved. These measurements give appreciably
smaller errors at 70 and 80 k , and show that any scattering observed
at our latitude (18 degrees north geographic) from above 90 km is
not more than 19/6 of that reported by Fiocco and Smullin. It is of
interest to note that these measurements were made at a period of high
mel.eoric activity, and hence should have shown meteoric dust, if
present.
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The importance of measurements of the sort described In this
note lies mainly in the ease and rapidity with which a complete height
profile can be obtained. Increases in sensitivity achievable by enlarging
the receiving mirror and increasing the laser energy would make it
entirely feasible to work at heights up to 110 km. The 15 to 25 km
aerosol layer may also be of interest from the point of view of tidal
theory. It has been suggested that aerosols might be produced by the
oxidation of H:!S by atmospheric ozone. Current theories of atmospheric
tides give heating in the ozonosphere as the origin of the semi-diurnal
solar tide. In this case a correlation might be tound between aerosol
concentration amd atmospheric tides.



DIJRNAL VARIATIONS OF ATOMIC OXYGEN AND OZONE IN

THE MESOSPHERE OVER THE EQUATOR *

Julius London

University of Colorado

and

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Boulder, Colorado

Theory and observations indicate that the production and
distribution of ozone in the Stratosphere and Mesosphere result from
a combination of photochemical effects and various modes of
atnospheric motion. These latter processes are important in proportion
to. the photochemical relaxation time for ozone. This relaxation time
is of. t.he, order. of -years in the troposphere and decreases in the
stratosphere to a minimum of about one hour at a height of about
50 km.

In the mesosphere, the relaxation time for ozone increases
slowly. It is important to note that in the region of maximum ozone
concentration (about 25-30 km near the equator) the relaxation time
for ozone is of the order of a few months.

The vertically integrated amount of ozone at the equator,

resulting from photochemical processes, is approximately 320 x 10- - cm
(STP), whereas the observed total amount at, for example, Huancayo,
Peru is about 250 x 101 cm (STP). This excess of theoretical over
observed value near the equator is related to the poleward transport
of ozone in both hemispheres as a result of atmospheric motions in
the lower stratosphere.

The photochemical production of ozone results directely from
recombination processes involving atomic oxygen. In the upper
mesosphere, atomic oxygen concentrations are larger than those for
ozone and consequently time variations of ozone in this region depend
sensitively on time changes of the atomic oxygen concentration. The

* This woilk has .been supported by the National Science Foundation USA
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relevant time dependent photochemica! equations for an oxygen
atmosphere were solved numerically to determine the diurnal variation
of 0 and 03 in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere for various
latitudes and seasons. Standards values were assumed for the different
physical parameters. The reaction time coefficient for 0 + 02
recombination was assumed to be ".1 x 10-"° exp [-3000/T]. The
results for 00 latitude are discussed here.

During the night, particularly in the lower mesosphere, 0 is
destroyed by collisional recombination with 0- and 03. At sunrise.
however, photo dissociation of 02 quickly restores the atomic oxygen
concentration to near equilibrium values.

The computed diurnal pattern of 0 is shown in Fig. I where
the variation of 0 is seen to increase with altitude through the
mesosphere. Below 60 km atomic oxygen almost disappears during the
night, but reaches maximum values at 60 km of about 10l/cm3 during
the daytime. At the level of mesopause the indicated diurnal variation
of atomic o:ygen is quite small.
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Fig. I- Photochemically produced diurnal variation of 0 at the
Equator for an oxygen atmosphere. The ordinate represents
height in km and the curves of constant densities sre in cm-.
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The daily march of ozone has a phase just opposite to that of
*1 atomic oxygen. Immediately after sunrise, O is photo dissociated very

rapidly in the mesosphere. It is reformed, however, when sufficient
oxygen atoms are present so that the destruction is balanced by
recombination processes. After sunset, photodissociation stops and the

0 concentration increases rapidly at first and then more slowly as the
supply of 0 is used up in recombination. The amplitude of the diurnal
variation of 03 is very small at 50 km but increases with height to a
maximum at about 75-80 km. At these levels the ozone concentration is a
maximum shortly before sunrise and a minimum shortly thereafter (see
Fig. 2). The most rapid increase of ozone occurs at sunset. The total
daily range may reach as high as 100 molec/cm3 (i. e., increasing from
109/cm 3 during the day to 10"1 /cm 3 during the night).

70 . ,"
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Fig. 2-Photochemically produced diurnal variation of 03 at the
Equator for an oxygen atmosphere. Ordinate in km and
densities in cna-.

Although the largest diurnal Os changes take place above 60
km, the primary maximum 03 concentrations is found in the
stratosphere (=5 x 10'/cm3), which at the equator is at a height of
about 27-28 km. As a result, total 03 measurements made at the ground
would show on a small percentage variation of the vertically integrated
total amount. The computed diurnal variation of total ozone as might
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be observed at the ground is shown in Fig. 3. The scale at the left
represents the diurnal variation of toWl ozone which would result
from photochemical processes alone. The indicated variation is about
12 x 10-1 cm (STP) - or about 596 of the average observed total
amount at Huancayo. It is likely that somewhat smaller but similar
type of variations could be observed during the time of a total solar
cipse. Total observations (for instance during the solar eclipse in
Nov, 1966 across S. America) could reveal an increase of total ozone
of the order of a fev percent during the 'time of the eclipse. Observa-
tions from high level balloons or from rockes made at first contact
and soon after third contact should, of course, show much larger
changes in cr~zne concentrations.
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~Fig. 3 - Photochemically produced diurnal variation of total Os as
might be observed from the ground.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON D-REGION CHEMISTRY

by

G. W. Adams and A. . Maslcy

Douglas Missile and Space Systems

Santa Monica, California

Data obtained by other workers have been used to study the

gross chemistry of the polar D region. Satellite and balloon measure-

ments of solar cosmic ray energy spectra during the July 1961 solar

cosmic ray events were used to calculate 0 (z), the rate of production

of electron-ion pairs as a function of altitude, while N(z), the

electron density profile, was available from multifrequency rioreter

work in College, Alaska. Having Q (z) and N (z) for six different

times, it was possible to determine *I (z) in the familiar equation

Q (z = *(z) N- (z) (Figure 1). Previously reported were the results
that (1) the iorm of the equation was apparently valid, and (2) ,

depended on n, the number density of neutral air molecules, such that

S(z) = an E2 +bn the altitude range 40 < z < 80 km, with
a -2.5 x 10-,o b = 2.35 x 10-', and n in cm "= (Figure 2).

Two extensions of this work have been done and are reported

here. More detailed satellite data have been obtained and used to

recalculate the production rate profiles. Using these profiles to
recalculate * (z), the validity of the equation Q (z) = i Xz) N' (z)
was more strongly confirmed. Since these results were for daytime

condi.tions, an attempt was made to calculate nighttime values for I

by using the observed twilight variations in riometer absorpticn.
Preliminary results of this work indicate that no physically meaningful
profile for nighttime * is possible, regardless of the assumed height of

the effective blocking layer. It may be pIosibl, to ac"ount fr the

twilight variations by introducing sca-tering, but this work has not
yet been done.
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Figure 1 The results of the six cases of data used to determine
the steady-state coefficient. The spread in the six
cases is very small compared to the differences in the
corresponding production rate P-roIe-- and in the electron
density profiles, indicating that equation Q(z) = ', (z)
N2 (z) is valid. The differences in the six cases show no
observable dependence on Q, N, or the zenith angle of the
sun.
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PLANETARY AND UPPER ATMOSPHERIC GASEOUS ELECTRONIC

PROCESSES INVOLVING RADIATION IN THE INFRARED

by

Wilhem Jorgensen

U. S. Army Research Office Durham

Durham, North Carolina, U. S. A.

Abstract: The intent of this paper is to survey the research
problems and processes on upper atmospheric gaseous electronic pro-
cesses which can be studied in equatorial regions by infrared techniques,
particularly from terrestrial stations, in the laboratory, or from
unsophisticated rocket or balloon facilities. Recent rapid advances in
the quantity, quality, and spectral response of infrared detector and
components, makes the technique particularly attractive for upper
atmospheric research since much of the energy emitted in recombination
and relaxation processes is radiated in the infrared. Of pa;zticular
interest is the development of highly stable tunable lasers which have
been shown in principle to permit the application of optical heterodyn-
ing techniques to infrared detectors.
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IONOSPH ERIC CROSS-MODUIATION

AT THE GEOMAGNETIC EQUATOR

by

W. K. Klemperer

CRPL, ESSA, Boulder, Colorado

Various experiments to detect radio wave interactions in the
lower ionosphere have been carried out using the 22 acre antenna and
4 megawatt transmitter of the Jicamarca Radar Observatory. Although
equatorial sporadic-E severely limits observation time, reduction in the
amplitude of 3 MHz F layer echoes by as much as 25% is readily
obtained from the classical Luxembourg effect. Cross-modulation of 50
MHz cosmic noise has also been observed. In this experiment the lower
ionosphere is first heated with a 3 millisecond, 4 megawatt rf pulse. A
decrease in sky brightness temperature (about 6,0000 K in directions
well away from the galactic center) of 300 ___ 100 K is observed in
daytime with a recovery time on the order of 2 milliseconds. Both the
Luxembourg and cosmic noise observations indicate that the interaction
height is above 75 km, and essentially no cross-modulation was observed
below 65 km. The lower boundary of the D region thus appears to be
substantially higher over the geomagnetic equator than in other parts
of the world. This is in agreement with theories of D region formation
attributing most of the lower level ionization to cosmic ray and solar
particle influx, which is significantly less at the geomagnetic equator.

JICAMARCA.
PZRU Fig. I - Three examples of

28 NOV cross-modulation using E-layer re-
1963 flections. The bottom trace, which

() 3.0 , shows a very large amount of cross-
modulation, was obtained -when the

F frequency of the wanted wave was

(33 near the E layer critical frequency
0 75 1;0 X m Repige
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Fig. 2 - An illustration of how the cross modulation changes as the
disturbing pulse is lengthened.
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Fig. 3- The calculate amount of cross-modulation expected under
various conditions of "wanted wave" frequency and
disturbing pulse length. To the left is the model ionospheric
profile used in the calculations. It is thought to be typical
of conditions above Jicamarca, Peru at midday. Immediately
to the right of this curve is a dashed curve, drawn on the
same height scale, which shows the behavior of cros-
modulation with height for a 50 MHz wanted wave. To the
right of that are curves for a 3 MHz wanted frequency.
Between 60 and 80 km. the cross-modulation is positive, i.e.
the echo amplitude is enhanced (curve with plus signs) by
as much as 0.1 db. Above that height, the cross-modulation
is always an increase in absorption.
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Fig. 6 A measurement of the change in the cosmic noise level caused
by heating with a 3 millisecona pulse. The transmitted pulse
was at 50 MHz. The cosmic noise was received over a band
2 MHz wide centered on 50 MHz. A 10 kHz band at the
transmitted frequency was removed with a notch filter. Two
apparent time constants can be seen: one of 2 milliseconds,
corresponding to a collision frequency of perhaps 5. 10' sec-',
and a somewhat longer one which may be of E region origin.



DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TRANSEQUATORIAL AND IDDLE

LATITUDE VLF PROPAGATION

by

C. J. Chilton

NBS, Boulder, Colorado

and

S. M. Radicella

Universidad de Tucuman, Argentina

A comparison is made between the phase and amplitude of the
18kHz signal NBA (Balboa, Panama) recorded at Boulder, Colorado in
the northern hemisphere and Tucumdn, Argentina, in the southern
hemisph c. The normal diurnal and seasonal variations are given and
some representative examples of equatorial nighttime phase anomalies
(NPA's) not concurrently observed on the mid-latitude path are shown.
The approximate geographical and geomagnetic orientations of the two
VLF propagation paths are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. I - The VLF trans-

mission paths: NBA-Boulder and
NBA-Tucuman. The basic map
showing approximate geomagnetic

[-. meridians and the position of the
geomagnetic equator at ground level
(thin line) and 100-km altitude
(thick line) was taken from Dud-
ziak et al".

Yfx
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NORMAL DIURNAL AND SEASONAL VARIATION: Monthly averages
of the normal diurnal phase and amplitude variations are plotted
relative to midpath noon in Fig. 2 and 3. The phase scale is given
in degrees of phase retardation relative to the Boulder phase at
midpath noon. This was done for convenience of comparison and
although the day to night difference in phase appears as a daytime
diffe;ence this should not necessarily be taken to imply that the
nighttime effective heights of reflection are ihe same for both. The
day to night change in phase at Tucumran can ' seen to be considerably
less, approximately 30% than that observ, at Boulder and has
remained consistently less from month to ;ia~rth.

The shapes of the daytime amplitude variations for both
Boulder and Tucuman are similar and, like the observed difference in
time of onset of sunrise and sunset of the phase, can be related to the
solar zenith angle variation". The relative amplitude scale is
estimated microvolts per meter for the Boulder field strength and 0.5
times the scale values for the Tucuman field strength. Thus the
estimated field strengths, both day and night, observed at Boulder
appear to be greater than those observed at Tucuman. During the
nighttime the field strength at Tucuman is seen to be consistently lower
than during the day. This is in direct contrast to the observations
made at Boulder where the nighttime field strength is consistently
higher than during the day.

The day to night phase change in degrees and calculated
effective diurnal change in phase height versus season for Boulder (2
years) and Tucuman (1 year) are given in Fig. 4. The seasonal
variation of diurnal phase change for the NBA-Boulder path shows a
pronounced semiannual variation with peaks at the equinoxes. This
variation observed at Boulder is seen to be consistent from year to
year. On the other hand the seasonal variation observed at Tucuman
is not as pronounced as that observed at Boulder, but appears to show
the same semiannual character. Although this variation is not
explainable in terms of the solar illumination of the earth, the apparent
difference in the amplitude of the seasonal variation between Boulder
and Tucuman could possibly be related to the differences in solar
zenith angle variation which existe between the two paths.
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Fig. 4- The observed diurnal phase change in degrees and the

calculated apparent diurnal change in phase height in kilo-
meters -:ersus season for the two paths NBA-Tucuman and
BA-Boulder. The vertical bars give the probable error of

an individual measurement.

ANOMALOUS VARIATIONS: -As was shown by Chilton, et. al.") , the
nighttime phase and ampliutde at Tucarman are much more disturbed
than on the Boulder path. This effect was very often observed during
the year on the Tucuman records- It can be shown from a comparison
of the data that t-e Boulder records do not exhibit a similar behavior
during the disturbed period. Shown in Fig. 5 is the unusually large
nighttime phase anomaly (NPA) which occurred on 8 Sept. 1963.
These are photographs of the actual records obtained at Tucuman on
the 7, 8 and 9 September 1963. This NPA was not concurrently

observed at Boulder. At maximum this change in phase is twice the
normal diurnal change in phase observed at Tucuman. Three more
examples of NPA's observed at Tucuman on 9 June, 26 August, and 14
September 1963 are presented in Fig. 6.
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CONCLUSIONS: The normal diurnal and seasonal variations show
hat there are basic differences betveen trawequatorial and middle

latitude VLF propagation characteristics. These differences strongh
suggest that the structure of the lower D- region changes with latitu-d

It Lc thought that these differences are due to a latitudmal variation
- i in the day-time electron density gradicnlt. The abnormal variations seen

on the NBA-Tucuman path and not on the NBA-Boulder path
demonstrate that the nighttime equatorial :no-phere is less stable
than the nighttime ionosphere at higher latitudes. The explanation and

mechanism for this effect is not yet movewn.
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SUMMUARY OF THE SESSION

by

S. Gnanaiingam

Applied Physics Section, C.I.S.I.R., Colombo, Ceylon

TILz sessions began wi.th a rc-aiew of the D)region by Aikin. This was
followed L-y papers on 1)-region chenistry, the propagation of VLF radio waves.
studies of 1)-gion electron density by ionosphere cross-modulation, low frequency
background fluctuations, the determination of -tmospheric densities by laser
Drobe and infrared studies of the D-iegion.

The results of an investimation of the diurnal variation of alomic oxygen
an~d ozone in the mesosphe.ce presented by London. The vertical distxibu-
flon of ezone in equatoriit reoions showed that o"one %%as in photocheraical
eqlibriuma only at levels of about 35-50 km. Above 50 kmn the time -ariations
of ozone indk-zated the probability of large diurnal v-ariations. Theoretical studies
suggest &.at the amplitude of these diurnal variations would increase with
altitude and reach a maximum of about two orders of magnitude at -bout 7-5
km. At these levels the ozone concern. ation -was a ina'imumn shoriy before
sunrise and a minimum shortly afte:.. The most rapid increase of azone.. however.
occurredA at sunset. The t1heory also indicated a secondary maximumn of ozone
at "06 kmn. With regard to atomic oxygen, the concentration of this constituent
decreased with altitude through the mesosphe..e. Below 60 kmn. awonic: oxygen
almost disappeared during the night, but reached maximum values of about
101, per cm3 in the daytime.

The work of Adams and Mlasley on the chemistry of the 1)-region showed
that the equation

0 (Z) =' (Z) N-' kL)

was apparently valid in the daytime in the polar region. It was suggested that
this may also be true of the equatorial region. These autho.s made use of
satellite and balloon measurements of solar cosmic ray energy spectra, taken
during the July 1961 cosmic ray events, to calculate Q (L); and the- multi-frequency
fiometer work at College. Alaska to determine N (z). They found that *j varied
wvith the number density n of neut-7al air molecu~les according to the relation

*= an"- + bn. Two extensions of this work, based on m-ore detailed satel11t-2
data, have ieaffirmed the abo~ c relationships. Preliminary results wvere presented
of an analysis of the observed twilight variations in riometer absorption carried
out to determine the nighttime values of *i. These results indicated that no
physically meaningful profile for * was possible, regardless of the assumed
height of the effective blocking layer.
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In a paper on atmospheric composition Hanson sbowed that recent
n-,surnements of the ratio of atomic to molecular oxygen could be combined
w"-.h a knowledge of dissociation, recombination. and inolecular diffusion rates
to determine an average i-ate fo: eddy diffusion, and also to produce an
atmospheric model for the lower thcrmosphere that had a degree of self
.onsistency not present in emrlier models. The method consisted of integrating
;he diffi-.nn equation downwards bc-='nning at 120 km, under the assumption
that the eddy diffusion coefficient was indepeadent uf altitude. Making used
of few available measuiements of the ratio of atomic to molecular oxygen, which
indicated :I value near unity at 120 kin, and making allowance for the possibility

r of recombination in the measuring instruments, it was found that the average
cddy diffudon coeffc-ent in the S0 to 120 km altitude range had a value between
9 x 1P and 8 x l05 cm-/sec. Assuming a reasonable value for the coefficien,
the analysis showed a broad peak in the atomic oxygen concentration near 90 km.
The maximum concentration at this lexel w-a-.s wi.hin a fact.or of two of 5-AOtt
atomslcm3 . The total column density of atomic oxygen was found to be rif the
order of 1.5 x 101s atoms/cm-.

Investigations of the propagation of very low frequency radio waves (18
kHz) over the NBA-Boulder and NBA-Tucuman paths were described by
Chilton and RadiceiJa. A marked difference has been noted in the day to night
phase change for the two paths, the phase change being greater for the NBA-
Boulder path. The seasonal variation of te day-to-night phase for the NBA-
Boulder path showed a pronounced semi-annual component, which was consistent
from year to year. The seasonal vriation observed at Tucuman, however, was
not so pronounced" but there appeared to be a small semi-annual component.
Ccrsiderable fluctuations in the nighttime phase, which were un-correlated
iith solar or magnetic events have been observed at Tucuman, but these phase

i.numalies were absent at Boulder. The amplitude variations were also found to
be different for the two paths. There was an appreciable diurnal variation in
i mplitude at Tucuman which showed a tendency for higher field strengths during
the day than at night. This diurnal variation was not observed at Boulder.

These measurements seem to suggest that there are marked latitudinal varia-
tions in the D-reglon of the ionosphere. It is thought that the variations are due
to differences in the electron density gradients over the two paths.

The results of ionosphe-ic cross-modulation experiments carried out by
Klemperer at the magnetic equator were prescnted by Farley. The measurements
were made at the Jicamarca Radar Observatory in Peru. The disturbing
t.ansmitter operated on 50 MHz, aind the cross-modulation was investigated
using a 3 MHz "wanted transmitter". Measurements were also made of the cross-
modulation on 5J MHz cosmic noise. The limiting value of the measurements
wa2 about 1000 electrons/cm 3 at 70 km. The main result which emerged was
that the D-region was higher at the equator than at temperature latitudes. No
appreciable ionization was detected below 60 km.

Aarons described some preliminary observations of ELF signals in the
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S ralge 5-10 WG Hz made at Huancayo, Peru. A .,pica!l series ef records taken in

tobe14 in the low range 5-1000-z showe low amplitude levels in the 300-
1000Hz portion of the spectrum during ;he post-midnight hours. Stormy records

were occasionaly observed during the post-sunrise period, probably due to local
thunderstorms. The maximum for all signals at he low frequencies, lhowever,
oaccurred in the late afternoon, when thunderstorm activity was greatest in the
Americas. Records taken in February 1963 showed signal enhancements at certain
frequencie in the high range. These are to be investigated in the ensuirg months.

A pulsed laser provides a valuable tool for the measurement of
atmospheric densities, dust particles and ae-o-ols. The technique is feasible
up to 110 km. Experiments using this technique were described by Clemesha.
Preliminary measurements of atmospheric density at Kingstcn Jamaica. gave
a good fit to the U.S. standard atmosphere. It was noted that -cattering from
meteors was absent at this latitude. If any scattering had been present its
magnitude would have been less than a hundredth part of the value obtained
at higher latitudes by Fiocco and Smullins.

A survey of the research problems and processes which can be studied
in equato-ial regions by infrared techniques was given by Jorgensen. Recent
advances in the quality of infmred detectors made the tchniques particularly
attractive for upper atmospheric research, since much of the energy emitted in
recombination processes was radiated in the infrared.

In conclusion, Piggott drew attention to the fact that pressure changes
at low latitudes appeared to be linked with pressure changes at high latitudes,
but in opposite phase. He emphasized the importance of meteorological studies
being made simultaneously with Investigations of the D-region.

i1
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H - ABSORPTION IN THE EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

(Discussion leader: W. R. P!ggott)

Review Paper

I by

N. J. Skinner

Ahmadu Belle University, Zaria, Nigeria

introduction

jWhen an eletromagnedc wave passes thrugh an ionized medium, energyS is dissipated by collisions -with neutral particles and electrons set into motion

by the wave. At low heights, this coisional frequency can be high, due to the
large neutral particle density, and relativeiv few electrons can cause high
absorption.

Measurements of ionospheric absorption are of interest in two ways.
Firstly, the radio engineer needs such data in order to calculate the loss for a
particular radio circuit at any specified time. He is thereby guided in his
choice of frequency and transmitter power necessary to give adequate signal
str-'-gth at the receiving station. Charts have been given by Plggott (1959) based
on experimental data which enable sk3, wave field strengths to be calculated
in tropical regions. Secondly, we are interested in absorption measurements

ij because of the information they give on the structure and behavior of the
lowest part of the ionosphere, in particular the D-region. Unfortunately the
process is an indirect one and consists in proposing models of the electron
dcns-.y and collisional frequency as functions of height, calculating the absorp-
tion and its theoretical variation with wave frequency and sun's zenith distance,
and comparing these with the measured variations.

The Relevant Absorption Theory

From the magneto-Ionic theory it can be shown that for quasitransverse
propagation of radio waves in an ionized medium the absorption index K is
given by

2 7re 2  1
..K = (1)m c

where e and m arr, the electronic charge and mass respectively,

¢I

'1I
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N Is the electm coocentation

. is the electron coIsioa freq-e.c.

; is tbe reractir'e in&x of the ioik-ed medium, and , is the --g"-.r

fre~n3cy of the expl,-t wre-

ThIs expVr-sn is also Ure for the case of no =ngwtic field-

T~v !3i e of absoiptioc ame usually dktinguisbed:

(a) That Cocuring uten Nw is eh =W , is app.rom =a.y unity - termed

at absoip

b) Tha: occuing nzr the point of rdlection where ; approacs zero -

temed the dewlive 2bsorticW-

For the nonoiath-e 2bsorption it is usually assumed that W < a so
that the total non-deiative Asorp io-n L. is pitppaional to [N7 dh. For a
Ciapmz Layer it can be sbaum thao

A ( Cos x )SP
L = (2i

where x i sun's zenith anzle, and A is a constant.

MIe deiativ absorption in a Chapman layer. L. assuming no magnetic
field, has been calculated by Jaeger (1947)

L = B / secX) F (f/f,) (3)

where B is a constant including the scale helght and electron colliion frequency.
and the tabulated function F (f/f,) become large when the wave frequency,'*
approaches the critical frequency of the layer f,.
The total absorption for a wave reflected in the E reg;., expressed as a func-
tion of wave frequency for a constant value of X is therefore.

L (f) = (A/Si) + IB F (U/0,) (4)

(Non-deviative) + (Deviative)

Several workers have made multi-frequency measurements of total absorption
and have rsed :his equation to calculate the deviative and non-deviative
cont-ibutions.

When the full-wave theory is used to compute deviative absorption
assuming a model ionosphere, it is found that the deviative absorption calculted
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by the simple nmeod (equation (3)) is too V--Ml .For comple. Fejer 2nd ViceI 59) that ocmctions must be added to the d--iative absorption
c, dated using ray theory. ~which ammnited to 8 db In total deviative absorption
of 59 d at 183 MAHz, and to 3 db in 37 db at 2.63 MfHz.

Experimental Measurements

Ab o-pfian has been studied :E the equatorial zone by two ma methods.
Tbe first employs a vertical incidene pulse reflection technique by which the
apparent -reflectic= coefficient of the ionospnerm is measured. The integrated
absorpti over the whole path is proportional to tim logarithm of the reflection
coefficient This type of measurement is usually termed the Al method and
has been desc-ibed in detail by Pigot (1933). The other techniques, designat-
cd type A?. cnmsdsts in recording the level of cosmic radio iOise at a frequency
of about 20 .MHz. The noise level is a rather complicated function of sidereal
time and tei- x-riable absorptivity of the ionosphere and subtraction of the

sidereal effect leads to a measurement of the ionospheric absorption. The method
was first desc-ibed by Mitra and Shain (1954).

An additional method ef studying abso-ption is by means of the
perameter f-min obtained from normal routine vertical Ionospheric soundings.
It is *.he Iwest freuenc at which echoes are received and is a reliable absorp-

tion parameter only when the sensitiity of the sounder is carefully monitored.
Valies of f-min can be converted to aborption using the Al or A2 methods.

Type Al Absorption Measurements At Low Latitudes

Such studies have been made in Africa (.badan, Dakar) India (Waltair,
Abmebadad, Delhi and Banaras), Ceylon (Colombo) and the Far East (Singapore).
Tables I ap II summarize these measurements. The scope of the measurements
have varied widely and the variation of absorption with wave frequency, sun's
zenith angle, lunar time and solar activity have been studied, (see Table I).
In some cases attempts have been made, particularly from the frequency varia
tion, to divide the total measured absorption into "non-deviative" and "deviative"
components, that is, absorption beneath the reflecting layer where the refractive
index is aproximately unity and absorption near the reflecting point where
L .-. 0 respectively, (see Table II). For example, Skinner and Wright (1956)

found that the non-deviative absorption at Ibadan varied as (cos x)O.6/fl-2

whereas the Appleton-Hartree theory would predict a variation of the fGrm
(cos X)-3 WJf. This was interpreted in terms of absorption occurring at levels
low In the D-region where 2 . f is comparable with the collision frequency v,
and it can be shown that an electron density of about 103 cm-3 at the level
where v is about 107 sec-2 is required. From their analysis, the deviative absorp-
tion in E-layer for a wave frequency of 2.4 MHz was only about 12% of the
Zotal absorption.
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On the other hand, Ramana Murty and Ramachandra Rao (1964.b) in a
similar anolysis %vith absorption -ta for Waltair (India) find tl&at although the
total absorption obeys a frequ"- -3 law of the fo-m f-:-:, the non-deviative absorp-
tion (obtained by subtracting the calculated deviative absorption from the total
measured absorption) follows much more closely an inverse square frequency
law. in their view the departure from the inverse square law shown by the
total absorption is due to the presence of deviative contribution, which
contributes about 20% to the total absorption.

The v-ariations of absorption with lunar time and solar activity provide
indirect evidence of the behavior or the D-laycr ionization under these influences.

With regard to lunar variation, the only measurements in equatorial
regions appear to be those of Skinner and Wright (1964), who find a significant
semi-diurnal lunar tide in years of low solar activity. Thus, maximum absorp-
lion occurs at 3 hrs. lunar time, which implics that the ionization is at its
greatest height at 0.9 hrs., if the lunar variation is due to the vertical movement
of the D-layer between levels of different collision frequency. It is interesting
that lunar tides in h'Es and hJ,,F_ show changes almost in synchronism with
this movement.

Rather more work has been done on !he dependence of absorption on
solar activity. Most workers report a variation of the form:

L = Lo (I + bR)

where R is the sunspot number and b is a constant.
Values of b of 2.6 x I0-3 for 2.4 MHz and 3.5 x 10-3 for 5.7 MHz are reported
at Ibadan, based on the vears 1953-59, whereas -t Colombo, Gnanalingam (private
communication) finds values of 5.1 x 10-3 for the I. G. Y. and I. Q. S. Y.,
groups of data.

Type A2"Measurements At Low Latitudes

Riometer measurements have been reported from India (Ahmedabad,
Delhi) the Pacific (Johnston Is., Bikini and Hawaii), Huancayo (Peru) and Slo
Josd dos Campos (Brasil). The work falls into two categories:

a) The study of the regular variations of absorption using data taken
over a long period, and

b) the study of short lived absorption events accompanying solar flares,
nuclear explosions, etc.

Some attemps have been made to divide the total absorption into D
and F2 layer contributions (e.g. Sarada and Mitra, 1960, Ramanathan and Bhonsle,
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1959); Sterger and Warwick, 1961). The D region contributions quoted by these
workers, of the order of. 2- 3 db .at noon, appear to be too large.

Several workers (Fredrikscn and D-ce, 1962; Sterger and War ick, 1961;
and Ranriathan and Bhonsle, 1959) report abnormal variation of total absorp-
tion in the evening hours. In some but not all cases, these correlated with the
occurrence of spread F conditions.

Absorption events accompanying large solar flares have been studied by
Sarada (1958) at Delhi, and follouing nuclear explosions by Saha and Mahajan
(1964).

Further Research

The major problem to be resolved is the question of the relative contibu-
tions of the various ionospheric regions to the total absorption. More
multifrequency observations by both Al and A2 techniques are required and
s:multaneous measurements by both methods at the same station would be
ilseftil. The full wave theory should be used to compute the deiative absorption
eover a range of trequencies using recent data on the distribution with altitude
of N and v in the deviative absorbing region. Hence the non-deviative absorp-
tion: can be obtained as a function of frequency and deductions may then be
made about the structure of the D region.
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MULTIFREQUENCY ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTrS

FOR IONOSPIEIC STUDIES

by

G. W. Adams, A. D. Goedecke, and A. J. Masley

Douglas Missile and Space Systems

Santa Monica, California, U.S.A.

The multifrequency riometer is being developed as a tool for
D-region studies in the polar caps and the auroral zones. Theoretical
investigations indicate that it may also prove useful at latitudes below
the auroral zones. The multifrequency riometer is used to measure
cosmic noise absorption as a function of frequency in the HF and VHF.
If all the absorption takes place above 75 km, then the absorption va-
ries inversely as the frequency squared, and the only benefits are an
expanded range and greater accuracy. If a significant fraction of the
absorption takes place below 75 kin, then the absorption-frequency
curve is a function of the electron density profiie in this region, and
the absorption-frequency curve can be used to determine the electron
density profile at the same region (the contribution from above 75 km
exists as a single term in the solution). The determination of the elec-
tron density profile below 75 km is possible because the electron
collision frequency here is not negligibly small compared to the radio
wave frequency, as it is above 75 km. As a result, the absorption
coefficients in this region are not simply related, as is shown in Fig.
1, and the absorption equations can then be solved for the electron
density profile.

In the polar caps, the electron density profiles derived during
solar cosmic ray events are used to determine the energy spectra of
the solar particles. One such spectrum, derived from multifrequency
riometer results of other workers, is shown in Fig. 2 as an indication
of the accuracy of the technique. Note that the technique gives absolute
values; no normalization is required.

The equipment under development is basically a fixed-frequen-
cy riometer with switched tuning. A program unit drives the frequency
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through 19 steps (8-45 MHz) with the cosmic radio noise power level

at each frequency being sampled four times by a digital voltmeter
and the data punched into paper tape for direct computer analysis.

, One full cycle requires 8.7 minutes, and also includes time and other
auxiliary information.

:rr

ini

200
04

0 0

'C'LI H

ALTITUDE Ikmn,

Fig. I - The ratios of the absorption coefficients in the lower iono-
sphere to the absorption cocfficicnt for 50 MHz, for several
different frequencies and modes. (200 denotes the ordinary
mode on 20 MHz; 20 is the extraordinary mode). At
altitudes greater than about 70 km, the ratio is given by the
ratio of the squares of the frequencies. At altitudes below
about 30 kin, there is no frequency dependance. In the region
30 < Z < 70 kin, the absorption coefficients are not simply
related, and electron profile determinations may be done
here.
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,o, Fig. 2 - A so!r cosmic ray energy spectrum determined from multi.
frequency riometer data taken during the July 19%1 solar

~cosmic ray events. The dots connected by a line are points
~calculated from the multifrequency riometer; the two

retangles are derived from the Injun 1 satellite data. The

good agreement is indicative of the accuracy which can be
obtained with the multifreque.cy riometer technique.

To examine the possible uses of such a technique at latitudes
below the auroral zones, we have performed calculations for several
electron profiles, two of which are shown in Fig. 3. These profiles
are not particular measurements or models, but are typical of mid.
latitude daytime profiles. The resultant absorption-frequency curves
are showm in Fig. 4. Since the absorption as a function of frequency
may be conveniently represented as A(f) = g(f)/f' (where g (f)
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contains the information about the electron density profile), the quantity

A (f) . P (= g (f)) is plotted instead of A (f). The shallower of the
two electron density profiles gives the upper absorption-frequency
curve, which is almost a straight line at unity (the profiles have been

normalized at 50 MHz). A straight line at unity represents a 1/f
dependence, indicating no significant absorption below 75 km. The
other electron density profile (the one with more ionization at lower
altitudes) give the lower absorption-frequency curve, which shows a
significant (and measurable) departure from 1/f2. The two electron
density profiles therefore represent the boundary of the usefulness of
the multifrequency riometer. We conclude from this that, at mid-

latitudes, the multifrequency riometer will be useful around noon and

during periods of enhanced ionization, such as SID's.

O Nt _ , _.. .

0 .0

70 - A
J

!10 10 2 10 3 104 lei

3
ELECTRC'C'ENSI1Y. ELECTIMNS CM

Fig. 3 - Two of the electron density profiles used for this study.
These profiles do not represent any particular measurements
or theoretical models, but are representative of most day.-

time mid-latitude measurements. Nicolet and Aikin's mdel
is roughly bracketed by these two profiles.
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Fig. 4- The absorption-frequency curves which would result from
the electron density profiles in Fig. 3. The quantity on the
vertical scale is the absorption (A) times the square of the
frequency (f), normalized to unity at 50 MHz. On the
horizontal scale is the effective frequency - the frequency
:t the gyrofrequency, dpending on the mode. Absorption
occurring above 70 km gives a straight line at unity; absorp-
tion below 70 km gives a curve lying below unity. Here the
upper curve (close to unity) corresponds to the shallower
electron density profile; the lower curve is for the more
intense profile.



COS-C WOISE AESORWRION AT HUAMCAYO, PEIV

by

P. Bandyopadhyay

Huancayo Observatory, Instituto Geofisice del Fenz

A 30 M& riometer has been in operation at Huancayo since
July 1961. Thus, by the time of the Starfish explosion (July 9, 1962)
we already had about a year of data which made it possible to derive
he "quiet-day curve'. This same riometer was used (a) to obtain

values of absoriion and (b) to follow course of decay of the syn-
chrotron noise-

Fig. I shows the average diurnal variation of total absorption
during the different months of a two-year period. The usual midday
peak and an occasional peak (in September and November) are notice-
able. The attenuaVion given by Fig. 1 is the totai of contributions
from all different regions of the ionosphere. From physical considera-
tions one can expect that the major contributions will be from the
D- and the F2-region. We tried to separate these contributions by
the Mitra and Shain method which did work with our data. Besides,
doubt has been cast on the validity of the method by some recent
Russia. work.

We have examined at some length the nighttime values of
absorption which are almost entirely F-region contribution. These values
when plotted against foF2 generally give the kind of curve shown by
Fig. 2. The curve shows two things: (a) the magnitude of the F2-
layer absorption corresponding to a given fo2 and (b) the rapid
increase of absorption with foF2. We checked the magnitude of the
absorption using the electron density profiles from Jicamarca (Lima).
Four such profiles obtained near midnight are showm in Fig. 3. Using
the average profile of the figure (critical frequency 6.0 MHz) and
assuming all collisions to be between the electrons and the positive
ions we find that the calculated absorption agrees with the observed
value for electron temperatures of the order of 550" K.
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Fig. 1- Average diurnal variation of total attenuation (monthly
averages of hourly values) of cosmic radio noise on 30.5
MHz at Huancayo during some months of 1961-63.
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Fig. 2 -- A typical plot of nighttime absorption against foF2 at Huan-
cayo. Values for the night hours (19 hr. -- 05 hr. )for 3Ta-
nuary, 1963 have been plotted.
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i!" ig. ---Elecrondensity profiles at the 'magnetic equator, obtained

700l

! around midnight using the incoherent scatter technique.

!* Curves A, B, C and D, after Bowles et al." full line ctu. ye,

smoothed average. Average value of abs-rption correspori.,

ing to these profiles is 0.1I db. This ,',%Le of absorption can
be obtained by calculation using the average profile and
Nicolet's expression for collision frequency (between elec-
trons and positive ions) when he electron temperature is
taken as 550"K.0

Some workers have found that the variation of F2 absorption
w0ith foF2 can be fitted by and equation of t!he type A=K (foF2)". The

values of the exponent n for different places ,are: 2.0 (Gorki, USSR),
6.0 (Ahmedabad, India), 7.6 (Horsby, Australia) and 2.04.0 (Huan-

cayo, Perti). The Huancayo values suggest a seasonal dependence(Fig. 4).

We find that theoretically t ics more reasonable to expect the

dependence of absorption on foF2 to be of the type A = [R - S log10

fo]. 2b .(foF2). The values of S obtained for Huancayo during August

1961 through July 1962 are show in o Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4 -Botton figure: the values of the exponent n in the equation
A = K (foF2)n for the different months at Huancayo. Top
figure: Seasonal variation of midday values of solar zenith
angle X at Huancayo.
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Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show the course of decay of the synchrotron
noise generated by the Starfish explosion. The solid line curve in the
figures shows a decay of the form (I + t/ 7 ) -1 which was predicted by
Welch and Whitaker. The value of r used in the figures is 60 days.
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Figs. 6,7 and 8

* '7 Decay of the excess 30 MHz
V~gnoise generated by the high

4

altitude nuclear explosion ot

July 9, 1962. Circles show
values of the excess noise in

........... .
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decay of the excess noise.
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j IONOSPHERIC ABSORPTION IMEASUREMENTS

AT COLOMBO, CEYLON

by

S. Gnanalingam and P. A. J. Ratnasiri

Ceylon Institute of Scientific and Industrial Research

The paper describes the resn'ts of an investigation of iono-
spheric absorption at vertical incidence, in the frequency range 2.0
to 2.9 MHz, at Colombo, Ceylon (06t 54'N, 790 52'E, Dip 50S). The
period of observation was from July 1957 through March 1960,
corresponding, to sunspot maximum, and from January 1964 through
May 1965, corresponding to sunspot minimum as shown in Fig. 1.
The main conclusions are as follows:
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I - The noon absorption on 2.6 MHz increases with solar

activity according to the law

L cc(1 + bR,)

for values of R. up to about 190, above which a saturation effect seems
to set in (F;g. 2). The value of the coefficient b is slightly greater at
Southern solstice (5.5 x 10-3) than at Northern solstice (4.8 x 10-1),
in agreement with the observations on 2.4 MHz at Ibadan. The mean
annual value of b is 5. 1 x 10- , and is nearly double the value found
at Ibadan. Values of the coefficient b obtained at various stations
are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I

Values of the constant b for various stations

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ __I___ ____ __A rII__ _ __ _

Authority Station Frequency Constant b x 103

Appleton and Piggott Slough 4 MHz 7 - 13
(1954)

Gnanalingam and
Ratnasiri Colombo 2.6 MHz 5.1

National Bureau of Not Not

Standards (1948) specified specified 5.0

Piggott (1959) Slough A - figure 4.0 ± 0.5

(Summer)
Falkland
Islands
(Summer)
Singapore

Rawer (1951) Slough A - figure 3.5

Skinner and Wright
(1964) Ibadan 5.7 MHz 3.5

Skinner (quoted in
Skinner and Wright
1964) Singapore 3.0

Skinner and Wright
(1964) Ibadan 2.4 MHz 2.6

I l i
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2 - The seasonal variation of noon absorption at zero sunspot

number obeys a law of the form

L x (cos X)1"

with the exception that the absorption is abnormally low during the
period from May to September. This abnormal decrease of absorption,
which is observed both at sunspot maximum and at sunspot minimum,
may be the result either of a decrease in the D-region electron density,
or a decrease in the collisional frequency, possibly due to the ioniza-
tion moving upwards. It is of interest to note that Appleton reported
a similar decrease in the electron density of the E-layer under condi-
tions of constant x and constant R,, in :he same months. The decrease
is attributable partly to the reduction in the incident solar flux result-
ing from the earth's orbital eccentricity, and the same cause may be
at work in the D-region.

3 - The magnitude of the noon absorption on 2.6 MHz is

given by the expression

L =31.6 (cosX)1  (1 + b R.)

* decibels for R. less than 190, where b has the values shown in Fig. 3.
In the period from May to September, however, the absorption is less
than the figure given by this expression, by amounts varying from 5
to 10% (Fig. 4).

4 - The diurnal variation of absorption with (cos x) is approxi-
mately according to the law L (cos x) where n = 0.9, but there
is considerable scatter in the values of n obtained on different days.
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COCLLISON FREO N-CIS IN TIHE D AND E REGIONS

by

SW.R. Piggott

Radio and Space Research Station

Slough. Bucks, England

The absorption of radio waves depends on:

(a) the collision frequency of the electrons,

(b) the electron density in the absorbing region, and

(c) the gradient of ionizatien in the reflecting region.

Interretation of absorption data is possible only if at least
ene of these can be evaluated with some accuracy.

It is shown that the experimental observations of collision fre-
quency agree very well -ith computed values based on laboratory mea-
surements of collision cross-section and the provisional summer and
winter atmospheres of Cobe and Kantor near 600 up to about 80 km.
The latitude vmriations of these atmospheres show that the pressure at
constant height near the equator should vary only slightly with season,
the sense in general being opposite to that at higher latitudes. Thus the
height variation of collision frequency is likely to be close to that for
summer conditions at higher latitudes.

The extrapolation using the Standard Atmospheres at greater
heights gives collision frequencies which are much smaller than the
experimental values for the E layer. The ratios increase from unity
near 90 km to 3 at 110 km and 10 at 130 km. The resolution of this
difference is the major problem to be solved before reliable interpreta-
tions of absorption data can be made. Possible explanations are:

(a) that the experimental values are misleading, or if

not;

(b) that a minor constituent with vary large cross-soction
for electron collisions is present;
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(c) that the electron temperature is much higher (e.g. by

a factor 2) than the gas temperature in the E Region.

The available data do not provide any convincing evidence in
favor of one of these explanations, some supporting one and sorte
the others. Thus, while satellite and rockets experiments suggest that
T/Ti may exceed unity, correlations of absorpti6n -with stratospheric
phenomena suggest the presence of vaiable amounts of a minor
constituent.

The following Figs. I to 6 with long captions are self
explanatory.

FIG. I

i

-, 34 I

Fig. 1- Height variation of monoenergetic collision frequency, vM,

deduced from U. S. Standard Atmosphere 1962 and Pack and
Phelp cross-sections for collision.
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FIG.2
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Fig. 2 -Height variations of experimental values of VM(symbols and
thin lines) for summer and autumn months together with
theoretical height variation from U. S. Standard Atmosphere
1962 fitted to experimental data. The broken curve shows
the corresponding variation fitted to winter data by R M S
methods.
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Fig. 3 - Height variations of experimental values of VM (symbols and
thin lines) for winter and spring months together with theo-
retical height variation from U. S. Standard Atmosphere 1962
fitted to experimental data by R M S methods.
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fFIG.
0
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X

Fig. 4 - Height variations in summer and winter compar~ed with the
corresponding height variations of Cole and Kanmtor provision-
al subarctic atmospheres in summer and winter. The absolute
value of cross-section has been adjusted so that the summer
curve is fitted to the summer experimental data. The the-
oretical curve of Fig. 1 lies betwveen these curves.
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FIG. 6
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Fig. 6 - Comparison of experimental values of collision frequency
(symbols and thin lines) and theoretical values. Curves S
and Wi are extrapolations using the U. S. Standard Atmos-
phere as fitted in Figs. 2 and 3, curve W2 is an estimate
based on Cole and Kantor winter values plus satellite data
above 150 km. A discrepancy appears above about 95 km
which rapidly increases with height.



SOME COMMENTS ON OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS

IN ABSORPTION

by

111 W. R. Piggott

Radio and Space Research Station

Slough, Bucks, England

There are still important difficulties in the interpretation of
absorption data which are not understood even at the equator where
the theory of analysis is relatively simple.

- The problems are:

a) - Is the large part of the absorption in the D region or in
the main E layer?

b) - Are the anomalies in absorption due to changes of ioniza-
tion density, collision frequency or both?

Internally consistent but widely different interpretations are
possible with either large values of collision frequency in the E layer
or very small values. Both extremes raise serious difficulties.

If the collision frequency is consistent with the experimenta.
values (large value model) accepted analyses (e.g. Jaeger method or
Rawer method) are wrong because the scale height of the collision fre-
quency is much larger than the scale height of the ionized constituents.
This completely alters: (a) - the computed frequency variation of the
E laver deviative absorption both on frequencies less than and greater
than foE; (b) - the predicted diurnal and seasonal variations of
absorption at all frequencies; and (c) - the solar cycle variation of
the absorption for frequencies reflected in the E layer.

The diffprences are important, for example, the absorption
due to (c) should decrease with increase in solar activity. In addition
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this error would cause the deduced amount of absorption low in the
D region to be much too high.

For the other extreme it is difficult to obtain sufficient absorp-
tion because is small at the levels in the D and lower E layer where the
electron density is high.

If the partial reflection, very long and long wave and rocket
values of electron density in the D region are correct the HF absorption
must be almost entirely above the mesopause (above about 80 kin).
These show at temperate latitudes, a decrease in D region ionization
density with decreasing latitude in rough agreement with the latitude
changes in cosmic ray intenfity. It is important to discover whether
the high absorption normally found near the equator is due to excess
ionization or increased collision frequency. This might be studied using
rocket or LF short range propagation as well as the frequency varia-
ions of virtual height and absorption.

When the seasonal and diurnal variations of absorption obey
different laws, as is usual in equatorial regions, this implies correspond-
ing changes hl the atmosphere which may alter either the collisioD
frequency or electron density. The morphology of these variations is
very important but is little known. Fliigel claims that there is a magnetic
dip factor with peak absorption near 150 magnetic latitude. Thus, if
true, is also very important and needs careful confirmation.

At higher latitudes there is some evidence for solar cycle varia-
tions in collision frequency in the E region. If these are confirmed,
some of the abnormalities in absorption may be due to collision

frequency changes.

Comparisons of the deviative absorption deduced by aproxima-
te methods and by a full phase integral analysis show stricking differen-
ces, for example a parabolic layer can give an absorption independent
of frequency from 0.3 to 3.0 MHz. The use of aproximate methods
should therefore be avoided.

Great care is necessary to distinguish between the absense of
ionization and the condition that it does not effect radio waves. Thus
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in the region where v > (, the complex refractive index varies so
that n2 - I oc N/,. Thus equal percentage changes in N and v, such as
can be due to pressure perturbation of N and r, do not alter N/v and
are invisible. A comparison of partial reflections computed for the case
when irregularities are possible in both N and v, shows that the fluctua-
tions in v have little effect until V-Z(W2±aL). For such and larger values
of ., fluctuations in r can alter the interpreLation of the collision
frequency and electron density at low height, as shown by partial reflec-
tion techniques, by factors of orders 2 to 3.



SUMMARY OF THE SESSION AND OTHER DTSCUSS,(GNS

by

A. N. Hunter

University College Nairobi, Kenya

Professor N. Skinner gave the review of current knowledge on absorption
of -radio waves in the equatorial ionosphere. He drew attention to the scarcity
of absorption measurements at low latitudes although these are relatively
easier to interpret than at higher latitudes because of the approach to quasi-
transverse conditions. Such data arc of importance to radio engineers but in
addition are necessary for the determination of the structure of the lower iono-
sphere. Measurement of the frequency dependence of absorption Is important in
estimating the relative contributions of the D and E layers to the total absorp-
tion, and the published results show considerable discrepancies which remain
to be resolved. Only one measurement of the effect of lunar tides on absorp-
tion has been published. Experimentally the:e is a need for comparison of pulse
reflection (Al) measurements with riometer (A2) studies in order to make
possible the replacement of the time consuming Al method by riometer
techniques.The development of multifrequency riometers offers a powerful tool
for absorption studies if the present considerable difficulties in experiment and
interpretation can be overcome.

Three papers were presented. A. Gnanalingam and P. Ratnasiri described
the results of measurements of ionospheric absorption at vertical incidence in
th-; frequency range 2.0 to 2.9 MHz at Colombo, Ceylon. They find a linear
relation boetween absorption and sunspot number with a slope twice that founca
in similar studies at Ibadan. Additional stations are required in order to resolve
the discrepancy. The seasonal variation in absorption at Colombo at zero sunspot
number varies as (cos X)'., excepting an abnormally low absorption observed
for the period May to September; after allowing for the effect of the variation
with season of the distance of the earth from the sun, this may be attributed
to a decrease either of D region electron density or of collision frequency. It is
to be noted that the diurnal variation of absorption varies as (cos X)0.9; since
the sun cannot distinguish between the seasons, this result in strong evidence
tor actual changes in the constitution of the lower atmosphere.

P. Bandyopadhyay presented details of 30 MHz riometer measurements
in Huancayo since 1961. The observed daily maximum absorption is 0.5 to
I dB. There is at times an evening peak in addition to the midday peak which
has also been observed by other stations. The observed decay of synchrotron
radiation noise from the nuclear explosion of July 1962 agrees with the theoretical
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time constant of 16 days. The D region absorption has not yet been computed.
G. W. Adams gave an account of the use of multi-frequency riorneters for which
a sensitivity of 0.1 dB was claimed. He pointed out that if absorption occurs at
levels beiow 75 km the frequency dependence of absorption gives information
about electron densities In this height range, the usefulness of the method being
mainly in daytime hours around noon and during disturbed times which give
enhanced D layer ionization.

There was considerablc discussion stimulated by the chairman, W.
Piggott, both at the session and at a meeting held in the evening.

The principal points which arose during the discussion were: -

1. The importance of further equatorial absorption measurements in order
to determine electron densities in the D region.

2. The need to resolve the discrepancy in frequency dependence and solar
activity which appears in the "cords from Colombo, Ibadan and
Singapore.

3. Whilst recognizing the potentialities of riometer studies, particularly
with multi-frequency instruments, it was thought that these are much
more difficult to carry out with the required accuracy of 0.1 dB than is
the case with pulse methods; consequently caution should be exercised
in the use and interpretation of data fom riometers.

W Piggott emphasized that the interpretation of absorption records
depeinds on an accurate determination of at least one of the following quantities:
- electron collision frequency in the absorbing region, electron density in the
absorbig region and the ionization gradient in the reflection region. He pointed
out that txtrapolation using standard atmospheres gives collision frequencies
which are smaller by a factor of 3 at 90 km and by a factor of 10 at 130 km than
those experimentally observed, although the values are reliable below 80 km.
This discre-pancy must be resolved before absorption data can reliably be
interpreted.

About one half the experimental evidence points to absorption occurring
almost wholly in the E region and the other half to there being a considerable
contribution from the D region. It is clear that there must be some absorption
in the D region since there would otherwise be a decrease of absorption with
solar ac ivity, which is not in agreement with observation. We must distinguish
between the absence of ionization and the absence of an effect on radio waves.
In addition, sunspot cycle variations in reflection from the E and F layers are
similar and this again points to a dominant D layer absorption. No critical
cxperiments have been devised to resolve these questions.
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L cmpcwing results fcum ni:,pt:on t--im es it is important to
eary out full %are analyses using phase integral medhds on a computer as
these can ' _cal serious eflYs m the simple approach: there are no method
uicb~h are ort huMiic, which compromise bcten such a full wae analysis
=nd :e simplest appoac es. Loca patches in ionization of the order of a few

Fresnel zones in exent may comp!eWtly alter the pattern of absorption
ineastueny-nt.

Evidence from rocket experiments agrees in giving elect-on densities of
less than ':oc per cm below SD km suggesting that HF absorption must be
bome this highL. At tcnpemate iatihude, the values obtained for the variation

of dlectron de.s.ty ,Ith height agree roughly uith the latitude --ariation of
cosmic ray intensity. Mcasurcrents of coss modulation maede by D. Farley in
=otherx sssion gwae evidence lor ionization at the 70 km lcvel but no evidence
for apprediabL ionization below 69 km at the equator

O.ffer pcints of interest included the question as to .,whether there is a
real cah - of collision frequency with .unspot number; the difference between
Ile results obta.ined for the up-ard and d nmwv-&rd legs of the solar cycles and
ihe fact that cosmic ionization is much less at equatorial latitudes than at higher
latitudes. It -was considred that high frequency Doppler data are too indirect
for absorption inforiwiton but that it is important to obtain VLF results
u-er slhort distances of the order of 150 to 200 kmo this latter experiment being
technically easy.

It is important to discoier whether the high absorption near the equator
is due to collisiou frequency or ionization.

Recnt Russian work (Flilgel) of considerab!e interest has suggested that
there is nignetlc control of absorption near the equator with substantially higher
bsorption on either side at latitudes of about.--15o and so producing an equatorial

anomaly which parallels that in foF2. There is some reason to suspect that this
effect may be even greater than is suggested by the Russian work and a chain
of stations making absorption measurements across the dip equator is suggested
in order to establish the true position.



M11- THE REGULAR E-REGIO-N AND EQUATORIAL Es

(Discussion leader: Ken-Ickh Maeda)

Summary of the Review by

D. T. Farley

Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lima, Peru

The E region is a rather well behaved portion of the ionosphere and
appears now to be quite well understood in most respects. A list of references
is given in a recent review paper by Bourdeau It). Typical electron densities
are of the order of HP cm-1 during the day and perhaps 10- cm -- at night, with
reported nighttime values ranging from 10- to 10'. Temperatures are of the
order of 200- to 500oK. All the details of the photochemistry ot the E region
are not as yet completely clear. We do know, however, that 0. plus, 0 plus,
and N. pius are the principal ions produced by photoionization, whereas 02
plus and NO plus are the most abundant ions aciually prestnt. The loss of
ions takes place mainly through atom-ion interchange reactions and dissociative
recombination.

Fig. I- A typical equatorial ionogram showing Esq and slant Es.
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Negkecting motion terms, the continuity equation for the electron density, N,

can be written as

dN/dt q- N2

where q is the production function and a is the effective recombination
coefficient. in equilibrium, then

N = (q!)l-- = (q,/a),/2 cosa X

The value of q,, is of the order of 3xl0 "' cm-3 see-', n is between 0.5 and 0.6,
and a is Derhaps (2) of order 10-7 cm-2 see-'. The latter value is still somewhat
controversial. Assuming it to be correct, however, we lind a typical time constant
for the daytime E region, aN/2, of the order of a minute.

NUANAYO, PE.RU
17 MARCH 1960

RADAR ECHO
INTENSITY

0600 -P *MT 1.00 rj
CRO$ COeMELATIMf: 60 ab/

Fig. 2 - An ifiustration of the ver" close corrclation bctween the radar echo
intensity at 50 MHz and the ehcctrojet strength, as measured by the
horizontal component of the magnetic field.

-:

An important feature of the lower E region is that the electron gyro-
frequency is greater than the electron collision frequency, wheicas the reverse
is true for the ions. As a result, the Hall conductivity is large, which at
equatorial latitudes gives rise to the equatorial electrojet. Equatorial sporadic-
E has 'on been known to be closely associated with the electrojet. In the last
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few years some progress has been made in understanding how this association
comes about. VHF observations, mainly at Jicamarca, Peru, have demonstrated
that these irregularities are plane waves traveling normal to the magnetic lines
of force (3,. Waves having a large component of their velocity parallel to the
uiotion of the electrons in the electrojet travel at approximately the speed of
;ound in the medium. Some waves are also observed which travel normal to
both the magnetic field and the electron streaming velocity. These waves, which
are responsible for the echoes seen by a vertically directed radar, are considerably
weaicer than the oblique ones and travel at all velocities less than or equal to
the speed of sound.

. LMA, PERU Esq at 50 Mc/s
30 October, 196L

-*-Betore 1430
." -o-After 1430

L
A -

0 4 $ 9 7

H[li ro¢llath ot il-tors is orlitreiryl

Fig. 3- An example of the "threshold effect". Strong radar returns are not
obtained until the electrojet strength reaches a certain critical value.

It has been shown (4) that the current in the electrojet can cause a
plasma instability known as the two-stream instability. The growing waves
resulting from this instability can account for nearly all of the observed features
of the oblique echoes The explanation of the overhead echoes is not so clear,
however. Perhaps it arises from non-linear processes once the instability is
developed.

Several workers have proposed macroscopic instability theories which
0omewhat oversimplify the plasma physics, but take account of the variation of
electron density with height(5). These theories have difficulty in explaining the
small scale Irregularities observed on VHF, but may be of importance for the
larger scale sizes.

F
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HUANCAYO, PERU (1960)
(Spectra integrated photographically)

Overbeed 6O0 West

+no £ -o +Mo *g-b

30 st N 30 0 West

+20 A i-2, +20 Al -zoo

Fig. 4 - Spectra of radar echoes at 50 MHz related to the direction of propaga-
ion. Note that on the westward pointing examples, the spectra have

peaks at the same Dopplei shift. This shift corresponds to the sound
%elocity.

S"0 LIMA. PERU
09 18 August, 1962

0 tlOO-!200 Local Time
A \ RELATovE SCALE

34-\ LEGEND
33 1 / na '/V \~t~uV~I

02, / \ - it----- Relolivr Echo Power (Pi)
- il -' - Scoftering Cross Secl;on

te unit Volume (01

90 75 60 4S 30 t5 C i 30 45 60 75 90
14AST I Iv'ST-3
ANTENNA ELEVATION
(3eSREES FROM VERTICAL)

Fig. 5 - The variation of scattering cross-section, for the electrojet irregularities,
with elevation angle. When all the geometrical factors have been
-removed, we find that the oblique echoes are much stronger than the
uverhead echoes. This is in qualitative agreement with thooratical
predictions.
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ROCKET OBSERVATIONS OF THE EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

by

L. J. Blumle, A. C. Aikin and J. E. Jackson

Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA.

Greenbelt, Md., U.S.A.

During March 1965, a series of six rockets were launched in
the vicinity of the magnetic equator, aproximately 100 km from the
coast of Peru for the purpose of measuring the electron density distribi-
tion of the equatorial ionosphere to an altitude of 200 km. The rocket
payload consisted of a nosetip Langmuir probe and the two-frequency
radio propagation experiment (24 and 72 MHz).

Results of the four daytime flights which were launched at a
solar zenith angle of approximately 120, were essentially identical and
one (14.181) is illustrated in Fig. 1. This figure illustrates the electron
density and Langmuir probe current as a function of altitude. Ionograms
obtained at the firing showed equatorial sporadic E at 110 km but
there was no evidence of a large increase in density in the altitude region
of the electrojet.

220
210- 14.181

20 10'OS 79027'W
WMARCH 26, 1965

190 1613 Z (1113 LOCAL)
180-170 CURRENT--.:

E160 Fig. I - Electron density and

14o DENSITY Langmuir probe current as a func-

O130 tONOGAI /5! ton of altitude observed in the day-
120 p time equatorial E region. lonograrm
100 N-h data are shown by crosses.
90
80
70L3-...

DENSITY 103  I0 105 IC16E./cm 3
CURRENT 10- 7  10- 6  

10
"s 10- 4

AMP
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The results of two night flights separated by nine days are
,hoxvn in Figures 2 and 3. At 2200 LMT the electron density profile has
essentially ccn.-tant dcnsity of 103 cm-3 from 100 to 220 km. At 0140
LjT, the profile has a definite region 30 km thick with a peak density
of 10' cm -3 at 105 km.

230.
220
210.
200

1170 14.182 Fig. 2 Electron density and
-160 12011' S 75V45' .YSMARCH 27,1965 Langmuir probe current as a func-
140 M L03O Z
[140 trio too1 tion of altitude observed on 14.182
130 -DENSITY
120- CURREN at 2200 LMT.

, lono - ,
100,
90

ENS 02 103

CURRENT 104  10 0"  1"4?. AMP

220 14.178
210 12-48' S 77-56' W
200 MARCH 18, 1965
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E 160 -ig. 3 - Electron density and
.9 150

S140 Langmuir probe current as a func-
130 tion of altitude observed on 14.178

- 120
no ¢Uat 0141 LMT.
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SOLAR CYCLE AND ANNUAL VARIATIONS OF THE E LAYER

ELECTRON DENSITY AT IBADAN

by

Arthur J. Lyon

University of Ibadan, Nigeria

The Solar Cycle Variations

Figure 1 shows the variation of annual mean foE at noon with
mean sunspot number R at Ibadan (a) and at Slough (b). In both
cases the data are for the years 195.2-64. The least squares regression
lines are:

(foE) slou, = 2.86 (1 + 0.0015R)
(foE) lbd, 3.47 (1 + 0.0014R)

The coefficients of relative increase with sunspot number are thus very
nearly identical at the two stations.

4.4-

4"2
ibada-

Fig. 1 Variations of
4"0

4-0- annual mean foE at noon
with annual mean sunspot

3 /5 J.E number at Ibadan and at
3-/6 (Amxh ; Slough. Circles are for the

rising phase and crosses for
3.4 5U the falling phase of the cycle,

and arrows indicate the
3/2 - 1952,53 direction of change in succes-

954-57 sive years.
3"0 x 1958-64

2"8 /  I I I

0 50 100 ISO 200
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A curious feature of these graphs is that at both stations foE
is consistently higher, by about 0.1 MHz, during the falling phase of the
solar cycles, 1958-64, than in the preceding rising phase, 1954-57.

The Annual Variations °

Figure 2 shows how noon foE (averaged over the whole period
1952-64) varies with month of the year. The variation is clearly similar
to that cos x shown below. If however the character figure (foE)'.
(cos X)-1 is plotted against month of the year, the third diagram of Fig. 2
is obtained. It is clear that there is a residual annual variation having
a maximum near the December solstice and a minimum near the June
solstice. The total range of the variation is about 5% of the mean
value.

Because of the uncertainty of the earth's orbit the sun-earth
distance varies in such a way that the ionizing flux is about 6.3%
greater on January Ist than on July 1st. The residual annual component
is thus of the right order of magnitudc.

DEC MAR JUN SEP DL

3-9 -
fOE (1952-64)

3"8

M3ADAN
.918

\, (foE ) S.
220

230

I J I i iI ! I , !

DEC MAR JUN SEP DEC

Fig. 2 - Variations through the year of noon foE, noon cos x and the
E region "character figure" (foF)I/cos x at Ibadan.

4,
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it is known that foE varies diurnally more nearly as

(cos x)0 -3 than as (cos X)o_2 5 as simple theory requires. In that case q

.hould be proportional to (foE) 4 / (cos x)12 . This quantity is plotted
in Fig. 3, which shows that the residual annual change is than about

6.8%, closer to the theoretical value than before. The fit of the points
is also improved.

DEC MAR JUN SEP DECI ' I 1 I I i j I

240 (foE) 4 /( os" )I.2

-IBADAN

220

I _ I I i i I I f. l

DEC MAR JUN SEP DEC

Fig. 3 - Annual variation of the quantity (foE)4 / (cos x)12, propor-
tional approximately to the rate of electron production q.

Two conclusions appear to be justified:

1) that noon foE has no seasonal variation, and its variation
throughout the year is entirely explained by the variations
of cos x and the sun-earth distance, and

2) that the diurnal cos x exponent of about 0.3 is also valid

for noon foE as it varies through the year.

It is believed that this is the first time the effect of the earth's
orbital eccentricity have been isolated from other seasonal or annual
variations in an ionospheric parameter. It is intended to check this find-
ing with data from other stations.



SECOND-ORDER IRREGULARITIES IN THE

EQUATORIAL E-REGION

by

Robert Cohen and Kenneth L. Bowles

Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lima, Peru

Although the two-stream instability theory of Farley has been
quite successful in accounting for many features of the irregularities
produced in the equatorial electrojet, greater sensitivity and improved
techniques of observing the power spectrum of radio echoes have resulted
in the resolution of weaker irregularities not predicted by the theory.
In particular, such irregularities are observed (Fig. 1) when the radar
is directed vertically (Fig. 2 and 3), and when observing obliquely
(Figs. 4 and 5) irregularities are observed that have lower Doppler
shifts than are contemplated by the theory.

Experimental spectra are presented that demonstrate the close
adherence to the two-stream theory fcr a well-developed electrojet, and
it is shown how the relative contribution of the weaker irregularities
can be resolved when the electrojet is not so strong. The shape of the
spectrum obtained at vertical incidence is shown to be narrow for a
weak electrojet, and to be broadened as the electrojet becomes stronger.

The weaker irregularities probably result from non-linear
coupling of the stronger irregularities, as will be demonstrated by

Dougherty and Farley (private communication). In particular, that
explanation implies that irregularities of small wave numbers result
from those of large wave numbers, and would permit the formation of

the horizontal irregularities that give rise to the echoes at vertical

incidence.

[7L
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JIICAMARGAI PERU
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Fig. 1 Composite of power spectra obtained near noon from elec-
trojet irregularities above Jicamarca, Peru, at various angles,
using a frequency of 49.92 MHz.
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Fig. 2 -Spectrun obtained at v-rtical incidence for a weak electrojet.
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f Fig. 3 -Same for a well-developed electrojet.
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Fig. 4 -Spectrum observed at an off-vertical angle of 5OEast for a
weak electrojet. Note that the 120 Hz frequency shift of the
strong component (corresponding to an acoustic velocit of
300 m/s) is the same as that at 500PE, similar to the
comparisons of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 5 - Spectrum observed at an off-vertical angle of 300 East for a
well developed electrojet.



SOME HIGH FREQUENCY OBSERVATIONS OF EQUATORIAL

SPORADIC-E IRREGULARITIES

by

G. S. Kent

University of the West Indies, Jamaica

Results are presented which have been obtained from meas-
urements made on Sporadic-E irregularities over Ibadar, Nigeria
(Magnetic Latitude 21 , S). The main measurements which have been
made are on the diffraction pattern formed by reflection on the ground.
These have been made by the conventional three spaced receivers method
and reduced by a full correlation analysis to find the size and shape
of the pattern and its drift velocity. Several frequencies have been
used between 3 and 7 MHz.

In addition to this, some preliminary measurements were made
on the angle of arrival of the echoes at 7 MHz using directional
antennas. These showed the irregularities scattered the incident radia-

ticn to very wide angle in the east-west plane and that, under most
experimental conditions, the received angular spectrum at the ground
would depend mainly on the antennas used.

The measurements on the diffraction pattern showed the
irregularities to be elongated along a magnetic north-south axis with
dimensions of the order of 300 m in this direction. No estimate was

obtained of their east-west size since, as explained above, the angular
spectrum and hence the diffraction pattern size in this direction was
determined by the experimental parameters. Measurements on the drift
velocity of the pattern were made on several days using the range of
frequencies from 3 to 7 MHz in fast suce.ssion. Because of the elonga.

tion of the pattern these measurements were limited to the east-west
component of the true drift. The relt- ,btained o Lr u days.-.. o,,o v - r, ; , tlree such

are shown in Fig. 1. The following arc the main points which have

emerged from this analysis:
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1) - The drift velocity is almost always to the west.

2)- The measured velocity is independent of the
frequency used in the range 3-7 MHz.

3) - The drift velocity cf the irregularities (half that
of the diffraction pattern) may vary on different
occasions between 0 and 125 m/sec with a mean
value of about 80 m/sec.

O1I2 L T sIo1 L, T 0la LXT

22.JAWF IRS2~jn~~,2. 4.ua

Fig. 1 - East-west component of the true drift (m/s) for three days
in January 1964.

A second parameter usually determined from drift Malysis is
Vc, which is a measure of the random changes in the diffraction pattern
as it moves. In contrast Zo V this is found to be highly frequency
dependent, as is shown in Fig. 2. In a companion paper in another
section of this report, it is shown how Vc may be interpreted in terms
of a randon velocity of motion of the irregularities. When this theory
is applied to the experimental results, the variation of Vc with frequency
is found to be due to the changes in the refractive index of the medium
with frequency. Taking this into account, a mean random velocity of
about 150 m/sec may be deduced.

The results given here can be compared to those obtained on the
magnetic equator at VHF, from which a plane wave picture of sporadic-
E is deduced. These waves have velocities greater than 300 m/sec
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with their wave-normals being close to the direction of the electrojet.
This picture appears incoi patible with the results described here, and
it may be concluded either, that the same irregularities are not
responsible for scattering at both HF and VHF, or that there is a very
rapid change of their characteristics with latitude about the magnetic
equator.

2 .&o.$tt1JVCIt4 W u

*~ ~ IiS 1

Fig. 2 - East-west component of Vc in rn/s for the same observations
of Fig. 1. Note the frequency dependence of Vc.



FADING CHARACTERISTICS OF Es REFLECTIONS OVER THE

MAGNETIC EQUATOR IN THUMBA (INDIA)

by

R. G. Rastogi, M. R. Deshpande and N. D. Kaushika

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India

The probability distribution of the maplitude of radio waves

reflected from the ionospheric irregularities is given by

P (Q) = (Q/4) exp [-(02- + B2)/24] Io (QB/4) (1)

where B is the amplitude of the steady signal and I is the Bessel func-
tion of zero order and imaginary arguments. In ;he absence of steady
signal, equation (1) reduces to approximately the Rayleigh distribution,

P (R) = (R/4) exp (- R2/24) (2)

while in the absence of random signal equation (1) reduces to Gaussian
distribution.

The fading patterns of Es reflections on 2.2 MHz at Thumba
show very large diurnal variation. The fadings are very slow around
midday and very fast during morning and evening hours. The
amplitude distribution does not correspond to either Rayleigh o
Guassian distribution (Fig. 1).

According to Alpert, the relative proportion of steady and
random signal can be estimated by the ratio of the mean squares of
the amplitude (R*):. The value of the ratio (R-)*/(R*)2 is 1.0 for
Guassian distribution and 4/. for Rayleigh distribution. The experimen-
tal values of the ratio for Es reflections at Thumba ranges between
about 1.3 to 2.2. the mean vale, being 1.7 ,F:i. 2. 'tese results are. .... b I k .Lf 2). hs eut r

inconsistent with those derived according to Ratcliffe's theory of isotro-
pic scattering centers having randon phase distribution.
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Fig. 2 -Histogram of the values of the ratio of mean squared
amplitude and square of mean amplitude of Es reflection
over Thunaba.



EQUATORIAL Es AND THE ELECTROJET

by

A. J. Lyon and J. 0. Oyinloye

University of Ibadan, Nigeria

Correlation Between foEs and H

A study of correlations between the intensity of equatorial Es
and the strength of the electrojet is in progress at Ibadan. The month.
ly medians of foEs for each hour of the day have been averaged over
all months of the year for 1958 and for 1964; and the annual mean
diurnal variations of H have been calculated in a similar way. Figure 1
shows that in both years foEs reaches its maximum between 10h. and
1lh. at nearly the same time as H and so, approximately at least, as
the intensity of the electrojet.

HNon

Airbuol Mearis

6".0 1956

N6-0 / -1 00

fo k s-

tH2-0 -50AH

-0 M

06 09 12 15 18 h.

G.M.'T.

Fig. I - Comparision of diurnal variations of foEs (crosses) and of
AH, the increase of horizontal fie1d intensity above the

nighttime value, for Ibadan at sunspot maxiinum and at
sunspot minimum.
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The Es Effective Reflection Coefficient R (Es).

The effective reflection coefficient of Es, R (Es), can be

measured with the aid of the pulse reflection (or Al) method used for

absorption measurements. The amplitude of Es echoes, A (Es), is of 2

course affected not only by the reflecting or scattering properties of

the Es layer but also by the absorption in lower layers. In the present

method the latter is eliminated by measuring the amplitude of echoes

from the normal E-region, A(E), at a lower frequency (about 2.4 MHz),

and at approximately the same height.

It is easy to see that

A(Es)/A(E) - K. R (Es) a,

where K is an instrumental constant. Hence the variations of a during
the day, or from day to day, will provide a measure of the correspond-
ing changes in R (Es).

In attempting to measure a continuously it is of course
necessary to make reasurements alternately on E and Es. In view of
the relatively slow and smooth variations of A (E) it is usually sufficient

to measure it at relatively long intervals, of say 20 or 30 mini tes, and

to divide measured values of A (Es) by interpolated values of A (E).

Correlation Between R (Es) and H

Cohen and Boles' ; have reported a remarkable close correla-

tion between variations of H and the intensity of echoes from equatorial
Es on 50 MHz. A similar experiment has been attempted at Ibadan on
5 0 MHz using the quantity a which is measured as explained above,
and which is proportional to the Es reflection coefficient, R (Es).

Measurements of A (Es) were made as frequently as possible
and averaged over periods of 2-5 minutes, and these averages were

divided by interpolated values of A (E) to give a series of values of a
as shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding variations of H are obtained
from a magnetogram.
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F:ig. 2- Comparison of the diurnal variations of Es reflection
coefficient A(Es)/A(E), and H (arbitrary zero) for Ibadan
on a particular day. The arrows indicate some of the
corresponding features.

There seems to be little doubt in this case that there is a
very good correlation. The general trends are similar, the sharp initial
rise and final fall occur simultaneously, and both reach a maximum
approximately at noon. Moreover many of the finer details correspond.

On two other days, common features occurred but the correla-
tion was not so good, and further work is needed.

Reference:

Cohen, R. and K.L. Bowles, J. Geophys. Res. 68, 2503, (1963)



NO0IMMAR EFFECTS IN THE E 0EROJET LINSTABELIIES

by

J. P-. DougF-erty

Department of Applied Mathematics and 71eoretical Physics,

University of Cambridge

Abs4

The main features of the frequency -spectra of equatorial Es,
as -bs-ed by VHF b sek.scter, have been e.plained by Farley in
ems of the tvo-stream instabiity.. The occurrence of scattering at

Doppler shifts other than the frequency of the instability can be discuss-
ed in some detail by a consideration of die non-inear interaction of
the unstable plasma wares. The existeace of scattering at vertical
incidence can be also be explained in fis way.



SUMMARY OF THE SESSION

by

R. B. Norton

CRPL - National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado - U.S.A.

-impoaost iMr,2nt r-sults psted in this sesn obser-ations
fo- both L - E regian and sporamic E. Blumle rqo,- ed the electron
d ty resis obtahed by rockets fired frcm a ship just off the coast of Peru.

A. Sevem*l irre profiles wer e btained =nd shmmd no sa;P.zing features- These
day LUe a re nLs support the scatte-ig theory of equatorial sporadic E
sice no S1pM= was Seen on the prodes ebm from the rocket vuife at
the same Zime SLong sporadc E eches uere obftined by an iosond-e-. Bihmle
also presented to nightime results. One c'cct on density profle, taken at
about 22M LT. shomd a peak density in the E region of zbout 2 x 10' cmr' at
105 km. This peak could possibt, be cxplained by inm ,ng -scatterzed Ly p
as a nighttime ionization saue. An "thr profile taken at 0141 LT shcmed a
Peak density of 10' cn - at 105 km.. No exulanaticM for such a dnsi*y has
been iv.

Lyon pointed out ,hat a statistical analysis of ionogram data taken at
Jbadan shboed that the foE -ar-iation could be explained solely in terms of a
cos X variation and the changing sun-earth distances. This latter effixt is small
and Is nounaly mashed by other effect at higher latitudes.

Lltbough no paper were given on the theory of the normal E region
txo impertant points came out in the discussion. First there is still s-me
contrmversy as to the specific reactions that are important in the E region. This
probleri is compounded by the possible importance of fast ion-neutral involving
minor constituents. Second, although there is ionosphere and laboratory data
suggestion that the dissociative recombination coefficient for 0, plus and NO
plus is of the order of 10-I cm- sec-1, there is still some doubt that the coefficient
is this large specially for NO plus.

Seveml interesting results were presented for the Jicamarca Radar
Observatory. Recent power spectra of echoes from the nighttime E region
Irregularities above Jicamarca indicate frequency shifts that are opposite to
those obtained in the daytime and which may be interpreted in terms of a
westward flowing current at night. Such a cumrent had been previously proposed
by magneticians. Cohen reported that greater sensitivity of observing the power
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specarm of radio echoes and improved tecbraiaues, hare nrzalted in %ae deter-
tion of -w4-k irregulaxitiets not predicted by the Uvo stream lnst&M~ty thecqy
as it is pecseifly developed.

Therise irregularities are seen -uidn the r-.dar is directed upard and, if
ihe electroet is ueak, when the radar Is o1bsening obliqu-ly.. The Doppler shift
for tbes Lnoagwlarities is coasiderably less thta fbr the strang irregaifiies.

Dougbeaty suggested dr.-al ueak irregularities may arise frcm nonlinear
coupling of strong ir.egulaxities.

Kent rserted that, some drift mesurenits made between 3 and 7 Ml
l badan by the Mitra nethod gave much sma.1ler velocities than the ones given

by the Jicaniarca Obseriatory for strong irregula-dties. The suggestion was Mad
that his HF frequency data may refer to the iicamaxea %-.mk irregularffies.
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IV-- THE REGULAR LOW LATITUDE F-RFGION: BOTTOM AND

TOP SIDE STUDIES

(Discussion leader: Arthur J. Lyon)

Review Paper by

J. W. King

Radio and Space Research Station

Ditton Park, Slougb, Buck, England

(paper not available)
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DIURNAL VARIIA71ON OF THE QUIET F2 MAXIMUM IONIZATION

ALONG TIRE N14MCEY MERIDIAN, IN MARCH-APRIL

AND JUNE-JULY 1965

by

P. Vila

GRI, B15, CNET, Seine, France

Detailed bottom side sections of the F2 ionization were obtain-
ed utilizing airborne ionospheric soundings along the Niamney Meridian
(as shown on Fig. 1) for the March equinox (Fig. 2) and the June
solstice (Fig. 3) in periods nearly symmetrical for the magnetic season
(Fig. 4). lonosonde data from Tamanrasset, Ibadan, Bamgui and
Niamey were also included. Figure 5 displays the magnetic meridian
of the study.

Figt Ii a fiemrda
at_ th heiht an tainsivov

Fig 1 ed Map ofe whemerdia
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of a conjugate stock of primary photo electrons, of energies 0,3 to 13
eV, which could pile up at levels above 1000 km to 2000 kin, travel along
field lines imbedded in neutral oxygen atoms at mean temperature 700
K to 120Gi K, according to Hanson's cross-section (Space Research II).

These temperatures, tad the very high electron temperature observed

at Jicamarca at 0600, just above the hmF2 line of force seem to account
well for the observed accumulation of electrons on both sides at the
lower F2 crests themselves.

A continuous F 1 ledge structure linked the edges at a height
of 320 km of the central trough to the Fl (180 km) levels on both inner
sides of the crests. This motionless structure lasted until about 1030
LT. In a three-dimensional model of the anomaly, the upper F2 shell
above this F 1 2 ledge would appear field-aligned from underneath, but
wider from the topside. It is suggested that photo-electrons populated
this upper F2 shell.

During the maximal phase, !he tropical crest under the
overhead sun grows at a later time and it is least ionized and much
wider in latitude coverage. The more ionized cold crest extending only
about 40 in latitude reaches its furthest distance before noon and its
peak density is reached about 1300 LT.

This North-South asymmetry can be expressed by the follow-
ing ratios of ionization (upper limits):

North Trough South

For the Equinox: 3,5 1,0 2,0

For the Solstice: 2,0 1,0 2,5

The very selective enhancement of the F2 ionization inside the
magnetic tube of the cold crest could be explained by diffusive
equilibrium along lines of force with the F2 ionization being mainly
controlled by temperature (Ne c T-' 12). A complete true height
analysis of our sections will be necessary in order to compare them
with the other hypotheses which require upward drifts in the equatorial
anomaly.



-TOP OF TI3E t9.)J. .ORAL .&bOtA4LY A D CONSTTrrIGM OF

1HE TOPSEDE IONOSPHERE

by
21

Y. V. Somayajulu

National Physical Laborato.y. New Deli, India

Using the published AIoLette Satellite d-aa on the equatorial
anoma 1- and incoherent-scatzer data on infemTed ion cmposition in the
tcide ionosphere, ft is shown that the height of the top of the
equatoral anawmaly is closey related to the transition I tel of 0 plus to
lighter ions. This is interpreted to indicate that the equatorial anomaly
forims p-iinAy in the height in which 0 plus is the dominant constituent
and is under dhMusi-e control. it is also suggested that the lighter ions
may be under chemical control and may not have attained diffusive
equilibrium erv up to heghts of 1,00 km during midday and about
60D-7O0 kin du-ing late evening. See Figures 1 through 3.
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Fig. 1I Divu-iaI Variation of the real height abo-'e ground or the
top of the anomaly.
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- Fig. 3 - Nighttime ion composition results inferred by Bowles et al.
using incoherent scatter at Jicamarca.



P1 L-I RY STUDIES OF THE EQUATORIAL ANOMALY

by

J. P. McClure

Jicamarca Radar Observatory

Lima, Peru

The diurnal variation of electron density in the topside iono
sphere above the dip equator is observed at Jicamarca. These data are
compared with data obtained from topside and conventional iono-
sondes. Figures 1 shows the Jicamarca data compared with Nmax at
Bogota, near the crest of the equatorial anomaly, on a day when the
anomaly is well developed.

Temperature and composition measurements made at Jicamarca
indicaite that in the daytime the electron and ion temperatures are about
300K higher than at night, and that the height of the transition from
0 plus to H plus ions is about 200-300 km higher than at night. This
would indicate that the ratio of Nmax at Bogota to the electron density
800-900 km above Jicamarca, on the same field line, should increase in
the daytime and decrease to near its original value again at night.
Fig. 1 shows that the expected behavior is occuring with approxLmately
the expected magnitude of increase of the ratio, a factor of being
observed.

The topside sounder Alouette passed from north to south at
about 1500 hours, giving essentially an instantaneous picture of the
topside ionosphere along its path. The results were very surprising.
Though there was a 3:1 ratio of the densities at the F region maxima
at Bogota and Jicamarca, at heights of 500 km and above, there was
less than a 50% change in density at any point between the two stations.
It is believed that the overlap problem would not affect the accuracy
of the topside sounder profiles above SOO km. However, the lack of a
substantial "equatorial anomaly" in the topside ionosphere as reported
by King and others is definitely contradictory. More comparisons of
this type will be made in the near future.
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Fig. 1 -- Jcamarca electron density variation at fixed heights compar-
ed with Nmax at Bogota. Temperature and composition
changes from night to day would predict changes in the
ratio of Nmax at Bogota and the equatorial density at about
800 km. The observed changes in this ratio are consistent
with the observed changes in temperature and composition
as measured at Jicamarca.

Figures 2 and 3 show data obtained from the satellite on 15

and 16 October 1964. There is a striking break in the electron density
contours at 0200 on 16 October, and at the same time Nmax at Bogota
was observed to increase. The break in the contours indicates a change
in the electric fields which control the drift and transport of ioniza-

tion in the F region. It is probable that these electric fields caused the
change in Nmax at Bogota, but exactly how they did so is difficult to

decide from these data.
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F 2 -Electron decnsity contours for 15-16 October 1964. Noticc
I-le sharp Ibrcak in the cont~our s at 0200 oii 16 October TH-i
and the next figure give an indication that ionization was
removed from the 800-100 km region above equator in the
hours 0000-0200 on~ 16 Ortober.
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Fig. 3 - Jicamarca and Bogota electron density variations. The cause
of the 0200 increase in Nmax at Bogota cannot be definitely
ascertained from this data. It begins at a time when the

* . vertical motion of ionization above Jicamarca is suddenly
changed. It must be either a redistribution of already exist-
ing ionization or an influx of fresh ionization from high
above the equator.
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A NOTE ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TOPSIDE

EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

by

J. 0. Thomas*, K. L. Chan, L. Colin and M. Rycroft

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Caifornia

From ionograms recorded from the AiJouette I satellite it is
possible to determine the detailed electron density morphology of the
topside ionosphere almost from pole to pole. In this illustrated abstract
some typical results are presented in the form of curves giving the
electron density as a function of latitude at a series of heights between
300 and 1000 km. The scale height, H, of the vertical electron density
distribution as defined by

H.= -N/(dN/dH) 4

is also computed and plotted for the same height.

Figures 1 and 2 show the N and H curves for pass number
596 and Fig. 3 and 4 the corresponding quantities for pass number
5427.

The most important new feature of these results can be ob-
served in the form of the curves of Fig. 2 and 4. It is found that H-
at the greater altitude shows two distinct maxima between
approximately 150 and 300 dip latitudes with a minimum close to thc
dip equator in between. Lower down the formn of the H, curves is
different with minima near ± 100 dip and a small maximum on the
dip equator.

It is shown that the form of the curves at the greater altitudes
can be interpreted by means of the formula

Now at Imperial College, University of London
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1/H. = (1/-L,) - A/Ho (1)
where

H. k (T.+Tg)m*g and T.T,
H, = - 1/N) 8N/Sr , H, = (- 1/Nr)SN/86r R. I + h

A ---(Cote)/2
in which R. is the radius of the earth, h the altitude concerned, 0 the

magnetic (dip) latitude and m*I is the mean ionic mass, k is the Boltz-
man's constant, and g the acceleration of gravity. It is assumed that at
the 900 km level considered below, the electron and ion temperatures in
equation (1) are the same. Lower down this assumption cannot be
made for converting the observed vertical scale height into a "field
aligned scale height", H,. The quantity H, can then bc interpreted in
terms of the ratio of effective temperature to mean ionic mass in the
usual way. In Fig. 5 it is shoxm that when H. is computed using the
above formula and the data of Figs. 1 and 2 for 900 km, the large
minimum near the dip equator is removed and H, changes very little
with latitude between ± 300. At latitudes above 30 H, and H. are not

V: : significantly different.

- LATITUDINAL VARIATIO:,iS OF ELECTRON DENSITY
NOVEMBER II. 1962 PASS NO. 596i
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Fig. I - The latitudinal variation of electron density for pass 596 of
the Alouette satellite.
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LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS OF SCALE HEIGHT
NOVEMBER II 1962 PASS 110. 596

LONGi"UE. d"g-65 2213 UT TO 2252 UT Kp - 20
-60 -70 -75 -80 -85 -90 -95

1 900 1800 17.30 1700 16,30 1600
701 LIlT 1830

GoSUMMER WINTE
600

32
.00

x30  00 600C100 700
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-50 -40 -30 -20 -1 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

-- 2-70 -60-5-3 -30 -20 -1-3 0 '20; 30 *40 50 60
LATITUDE. deg

Fig. 2 - The latitudinal variation of scale height, H , for pass 596.

LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS OF ELECTRON DENSITY
OCTOBER 31. 1963 PASS N0.5427

LONGITUDE, deg 2239 UT TO 2326 UT Kp *1 -100
-30-50 -60 -65 -70 -75 -80 -90H1I0
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1031 , I, I
-80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -O 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 W

LATITUDE, deg

Fig. 3 - The latitudinal variation of electron density for pass 5427.
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LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS OF SCALE HEIGHT
OCTDOR 31. 1963 PASS No, 5427

wmw,223 UT TO 2326 UT Kp - -r0

-3 W-0 -0 ~ -70 -75 -80 -90 1-110

O 9 O 1900 1830 km 1800 1730 Ii7001i

LT900 33If I
49600

-0--0-00-0-00 0 203 0 06
100 DILATATITUEE.dde

Fig. 4 -The latitudinal variation of scale height, U, for pass 5427.

COMPARION OF SCALE HEIGHTS H. AND H.
NOV 11. 1962 PASS NO. 596

2213 UT TO 222 UT K P 2*
L004TUDE

deg -0-7OM -80 -85 -90 -95
I I I

LT 1900 1730 3700 1630 3600
To- 1800 -HV (FOR VEnTiCAL ELECTRON

HDISTRIBUTION)
600- (FOR ELECTRON DISTRIBU-

2 o-, --- ~-.. TION ALONG FIELD LINES)
*500-

CD400

300 -90

100- -

-60 -W0-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
DIP LATITUDE, deg

Fig. 5 -The vcrtical scale height, H,, for 900 km on pass 596 (see
Figs. 1 and 2) has been converted into a field aligned scale
heigt, H.. The large minimum in H, near the dip equator is
removed and H. may be used to deduce the ratio of effective
temperature to mean ionic mass in the usual way.
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It is therefore concluded that at the greater altitude referred
to, the electron distribution along field lines is the important parameter
and that before useful information about temperature and mean ionic
mass can be obtained, the vertical scale heights must first be converted
into field aligned scale heights using the formula given above.

At the lower altitudes, shown in the curves of Figs. 1-4 it
cannot be assumed that T, = T, and proper allowance would have to
be made for the latitudinal and altitudinal gradients of T. + T, and
the formula for H. given above appropriately modified.



FI!: ON TIE SEASONAL, NON-SEASONAL AND SEMI-ANUAL

VARIATIONS IN THE PEAK ELECTRON DENSITY OF THE

F2 LAYER AT NOON IN THE EQUATORIAL ZONE

by

T. Yonezawa 

Radio Research Laboratories. Kokubunji, Japan.-

Using ionospheric data at Huancayo and Kodaikanal which
make approximately a pair of antipodal points, the seasonal, non-
seasonal and semi-annual variations in the peak electron density of
the F2 layer have been derived. In order to obtain the most probable
values of foF2 for sunspot numbers of 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200, we have

fitted a quadratic form to the noon foF2 versus sunspot number rela-
tion at each month as s1-oV in Fig. 1, and the ordinates of the quadratic
curve for the above sunspot numbers have been taken as the basis of
the following analysis.

HUANCAYO ,' IZ:0#

It

-Fig. 1 - Relation between noon foF2 and sunspot number at Huan-
cayo in June.
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Figs. 2 (a) 2nd 2 (b) iPlustrate the seasonal and non-seasonal
tzrialians for sunsnot numbers 0 and 100. One will notice a component
of 113 year pelod as a component of one year period. This means that
these v-ariations can be expressed in the follnving form:

N = {2a-+ b cos [= (t - p),1311 cos [(t - a) =1J6

where t is the tVme in units of month, and the seasonal and non-
seasonal variatons are seen +o be subjected to amplitude modulation.
the quantity (b/a) wil be called degree of amplitude modulation in
this report.

I • \I T

-s

.A1 Z.1 YA

Fig. 2 - Non-seasonal and seasonal variations in the peak electron
density of the foF2 layer at noon for

(a) Sunspot number 0
(b) Sunspot number 100

Figures 3 (a) and 3 (b) show the semi-annual variations plus
annual averages at Kodaikanal and Huancayo for sunspot numbers 0
and 100. Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b) show the superposition of the three
components plus annual axerage. As may naturally be expected, the
agreements is good between observed and calculated values.
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Fig. 3 - St~mi-annua variations in the peak electron density of the
~F2 layer at noon plus annual averages at Kodaikanal and
• Huancayo for

(a) Sunspot number 0

(b) Sunspot number 100

The non-seasonal variation becomes a maximum at the begin-
ning of January which is approximately coincident with the time of
slortest distance between the earth and the sun (Fig. 5). The seasonal
variation is a maximum near June solstice or somewhat later (Fig. 5).
The semi-annual variation reaches its maxima in mid-April and mid-
October or a little later (Fig. 6). As regards the degree of amplitude
modulation of the non-seasonal and seasonal variations, it is very high
ior the non-seasonal variation and amounts to more than 60% for sun-
spot number zero and it is also high for the seasonal variation, exceed-
ing 40% in all cases for sunspot number's from 0 to 200 (Fig. 7). The
phase of the amplitude modulation is such that the amplitude becomes
a maximum at roughly the same times as the semi-annual variation, or
siomewhat later, for both the non-seasonal and seasonal variation (Fig.
5). Of the amplitudes of the three components the greatest is the non-
seasonal one, amounting to about 30% of the annual average in the
case of sunspot number zero and the smallest is the seasonal one being
about 10% (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 4 - Superposition of the non-seasonal, seasonal and semi-annual
variations in the peak electron density of the F2 layer at
noon plus annual averages for

(a) Smspot number 0
(b) Sunspot number 100
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Fig. 6 - Times of maximum of the semi-annual variations for Kodaj-
kanal and Huancayo as functions of sunspot number.
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Fig. 7- Degrees of amplitude modulation of the non-seasonal and
seasonal variations as functions of sunspot number.
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Fig. 8- Amplitudes of the seasonal, non-seasonal and semi-annual
variations relative to the annual variations as functions of
sunspot number.

These results may not readily be explicable, but the existence:
of large non-seasonal variation seems to suggest some form of
corpuscular effect, though the detailed mechanism of this effect is not
clear at the present stage.



T F2 REGION AT IMADAN OVER A SUNSPOT CYCIE

1%. Part I- Solar Cycle and Annual Variations

r by

Arthur J. Lyon

University of Ibadan, Nigeria

Introduction

The ionospheric station at the University of Ibadan, (geographic
latitude 7.4 0N, magnetic latitude 2.6 0S) was set up in December 1951.
It has thus been operating for rather more than a sunspot cycle, and
sufficient data have now accumulated for an investigation of general
trends over the solar cycle, and also of mean variations throughout the
year.

Variations of electron density with R

Figure 1 shows the variations of (a) the smoothed Zurich
relative sunspot number (R*, 13-month running means), (b) foF2 at
midday (averages of monthly medians for 09h, 12h, and 15h), and (c)
foF2 at midnight (monthly medians for 00h), The general trend at
midday clearly follows that of R*, but there is a marked flattening over
the period of sunspot maximum - from mid-1956 to mid-1959. This
phenomenon is further illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows a plot of
annual means of NmF2 at midday against annual means of R, the un-
smoothed sunspot number, (a) for Ibadan, and (b) for Slough. For
Slough the variation is linear, and NmF2 continues to increase at the
same rate up to the high sunspot values of 1957-58, but for Ibadan the
rate of increaso for R*>100 is less than half that for R*>100. This
corresponds to the "flattening" evident in Fig. 1.

The least squares regression line of Nm on R* for Slough is

NmF2 = 0.26 (1 + 0.027R*). I
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For Ibadan the regression line for R*>100, by visual estimation is

NmF2 = 0.60 (1 + 0.017R*)

10-

i S

I 
& a , 1

(.AT MAD;. HIGtMIA.

*4 I SI J S S M8FUB SJ S SU J S ** S *l•DMJ SS. •DU J I • S D I J •ID 53 S *W J S S

r '" W93~ 4 IWS 06 M7 "nS 3%A INCO amU on M 3

Fig. 1- Variations of monthly median midday foF2 (crosses) and-
midnight foF2 (circles) at Ibadan and of smoothed sunspot
number, R*, (continuous line) from 1952 to 1964.

badon

W-2 v

,f ba2-4 aa e a

om 5 Stough

01
50 MO 150 200

(Zurich Rclatv.- Snspot Number)

Fig. 2 -Variations of midday NmF2 with mean sunspot number X*
*. for. Ibadan and for Slough. The F2 data are annual mean-

of monthly. medians, averaged over -09h, 12h and 15h.
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Annual Variations of NmF2

The mean values of NmF2 for successive months, averaged
corresponding to R 0 and R = 200 are shown below, in Figs. 3 (b)
and 3 (c).

Annual Variation of NaF2, ibadan.

XjO 6  DEC MAR JUN SEP DEC-I-6 I ' ' ' I ' I I l

1-2

cai Means -(1952-64)

0-8

!:. 0.6

04 ) PO

() P-200
2-2

2.0

a.8

DC MAR JUN SEP DEC

Fig. 3 -- Variations throughout the year of midday NmF2 (a) averag-
ed over a sunspot cycle, (b) for zero sunspot number, and
(c) for R 200.
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In all the curves of Fig. 3 there are maxima in April and
October, and minima in January and July. For the mean curve, Fig. 3
(a), the amplitude of the variatiou is about ± 15% of the mean level;
and for R = 0, Fig. 3 (b) it is about ± 25%. A remarkable feature ot
the annual variation at sunspot maximum (R = 200) is the much higher
maximum in April than in October, the values for April and May being
particulary high. The amplitude of the semi-annual variation is ± 20%
in the first half of the year and only about ± 10% in the second half.
An examination of individual years shows that this asymmetry be-
tween the equinoxes occurs in each of the years 1957, 1958 and 1959,
though not in 1956.

Variations of hmF2 with R

Figure 4 shows the variation of annual means of midday hmF2
with R", midday implying as previously the mean of values for 09, 12
and 15h. The figure shows a linear increase of hmF2 with R* given
approximately by

hrmF2 325 + 0.67R* kin

Annual Mens v "

450 Midday hm

(Me=n of 09,12,l5h)l
400 0o 1958-64

x 1952- 57

350

kmi

'300

20Midnight h'F250 -

0o 50 0oo ISO 200

Fig. 4 - Variations of midday hmF2 and midnight h'F with sunspot
number. Crosses indicate values obtained by the Appleton.
Beynon method but with corrections applied.
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Annual Variations of hmF2 and qc

Figure 5 shows the annual variations of hmF2 averaged over
the period 1952-64. The main feature appears to be a variation of
annual period with a flat minimum from May to August and a rather
flat maximum from October to January The amplitude of the variation
is -L 8 km or t- 2%; the total range of variation is thus about one
quarter of a scale height. The same figure shows that the corresponding
variations of M (3000) F2, plotted with values increasing downwards,
follows very closed that of hmF2.

The variation of the "quarter-thickness" q., also shown in Fig.
5, is rather similar to that of hmF2, with a flat minimum in summer and
a flat maximum in winter. The variation is a substancial one with an
amplitude of ± 12 km or about __± 15%.

Mcans of 09 12 , IS hr.

kn

. I~400 4

1 1952-64
380

2-3
M(3000) F2

2.4

1955-64

2-S

CPC

80 1952 -56

1962,64

40 ,f a 1
PEC MAR JUN SEP DEC

ig. 5 - Variations throughout the year of midday hmF2, M(3000)
F2, and the "quarter-thickness", qc.
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Varitions at Midnight

The annual variations at midnight of NmF2 are shown in
Fg. 6. A variation of semi-annual period is again present but a marked
vanration-of annual period is also clearly present in this case. The two
variatibns are of about equal. magnitudc, ±L 0.2 x 106 electrons per cm3

or about 4± 25% of the mean value, and have minima together at the
Jrune solstice.

3h'F (1952-64)

km- Mfdn~gbt

250
X10 6

1.0

0.8

0-6 ' N.F2 (1957-64)

Mldnight

0"4

0.2

DEC MAR JUN SEP DEC

Fig. 6- Variations throughout the year of midnight 1'F and mid-

night NmF2.

The variation of annual period may be contrasted with that
of h'F at midnight which is iAi antiphase and has a large maximum in
June, and a very flat minimum from October to March. Between the
September equinox and the March one the mean h'F over the period
1952-64 remains very close to 250 km but it rises to an average value
of about 325 krn for the summer months, May to August..
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Part II - Diurnal Variations

by

E. 0. Olatunji

Department of Physics

University of Ibadan, Nigeria

The diurnal variations of foF2 and hmF2 for different seasons
and phases of the solar cycle are examined in the following five figures.

Mean Diurna Variation of* for*

foF2 (Axut- Set - octob)

12

'0 1957

.m-1964

4

Fig. 1 -- Mean diurnal variation of foF2 at Ibadan for the months of
Aug., Sept. and Oct. in the years 1957, 1961 and 1961t. At
sunspot maximum, the diurnal peak of foF2 variation occurs

0, before noon while at sunmspot minimum it exhibits a post-
noon peak.

; '."-a. -16
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ig. 2- Same as Fig. 1 for the months of Nov., Dec. and Jan.

co021213 2

IIS

00 06 2 S 24

r'ig. 3 - Mean diru~1 variation of bmF2 at Ibadan for May, June
and July in the years 1937, 1961 and 1964. These variations
show a consistent trend over the solar cycle. Outstanding

IS

features are a greater diurnal range and a more pronounced
post-sunset increase in hmF2 at sunspot maximum than at
sunspot minimum.
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f Rates of Increase of foF2 from
05 to 09 bs LMT.

-0-- 0 --- (Mean of 1957.
1 1961 and 1964)

-1--1--4- 1964

10 -- - -- 1957

0

'1

DEC MAR JUN SEP DEC

Fig. 4 -Morning rates of increase of foF2. lit show,- an annual vari-
ation at sunspot maximum, while that at sunspot minimum
in marked by a semi-annual variation.
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Rates of Increase of hm F2 from
06 to 10hrs LMT.

---- o---o-- (Mean of 1957,
1961 and 1964)

300
- -- 1- 1964

- - El - El- 1957
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11

'3 \

150 -/,-\
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0 I I , , ! ,. i ...... ,.. 1
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Fig. 5- Morning rates of increase of hmF2. Note the consistent
trend of the semi-annual variation over the solar cycle.



RECENT IDEAS ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE

F-REGION OF THE IONOSPHERE

by

J. W. King

Radio and Space Research Station

Ditton Park, Slough, Bucks, England

(paper not available)
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LONGITUDINAL VARIATION IN THE EQUATORIAL

F2 REGION OF THE IONOSPHERE

by

R. G. Rastogi and S. Sanatani

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India

The paper describes the difference in annual average daily
variation of foF2 at different epochs of solar activity at equatorial sta-
tions in American, African and Indian zones. During low sunspot
years, two peaks of foF2 were observed at each station at about 09
and 12 hours. With increasing solar activity the morning peak gets
more prominent than the evening one. During maximum sunspot year
one gets almost single morning peak at Huancayo, but at Kodaikanal
both the peaks are significant and another midnight peak is also
developed (Fig. 1). At Natal, a station close to the magnetic equator
in Eastern Brazil, the variation of foF2 shows a strong single midday
maximum which is different from the equatorial type of variation.
These variations of foF2 may be due to the very important position of
the station on the magnetic equator where the shift of the magnetic
equator with universal time is the largest (Fig. 3).

NUANCXt IANXJ KOOAIICAMAL

1j I

1 0€) U , '2 1a 24 00 06 I S to 24 00 0 1 I I 24

.OCAL STAMNtD TINE (HOuli)

Fig. 1 - Annual mean daily variations of foF2 at Huancayo, Ibadan
and Kodaikanal during different years (1934-1962).
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LUNAR TIDES IN foF2 AND H NEAR THE MAGNETIC EQUATOR

by

R. G. Rastogi

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India

It is well known that the lunar tide in foF2 shows a maximum
at about 04 lunar hour for equatorial station and at about 10 lunar
hour for tropical latitudes. The amplitude sharp maximum on the
magnetic equator similar to that of the range of diurnal variation of
H which is indicative of the equatorial electrojet current strength.
(Figs. 1 to 7).

It is concluded that the lunar tides in geomagnetism and the
ionospheric F-region near the magnetic equator are closely related to
each others and are associated with the equatorial electrojet currents.

A NNWAL 2DCEM 'R SOLSTICES

-O~2,-RANGE OF H 2 ~A RANGE OF H
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Fig. 1I Shows the harmonic dials of the lunar tides in noon foF2
and daily range in H at Peruvian stations during different
seasons of IGY-IGC. The amplitude of tides in both foF2
or range H increase progressively with decreasing latitude.
The phase of lunar tide changes slightly with season, but
the difference in phase of tides in foF2, and range H remains
almost constant.
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Fig. 2 - Shows the harmonic dials of the lunar tides in noon foF2
and range H at Huancayo during different seasons and
different solar ativity. With increasing solar activity the
amplitude of tide increases for both foF2 as well as range 4
H keeping almost same phase.
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Fig. 3 - Shows the seasons variation of the amplitude and phase ofI tides in foF2 and range H at Huancayo. The amplitude of
tides for both the parameters foF2 and range H is least
during June-July and maximum during January. There is
a progressive change in the phase of the tidal oscillation
such that the phasz difference between the oscillation at
two parameters for any month remains constant.
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Fig. 4 -Shows the contour diagrams of the deviations in foF2 and H
on the coordinates of local lunar time and lunar age. It is
seen that the most of the deviations occur at daytime
indicating that the magnitude of the lunar tide in foF2 as
wvell as in H is maximum during the daylight hours. An anti-
phase relation between the tides in foF2 and H is clearly
shown in the diagram.
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Fig. 5 -Shows the first, second, third and fourth harmonic
components of lunar daily variations in H at Huancayo dur-

ing different lunar age in different seasons of the year. The
curves indicate that the Chapman's phase law is very closely
followed by these variations. The phase of second harmonic
is independent of lunar age.
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Fig. 6 - Shows similar diagrams for foF2 during IGY-IGC. The
phase of second harmonic is again independent of the lunar
age indicating that the lunar pertubations are predominant-

ly tidal in nature.
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THE ANOMALOUS ENHANCEMENT OF THE F2-REGION ELECTRON

DENSITY AT NIGHT IN LOW AND EQUATORIAL LATITUDES

by

Teruo Sato

Meteorology Section

First Research and De-velopment Center

Japan Defence Agency

13 Mita, Meguro, Tokyo

The anomalous enhancement of the F2-region electron density
at post-sunset time in low and equatorial latitudes is analyzed, and the
cause is studied. Data used here are mainly those in American Zone.

The major peak of the electron density enhancement occurs
usually at 2000-2400 LT, with different times at various latitudes and
generally one or two minor peaks appear between 0000 and 0400 LT.
The enhancement phenomenon takes place most remarkably at 15"-17o
geomagnetic latitudes (dip angle 32"-35") throughtout the year, show-
ing the biggest effect in equinoctial season. The boundary latitudes
that the enhancement can be recorded is lower in winter (about 200)
than in other seasons (see Fig. 1).

Succes.-ive time variations of the foF2 latitudinal distribution
or the vertical profiles of the F2 region electron density distribution
between Huancayo and Washington show that the anomalous high
electron density region (so called equatorial anomaly situated at 15R.
200 in da-ytime) moves towards the equator after sunset and the arrival
time at any particular latitude is consistent with the time of the night-
time increase of the electron density at that latitude. The direction of
the drift of the ionization, deduced from the geomagnetic variation is
downwards and towards the equator horizontally in low and equatorial
latitudes during the time concerned (see Figs. 2 to 6). Thereforr-
abnormal increase of the F2-region electron density .-n these latitudes
seems tu be explained by the ionization drift theory.
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Fig. I Daily variation of monthly median foF2 in July, October and
December 1957.
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Fig. 2 - Sequential time variation of the vertical profile of electron
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curves show the maximum electron density distribution, the
line contours of the F region density, the dotted lines the
height of the maximum electron density, the thin lines the
genmagnetic line of force and the arrows the velocity vector
ot the ionization drift.
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TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT FROM TRANSMISSIONS
OF SATELLITE S66 OBSERVED AT

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE NAIROBI

by

A. N. Hunter and A. Webster
University College Nairobi, Kenya

Observations of Faraday rotation of the 20, 40 and 41 MHz
transmissions form S-66 (B-EB) have been made since 10 October
1964. The station coordinates are 1.320 S, 36.320 E, with a dip of 26.90
S. The two closest passes, one north-bound and one south-bound, are
recorded each day and an ionogram is automatically recorded for each
pass. Only the 41 MHz transmissions have been analysed so far.

,toA * N-S
• S-N

Fig 1I Gives the hourly medians of total electron content I for the
period October 1964 to January 1965 inclusive; the points
show north- and south- going passes separately but all are
included in the medians. The values were obtained from the
fading rate at the zenith together with a Constant value of
3000 gammas per degree 'for the latitude derivative dM/dx,
horizontal gradients are neglected but the records do not, in
general, indicate large horizontal gradients in daytime.
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Fig. 2 -- Shows the corresponding plot for the density Nm (dotted

line) from foF2 taken from the ionogram associated with
the recorded satellite passes; is also shows the equivalent
layer thickness d (dash-dot line). tt
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Fig. 3 - Presents the hourly mnedians of I for the period October
1965 to May 1965. In this case all values hav'e been calculated

by a inthod suggested by E. GoLton. B; in which a mean in
taken of the fading rate over a period of 0.5 minute on either
side of the transverse propagation point and used as the
effcctivc fading rate on the transverse point inl order to
eliminate elffcts of horizontal gradients. Value of dM/dX,
wereL interpolated from the tables of L. Blumle in which the
value of 1, wva,: obtained from a ten-poiqnt real height

analysis of the corresponding ionograms. South- and north-
going passes arc separately plotted so that the time
advances from right to left.
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•show quiet and disturbed days only plotted.

i Points of interest from the above diurnal variations are:

I -- The ratio o~f nlxim1U to minimum content is greater than 20;

~this figure will certainly increase whlen the 20 MI-z records have

b)ccn anlalysed for timeis of low content.2 -Thii aximium inl I occuirs late inl the alternwon at a timec which
Sis conlsistent, with tie expected arrival of the maximumn of the ,

eqjuatorial anomaly.
i 3 There is a large day-tinle scatter probably due to perturbatios

ill positionl of the peak of the equaMtorial anomaly.

4 - A snialf peak occurIs ill I togethecr with a much larger one in at
; Ni about 2300 hours.

5 There is n-o evideoce of corrclatioii of either I or Nm with
.. magnetic activity at sunIspot minimum.
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The transverse propagation region in always clearly on the
Nairobi records so that single frequency analysis is usually applicable.
Pass 1313 at 1900 hours has been analyzed for latitude distribution of
i and the results are shown in Fig. 6 in which the upper and lower
curves show the effect of a second timing error and the values of I
arc plotted against satellite time in minutes. An initial manual analysis
with and without second order corrections has been compared with
an analysis using a field model prepared by E. Golton on a computer.
All the results agree in placing the maximum just north of Nairobi at
that time in rough agreement with the anticipated position of the
anomaly. The Ross'2 method for second-order correction is difficult
to apply at Nairobi because of a discontinuity in the field parameter G
and future analysis will be computed by ray-tracing a model
ionosphere.

4-

'I

*t

,Is J, .,, "4 .. , * -. "

Fig. 6 - Latitude distribution of electron content for pass 1313
aournd 1900 hours.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT AT

ZARIA USING THE S66 SATELLITE

by

N. J. Skinner

Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria

Measurements of Faraday rotation of the 40 and 41 MHz
tiansmissions from the S66 satellite have been made at Zaria in
Northern Nigeria (geographic coordenates 11.1" N, 1.60" F. magneti .
dip 2.9'" N) since 14 November 1964. Th,- total columnar electron
content, NT, has been calculated from the differential rates of lading
on the two frequencies.

Figure 1 shows the "diurnal" variation of NT for observations
made during the local winter period 14 November '964 to 14 February
1965. There is no evidence of a midday biteout such as is observed with
peak electron measurements, and maximum occurs at about 1300 GMT.

Figures 2 and 3 show the variations with latitUde ot N'r for
eight ,.at.-lite passes close to the meridian of Zaria. Th,: geonmagnetic
anomaly in the latitude variation of NT is most pronouncLd in the even.
ing and least evident in the morning period of 0700 to: 0800 hours.
There is some evidence of asymmetry for the midday measurements with
greater ionization on the northern side. Since no corrections have been
made for horizontal gradients of electron density, the values of NT at
the extreme latitude must be treated with some caution.

For six daytime transits, ionosonde data has been analyzed to
obtain, by integration of the N-h profile, the subpeak, electron content
below hmF. This has been subtracted from the corresponding value of
N1, to give the topside electron content N,,. Values of NmF, hmF, Nr
and N,, are given in Table I. The topside content is found to exceed
the sub-peak content by a factor of almost two. For a topside iono-
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spherc containing a single ionized constituent (atomic oxigen) the
electron density N, would be expected to vary with height h, as

N = Nm exp L-(h-k,)/2H]

where H is the scale height of the neutral atmosphere. Values of 1H

for each of the six transits have been calculated assuming the distribu-
tion from the measured values of NmF and N,,, and are given together
with values of N,,,,,o, the electron density at 1000 km, in Table I. Values
of H vary between 64 and 142 km in reasonable agreement with results
of other workers using different methods. The model is over-simplified
in that at least two ionized constituents are actually present in the top-
side ionosphere with the atomic hydrogen ion becoming important at
altitudes above 800 km. Nevertheless the profiles obtained using simples
model are very similar to those obtained for example by workers at
Jicamarca u%'ng the incoherent scatter technique.
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SECONS) ORDER CORRECTION ON ELECTRON CONTENT

MEASUREMENTS WITH FARADAY ROTATION

TECHNIQUE*

by

F. de Mendonga, J.L.R. Muzzio and F. Walter

C.N.A.E. - Sio Josd dos Campos - S.P. - B.azil

Determination of the total electron content (I = JNdh) of the
ionosphere by means of th. application of Faraday rotation technique
on signais received from satellite beacons has been performed since
,he launching of Sputnik 1, by many investigators, see for instance the
,st ol relerences in !he paper by Garriott and Mendongal". Most
t-omputations utilizing Faraday techniques has been done using single
"icquencies and lately two closely spaced frequencies such as the ones
transmitted b% the be-tcon satellites BE-B and BE-C in 40 and 41 MHz
(see Fig. 1 ).

FAR!ACAY ROTAT;ON RECORNUG

S.-olnoi: S-66 cost Mrocrb 19 31 390 UT
StecItoo" S J &S d C es PgoxI,"mal cV 19 31 460
Oo 3 N--. 4 OT 19 32 50.0

o R .-17 vl rd

41MWZ

* I

I .. . . ... a ,_ ... I. -.,L ,_ _..._,_t.! ,_, ,_,g i. .. . .. . . I . . . .. , !

Fig. ( U7')-)I 53 .40 193430 .. 41;

Fig.1 -- Recording of the Faraday rotation of polarization in the 40 :
and 41 MHz beacons of S-66, showing the quasi transverse i
(QT) propagation region (!. = 0) and a case with 9 ., -

13 A A .

Rcse~irch done under a Memorandum of Understanding between N~ASA andCNAE (-Fig.I -Recrdig oftheFardayrotaionof olaizaton n te 4
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The first order relation

(K/f:-) (H cos 0 sc: x) 1.(1

which is applicable only in restricted cases, including the absence of

horizontal gradients, I-as been widely used for the determination of
1. Ross"" introduced a second order correction obtaining the relation

Q (KIP-) (H cos 0 sec x) (I + a) 1: (2)

I where
a = (X*'/2) 113 + (13-1) Gi (3)

The factor G tan 0 (tan I Y/Yi.) is related to the geometry of the
ageomagnetic field (Fig. 2).

3_ _ _ _

ILI

------
vj 25 251I

50 440,- -5 0 5 t

LO1N6sTUDE WEST ELOT0R 6.

Fig. 2 -Plot of the factor G for ionospheric points at h =350 kmn
for the Sdo Josd dos Campos station, including the track of
a southbound passage of S-66 on 16 Oct. 1964 with OT at
215435 UT. Also shown are the values of G, I. (First order)
and L. (Second order) -for this particular passage of' the
satellite.
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For the case of two closely spaced frequencies one has:

dn = - 20 (df/f) (I + 2 a) (4)

or
ino -- 2f!. (n-1) (!+ 2a)

Thus one may obtain the correction term (1 + a) from the measured

values of C and AU:

a [ - 2 (n-I) !2/AQ] / [4(n-1)!/ An] (5)

Combining equations (1), (2) and (5) we have

12 = (ffn/KM) 4 C (n-1)/[An + 2n(n-1)] (6)

Hence, with precalculated values of M one can easily obtain values of
electron content with the second order correction. The values of a
obtained with this procedure (Fig. 3) are naturally much closer to
reality than the ones calculated with models and equation (3). We
have written a program for our small computer in which wc feed the
values of the satellite position, i2, An and height of the ionospheric
point, and obtain the output values of I, and 12 for the sub-ionospheric
point, including dip angle, the factor M and G. A few passages are
plotted in Fig. 4.

Note that if n - f_!/f =1 .025 in equation (5) we get

(1 + a) = 0.500 + 10.0 A-Q/-

aid that , 0 when f2 - 20 .i. In this situation one has I = 12

At our low latitude station we have observed extreme cases in which a
variation of r rd in AQ2 corresponded to a variation of only 6 . rd in !:.
The first order results are such that the over estimation in I for some
areas tend to cancel the variation of electron content through the
equatorial anomaly. Thus one should be cautious in drawing con-
clusions from the first order results. The full paper to be published
will include comparisons between results obtained with Faraday and
Doppler methods.
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Al
DATE PCA TIME

A- 14 iCrT. 1964 2015223 UT

8 - 20 OCT. 1964 215850 UT
C- 16 OCT. 1964 215435UT

1 1-First order
I 2 -Second order

4- *,

I. .'

Bz A2

E

13

C2 A2

G11

I0" 15" 0 9 25" 30"

MAGNETIC DIP

Fig. 4 - Plots of 1 and I: for a ew passages of the satlijite S-66

(BE-B). Note the parts where I, - 1., i.e., a z 0 and also

the tendency of over estimation in I, masking the equatorial

anomaly in I.

Reference:

1) Garriott, O.K. and F. de Mendonga, J. Geophys. Res., 68, 4917,

Sept. 1963.

2) Ross, W., J. Geophys. Res., 70, 597, Feb. 1965.



INCOHERENT .5CATTER MEASUREMENTS OF EQUATORIAL

F-REGION PARAMETERS DURING THE SUNRISE PERIOD

by

Robert Cohen
Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lima, Peru

and

Willian B. Hanson
Southwest Center for Advanced Studies, Dallas, Texas

Using the incoherent scatter technique the parameters N, T,

and T, have been measured as functions of height and time between
180 and 500 km during the sunrise period. By applying a theoretical
treatment due to l lanson, the electron production function, q. and the
heat and radiation losses, Q. and Q:, as well as the heating efficiency, e,
have been calculated from these parameters. A value for these quan-
tities has been obtained for three heights, with an 'average - of about
2.4 eV per fast electron over that height interval. (The variations in
that parameter over the height range may not be sibgnificant in Figure
4). The heat loss by airglow radiation and that lost in heating arc noted
from Fig. 4 to become compaiable at the highest height (375 kin).

ELCTRON DCNSITY (FARADAY|

IIGAtJARCA. PERU

h(kn.) 1965 VT 17'

300.

j01,00too] ,I- -

0~' 010'

01
'~ 2 3 4" 45

N (c r" )

Fig. l - Electron density profilcs obtained by the Faraday technique
at the times (75"W) indicated alongside each curve.
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Fig. 2 - A typical measurement of the autocorrelation function,
resulting in the T, and Ti determination as indicated.
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Fig. 3 - The T,., T -T1  variations with height determined fromexperimental measurements such as Fig. 2.
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ELECTRON DENSITY STUDIES AT JICANIARCA

by

J. P. McClure

Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lima, Peru

The incoherent scatter radar located near the magnetic dip
equator at Lima, Peru, has been used to study electron density, electron
and ion lemperatures, and ion composition. Electron density observa-
tions will be presented here. The other parameters will be discuted in
the following companion paper by D. T. Farley.

At Jicamarca, electron density profiles can be obtained up to
heights of several thousand kilometers. The densities up to 600 km is
usually measured by observing the Faraday rotation of the scattered
signal. Above this height the density is measured by observing the total
power of the scattered signal. Several hundred kilometers of overlap
are generally used when fitting Faraday and power profiles together.

All necessary comments about the data are made in the figure
captions. Figure 1 shows the data for 1-2 and 3 February 1965. Figures
2 to 6 show the electron density data and the total elec,ron content
for 17-18 and 19 June 1965. Finally, figure 7 shows the electron density
data for 17-18 and 19 August 1965, the days when the electron and ion
temperature and ion composition measurements in the companion
paper by Farley were made.
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Fig. I- Electron density contours for 1-2 and 3 February 1965.
Vertical motion of the entire F layer is seen to be very similar
between 1800 and 2400 on both I and 2 February.
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Fig. 2 - Electron density profiles near 1530 Yocal time for 1-2 and
3 Febr'ary 1965. We see that the equatorial profile 'was near

ly the same at midafternoon on these three magnetically
quiet days.
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ig. -Electron density contours for 2-3 February 1965. On an
expanded time scale we may see more clearly the vertical
Motions of the F layer. Between 0000 and 0200 on 3 Februarv
the F layer is seen to drop 200 km wvith no change in electr'!

d~ensity.
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Fig. 6 -Total electron content. This in1form-ation is contained in
the contour plots of Figure 5, but is shown explicitly here
for easy comparison w%-ith satellite electron content results.
More of these plots will be shown in a later paper.
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Fig. 7- Electron density contours for 1"7-18 and 19 August, 1965.
The spreaOT F on 19 August began withou! vertical motion of
the lower part uf the F1 region, but ffere is evidence of lift-
ing above the F region maximum just before 'At began. Tlie

? temperature and composition measurements summarized i
0l the following paper by D. T. Farley were made on these days.
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TFM ERATURE AND COMPOSITION MEASUREM EM

AT ICAMARCA

by

D. T. Farley

Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lia, Peru

A series ef measurements of the temperature and composi
tion of the ionosphere were made, using the incoherent scatter
technique, during the period 17-19 August, 1965 at jicamarca.
The quality of the data obtained is believed to be good. The altitude
range covered was 200-1000 km.

The limited results so far available can be summarized as
follows:

1) The concentration of H plus above 500 km was ot the
order of 1-2 x 101 cm-r and was nearly independent of
altitude and time of day.

2) The concentration of H. plus was less than 10% of the
total density at all times and at all heights.

3) The altitude at which N [H plus] = N [0 plusI
was about 900-1000 km during the day, but dropped to
600-700 km at night.

4) During most of the day the ion temperature was of the
order of 900-11000 K in the altitude range 200-500 km. It
then rose sharply to at least 20000 K at 1000 kn.

-5) The-electron temperature at midday had a maximum of

about 200-25000 K near 250 km. With increasing altitude
the electron temperature at first fell, reaching equilibrium
with the ion temperature at about 350 km, and then rose
again as the ion temperature increased.
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6) At night the ionosphere above 200 km was very nearly

isothermal, with both T. and T, dropping to values of 600-
8000 K.

7) During the day the observed temperatures and scale heights
did not correspond, whereas at night they very nearly did.

JCVC.t PEAVlII
7 MIgUST. 134S

4 4

900 -m

400

- -.

iFig. 1I- A daytime measurement of composition and ion temperature.
I! The concentrnation of He plus was less than 10%o at all
I heights shown.
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Fig- 4 -- A sample set of data used in determining one of thae points
plotted in Fig. 1. The functions plotted is the autocorrel-
ation function P (At) of the received siagnal, This functions
is just the Fourier transform e~f the signal spectmra. The
good agreement between the theoretical curves and the
experimetI data sho-%6 that the uncertainty in the composi-
tion is about -'1 5%, and in the te mperature perhaps __10Y.
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I
SUARISE STRATIFICATION IN THE EQUATORIAL F-REGION

by

R. B. Norton

CRPL, Boulder, Colorado

Ionograms taken at stations near the magnetic equator
occasionally show a transient stratification during sunrise. It is the
purpose of this paper first to describe these observations and then to
preent a simple interpretation of them.

These stratifications can be put in one of two groups depend-
ing on the presunrise laver and the subsequent behavior of the stratific-
ation. The first group corresponds to a presunrise layer existing at
rather greater than usual altitudes with a critical frequency above about
5 MHz. This stratification begins at low frequencv but increases rapidly
until it merges with the foF2 (see Fig. 1). It usually lasts about one
hour, but may last as long as an hour and a half. The second group
corresponds to a presunrise layer existing at a lower than usual
altitude with a critical frequency of less than about 3 MHz. In this case
the stratification begins near the critical frequency and remains fairly
constant in frequency while foF2 increases rapidly (see Fig. 2). The
stratification weakens and then disappears after a total lifetime of
about 15-30 minutes.

The ionograms taken at Huancayo foi each day between April
1957 - March 1958 and April 1954 - March 1955 have been investigated
for the occurrence of the sunrise stratification. About three dozen
examples were found for sunspot maximum and about half a dozen at
sunspot minimum. However, of these examples, only about one dozen
at sunspot maximum and only one or two at sunspot minimum were
,vell developed. Although they occur throughout the year, the stratifica-
tions occurred most frequently in Jue and July. During the same
period no stratifications of this sort were found on the Washington
ionograms, thus suggesting that this phenomenon is peculiar to the
equatorial region. N-, obvious correlation of the occurrence of the
stratification with magnetic activity was found.
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Fig. I- An example of group 1. The critical frequency of foE,
foFi Y2 and foF2 plotted versus local time for Huancayo, 3
June 1957 and compared with calculations based on photo-
chemistry;

,8 = 3 x 10" sec -2 and q = 400 cm -3 sec-1 .

Our interpretation of the stratification is very simple and
involves only photochemistry. We suggest that to a good approxima-
tion the stratification results from the addition of the residual layer
with the new ionization which is formed at sunrise. In the case of the
first group the new ionization is formed below the residual layer and
for the second group the new ionization is formed primarily above the
residual layer. As is clear from the comparisons of critical frequencies
in Fig. I and 2 and of electron density profiles at fixed times in Fig.
3 and 4, this theory explains the sunrise data very well. Even the curve
for 0600 is a good average fit to the data. However, the stratification
in this case is very transient and has already disappeared in the calculat-
ed profiles. The agreement could be greatly improved by using a more
realistic discription to the solar flux than used in this calculation and
by adjusting the parameters slightly.
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Fig. 2 - An exemple of group 2. The critical frequencies foE, foll 2

and foF2 plotted versus local time for Huancayo (4 July
1957) and compared with calculations based on photo-
chemistry;

fi =2 x 10- sec'1 and q 400 cm3 sec'.
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Fig. 3 An example of group 1. The electron density for fixed times

plotted versus height for Huancayo 3 June 1957 and compar-

ed with calculations based on photochemistry; 13 = 3 x 10

sec' and q = 400 cm 3 sec'.
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Fig. 4 --An example of group 2. The electron density for fixed times

plotted versus height for Huancayo, 4 July 1957 and compar-

ed with calculations based on photochemistry; fl=2 x 10-4 +

sec- 2 and q = 400 cm- sec- .

The photochemical rates used in these calculations an be

specified by their values at 300 km; the loss rate was about 3 x 10-'

sec- 2 and the production rate was about 600 cm"3 sea- l for the example

in the first group (Fig. I and 3) and slightly smaller for the second
group (Fig. 2 and 4).



PHOTOCHEMICAL RATES IN THE EQUATORIAL F2-REGION

FROM THE FEBRUARY 1962 ECLIPSE

by

R. B. Norton and T. E. VanZandt

CRPL, Boulder, Colorado

A temporary sounding station was located on Canton Island
(2.5 0S and 171.401V; dip 90) February 1962 in order to obtain ionograms
during a solar eclipse at a time of low sunspot activity. The eclipse
occurred on 4 February 1962 when the 10 cm flux index was 100.
Although the ionograms were difficult to interpret because of sporadic
E and a multitude of stratifications, they have been reduced to give
electron density profiles which have been subsequently analysed to
obtain photochemical rates.

The various critical frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 1. Be-
sides the usual E, F1 and F2 critical frequencies an extra E region cusp

j occurred primarily in the first part of the eclipse and an F 1
2 in the

latter part. During much of the eclipse, especially around totality,
sporadic E blanketed the E and sometimes the F1 layers. The dashed
lines in Fig. I represent a model of foE for times when the E layer
was blanketed. Figure 2 shows the electron density as a function of
time for a few fixed heights.

The data at 260 km was analysed to gi../ P 3 x 10-1 sec and
q = 200 cm'" sec-1 . The Danger Island eclipse data"' gave p = 9.6 x 10'
sec - and q = 1080 cm "3 sec-', but occurred during a perior of consider-
able sunspot activity (10 cm index of 220). The ratio of the P's for these
two eclipses is 2.5; the ratio of the N!! density taken from Harris and

4 Priester(2 : for the appropriate time and 10 cm flux index is 2.6. The
ratio of q's is 5.4, but includes both changes in neutral atmosphere and
solar flux. If we assume that the Harris and Priester model is
aubstantially correct then the ratio of atomic oxygen should be 1.4
which implies that the ratio of solar ionizing fluxes for the two
occasions is about 4.

L
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DIFFUSIVE EQUILIBRIUM AN) THE EQUATORIAL

* ANOMALY IN ELECTRON DENSITY

by

T. E. VanZandt and R. B. Nortou
CRPL, Boulder, Colorado

and

H. Rishbeth
Radio and Space Research Station

Slough, Bucks, England

Theoretical Lhree-ion diffusive equilibrium profiles were fitted
to the shell-aligned electron density profiles for a pass of the topside
sounder Alouette on 11 February 1963 at about 1600 L.

GEOGRAMt4!C LATIThE

Fig. 1 - Contours of constant electron density (labeled in electrons
cm -3 x 10-3). Since the densities differ by a factors of two,
the distance between them is the scale height, vertical or
shell-alined. The intersections of apex shells with the plane
of orbit are shown.
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The fit was very good for T = -- - 700 K; the height where
[He plus] = [0 plus] was 610 ± 20 kin, and at that height,
[H plus]/[0 plus] = 0.3. The field line through the inflection point
of the equatorial ledge had an apex of about 700 kin. It is argued that
the ledge normally can be pronounced only when it lies in a light ion
region. It is shown that the equatorial ledge is an inward facing lip
in the level contours inside the equatorial dome.

The discrepancy between this ion composition and those
observed by Ariel in 1962 and Jicamarca Radar Observatory in 1964-6S
inferred a solar cycle effect.
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Fig. 2- Vertical profiles of electron concentration at various dips.
Nand S. The disappearance of the ledge as it enters the

0 plus region can be cearly seen.
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THE EFFECT OF IONIZATION TRANSPORT ON

THE EQUATORIAL F-REGION

by

W. B. Hanson and R. J. Moffett

Southwest Center for Advanced Studies

Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.

A full time-dependent solution is presentend for the plasma
continuity equation

N/St =P - LDiv 9

in the vicinity of the equatorial F region. The production and loss terms
(P and L) are assumed to be due respectively to solar-ultraviolet radi-
ation and to a linear loss mechanism which is characterized by the
scale height of molecular nitrogen. It is further assumed that the
concentration of oxygen ions is equal to the electron concentration N;
such a restriction limits the validity of the derived values of N at high
altitudes where light ions may predominate, but will not appreciably
affect the applicability of the solution near the F2 peak. The plasma
flux g,, represents the net motion of either ions or electrons due to both
electrodynamic drifts and diffusive processes. The particle velocities
associated with small currents which flow perpendicular to the magnetic
field are neglected in , but the Biot-Savart forces associated with these
currents are included in the equations.

Figure 1 represents the solution obtained for a set of atmo-
spheric parameters chosen to represent conditions near sunspot
maximum. In effect, the electron concentration contours show the
values of N which would be achieved in a magnetic tube of force which

2; diverges with a constant equatorial velocity of 10 m/sec. The equatorial
crossing distance of the tube changes from 200 km to 2200 km during
the course of this movement, with a total time lapse of 2 x 10 seconds.
The solar conditions and the atmospheric parameters are held constant
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at their noon values during this period. Even with rather sei-ere
restriction the solution appears to represent wvith reasonable fidelityIi the observed meridional distribution of electrons during midday. The

t contours shown in Fig. 2 represent a similar solution obtained for
typical sunspot minimu atmospheric parameters.
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Fig.4 -Shows the equatorial va!des of N obtained for sunspot maxi-
mum conditions, for different values of (T, + T1 )/T1 and a
vertical drift velocity at the equator of 10 rn/sec. While
large (2'angcs in the electron temperature produce drastic
differences in N above the F2 peak, they have little effect
on N below this altitude. This s3ituation also obtains values
of N at highor latitudes which are not shown in the figure.
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fig. 5 Shows an asymmetric ionosphere produced by the combined
effects of a vertical equatorial drift of 15 m/5ec and a north-
south neutrmi air velocity of 60 rn/sec. This north-south
wind has two main effects on N which tend to cancel each

Sother. The fact that plasma produced in the Northern
hemisphere is blown to the south to be re-combined will
cause N to be larger in the south . The wind tends to raise
the F- peak in the Northern hemisphere and lower it in the
Southern hemisphere, however, so that re-combination
proceeds m1re rapidly in the south. The net result of this
competition produces the fixed height contours shown in
Fig. 5 where it can be seen that NmF2 is of the order of
10 percent !arger in the Southern hemisphere.
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The time-dependent capabilities of the technique are clearly
seen in Fig. 6, which shows the build up of N from, a value of zero
everywhere when the sun (P) was *turned on" to an equilibrium
condition. The solution apoplies to the distribution along the field line
which crosses the equator at 700 km.
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DIFFUSION AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DRIFT IN THE

EQUATORIAL F2 REGION

by

E. N. Bramley and M. Peart

Radio and Space Research Station

Slough, Bucks, England

Calculations of the equilibrium electron density distribution
in the F2 region of the equatorial ionosphere are described. The effect
of photoionization, loss, diffusion along geomagnetic field lines, and
an electromagnetic drift of arbitrary magnitude are included. The work

k is an extension of previous calculations in which the drift was included

as a perturbation effect only. It is found that under representative
daytime ionospheric conditions an upward drift of a few meters per
second is sufficient to produce an equatorial anomaly which is
quantitatively similar to that observed experimentally.

Note on Symbols and Parameter Values

Symbols

H Scale height of ionizable gas (used as unit of lenght)
a geocentric distance of level of peak production (z 0)

at the equator (0 = 0) for overhead sun.
q,, peak photo ionization rate at z = 0 and 0 0
do. diffusion rate (D/H - ) for z = 0
1 linear loss coefficient: /3 =3o exp(-kz)

upward drift speed at z = 0, 0 = 0..
P --z q,,d., L = f,,/d., W = v,/d,

Values Adopted

= 80, H = 82 km (corresponding to sunspot maximum conditions)
k = 2 (i.e. scale height of 8 is taken to be H/2)
d, = 5 x 10-1 sec- '
P -:2 x 10 7 cm, L =500, W 1 and 5

i
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The values W = 1 and 5 correspond for the above value of do

to upward drift speeds of 4.1 and 20.5 m see-1 respectively at the

reference level at the equator.
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Fig. 1- Contours of electron density (in units of 10' cm3) as a

function of latitude and height. The height is measured in

units of 1 scale height of the ionizable gas (82 kin) above a

reference level of 180 km. The vertical drift speed at the

reference level is 4.1 m sec-1 for the top figure and 20.5 m

sec-1 for the bottom one.
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GEOMAGNETIC CONTROL OF THE EQUATORIAL TOPSIDE IONO-

SPHERE AND ITS ASSOCIATED CURRENT SYSTEM

by

Richard A. Goldberg

Goddard Space Flight Center - NASA

Greenbelt, Maryland, U.S.A.

A detailed study of the momentum transport equation for
charged gaseous fluids moving through a neutral gas suggests that the
equatorial geomagnetic anomaly is simply the natural steady state
electron density distribution one would expect under the influence of
gravitational, electric, and magnetic fields and production and loss,
when interaction with the neutral medium is negligible"'. Figure 1
demonstrates the type of comparison one obtains between the calculat-
ed and observed topside constant height electron density profiles for
an isothermal atmosphere". Furthermore, the agreement between
measurement and theory can be extended down to the F2 layer density'
peak when a more realistic model is included for the vertical
temperature distribution of electrons and ions"'.

The distribution illustrated in Fig. 1 is supported by the
longitudinal component of the F region currcnt system, as given by the
.following equation"'

(-1/Nr) (SN/0) - (1/rr) (87/30) (:,..Mi4kr) (cosO/")4 (1)

where N is clectron number concentration, is the average rJ the
electron and ion temperatures, (r, 0, 4,) are the spherical polar
coordinates, jT, is the longitudinal component of current density per
unit particle, i.e.

,I e -) (2)

where e is electron charge and v1 , v,. are ion and electron velocities
respectively. Finally, M, i. and k are physical constants.
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transport equations for electrons and ions, with Alouette
observations.

If we consider equation (1), and assume that 87,'O < SN,'8q
we see that j is directly proportional to (1/N)SN/O, and thus, tlW
current density is directly proportional to the north-south slope of
density 8N/80. We see that there can be no gradient in the north-south
direction, and hence no anomaly, when j, is absenc.

I

The ion-electron velocity difference latitudinal profiles at
constant height for the model illustrated in Fig. 1 can be calculated
using e.quation (1) and are shown in Fig. 2. We note that the anomaly
requires an easterly flow within its crests, and a westerly pattern beyond



its crests, the crest. marking the focus of the current system. This is a
similar conclusion to that from, theories making use of the continuity
cqt~ation and assuming a vertical up%,wa-rd drift (and hence eastward

cletri fild)at he quaor These theories also find that a wvest-ward
electric field (or cmrent) is incapable of producing the anomaly.

The current system represented in Fiff 2 is extremely small,
many orders of niagonitude belowv that calculai-ed for the E region.
Nevertheless, ft bears a striking resemblence to the E region. system
qualitatively. Fuuihermnore, preininary studies indicate a strong
cxrrelation eween variations in the E iegion cutrent, system. magnitude
and the nmcasurcd slopes of the geomnagnetic anomaly (ratio of crest to
trough), the measure of the F region current system-. This su!gests tha.
the tidal forces and ether effects responsible for E region behavior
may also control the destiny. of the F region density distribution.
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Fig- 2 Constant height profiles of longitudinal ion-electron v'elocity
difference calculated theoretically from the momentum
Irans-po-.t equations for electrons and ions.
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THEORY OF RESONANCES IN TONOGRAMS TAKEN BY

SOUNDERS ABOVE THE IONOSPHERE*

by

J. P. Dougherty

and

J. J. Monaghan**

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics,

University of Cambridge

This paper describes a theory of the resonant effects observed
by sounding equipment on the ionospheric satellite "Alouette". The
model consists of an oscillating dipole immersed in a uniform hot plasma
with uniform magnetic field. A formal expression for the electric field
throughout space is readily constructed. In simple cases (zero
temperature and either no magnetic field or infinite light velocity) this
reduces to an integral which can be evaluated analytically and the
resonance shown explicitly. in general we try to locate the frequencics
at which resonance will occur without evaluating the field. This can
be (lone by the "pinching-poles" technique used in quantum field
theory.

The results show that resonances would occur at the following
frequencies: the plasma frequency, ,; the gyrofrequency of the electrons,
, and its harmonics no,, the "hybrid" frequency ( +. -1- ,-,'' and
ihc "zero range" frequencies, which satisfy ,,-' :: o - , = 0. Some
id,-a of the relative importance of these resonances can also be gained
for the theory. The fundamental of the gyrofrequency series, and the
zero range frequencies, would give only weak resonances. The series
e- no,. has a complicated structure, and is really the superposition
of four series, some of which are slightly shifted from the exact
harmonics.

* To be published in Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
** Now :it CSIRO, Sydney, Australia.



SUMMARY OF THE SESSION

by

j T. E. VanZandt

CRPL - Boulder, Colorado

and

W. B. Hanson

Southwest Center for Advanced Studies

Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.

King showcd that maps displaying contours of foF2 vs. latitude and
local time (that is, at a given U. T.) can be described in terms of ridges of
foF2, and that the equatorial anomaly ridge is most intense when it is joined
by a mid-latitude ridge during the day. He also suggested that the anomaly
lo. ns beow hmaxF2 at sunrise and moves upwards until it becomes evident
as the equatorial anomaly after it moves through hmaxF2.

Vila studied the morphology at the equatorial anomaly in Africa using
ground-based and airborne ionosondcs. From tho times and places of occurrence
of the regular Fill, layer he suggests that it is caused by diffusion of photo-
electrons along the field lines.

Lyun- and Olatunji presented a thorough btudy of the morphology ol
ie ionoslherc at Ibadan over a sunspot cycle.

R ,slogi showed that the behavior of the F2 layer at Natal is different
Ironi that'at other equatorial stations. lie suggested that this is correlated with
[lie large atigle between the dip equator and parallels of latitude at Natal.

McClure, Cohen and rarley presented ve;y importante preliminary results
from the Jicaniarca Radio Observatory. Large vertical motions were observed
at night. Ion and electron temperatures and ion composition were measured.
It was shown that the variations of T, at sunrise are consistent with the theory.

Skinner, Hunter and Mcndon a discussLd the measurements of total
electron content using satellite beacons.

Rastogi discussed the morphology of lunar tides and Yonezawa analized
the seasonal non-seasonal, and semi-annual variations of foF2.

Three papers were presented based on analysis of the Alouette data in
the equatorial region. VanZandt, Norton and Rishbeth found that a change in
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ion composition from 0 plus to He plus occu.red at an altitude of approximately
600 km over a rather wide region near the equator. It was also found that the
plasma temperature was constant throughout this region. They further pointed
out that the "ledges" found on equatorial topside profiles were much more
likely to be observed in the light ion region than in the heavy ion region
because a given small change in N corresponds to a much greater range change
when the scale height is large.

Thomas, Chan, Colin and Rycroft plotted vertical scale height profiles
at fixed height through the equatorial region and showed that at low latitudes
two symmetric maxima in real height appeared, while at high altitudes two
similarly placed minima occurred. They presented an equation from which it
is possible to recover the scale height along field lines from the measured
vertical and horizontal scale lengths.

Somayajulu noted that the top of the equatorial "dome" is closely related
to the transition altitude from 0 plus to He plus ions and suggcstcd that there
may be some causal relationship.

The photochemistry of the F-layer during an eclipse was discussed by
Norton and VanZandt. They showed that good agreement between the electron
concentrations observed during the February eclipse in 1962 and the calculated
behavior could be obtained using reasonable values for the atmospheric para-
meters and ionizing radiation intensity. Good agreement was also obtained with
eclipse date taken during sunspot maximum. The fact that commonly accepted
model atmospheres wee used in these calculations lends considerable support
to the validity of these models, and to their dependence on sunspot number.
It appears possible to provide a natural explanation of the morning maximum
in NmF2 in terms of photochemitry alone without invoking any ionization
transport effects.

Norton also gave evidence that the transient sunrise Fl layer is the
consequence of photoioniation below an exceptionally high nighttime F2 layer.

Two papers were presented, one by Bramley and Peart, and one by
Hanson and Moffett, which demonstrated that the main features of the daytime
equatorial F region can be produced by the action of solar-ultraviolet produc-
tion, diffzision, a linear loss pocess, and electrodynamic drift. The vertical
drift prccess is shown to be an essential feature, with and upward component
of 5 rn/sez to 20 m/sec being required to obtain Appleton's peaks in the observed
range of z.mplitude and latitude. Hanson and Moffett also demonstrated that a
10 percent asymmetry in NmF2 between the Northern and Southern hemispheres
can be produced by a north-south wind of 60 m/sec blowing across the equator.
The enhancement occurs in the hemisphere toward which the wind is blowing.
They also showed the time dependent nature of the electron concentration
profile during the transient phase after a production term is suddenly turnedon.
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A lurther step in describing the distribution of plasma above F2 peak
%,rwhich Tesults from diffusive equilibrium along magnetic field lines and which
is associated with a given equatorial N (h) profile was presented by Goldberg.
He presented calculations of the curent system which produces the Biot- Savart

7. forces necessary to maintain the derived plasma distribution under the action
of gravity, pressure gradients, and the presence of the earth's magnetic field.
This current system is uniquely specified for a given equatorial profile, provided
that T, T., and m i are left unchanged.

Dougherty and Monaghan discussed the origin of the plasma resonances
'which arc observed with the Alouettc satellite in terms of the dispersion

relationship for the electric field of an oscillating dipole immersed in a uniform
hot plasma. The frequencies of interest are those which propagate with
esscntially zero group velocity, i. c., the excitations must remain in the vicinity
of the satellite in order to be detected. For directions perpendicular to the
magnetic field a series of solutions for real . and k arc found. Each solution
has three points at which the group velocity is zero, the choice of a set of these
zejos defliies series of plasma resonance frequencies. It appears, that the set of
frequencies with k of the order of the reciprocal electron Larmor radius does
not agree satisfactorily with the observed frequencies. The choice then must
be made between very large k values cor,-esponding to very small dimensions,
or more probably to very small k values which would be dictated by the antenna
dimensions. Unfortunately, the solutions become rather complicated for small
k, and it is difficult to obtain the results with high accuracy. In addition
to these perpendicular resonances, it is also possible to excite the plasma
t.equency, which prOp6gatcs parallel to the magnetic field.

I
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(Discussion Leader: J. P. Dougherty)
MA

Review Paper

by

Robert Cohen

Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lima, Peru

The ionospheric F-region is c.aracterized not only by electron density
variations that are relatively smooth module scale height, but also small
fluctuations in the electron density which vary with space and time. These can
be described by the function.

8N = SN (x,y,z; t)

The fluctuations of this sort that are always present give rise to the weak
scattering of radio waves known as incoherent scatter, but occasionally the fluctu-
ations tend to become organized with respect to the magnetic field lines in such
a way that they produce what are known as field-aligned irregularities of elec-
tron density. These irregularities produce a strong scattering of radio waves
which are incident to the field lines in a perpendicular orientation, and for that
reason they are referred to as being "aspect sensitive".

The spatial properties of the irregularities at any instant can best be
described by means of an autocorrelation function,

p(r) cc exp (-r/1)

where 1 is known as the scale size, and tends to be large in the field direction
compared to the directions transverse to the field.

The irregularities present at a given moment can be described by a
spectrum of scale sizes, and the interaction of radio waves that scatter from
the irregularities to given coherent echoes at normal incidence to the field lines
is determined by the Fourier component of this distribution comparable to the
wave length of the c..ploring wave. The larger irregularities, on the other hand,
are the determining factor for the forward scattering of radio waves that is
experience on receiving scintillating radio signals from sources in space. The
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fact that scintillations have been correlated with radar scattering from the same
medium is indicative of the possibility that both large and small scale irregula-
rities can coexist in the spectral distribution, and it is possible that the large
irregularities result in the ultimate formation of the smaller ones.

In the equatorial region, as contrasted with temperate latitudes, both
the large and small irregularities occur less frequently during times of magnetic
activity, and as at other latitudes, they occur most commonly at night. There
is appreciable experimental evidence that both the small and large irreguarities
are aligned with the earth's magnetic field.

The large or "thick" irregularities are frequently referred to as "wave-
guide" irregularities because of their ducting property, first inferred from the
appearance of equatorial ionograms. Now that it has been possible to orbit an
ionosonde in their midst, this waveguide propagation has enabled their localiza-
tion in space. Although the presence of large irregularities was recogaized
from scintillation studies, it has been difficult by that technique to establish
specific spatial properties regarding them, such as their height of occurrence.
The in situ measurements by the S-27 and S-48 topside sounders, on the other
nand, are a powerful tool in obtaining detailed spatial characteristics of the
waeguides.

On equatorial bottornside ionograms, the thin irregularities and the thick
irregularities manifest themselves as "equatorial spread-F" and "temperate
latitude spread-F" configurations, respectively. Some ionograms are complicated
combinations of these configurations being the result of coexistent irregularities
of both kinds.

A significant observation with S-27 is the discovery that patches of the
thin, scattering irregularities are at times distributed along magnetic field aligned
sheets. However, they are propably not patches of overdense ionization, as
stated in references.

The spatial distribution of the thin irregularities as obtained from top-
side observations during a six month period beginning in September, 1962 isshown in Fig. 1. There is no indication of equatorial irregularities present

during the afternoon hours, but there are sometimes irregularities present in
the morning hours. This feature of the sunspot minimum period had earlier
been noted from ground-based ionosonde observations.

The distribution of waveguide irregularities is sometimes obscured by
the presence of the thin irregularities, so it may not be significant that few
of these -re noted from the topside near the equator, (Fig. 2). However, for
the period around sunspot maximum, bottomside sounders indicate a more
plentiful equatorial distribution of presumably waveguide irregularities giving
rise to frequency spreading (Fig. 3).
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region irregularities as observed from S-27 from September, 1962 to
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Fig. 3- Spatial distribution of waveguide irregularities deduced from frequency
spreading obtained on ground-based ionosondes during sunspot
maximum.

It is perhaps an understatement to conclude that the equatoial F region
irregularities are little understood theoretically, and this is also the situation
with respect to those encountered at other latitudes. It is probable that the
irregularities result from various plasma instabilities, since turbulence is
unlikely at the heights where they occur. However, it has so far been difficult
to establish just what state of the ionospheric plasma is conducive to the
instabilities involved. It is possible that gravity waves produce the very large
irregularities that are noted as large-scale perturbations of the electron density
profiles, otherwise known as "travelling disturbances".

One theoretical analysis for the equatorial case has shdwn that pre-exist-
ent scattering irregularities below hmax will be amplifield in intensity by a rise
in height of the F layer in which they are embedded. F-region drifts are pro-
bably significant in the understanding of the irregularities and their formation,
as is the motion of the irregularities and their patches. Such drifts and motions
are discussed in the accompanying review paper by Kent on section VI of this
report.

The irregularities in the equatorial F region tend to be more highly
elongated than those encountered at other latitudes. Axial ratios of scale sizes
range from 10 to I or more. The spectrum of irregularity scale sizes transverse
to the magnetic field lines reported by various workers ranges from several
meters to several thousand meters, while their length along the field lines is
esth-nated to extend from at least several kilometers to the many thousands
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of kilomet,:rs associated with the conjugate ducting observed from the topside.
The ducts observed in this way may be identical with those that propagate
whistlers.

Insofar as time variations and lifetimes of irregularities, it has been
suggested that they may be formed at sunset and persist through the night.
However, there are observations at 18 MHz indicating that indiidual patches
have lifetimes varying from 10 to 150 minutes, with an average value of about
20 minutes. For patches of irregularities observed by the study of radio-star
scintillations, the internal structure of the patch did not change appreciably
during its motion across the observing point.

Duaring the high sunspot activity of the IGY, irregularities over Peru
were common except during May, June and July of 1958. However, over Africa
the seasonal variation at low sunspot activity seems to be just the opposite, and
there is less variation at sunspot maximum.

The thickness of irregularity patches has been variously estimated as
ranging between limits of 10 to 400 km, with comparable ea'st-west and north-
south extents.



STELIfE SCINTJIUATIONS FROM LOW TO HIGH LATITUDES

by

J. Amons, B. Ram-sy and H. Silverman

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Massachsetts, U.S.A.

In order to im-estigate the latitude dependence of scintillation
index at 40 MHz three Sites -ire instrumented for an intensive study
during the period April 20-30. 1965. The sites were Arecibo, -Puerto Rico
at 19" N, Sagamore Hill, Mass. at 42 N and Thule Greenland at 780 N;
all we close to the 70 W meridian.

Using the high inclinatiea satellite, S 66, records were made
of 40 MHz and 41 M z transmissions. Two time periods were analysed,
1400-1700 E.S.T. and 0200-0430 ES.T.

Figure 1 (R-,v. 2717) is a tracing of records from e three
slations. Portions A and B show little or no scintillation at Arecibo or
Sagamore 1ill; they are for identical time periods. The 'closest
approach" records of 1 C show no scintillation; however the scintillation
at 1613-1614 recorded at Sagamore Hill and those simultaneously observ-
ed at Thule show high indices as the satellite sub-ionospheric latitude
approaches the auroral zone.

Sub-satellite positions are plotted in the map Fig. 1 although
it should be noted that only simultaneity of sub-ionospheric latitude
should be considered. For a qualitative iew however the motion from
a completely scintillating high latitude signal to a non-scintillating low
latitude is readily seen.

A similar pattern is observed in Fig. 2 with the difference being
that scintillations are observed farther to the north than in Fig. 1. An
entirely new set of record is shown in Fig. 3 which display a record
(Rev. 2669) taken on April 22, 1965 where medium level scintillations
(25-50%) are observed from 0' to 60* of latitude. The scintillation index
is defined as follows:

Scintillation Index = (S. - S=in)/(S=,X 4 S=1)
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SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS OF S 66 ON APRIL 25. 1965 ON 41 Pc
FROM ARECIBO - SAGAIAORE HILL AND SAGAMORE HILL- THULE.
AW'OVERHEADPASS AT SAGAMORE HI LL IS INCLUDED.

* Fig. I -Map in the top show sub-satellite positions. Portions C, B
and A (left side) show little or no scintillations. Graphs
D and E on the right side for Sagamore Hill and Thule show
indices of scintillation.
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"OVERHEAD* RECORDS OF 566 ON APRIL 25. 1965 (REV. 2716)ON
41 Me AT ARECIBO (A) AND SAGAMORE HILL (8). SIMULTANEOUS
OBSERVATIONS AT S,,-AMORE HILL (C) AND THULE (D).

t-ig. 2 - Shows a similar pattern to Fig. 1 but with scintillations
observed farther to the north.
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MED! UM LEVEL SCINTiLLATIONS NOTED ON REV 2669 ON
APRIL 22, 1965 (S66) ON 40 a 41 Mc. AT 41 vc MEDIUM
LEVEL SCINTILLATIONS ARE GEN'ERALLY NOTED DURING
THIS TIME PERIOD

Fig. 3 - Scinti~lations observed from 0° to 600 latitude.

If the signal reaches base level as (shown in Fig. 1E) then 100%
scintillation index is noted.

The latitude structure that is i evealed for these time periods
during geomagnetically quiet days is as follows:

The daytime scintillation structure is for scintillations of the
"curtain" variety (involving a boundary near the auroral zone) to be
absent during the day at low and middle latitudes but to be present at
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auroral latitudes. During the post midnight hours when both a low
gradient of critical frequencies and low critical frequencies exist over a
long range of low to middle latitudes an irregularity structure is observ-
ed over a wide range of latitudes. For The period studied and for the
latitudes observed the amplitude of the index was constant. The southe.n
range extended to the geographical equator; however adequate statistical
results are not available for the very low geographical latitudes.



SATELLITE SCINTILLATION OBSERVATIONS DURING LOCAL

SUMMER AT LOW SOUTH GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDES

Vto

by

S. M. Radicella and A. H. C. de Ragone

Universidad Nacional de Tucumdn, Argentina

Records, in a total of 200, taken at Tucuman (26.90 S, 64.50 W)
during local sumner, of the 40 MHz signals of the satellite Explorer

XXII (S-66) have been analyzed in order to provide elements for
studics of occurrence and importaace of scintillation at low latitudes.

A well defined diurnal variation, with the largest scintillation activity
around local midnight was observed, as found by other investigators.
Very few cases of scintillation were observed (Fig. 1) at noon hours.

DIURNAL VARIATION OF SCINTILLATION

OCCURRENCE AT 40MHz (S-66 SATELLITE)

TUCUMAN LOCAL SUMMER. 1964-1965.
100

W
u 60-

[, o,
oZO

22 02 06 I0 14 18 22

UTI HOURS

Fig. I

In order to study the latitudinal variation, 29 transits of the

s atellite were analyzed in detail for the interval of time from 2200 to
0200 LMT, avoiding in this way the diurnal variation of the latitudinal

behavior. A strong increase of the occurrence of scintillation appears
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north of the observing site while to the south the occurrence remains
constant (Fig. 2). At the limits of the latitude interval under consider-
ation it is observed that the occurrence of scintillation activity is great-
ly decreased. The same data has been analyzed excluding satellite
passages with elevation angles smaller than 200, however no important
differences have been obtained in the results with this procedure (Fig. 3).

LATITUDINAL VARIATIOM OF SCINILUATIOi
OCCURRENCE AT 40H..FRGM2$ REV)LUTIONS.
TUCUNAN, LOCAL SU'IIER, 22.00 TO 02.00 LMT

2 r r

201 Sr -

" 151 .I FP g. 2
• 14° -

0 6 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
GEOGRAPHICAL LATITUDE SOUTH

LATITUDINAL VARIATION OF SCIWTILLATION OCCURRENCE AT 40A,
NITH SATELLITE ELEVATION ANGLE GREATER THAN 20"

TUCUMAN. LOCAL SUMMER, 22.00 TO 02.00 LNT

~.20

~15

S10Fig. 3

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

GEOGIAFRIC LATITUDE SOUTH

In the analysis of scintillation reported herein, two indices have
been defined considering separately the relative amplitude and the rate
of fading of the scintillation (Fig. 4). The occurrence of scintillation
for the different values of the two indices for all elevation angles has
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been studied. The most important observation that can be made is the
fact that during the interval of time under consideration, both amplitude
and fading rate of scintillation are predominantely high (Fig. 5 and 6).
.o evidence of any longitudinal variation has been found.

A:3 Rx3

A-2, R:2

As, R-1

NO SCINTILLATION

TUCUMAN 22.00-02.00 LNT

Fig. 4 - A display of scintillations on the signals of S-66 showing the
indices for amplitude (A) and fading rate (R).
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AMPLI.TUDE 3CI WTILLATION INDEX AAT40"h
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Fig. 5 -Amplitude index A variation.
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Fig. 6 - Rate of fading index R variation.

The observed latitudinal variation can be explained by an
increase of scintillation activity towards the equator and a decrease of
activky (both to the north and to the south of the station) due do the
decrease of the value of the angle between the direction of the wave
propagation and the direction of the magnetic field line, as suggested
by Mawdsley.

L



IONOSPHERIC STUDIES USING THE TRACKING BEAGON ON THE

"EARLY BIRD" SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE

by

J. R. Koster

University of Ghana, Legon, Accra, Ghana

Continuous recordings were made of the 136 MHz signal from

"Early Bird" for a period of 81 days between 24 May and 12 August
1965 at Accra, Ghana. Yagi antennas were used and the signal amplitude
was recorded. These recordings were used to study scintillation
occurrence (Figs. 1 and 2).

.Rr

I.

4; Is Is 4 3 0S 1

NO$ SIT)

Fig. 1 Number of occurrence of scintillation in each twenty-minute
interval of the day during the 81 days of the observations.
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Fig. 2 - Time and duration of all occurrences of scintillation during
the 81 day observing period

4

was foun tohesut cnary apReius fiditrbuton. The izeal vaiton

of scintillation, with a pronounced peak at midnight. The average time

of scintillation was less than 30 minutes during daytime versus 95
minutes at nighttime. Amplitudes of scintillation were also smaller dur-
ing the day. With respect to polarization it was noted that the, correl-

S ation between signals received on crossed antenass was not significantly
less than that received on parallel ones. The amplitude of scintillations

S was found to have nearly a Raleigh distribution. The size of the
S irregularities was such that tihe mean E-W size of the pattern on the

ground was 232 meters, the axial ratio of the correlation ellipse was
found to be 60 to 1. The value of the eccentricity of the ellipse was
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detennined utilizing a 21 km baseline and unas foumd to be 0.99986 ±

O.00030. Mean velocity over the groumd -was 78 m!sec tomards the

t--L-q. (See Figs. 3 and 4).

LL

4'h
I

I I ! , H

Fig. 3 - The E-W velocity distribution for the 62 records analyzed.

I
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Fi~ 4 -The distribvition of size of irregularites found from the full
c-orrelation analysis of 62 records.
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By monitoring the Faraday polarization rotation of the electric
field vector of the carrier beacon, one can measure continuously the
total electron content between the satellite and the observer. A total
daily roiation of about 70 ocurred. (See Fig. 5).

t-sts an. .9

function o time fo a eido 2hus
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Fig. 5 -- A plot of the Faraday rotation of the electric field vector as a
function of time for a period of 32 hours.



SOME FEATURES OF EQUATORIAL SPREAD-F AT LA PAZ

by

G. R. Mejia

Laborat6rio de Fisica C6smica

Universidad Mayor de San Andres

La Paz - Bolivia

The phenomenon of Spread-F near the geomagnetic equator
shows two basic configurations known as (a) Equatorial type or
frequency spreading component and (b) Temperate Latitude type or
range spreading component.

Data from five stations about the geomagnetic equator in the
American zone have been used. Monthly means of the percentage of
occurrence of Spread-F for both types were calculated. A solar control
effect in the occurrence appears to exist. Simultaneous percentages of
incidence of Spread-F and nighttime Sporadic E are studied and the
sudden disappearance of the Es at 18-19 hours period seems to have
some corrclation with the onset of Spread-F.

The frequency of occurrence of Spread-F is shown to be more
prevalent at sunspot minimum that at sunspot maximum at La Paz.
The geomagnetic activity is clearly shown in both types of Spread-F
at La Paz and Huancayo.

The reiults arz described in the captions of the following five
I igures.
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i. I- The 1958 year monthly mean for the frequency spreading
(SP:) and range spreading (SPT) components are plotted
from data of five stations located near the Geomagnetic
Equator. Their coordinates are shown in Table I. It is easy
to deduce from it that the monthly mean maximum in both
components shows some type of solar control in its latitude
variation.

TABLE 1

GEOGRAPHIC GEOMAGNETIC

Station Symbol Lat. Long. Lat. Long. Dip

.a Paz LP 16032'S 68103'W 05. 0 S 000. 9" -05"

Huancayo HU 12"03'S 75020W 00. 6" S 358. 80 020

Chihnbotc CHB 09,04,S 78v35-W 02 2- N 350. 14 U0-

Chiclayo CHC 06"48'S 79049'W 04. 4" N 349. 2" 10

Talara TA 04034"S 81015'W 06. 6" N 347. 70 130
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Fig. 2 - The curves with filled circles represent the maximum in the
sudden Sporadic E disappearance time distribution, the
curves with open circles represent the onset time in Spread-
F; and the dashed curves represent the maximum spread
time along the stations. There seems to be a positive time
correlation between the Es disappearance and the onset of
the spread, quite similar to the one between the increase on
the height of F layer and the onset of the spread-F, because
in both cases there are aoout two hours delay times.
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Fig. 3- Monthly mean histograms showing spread-F, simultaneous
Es occurrence and Es to SP relation. Huancayo has lower
percentage in the Es/SP relation in both components of the
spread. The higher percentage reached during the month of
July and for the SPF type is due to the fact that there were
a few cases of spread (half an hour cases) and all of them
had simultaneous Es occurrence.
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Fi:!. 4 -Solstice and Equinox percentages in incidence of Spread-F
during 1958, maximum solar activity, and 1964, minimum
solar aciiy ThSP diurnal variation shows a greater
percentage of occurrence for the early hours of the morning
during 1964 and during the last hours of the night during
1958. For the SP,, type +his is not shown. Also a higher
decrease in percentage occurs during the high than in the
low solar activity years.
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Fig. 5 - The percentage in the incidence of Spread-F is plotted for
different values of Kp (Geomagnetic index) for La Paz and
Huancayo (1958) and La Paz (1964). The magnetic negative
effect on the spread occurrence is clearly shown in both
types. Dots corresponds to the range spreading component
and circles to the frequency spreading component.

NOTE: a) The Solstice and equinox periods are taken in the follow-

ing way:

Summer Solstice: Nov., Dec., Jan. and Feb.

Winter Solstice May, Jun., Jul. and Aug.

Equinox : Mar., Apr., Sept. and Oct.

b) The f plot representation was used. On it the SPT and SP:
configurations are represented with a dashed and full line
respectively parallels to the frequency axis.

c) The percentage in the occurrence of the components of
spread-F is calculated dividing the number or hour cases
and half an hour cases with SPT or SPE to the total number
of hour and half an hour cases.



EQUATORIAL SPREAD-F AT IBADAN

by

Arthur J. Lyon

University of Ibadan, Nigeria

Solar-cycle Variation

Figure 1 shows the variation with sunspot number of F, the
occurrence frequency of equatorial spread-F at Ibadan. F represents the
percentage of occurrences of intense spread-F showing no signs of group
retardation between 1900 hours and 6000 inclusive. The data are annual
means from 1959 to 1964, and show a steady decrease from about 50% A
at sunspot maximum to about 30% at sunspot mininwm.

1
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Annual Variation

Figure 2 shows the variation of F through the year, averaged
from 1952-64, and also that of midnight h'F. Both show a marked
increase in local summer.

50 4 .

F F

0 Fig. 2 Annual vari-
ations (a) of spread-F occur-

3'3 rence frequency, F, throughout
the night and (b) 9 f midnight

F h'F.
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Estimation of Electron Density

Because of the high incidence of intense equatorial spread-F,
when no critical frequency can be measured, the practice has been
adopted as Ibadan, since 1958, of scaling a top frequency les' half the
gyrofrequency (0.4 MHz at Ibadan) in a manner similar to that used
for foEs. These measurements have been qualified by the letters
QF, and have been included in tha monthly medians tabulated in Ibadan
bulletins.

This proccdure has been adopted in the belief that the top fre-
quency gives at least an approximate indication of the critical frequency
of the underlying ionization. Figure 3 suggests a tentative justification
of this belief. Many cases occur where one or two hours have intense
equatorial spread-F while the adjacent hour on either side do not. It
is then porsible to compare interpolated values of critical frequency
wVith the QF values. The figure shows a mass plot of "QF" values against
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corresponding "INT" (interpolated) values. The points lie about equally
on either side of the line drawn at 450 to the axes. This suggests that
QF values correspond roughly, on the average, to the unobservable
critical frequency. In individual cases however the difference may be jl

quit. largc, and reliance cannot be placed on individual "QF" values.

tUU
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Fig. 3- A mass plot of top frequency of spread-F (ordinary wave,
denoted by symbol QF) against corresponding interpolated
values (dcnoted by "INT").
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CORRELATION OF SPREAD-F AND MAG -TIC ACTIVSY

AT NAIROBI

by

R- F- Kelleher

University College Nairobi. Kenya

The occurnce of spread-F at Nairobi has been calculated for

the !nzcrnational Quiet and Disturbed days d--ing the period Mlarch
I%41-Fcbruary 1..5- The simuple c-pedicnt xs adopted of counting the
nunber of times foF2 reading in the ionegram reduction sheets is
qaalified by F. JF. UF, or is entirely replaced by F. No d7.tinction haws
been attempted beticm types of spreading.

Fig. I shms the results for the whole year. The occurrence
is slightly hi;ghr on disturbed days. The sea-znal variations (Fgs. 2-3)
Aoni 1hat t6i periods before and after midnight behave in opposite

wcnc with respect to magnetic actiity. The maximum occurrence of
spread-F is in June, and the minimum is in December.

b

C I

t- -

_J

Fig. I - Percentage of occurrence of spread-F versus local time for
quiet and disturbed days for the whole year.
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THE SIZE OF LOW LATITUDE IONOSPHERIC IRREGULfRITIES

AS DETER.MIED BY THE ANGUILAR DIAMETER VF

DISCRETE SOURCES

by

Jules Aarons and Donald Guidice

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Mass., U.s.A.

Several methods have been used to measure the size of the

irregularities producing ionospheric scintillation. The most frequently
used technique is to measure die Size of the shadow pattern on the
ground by spaced receivers using radio stars or satellites as the sources
of radio frequency energy.

Another technique is to utilize the angular diameter of the
discrete sources to determine 'cregularity size. A large angular diameter
source does not scintillate; a small source does. The phenomenon is
directly analogous to the optical portion of the spectrum where star!
scintillate but planets do not.

Usipg the 1000 foot diameter spherical antenna at Arecibo,
Puerto Rico (19" N. Magnetic Latitude 32- N) we have taken drifts and
"cuts" (in declination and in right ascension) of sources varying in
angular diameter from less than 1' to greater than 29'. All observations
were done in the time period 2200-0500. Eight sources were observed
with angular diameters less than 5'; one source, 3C157, had an angular
diameter 29' while another source 3C392 had a diameter of 16'.

Figure I shows the source 3C123, whose diameter was less than
1', scintillating at the four observed frequencies 22.3 MHz, 26.7 MHz,
33.45 MHz and 38.75 MHz. Scintillations are correlated at all four
frequencies leading to the conclusion that weak scattering was taking

place throughout the spectrum observed. Figure 2 (3C157) shows no
scintillations during the scan across the 29' extended source.
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VEZKAflM CUT OF 3--123

ZENITH ANGLE AT .AX * 11-' 00

Fig. I -- Declination scan of: 3(A23, a source of narrow angular dia- !

mnettzr (1'). Scintillations of long period (30 seconds-I
minare) are wrell correlated indicating weak scattering.I
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OEWALYTION CUT OF ZC157

1-:fu7- -iw7 -

03 zo - 030 0340
DE RATE - 3Cr/HR TIME OF PE.A 0331 AST

ZENITH ANGLE AT PE. .. - -4-3

Fig. 2- No scintillations are observed in these recordings of theextended source 3CI57 (29').
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Since it is possible to have irregularities in the distribution of
irregularities fr-om day to day, we have compared two records taken

* consecutively, 3C353 a source of 4' diameter (Figure 3) and 30392, an
extended source of 16' angular diameter (Figure 4); the former scintil-
lates; and the latter does not.

DRFT OF 3C353

-. - --- - -

MEITH ANGLE 2CL0 TIME-OF PEA: 0358 A3T

Fig. 3- Scintillations of 30353 (4') are shown in this drift taken
immediately before the drift of Fig. 4.
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DRIFT o 3OC 39Z

APRIL 24. 1965

--I

C420 O430 0440
ZENITH ANGLE - 20" TIME OF PEAK: 0429 AST

Fig. 4 - No scintillations have been noted in this extended source of
16' (3C392). This is the sma1lest source which failed to
produce scintillations in the study.

If one tabulates the angular diameter o.f sources in the Cam-
bridge University 3C catalogue, source sizes show a gap between 4-5'
and 6'; no detectable sources between these diameters were available
at Arecibo for our sensitivity in this frequency range.

If 10'-2' is used as the angular diameter of a radio star source
where scintillations index shows a decrease to l/e of its value, and if
400 km is used as the height of the scintillation layer, then we get I km
for the size of the irregularity using the terminology of Hewish.

The irregularity size is found from the formula 0 = L/Z, where
0 is the angular diameter measured in radians, L is the size of the
irregularity and Z is the distance to the irregularity.
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When the angular diameter exceeds this value and if only
weak scattering is involved (mean square phase deviations less than
one radian) the soure will show decreased scintillations.

In a simple maner one can consider portions of the extended
source acting independenty, each producing a shadow pattern on the
ground. The addition of the shadow patterns wipes out the scintillations.
The scattering concept of Lawrence, Little and Chivers states that when
the phase path difference between the length of the generator of one of
the scattered cones (from one "end" of the extended source) and that
included by the other cone (measured along the same path) exceeds one
radian then the source scintillations will fall to l/e of the value of a

point source.

It should be noted that the irregularity size given is for the
nighttim ionosphere at the latitude of Arecibo, Puerto Rico, and it is
the shorter dimension.

The irregularity size found fits in with other values found in
middle -and subauroral latitudes; the sizes may very well be different
from the "cloud" type of scintillations seen during the day in short
patches.



SLOME CHARACTERISTICS OF IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES

AT IBADAN

by

R. W. Morriss and A. J. Lyon

University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

From the analysis of ionospheric drift data the mean axial
j ratio of the irregularities, their orientation and the parameter V. can

aiso be obtained. The following are preliminary results on these para-
meters from work still in progress.

Axial ratios appear to be somewhat greater at sunspot maximum
than at sunspot minimum, greater by day than by night, and greater

in the F layer. The following table gives values derived from the data
analysed so far.

Table I

Axial Ratios at Ibadan

sunspot minimum
sunspot maximum

Day Night

E-region 4.6 2.6 5.6

F-region 4.9 3.7 6.9

The orientation of the irregularities is predominantly towards
magnetic north with a standard deviation of order of ± 10-. The values
of the ratio Va/V are very variable but the average value is about 0.7,
rather similar to that observed at sunspot maximum.

All these results are still being studied and they should be
treated with caution.
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(abstract not avalLble)
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J. R. Koster

University of Ghana, Legon, Acmr, Ghana

Thbe session en F region ireuaiisreflected %be, sowbat
= dsfat state of our knowledge of this aspect of oshrcebir

It has bee= kwn for e that rad5o wu-s reflected f-o the ikosphere
slrow iragular fading giving evidence of he presence of small irregularities
in the ectmu density of the im-msu s e at all tim . A muc h more severe

tIn= Of kIC1.. laty giVCS rise to the so called sraF'ceboes observed on
X as %fif as violen raflo star and satellite sintillados. Thew are

twivwn to be particnl-ly s=%rer at the euator-. For a numobr of 3ears more
and nure informion has been acwulating on the spatial aAd temporal
disibutio of these irregulariides, as unll as thir scatt-rn propertes, and
the sha-pe,, sxrze and velocity of the diff raction partern iuiiid they produce on
the ground. But am still edo not hav satisactory explanation of why these
izregulzaides exist at all in the F region of the ionospere. The present session
added still more matesia to the 2ccnulatiou of experimental data mentied
above - but a satis factoy tbeory, as usual. was conspicuousy absent. Hence
it is my duty to sumrize the new experimental data. and to be-ail the
o .in-ed absence of a theory.

Spatial Distuibutlon of Irregularltks

Most new information on spatial distribution came from the American
zone. The Bolivian group studied the distributic:a of Spread-F echoes across
the equator at fi'e strategically located stations. Satellite scintillation results
from Tucnuman confirmed the existence of a relatively narrow belt of intense
scatteaing near the equator, and a much wider distribution of lesser
iregularities - the latter giving maximum scintillation when observed in a direc-
tion to the magnetic field lines. Evidence from the Air Force Cambridge group
shows that these irregularities are distributed all the way to the polar regions.

Temporal Distribution

The. evidence on the temporal distribution of F region irregularities
largely conFarmed what was already known, but added little hitherto unknown
information to the total picture. The analysis of Nairobi ionograms indicated
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tha.t the letter is a typical midlea-latitude stafion in this respect. From furutber
analysis of Sauth American and Nigerian data the already knmvn difference
in seasonal behaior betueen the Am-in-can and African zones was confirmed.

Character of the Dlffration Patter,! on the Ground

Here 2g'ana few new details were added to an already fairly clear
picture. The -,ase itrngularities are field-aligned, and m_,surements in
Ghana using the 'Early Bird' synchronous satellite show that the elongation of
the diffi-action pattern on the ground is 60-to 1 or more, and that the transverse
size is of the order of a few hundred meters. Usmg radio stars of differing
angular diameters, the Air Force Cambrid: group deduced sizzs of the order
of one kilometer. Irregularities obsen'ed by reflection of HF waves have
smaller elongations. Axial ratios of about 5 are rerorted at Ibadan, about 3
at Nairobi, and about 8 at Tamale. There is some evidence from Nigeria of
moderate variations in size wvith time of day and sunspot cycle, but the changes
are modemte, and there is some doubt about their significance.

SateRite Observations of Ionospheric Ducts

One of the new contributions to this field was the announcement of
obsrvations of ducts capable of directing radio wnaves along field lines in the
ionosphere. Sizes zw found to be of the order of 2 km by 10' kn, and electron
density variations of the order of 3 to 8% occur, but it is yet unknown whether
these are enhancements or reductions in electron content relative to the
ambient medi-u-m. The information presented came from the analysis of only
one month's data, and it seems certain that further new and interesting inform-
ation will be forthcoming.

Theoretical Considerations

Only one theoretical paper was given in the session - an attempt to
explain the origin of these intense irregularities by a process of stimulated
iemission. Discussion indicated, however, that the mechanism falls short by
s;-veral orders of magnitude. So we are left with our mounting volume of
experimental information and the complete lack of a unitying theory to explain
the observations and guide further experimentation. We invite the plasma
physicists to devote themselves to this problem as a matter of urgency during
the coming years, so that some order may emerge from the experimental chaos.



VI- IONOSPHERIC DRIFTS

(Wiscussion leader: Robert Cohen)

Review Paper

by

G. S. Kent

University of the West Indies, Jamaica

Abstract

A brief account is given of the various techniques which am- used In
.onospheric drift measurements, and their limitations, together with an outline
of the methods of analysis. A survey is then given of the experimental results
for the F-region, discussing the world-wide distribution and behavior of the
harmonic components of the drift. These results are interpreted in terms of
the commonly accepted theories and some special problems of interest, which
occur in the equatorial regions, are described. A similar survey is given for the
D and E-regions, emphasising the lack of data in the equatorial region and the
need for more varied experimental techniques.

Introduction

Any survey of ionospheric drifts has to contend with three problems.
These are:

The scarcity of observing stations,

The multiplicity of observing techniques, and

The complexity of the data obtained.

Let us consider these in the order shown.
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Viewed on a vorld-wide scale, there are in fact a large number of
stations which have made measurements on ionospheric drifts. When one
considers, however, a small latitude belt this number is drastically reduced.
In the present case there ae only two stations. xthin 20a of the magnetic
equator, which have made sufficient routine measurements for anything like
a complee drifts picture to be obtained. These are Ibadan and Waltair, with
magnetic latitudes of 3oS and 10>N respectively. Inside this belt there are, in
addition, several other stations, such as Singapore (Magnetic latitude 10-S),
Accra (Magnetic latitude 5oS) and Huancayo (Magnetic latitude loS) which
have considerably added to our picture of the drift system. However the
additional information gained in this may has almost as often revealed where
are gaps in our knowledge as it has helped fill in those gaps. Outside the belt
there arc many more stations, and the results from these will be discussed
later when we consider the world-wide pattern of drifts.

Table I

Principal methods of measuring ionospheic drifts

Method of Region Phenomenon
Observati Observed Observed

Meteor trail 85-100 kin. 'Neutral air movements

Luminescent trail 80-150 km. Neutral air movements
from rocket

Mitra spaced 100-130 and Small ionospheric
receiver 160-350 km. irregularities

Radio star F-region Individual irregularities
scintillation

Backscatter and Sporadic-E and Larger irregularities
Doppler shift F-region and patches of irregularities

Spaced ionosondes Sporadic-E and Patches of irregularities and
F-region travelling disturbances.

A list of observing techniques is shown in Table I., together with the
ionosphere regions and the probable media which they observe. The main
problem in combining results obtained by different methods is to know how
justified one is in assuming that they are observing the same phenomena.
There is the obvious distinction between measurements made on the neutral
atmosphere and those on ionization. In the F region the movements usually
observed are in, and probably mainly controlled by, the ionized constituent.
The influence of the neutral air on this motion is probably slight although still
under debate. In the E region the collision frequency is sufficiently high for
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the neutral air molecules to set in motion the ionized particles. The motions
of the neatral and ionized particles are therefore sLtongly correlated, though not

inecessarily the same. There is the less obvious problem of what a measurement
of an irregularity in electron density actually mean in terms of the movement
of the plasma. We have to consider the possibility that the velocity of the
irregularity may be different from that of the plasma and even that It may
simply be a wave motion inside the medium. As we shall see, this is quite
often likely tr. be the case.

Mtst of the measurements so far made at the equator have been on
the ionized constituent, and there is a very definite need for observations to
be made ircing meteors and rockets. In this survey, we shall consider some of the
tesults obtained in other latitudes by these methods, as they show some of the
limitations of the radio methods and, in particular, indicate that the E region
has a much more complicated wind structure than was formarly thought.

The third difficulty in a drifts survey is to interpret the results. The
majority of drift measurements have been made using the Mitra (1949) three
antenna technique. The full analysis of the records obtained may be made
using the Briggs, Phillips and Shinn (1950) method and its refinements (Phillips
and Spencer, 1955). This analysis is tedious and slow and, when large quantities
of data have been reduced, various approximations have been used, which
may not always give accurate results. Apart from the diffict:lties of reduction
there is the problem of the interpretation of the results obtained. The most
common way is to divide them into North-South and East-West components
nd then le Fourier analyse these into steady drifts and harmonic components

with periods of 24, 12, 8 hours etc. Polar plots of the variation of these with

time of day and season may then be drawn. Results obtained in this way seem
subject to a great deal of variability due both to sampling fluctuation and to
the different observational techniques and reduction methods. In addition, in
order to be able to present results analysed in this way, a very complete
experimental program has to be carried out. Very often this is limited by the
physical phenomenon itself. For example, xieasurement of the drift velocity
of equatorial Spread-F may only be carried out at night, making it impossible
to calculate harmonic components. A further problem in the interpretation of
the results arises when one tries to fix the height to which any set of drift
measurements refer. Usually this is taken as the actual height of reflection.
This is probably an over simplification of the problem; it is believed that
the fading is imposed on the wave just below the height of reflection (Ratcliffe
1959) and this is the justification for the normal assumption. The best scattering
mechanism is still far from clear and the assumption should be treated with
some reserve.

In this survey, we shall consider, first, drifts in the F- region. The
experimental results for this appear more consistent and the interpretation
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simpler than for the E-region. In addition, as far as equatorial stations are
concerned, there are consider-ably more F-region than E-region results. We shall
not consider, in detail, measurements made on the Sporadic-E layer as thcse
are dLscumsed in Section III of this Report.

F-Region Experimental Results And Theory

The world-wide picture - space antenna obz-!rvations: Figure 1 shows
a plot against latitude, of the relative importance of the first three ha,,i-,-vc
components for F-region drifts (taken from Rao and Rao, 1962, 1963 and 1964;
Purslow, 1958; Skinner, Wright and Lyon, 1962; Mitra, Vij and Dasgrupta, 1960;
Shimazaki, 1960; Briggs, 1960). The results shown here are all based on observ-
ations made using the Mitra method, and the values for the steady, the 24 hour
and the 12 hour components have been estimated in terms of their relative
Importance, expressed, rather simply, as a fraction of the total observed drift.
Perhaps the most obvious characteristic is the variability of the values, showing
that only the most general conclusions may be drawn. The following are the
most outstanding:

a) Near the equator the drift is dominated by the 24 hour component.

b) Near 300 magnetic latitude north or south, the 24 hour component
is very small and the steady component is dominant.

c) The importance of the semi-diurnal component increases with
distance from the equator.

In Fig. 2 the steady and the diurnal drifts have been repplotted in
terms of their north..south and east-west components. The first of these has
been expressed as towards or away from the equator in order to include both
northern and southern latitude stations. The semi-diurnal drift has not been
replotted as there is little consistency to be found between results from different
stations. The 24 hour component has been shown (Fig. 2) in terms of its peak
amplitude and its dirzction at midnight. Again there is considerable scatter
but some regularities emerge:

1) The steady component averages about 20 m/sec. Its direction is
east and .way from the equator in low latitude and west and towards the
equator in high latitudes.

2) The 24 hour component has values approaching 100 m/sec at the
equator. Its direction at midnight is towards the east and away from the
equator at low latitudes. Considerable doubt however exists on its north-south
behavior very close to the equator. Owing to the elongation of the drifting
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irregularities, it has not been measured successfully at any station closer than
about 100 of latitude. At the equator, one would by symmetry expect little or no
north-south component; this makes the high values, observed at Waltair and
Singapore, as shown in the fourth graph, rather difficult to understand. The
latitude variation of the east-west component is very clear, it decreases to a
minimum at about 300 north and beyond this Its direction is =versed.
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of tThe semi-diurnal component has not been split into its north-south
and east-west components. On the average however i is found that - regio

- At low latitudes: East-West component > North-South

- At high latitudes: East-West component < North-,South

Values for the velocity vary between 5 and 50 meters per second. A further
relationship, not shown in these figures, is the direction of rotation of the
drift vector during the day. This varies with season but, in general, the rotation
is clockwise in the northern hermisphere and anti-clockwise in the southern.

The theories which seek to explain the harmonically varying components
of the movements are generally based on the idea, initially developed by

~Martyn (1955), that they are due to electrostatic fields in the dynamao region
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below. These electric fields are produced by the cmrents in the E-reglon
and are communicated to the F-region along the highly conducting lines of
force. Maeda (1955, 1959, 1962) has estimated the electrostatic field for the
known dynamo currents and deduced the F-region drift pattern. This pattern
for the horizontal component of the velocities is shown in Fig. 3. Various
features ot this pattern agree well with the main experimental results:

- The variation at the equator is largely diurnal and is ust by day
and east by night.

- The diurnql component decreases with distance from the equator,

then It reverse and increases again towards the poles.

in mid-latitudes there is a strong semi-diurnal component.

- in mid-latitudes there is a strong north-south component of drift.

Beyond this the correspondence is not exact and certain differences appear. In
particular near the equator, the north-south component is expected to be low,
contrary to the experimental evidence.
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Fig 3. World-wide pattern of
F-region drifts based on
the S, cqirrent system
(after Maeda, i962).

The magnitudes of the velocities are not shown in Fig. 3. According
to Maeda, these should be highest at the equator, where values of at least 100
m/sec would be expected. A minimum occurs at about 45o latitude and values
increase -)-ain to about 50 m/sec at the poles. This general behavior is again
substantially in agreement with experiment.

Other experimental results on F-region drift ve!ocrlties: Two other
important methods of studying F region drift velocities are by the use of radio-
star scintillation and by the study of travelling ionospheric disturbances.

Radio star scintillation observations suffer from the disadvantage that
the diffraction pattern on the ground is usually found to be highly elongated
(Jones, 1960; Koster, 1963). This means that the measurement of the north-south
component of drift is very uncertain and results arc usually not to be trusted.
Even in the East-West direction the results do not agree well with those obtain-
ed by the normal Mitra reflection technique. For example, at Jodrell Bank
(Chivers, 1961) there Is a steady westerly wind of about 75 meters per second,
and in th,. auroral regions (Harang, 1963) very high values of the order of 500
meters per second are found. At the equator (Koster, 1963) the agreement is
much better. The difference is perhaps not surprising as the irregularities
causing the scintillation occur at the same height or above those on which
the ordinary Mitra drift measurements are made. The naturc and cause of
the irregularities is still far from clear.

iI
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Travelling disturbances in the F-region appear on an ionogram as a
split or a cusp on the h(f) record. By studying the motions of these cusps on
spaced ionosondes, measurements have been made on the drift velocities of the
disturbances, which are found to have dimensions of several thousand kilometers
(Munro, 1958; Thomas, 1959; Heisler, 1962). The main characteristic of the
motion is a strong north-south component of about 150 meters per second.
The direction may vary with season, but in winter in either hexiisphere is
towards the equator. There is, in addition, a weaker velocity component in
the east-west direction which changes diurnally. The north-south velocity is
much higher than that obtained by the Mitra method; Heisler has suggested
that the observed motion is the combination of the movement of a perturbation
originating near the winter pole and travelling towards the equator, and the
mainly east-west movementes of the medium through which it is travelling.
Observati, - of these perturbations in low latitudes are lacking and, in
particular. it is not certain whether they actually cross the equator.

? wave structure is suggested for these disturbances by the fact that
it is possible to measure both a phase and a group velocity for them (Heisler
and Whitehead, 1961), the phase velocity being about half that of the group
velocity quoted above. One explanation for these disturbances is in terms of
gravity waves (Hines, 1960). These are atmospheric waves propagated in a
similar way to a tidal oscillation. They have however shorter periods of the
order of minutes or a few hours. They are probably generated close to the
ground and travelling upwards, are responsible for much of the observed wind
structure in the E-region. Those with pediods of the order of ten minutes are
supposed to leak through the E-region into the F-region where they are observed
as travelling disturbances. Certain difficulties lie in a comparison of the
theoretical phase and group velocities with those observed experimentally.
Heisler and Whitehead (1961) suggest that the disturbances observed experimen-
tally may in fact be due to movements induced in the F-region, by the electric
fields generated in the E-region by the gravity waves rather than by actual
neutral ai" movements in the F-region.

Special Equatorial Problems and Results: - Here we shall discuss four
problems of special interest in the equatorial region.

1) The east-west drifts very close to the magnetic equator: Martin (1935)
suggested that near the magnetic equator the east-west drift velocity should
have a value of the order of 200 meters per second. Measurements made at
Ibadan (Skinner, Lyon and Wright 1962) and Waltair (Rao and Rao, 1963) do not
give values as high as this. Osborne and Skinner using drift measurements made
at Tamale (Magnetic Latitude 0.3oS) quote daytime apparent velocities as high
as 250 meters per second. This implies a very rapid change in the drift velocity
close to the magnetic equator. This result is an isolated one and even here a
complete analysis has not been published. It is clearly an experiment which
needs to be repeated to confirm or disprove these very high drift velocities.
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2) The north-south component of drift in the equatorial belt: The
behavior of t!-e north-south component of velocity near the equator has been
discussed before. On Martyn's theory and flor considerations of symmetry,
no north-south component would on the average be expected very close to
the magnetic equator. Results from Waltair (Rao and Rao, 1963) and Singapore
(Purslow, 1958) indicate a considerable component at a magnetic latitude of
only 100. Measurements on this have not been made at Ibadan (Magnetic
Latitude 3S) owing to the difficulties encoutered with the highly elongated
ground diffraction pattern. It would seem that, with a large north-south
antenna spacing, this problem could be overcome and some measurements
made in crder to exlain this anomally. The elongation of the irregularities is
itself of interest At Ibadan, the axis ratio of the around patte-n is found to
be at least .en. At Waltair, this value has fallen to less "--n threc, a surprisingly
large change for only a ten degree shift in latitude.

3) Equatorial Spread-F and Scintillation Measurements: Some
consistcnt measurements have been made on the movements of Spread-F (Calvert,
Davies, Stiltner .-rd Brown, 1962), and the irregularities responsible for radio
star scintillation (Koster, 1963). These show eastward drift velocities decreasing
during the night from about 120 meters per second at 2100 to 70 meters per
second at 0600. Calvert et. al. have shown in addition that there is a strong
dependence of the velocity on sunspot period. Perhaps the most curious feature
of the irregularities is the extreme stability of the irregularlties. Both scintil-
lation and ordinary drifts measurements yield a parameter V, which is a
measure of the random velocity of movement. Koster obtained values for the
ratio of V. to the drift velocity V of less than 6.1, indicating very low random
velocities. Studies of the occurrence of Spread-F at widely separated stations
imply that either the causative agent or the Spread-F itself may drift several
thousand kilomeicrs and still be recognisable.

The direction obtained for V (in an E-W direction only) is the same
as that obtained by the Mitra technique and its magnitude is very similar
(Skinner, Lyon and Wright, 1962). The decrease in velocity during the night is
however different, as is the low random velocity. These discrepancies require
to be examined and also a more careful study made of what exacly is being
measured in the two case.

A further difference occurs in the size and shape of the irregularities
observed by scintallation methods. The east-west sizes are considerably larger
than those observed by the reflection techniques and the elongation appears
very much greater, so far no reliable estimate has probably been made of this
(Kent and Koster, 1964).

4) Vertical velocities: Measurements on the vertical velocities of
irregularities are much less commonly made than those on the horizontal
velocities. Such measurements usually require an examination of Doppler shifts
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secxm. It is Eot carmin uteflnr this is a morvment of the irregulariti.- inside
the patch or of the pai as a w'.e. In eitber case it is an interesting

jl= Gn and mre w2k on the as t of thes v-rtical velocities is

in this section -. le has bi= said about ss na variation or
e ca mwqmetic -ti-ity. Tbe-e hair been obsezrved and ae often very

cnpl.t. At rdia (3'S) there is a 5016 mriatien in the cast-west drift velocity
duing the year with a mmdnmuz in the December solstice; at Walta2ir (10N)
there is a 5,'Lr variatiom bu the m _-mum occurs in the autumn (Skinner,
Lim and WdigOa. I%2; R292nd Rap. 1563). High manetic ctivity appears to
teduc the drift m!ocity at ibadan. this is citrar" to what is obs--rd in high

D and E-Region Drifts

e uochdride picture: - E-region drifts have been mainly studied
until recently by two mehcds. These ar diN Mi-a spaced antenna and the
mete=r echo tecniqes, fomr - u.ing m rements of irregularities in
tonizaticn and the latter neutral air mn ctnts. In fhe last fv years, these
tum mem.ods hate been sup.nmented, mostly; in temperat- latitudes, by
xteLsh-c observations using tails from rockets. The picture obtained is

hmever, still far L-om c!ear. the principal reasons for this ac as follows:

- As the E-regsion is largeiy a daytime phLtnomencn, the Mitra method
.la only be used at night when Sporadic-E c;ouds, are present. Such measure-

mntI. are not necessariK at the same height, or not the same phenomenon, and
r-slts obtained from combining daytime and niahttime observations made
respectively on the normal E-layer and on a Sparadic-E laycr must be consider-
ed w-ith szome resere. No comp!etchl reliable cstimate can therefore be made
of either the steady component or the diurnal component of drift.

- Meteor observations have shown that thcrc exists a marked variation
of the main drift components with height, making it difficult to combine
measurements made on diffcrent occasions, unless the heights are known
accurately.

Recent rocket obseranons have shown the existance of large rotat-
ing disk shaped irregularities with high wnd shear velocities. These are attribut-
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ed to the gravity waves menticned earier, and their presence puts a large
=rregular component on top of any rtular variation which is being sought for

In tiew of these, and the additional complication of combining measure-
menits on Peutral air and ionized irmgularities, it is difficult to give a systematic
woed-,idc picture of -:e D and E-xcgiun drifts. Instead, one tends to cato!ogue
the regula-ties which have been noted and to discuss their limitations:

a) T he harmonic components: - Steady, 24-hour and 12-hour
components c:ist at all latitudes. Ncar the equator the 24-hour component
predominates, in highe. latitudes tl,= 12-hour component is most important;
some values for the.,e arc show-n in Table 2 (taken from Rao and Rao, 1961;
Shimnazaki, 190; Henderson, 1962; Greenhow and Neufeld, 1955, 1956). The
gradtal change from the 24-hour to the 12-hour component can be seen clearly.
The steady component is appreciable at all latitudes, its direction is usually
towards the equator and to the cast. Polar plo.,s of the harmonic components

i-ppear elliptical at the equator and much less sc at highef latitudes; the direc-
tion of rotation is clockwise in the northern hemisphere and anticlockwise in
the southe-n. The 2--hour and the 12-hour components as found by the radio
and the meteor techniques ae similar (Gren~how and Neufeld, 1956; Jones,
1958) aid the movements are usually ascribcd to atmospheric tides- The
mechanism by %%hich the tides operate. the rcason for the predominance of
a solar tid over a lunar one and the similar amplitudes of the diurnal and the
sesd-diurnal components is still the subject of discussion (Haurwitz, 1964). It
is probable fat the primary cause is solar heating action in the mesosphere
together with a fairly weak 12-hour resonance pe;uod in the atmosphere.

Table II

Harmonic components of E-region drifts in different latitudes

Station Method Steady 24-hour 12 hour

Waltair Spaced NS -25 30 35 meters sec-1
(lOoN) Antenna i.W 5 80 10 it

Yamagawa Spaced NS -20 30 " "

(25oN) Antenna F:W 35 20 !0

Lover Hutt Spaced NS 15 10 20

(45oS) Antenna FAW 5 30 20

Jodrell Bank Meteor NS -15 10 25
(51oN) EW 5 10 25 ,,
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Explanations for the steady zonal wind which is observed are in terms
..f an equilibrium, set up between the combined effects of a temperature gradient,
the Coriolis force due to the earths rotation and gravity. The deductions are In
fairly good agreement with the experimentally observed winds. (Hines, 1965).

b) The variation with height: - Variation of the amplitude and phase
of the tidal winds with height have been observed, using both Uhe radio and
the meteor echo technique. (Rao and Rao, 1964; Jones, 1964; Greenhow and
Neufeld, 1956; Elford, 1959). An increase of velocity with height is found, with
gradients of the order of one meter per second per kilometer. The phase of
the components also changes with height. The comparison of these variations
with tidal theory is still under discussion (Hines, 1965).

c) Irregular winds and gravity waves: - Drift measurements in the
* E-region obtained by any method show a large scatter and in addition the radio

measurements show high values of V.. Recent rocket results (Manring, Bedinger
and Knowlich, 1962; Blamont and De Jager, 1962; Edmunds, Justus and Kurts,
1963; Kampfe, Smith and Brown, 1962; Rosenberg and Edwards, 1964; Jarret,
Megratten and Rees, 1963) have contributed considerably to a clarification of this
picture. Such measurements are necessarily isolated, but the use of chemi-
luminescent trails enables mevements to be followed throughout a night. These
measurements show, that in between 80 and 150 kilometers there exist large
flat cells which rotate clockwise, when viewed form above, with periods of
several hours. The horizontal scale of these movements is still uncertain, but
is probably of the order of 100 kilometers. Along a vertical axis the wind direc-
tion reverses about every five kilometers at the lower end of this height range,
and every twenty kilometers at the upper end. As mentioned earlier. tNese are
attributed to gravity waves (Hines, 1960, 1965) generated near the *ground. These
waves can be shown theoretically to have a relationship between the direction
of energy flow and the phase velocity, such that, when the energy flow is
upwards, the apparent phase velocity is downwards. The experimental
measurements have so far confirmed this picture. The velocities of the
associated wvinds are high in a horizontal plane with values of the order o:
100 meters per second and they are found to increase with height. In a
vertical direction the velocities appear to be much less.

Turbulence does not appear to be important in the E-region; rocket
results show that it ceases rather abruptly between 100 and 110 kilometers. In
the D-region however it is significant, as is shown by the high apparent rate
of diffusion of meteor trails (Greenhow, 1959).

Equatorial D and E-region results: - Drift measurements in the
Equatorial D and B- regions are very few indeed, being confined almost entirely
to Waltair. At Waltair it is found (Rao and Rao, 1961) that the diurnal component
predominates, with a much stronger east-west than north-south velocity. The
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maximum drift speed is in the neighborhood of 800 meters per second and is
westward by day and eastward by night. Values for (V,/V) are high, averag-
ing about 0.7. The variation of drift with time is primarily solar but a weak
lunar tide (Ramana and Rao, 1962) is also present. The nighttime data used
for this analys_'s is presumably based on measurements made on the Sporadic-
E layer.

At Ibadan (Skinner and Wright, 1962) results are only available for the
daytime. A velocity of 60 meters per second to the west is found during the

4 day, a reversal in direction occurring at about 0900 local time. This agrees
well with the Waltair result, but as there is no nighttime data . detailed
analysis, cannot be made.

Towards the edge of the equatorial belt it is likely that the drift velocity
decreases somewhat. At Puerto Rico, magnetic latitude 32oN, the mtin drift
velocity is about 40 meters per second (Keneshea, Gardner and Pfis.er, 1965)

and (V,/V) is greater than unity, although at Ymagava (Magnetic latitude 25oN)
the dritt velccity is almost as high as at Waltair (Rao an Rao, 1965). No measure-
ments are published that have been taken on the magnetic equator, but a
rather surp.ising result (Ramanathan, private communication) appears to be
obtained at Trivandrum (Magnetic latitude 0a). Here, during the day, there
iq a very lh.rge drift velocity to the west, of the order of 200 meters per second.
This is very similar to the results obtained by Osborne and Skinner (1963) at
Tamale for the F-region and more work is evidently required on this.

Mention should be made here, of the work, car: ..f out in Lima on
Equatorial Spo;adic-E (Bowles, Cohen, Ochs and Bahltey, 1960; Cohen and
Bowles, 1,63). Using very high frequencies (50 MHz) :.bxy have obserxed echoes
which they attribute to plane wave irregularities in the electrojet. These move
with velocities of over 300 meters per second, pri. cipally in a westerly direc-

tien. High frequency (5 MHz) observations on Equatorial Sporadic-E (Skinnei
and Wright, 1962) show much lower velocities, cf the order of 60 m/sec.

Although these observations are probably not made on identical phenomena,
and neithei may be measuring a true drift of ionization, the discrepancy still
has to be explained. Some results on this will be pre.:ented in a separate paper.

Conclusion

The principal conclusion to be drawn from this survey is that there

exists a lack of stations and results within the equatorial belt. There are

considerable gaps in our knowledge, one of the most important being the way

in which the drift velocities behave in the vicinity of the equator itself. Inform-

ation on north-south drift components is extremely slight and more detailed
work on this is also required. All measurements published so far have been
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made on the ionized constituent. Meteor and rocket observations would be
very valuable, both in filling in the parameters, such as the North-South
component, which are difficult to measure by radio techniques, and also to
study the relation between neutral air and ionization movements. Considerable
research is still required into the nature of what is being measured in any
particular drifts experiment, whether it is a true movement of ionization or
a wave motion. At the moment, it can be said that we understand certain
aspects of these phenomena, but dhat a clear synthesis wiU need much additional
experimental observations.
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A NEW METHOD OF APPLYING THE

CORRELATION ANALYSIS

by

R. F. Kelleher

Physics Department

University College Nairobi, Kenya

The correlation analysis of Briggs et al.(), as extended by
Phillips and Spencer(-), is one of the principal methods of examing
fading records to obtain information about the properties of ground
diffraction patterns. From plots of the auto and cross correlation
functions, velocities V' and V are obtained in each of three directions,
and from these six parameters the velocity, size, shape and rate of
change of the pattern can be determined.

It is common to derive the values of V,' from tile cross corre-
lations corresponding to zero time-shift. It would seem better however,
to confine the analysis to the maximlim value of cross correlation
alone since the errors involved are then smaller. This is particularly
important when dealing with patterns which have a small size in one
or more directions (as frequently happens with the highly elongated
patterns common in equatorial regions) because the instantaneous
cross correlation will be low and the individual auto-correlatias will
probably give very different values for the corresponding time-shift.

In this note we derive the equation to be used in the maximum
correlation method. This equation was obtained in a different way
by Briggs et al. The discussions is limited to a one-dimensional pattern.

The nomenclature follows the standard practice. If the distan-
ce between two receiving points is o, the different velocities are found
from the relationships

A. V , VC' = e , VM = to/Tm
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We derive first the normal equations connecting V' and V,' with V
and Vc.

Original Equations

The principal assumption in correlation analysis is that the

overall correlation can be represented in quadratic form. That is,

e (,-r) = F ( 2 + 2 - 2c) = F (g) (1)

where F (g) is a monotonically decreasing function with a maximum
value of 1. Now the autocorrelation has the form

e (0, -r) = F (a T2)

and the instantaneous spatial correlation

a 7 C2 b V or b = a/V'c

We now consider the separation &o and find the value of r, (r'), which
makes the correlation a maximum. This will occur when g is a
minimum. Differentiating

8g/8r = 2aT - 2c& = 0

and therefore

-0 = (c,/a) .o or c = a/V'

Thus,

e - F {a[r2 + ( /V') 2 - 2.r/V'])

Now suppose that and r are connected by the relationship . Kr
(one receiving point is moving with a velocity K) so that

e F (a r2[1 + K/Vc')2 - 2K/V']) = F (a. 2h)
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The correlation will fall most slowly with time when K = V, the drift

velocity. Now,

8h/8K = (2K/V' 2) - 2/V'

and so,

V V, = 2

Thus when K = V we have

e = F [b (V' 2 - V2)]

But the fading is now due entirely to the randon component and so

e = F b V21]

Therefore

V 2 = V' -2 V2

W. now establish the connection between Tm, the time shift on the
autocorrelation curve corresponding to the maximum value of cross
correlation, and the parameters T' and 7'.

From equation (1) with = V'i we get:

e = F (a r'2[(V/VC,)2 - 1])

We thus have

M I T1 I" (V /V '#)2 - I]

and

(Te')2 = 7 M + T"s

Then the value of in' can be determined from T. and T' and the
analysis proceeds as before. Also this last expression can b6 rewritten
utilizing the inicial relationships of the velocities, then:

(I/V'0)2 = (1/Vn), + (O/V')2
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It is easy to see that V' V'. This approach therefore eliminates the
familliar difficult case which arises sometimes in the normal analysis,
when V'" < V.
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THE APPLICATION OF THE BRIGGS-SPENCER METHOD FOR THE

CALCULATION OF IONOSPHERE DRIFT PARAMETERS TO THE

EQUATORLAL SITUATION

by

R. W. Morriss and A. J. Lyon

University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

The method given by Briggs and Spencer"' for calculating dr;ft
velocities from spaced antenna data uses he time delays of similar
fades and their standard deviation. Contrary to the statement by the
authors, it seems that the method also gives unique values for the axial
ratio and orientation of the characteristic ellipses and Vor the quantity

.V.e-

In the equatorial situatien, where the characteristic ellipses are
rather elongated and directed along the field lines, or nearly so, the
formulas required can be simplified considerably. The inclusion of
standard deviations make it possible to estimate the standard errors of
all the derived parameters.

The configuration of the antennas used at Tbadan and the no-
tation for the time delays, are sho-wn in Fig. 1. T. is the time delay be-
tween the west and south antennas position if a feature reaches S after
W, and similarly for T. and T.. Clearly,

T, - T, - T.

and we define T as

T =T, +'sT.

The standard deviations are denoted by , o1 , a7 , a. and the
mean time delays by T*, T*,, T*7 , and T*3 . We then define
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W (T*)2 (a/O.61) ; Z = (T*)- (o/O.61)2

and similarly for X and Y. Only four independent quantities are

determined from the observed similar fades, for example: , T*, , z

and T*,.

NN

/A
Ty

S

Fig. I - Configuration of the three antennas used for drifts measure-
ments at Ibadan, and notation for time delays.

If the irregularities are assumed to be exactly field aligned,
the eastward and northward componentes of drift velocity are given
respectively by

VE. = T*/W, and Vo = aT*z/Z

where a is the distance N-S; and the axial ratio is given by

r = (W/Z)"/1

The standard errors of VE, and V,, are given by

SE./V;o = -1/ 2 f (u/T*), S./V., = n -1/2 f (a.W/T*z)
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where n is the number of time delays used and f is a function shown
graphically in Fig. 2. It has been computed for range estimates of
the standard deviations, but will be only slightly different if "sum of
squares" or other estimates are used.

3.0-

2.5-

f (9-/Y')

20-

1.5-

1.0-

05

oL/  K I I I I

0 0! 10 15 20 25

a-IT

Fig. 2- The function f for determining the standard errors of
components of drift velocity in the Briggs-Spencer method.
The quantity f (u/T*)/,'n gives the relative standard error.

The orientation of the irregularities may also be estimated
from the data. If 8 is the angle the major axis makes with magnetic
north (positive westwards) we have

tan 8 (Y- X)/2(X + Y- Z)

approximately. Because of the factor (Y - X) this quantity is usually
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rather uncertain, and the assumption 8 = 0 may be equally good. If

the estimated 8 is adopted the drift velocities become

V-N = (a/Z ) {T* - (1-1/r ) tan 8 . T*)

VE = (a/W) {T* - (r-1) tan8 . T*.)

These equations are particulary useful in assessing the uncertainty in VE
and V\ associated with the inevitable uncertainty in 8.

The Briggs-Spencer method has the following advantages over
the full correlation analysis more commonly adopted:

(a) - It is much simpler both in scaling from the records and
in the subsequent computations. The various calculations required are
readily programed for a computer.

(b) - The standard errors of all computed parameters are
readily assessed.

(c) - By making use of clearly identifiable features in the
fading pattern the method may give a better representation of the be-
havior of distinct irregularities.
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A MODEL FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF SOME IONOSPHERIC

DRIFT MEASUREMENTS

by

G. S. Kent

University of the West Indies, Jamaica

On this paper a model is described for the interpretation of
ionospheric drift measurements, made bv the spaced receiver method,
when the wave scattered from the ionosphere has a frequency consider-
ably above that of the plasma frequency of the scattering region. In the
analysis associated with this method of measuring ionospheric drifts,
the correlation function p (, T) of the diffraction pattern f (x, t) formed
on the ground, as shown in Fig. 1, is usually determined in terms of
its shape, size and drift velocity V.. In addition to these, there is another
function which arises from the analysis, namely the characteristic
random velocity V, which is a measure of the way in which the
diffraction changes its form as it drifts. Usually V is left uninterpreted
and the object of this paper is to show how this may, under certain
circunstances be related to the random velocities of the irregularities
causing the scattering.

$CATT| &:At: G

$¢ATTe XED WAVI

Vi.FA*CTION PATTER f (xf)

6 A OUN. The cattrin-' eom tr"-

Fig 1. The scattering g eome try.
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A two-dimensional model is considered, in which the scattering
irregularities are weak and lie in a medium whose refractive index is
close to unity. They are supposed to have a steady drift velocity V1,
together with superimposed random velocities whose root mean square
value is V,.; this model is shown in Fig. 2. The scattered spectrum
F(s, h) in terms of angle and frequency is then calculated, using a s-m'le
angular scattering functon and the Doppler shifts produced by motions
of the irregularities.

The diffraction pattern on the ground is expressed in terms of
the drift velocity V., the chaiacteristic random velocity V, and the size
o of the pattern along its minor axis, the major axis being taken to

be infinitely large. Using the well-known Fourier Transform relation-
ship connecting the autocorrelation function p (7, r) of the diffraction
pattern to the power spectrum [F(s,h)'-, the former is transformed to
give the equivalent power spectrum. This spectrum is then equated to
that derived from the ionospheric model described above.

K "Iv s, l7)

S VPt Iulite$|I.

(C)

p.",..,u$ ..

Fiq 2. The ionospheric model.
(a) The directions of the

velocities.
(b) The distribution of

random velocities.
(c) The resolved velocity

dis tribution alonq KK.
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The relationship may depend on the geometrical arrangement
of the transmitter and receiver, but under the conditions of the normal
spaced antenna experiment, in which the transmitter and receiver are
adjacent as shown in Fig. 3, the following equations are obtained.

V, = V,/2

and V. = (Vc/4)/-rV2

The first equation is the one normally used in drifts analysis. The
second one is new and it should be noted that V, is related not to V,
but to (V,/&,) where V, is the characteristic random velocity and 4o is
the pattern size.

iCATTERIMb

#at ('LA alga is (hTUAa2 WAVE-

1 OVV)I

TRANSrnTts~TAW l f IICIIYS

Fig 3. The scattering geometry
for ionospheric drifts
measurements.



PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF DIFFRACTION

PATTERN MEASUREMENTS AT NAIROBI

by

R. F. Kelleher and P. Miall

Physics Department, University College Nairobi, Kenya

In conformance with the 1QSY program, a three-receiver fading-

amplitude experiment on a frequency of 2.15 MHz has been set up in
Nairobi. The antenna spacing is 100 m.

The records are analysed by the correlation techniques of Briggs
et al. ( " and Phillips and Spencer "-', using a computer program develop-
ed by G. F. Fooks 31 of the Radio and Space Research Station at Slough.
The values of r'0 are calculated from the relationship:

T1C '111 2

where the three time shifts are those shown in Fig. 1. The results
therefore depend only on the position and value of the maximum cross-
correlation and should be subject to smaller errors than those derived

* using a value of r, obtained from the instantaneous cross-correlation.
This is important when dealing with small dimension diffraction
patterns for which the instantaneous correlations is low.

A preliminary look at the results for Nairobi give medium
values of the diffraction pattern parameters as

r PX (%) V/V d (m)

E 3.0 27 1.3 82
F 3.2 25 1.0 42

where Px is the percentage number of occasions when the major axis

.t the characteristic ellipse lies within 200 of the magnetic meridian,
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and d is the lenght of the semi-minor axis. The F-Region results should

be treated with great caution as the number of records is low.

ie

Fig. 1-

Time shifts ! n correlation analysis

The axial ratios appear to be higher than those found at
Singapore (where ttie median value is r" = 1. 7), though there is less
tendency for the irregularities to lie in the direction of the magnetic
lield. There is some indication that at Nairobi the axial ratios increase
with the height of reflection.

The drift directions in the E-Region are predominantly towards
the north and west during daylight hours, and towards the south and
,ust at night.
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SOME DRIFTS MEASUREMENTS MADE NEAR THE

MAGNETIC EQUATOR IN GHANA

by

J. R. Koster

University of Ghana, Legon, Accra, Ghana

A series of drift measurements at Tamale, Ghana (dip latitude
0.5°S) were made by Skinner, over a three week period in February
and March, 1962. Over 160 of these records were subjected to the full
correlation analysis by Mr. S. K. Katsriku of the University of Ghana.
The main results are:

E-region

Axial ratio of pattern on ground: 5.5

Orientation - along field lines: 0.5"

Size of pattern (i.e. distance over which the correlation
function falls to 0.5): 50m

Velocity: Westward by day, with mean speed of 67 m/sec
Maximum true velocity 115 m/s (West of 0900 UT)
Apparent velocity as high as 210 MHz.

V/V,. 1.3 Hence apparent velocities are about 60% higher
than true velocities.

F-region

Orientation - along field lines: -- 0.40

Axial ratio of pattern on ground: 7
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Size of pattern (mean during daytime): 46m

Velocity: Nighttime mean: 70 m/sec
Daytime mean: 115 m/sec
Maximum: 200 m/sec (West of 0900 UT)

V/V0 = 1.9 Hence apparent velocities are about 25 to 30%
higher than true velocities.

These values of velocity are considerably higher than those
reported by stations somewhat further from the dip equator, and
suggest that more measurements are worth making.



PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF IONOSPHERE WIND

MEASURE.MENTS AT THUMBA

by

M. R. Deshpande and R. G. Rastogi

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, India

Measurements of horizontal drifts in the E and F regions of

the ionosphere over Thumba (Geog.-Lat. 2.5"S, Geog.-Long. 76.90E,

magnetic dip 0.61S) have been made since January 1964. The present

article describes the magnitude (V) and direction (0) of the drifts

derived according to the method of similar fades. The direction of the

drift is predominantly westward, there being a small indication of

castward drift during winter season (Fig. 1). The N-S component is
ver" small during any of the seasons.

E CEGION 2-2 HCIS F IEGION 4.7 MC/S

$0 - '0

O:s

0

Z o 10; tW W

Lzto

wo
4 - -' A-
S S

2 0 2 2"0* 0 16' "ZW20 291
E W E W

DRIFT DIRECTION DRIFT DIRECTION

Fig. I - Histograms of drift direction in the E and F regions of the
ionosphere over Thumba during different seasons of the

year.
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The annu me-an drift sped is 132 msec for E region and
161 mnsec for the F reion. There is no significant seasonal variation
in the drift speed (Fig- 2)- The daily variation of the drift speed
indicates a morning peak at about 0900 hr in the E region and at about
10O-1100 hr for the F regiou. There is an indication of evening peak
for both E and F region tlig. 3). The peak value of monthly average
drift speed is about 250 m sec for the E region and about 300 rn/sec
for the F region.

The obsenations indicazes that the irregularities in the
ionosphere over Thumba are hih, eiongated in N-S direction, the drift
is predominantly along E-W di,-ection tow-ards West. The drift speed
values are much higher than those observed at higher latitudes. A close
association between the horizontal drifts in the ionosphere over Thuin-
ba and the electrojet currents is suggested.

E REG'C. 2-2 MCIS F-REG;ON 4-7 MCIS.

I-0' I 0 kml
z LJ

Va, as 14

t-
U -i - .

30 00 2-p 00 4&0 60 200 300o 400
DRIFT SPEED MIS. DRIFTSPEE) MIS-

Fig. 2 - Histograms of drift speed in E qnd F regions of the iono-
sphere over Thumba during different seasons of the year.
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Fig. 3 Contour diagrams showing the drift speoed in E and F regions
of the ionosphere over Thumba at different times of ihe day
during different months of the year.
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IONOSPHERIC DRIFT MEASREMENTS AT SINGAPORE

by

V. A. W. Harrison

Radio and Space Research Station

Slough, England

Measurements of the magnitude and direction of the horizontal
drift of ionization in the E and F-Regions of the ionosphere have been
made at the Radio and Space Research Station, Singapore (Magnetic
Latitude 90S). These have been made by three close-spaced receiver
method and the records analysed by the method of similar fades to
find the diurnal (Figs. 1 and 2) and seasonal (Figs. 3 and 4) variations
or drift. The correlation on the daytime east-west components with

sunspot number (Fig. 5) and magnetic activity (Fig. 6) has also been

examined.

A few records have been submitted to full correlation analysis.
These show the elongation of the correlation ellipse to be about 1.7:
I for both regions with major axis approximately north-south and the
ratio V/V to be about unity.
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Fig. 3 -- Components of the seasonal variation of daytime drif ts in the
E region for 1960.
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Fig. 4 - Components of the seasonal variation of the day and night-
time drifts in the F region for 1960.
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SOME RESULTS OF IONOSPHERIC DRIFT

MEASUREMENTS AT IBADAN

by

R. W. Morriss and A. J. Lyon

Introduction

During the I.Q.S.Y. measurements have been made, as far as
possible, hourly on Wednesday and Thursday of each week and also
every day during the World Geophysical Intervals. From October 1964
the Briggs-Spencer method has been used in its simple form as explain-
ed in the accompanying paper to obtain the eastward drift component
VEo. Two equinox seasons have now been analysed by this method.

The Eastward Component, Vz

Figure 1 shows a mass plot of values obtained on 21 days in
the autumnal equinox period of 1964 including most of the days of the
World Geophysical Interval in October. The circles indicate the median
values and a smooth curve has been fitted to these by visual estimation.
Despite the considerable scatter of individual points the median points
follow a quite regular pattern. As was also found in the sunspot
maximum observations of Skinner et al.(', the velocities are
predominantly westwards by night. The change-over takes place be-
tween 0600 and 0700 LT in tile morning, and between 2000 and 2100 in
the evening. The average magnitude of the velocity in the daytime is
43 m/sec, and during the night (0000-0500) is 55 m/sec. There appears
to be a clear maximum in the daytime velocity of about 50 m/sec west-
wards occurring between 0900 and 1000. Figure 2 (a) compares the
median curve of Fig. I with a corresponding curve for equinox at
sunspot maximum. This is based on results for September 1957 and
March 1958 due to Skinner et al. (unpublished). The agreement in gen-
eral form between the curve is remarkably good. They appear to be
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almost exactly in phase, and the sunspot maximum curve shows a small

maximum near 1000LT, similar to that on the sunspot minimum curve.
The magnitudes however are considerably higher at sunspot maximum,
reaching about 100 m/sec eastwards at night and have a daytime average
of 76 m/sec westwards. It would appear therefore that drift velocities
at sunspot maximum are almost twice that at sunspot minimum.

Figure 2 (b) shows the median diurnal variation for a similar
series of days near the March equinox 1964, and the equinox curve for
1957/58 is repeated for comparison. The general shape of the March
curve is clearly very similar to the October one and the magnitudes are
also very similar.

- DOO% WelooIttes at Motion

(Eastpod CouiPOner)
-m-- October M4

ISO -

00,*

4 .

-0

00 06 12 is 00

Fig. I Mass plot showing diurnal variation of eastward component
of drift velocity at Ibadan in October 1964. The circies
indicate hourly median values.
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Fig. 2 - Comparison of diurnal variations of eastward drift velocity
at sunspot maximum (broken curves) and sunspot minimum
(continuous curves). The data are for Ibadan during equinox
months, and the curves have been drawn to run smoothly
through the hourly median points, as in Fig. 1.

Reliability of the Results

The standard error of V,,, is readily calculated by the formula
given in the accompanying paper. Figure 3 shows the values of VE.o
obtained on a particular day together with their standard errors, which
are typically of the order of ± 5 to ±4- 10 rn/sec.

Tl.e standard deviations of the values on different days at a
given hour are much greater than this, as is clear from the large scatter
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on the mass plot in Fig. 1. in this case the standard deviations are

about ± 20 m/sec by day and - 40 m/sec by night, and somewhat

larger values have been obtained in other seasons. If the standard

errors quoted above are realistic it is clear that these standard

deviations are almost entirely due to real variability of the drift

velocity from day and not to errors of measurement.

It should be noted that the diurnal variation of Vro is frequent-
y, mucjh* m ie.o than that shown in Fig. 3, and reversals ofA& muc more,,"'""

sign during the day or night are by no means uncommom.

100-1 - 20/1/65

0
-so -}\

00 04 08 12 16 20 24

Fig. 3 - Diurnal variation of eastward component of drift velocity
at Ibadan on a single day. Circles are for the F region and

crosses for the E region. The error bars have been computed
assuming the irregularities to be accurately field aligned.
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TRIANGULATION MEASUREMENTS OF DRIFTING PATCHES OF

EQUATORIAL F REGION IRREGULARITIES

by
C

Robert Cohen

Jicamarca Radar Observatory,

Lima, Peru

Studies of "Equatorial Spread F" configuratiow- have demon-
strated that these can be understood by the calculation of the propagation

delays experienced en route by rays scattering from the associated irre-
gularities as a function of frequency. The configurations obtained have
three characteristic forms depending on whether the irregularity patch

is located at the base of the F layer, or is embedded in the F layer below
hmax or above hmax.

By the analysis of each ionogram it is possible to establish the
height of the patch and its distance east or west of the ionosonde, since
the propagation is limited to the equatorial plane by the aspect sensitivi-
ty of the scattering. From a series of such ionograms, one can

determine the velocity of the irregularity patch, but it is impossible to
establish whether the sucessive positions of the patch and the associa-
ted velocities are eastward or westward, since all of the determinations
are symmetric in this regard. However, using ionosondes located in
each case at 10 north of the dip equator at Jicamarca and Huancayo,
Peru, separated by 160 km, it is possible to triangulate the positions of
the patch and hence sense the motion. For the limited number of cases
studied to date, it is apparent that it is accompanied by a idownward
movement of the patch.
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Fig. 1- Two examples of the triangulation measurements of the
motion of a patch of F region irregularities. Points marked
o are those measured from Jicamarca, and x refers to those
measured from Huancayo. Velocities are 26 and 67 m/sec
at 2000 and 0200 hours, respectively.
(Other illustrations used are in Calvert and Cohen, JGR 66,
3125-3140, Oct., 1961).



EVIDENCE FOR A INGHTTIME WESTWARD CURR-T L THE

EQUATORIAL E-REGIG

by

B. B. Balsley

Central Radio Prop.gation Laboratory, Colorado

and

Jicamarca Radar Obsertatory, 1ji Peru

it has been well established that during the daytime at the
magnetic equator there is a strong, eastward current known as the
equatorial electrojet, corresponding to a westward flow of electrons
and the associated electron-density irregularities. A nighttime current
system floring in the opposite direction at the equator has been
postulated, but is difficult to observe with magnetometers.

Recently, power spectra of echoes from nighttime E- region
irregularities above Jicamarca have been obtained which indicate
frequenc3-hifts, i.e., motions of irregularities that are opposite to
those obtained during the daytime. Insofar as these motions of
irregularities are indicative of the motion of the plasma in which they

are embedded, this would imply an eastward motion of the ejectron,
or a westward current at h~igFt. This intcrpretation seems reasonable,
since tht theoretical explanatioL of the nighttime irregularities is

probably analogous to that for the daytime ones. See Figs. i and 2.

Thus a reversal of current must occur sometime after sunset-
and the 2000 hours minimum of V-IF signal strength scattered by the
equatorial E Region in propagation from Arequipa to Trujillo, Peru dur-
ing 1956 may be further evidence of this reversal.
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Fig. 1 Power spectrum obtained during daytime from electrojet
irregularities viewed at 450 West of Jicamarca. Peru at a

frequency of 49.92 -MHz. (Maximum value of signal spectrum
normadized to ii, on relative scale).
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Fig. 2 - Power spectrum obtained during nighttime in the same way
as for Fig. 1.



SUMMARY OF TME SESSION

by

R. G. Rastogi

Physical Research Laboratory, Amedabad, India

A review of the present knowledge of ionospheric drifts was given by
Dr. G. S. Kent. it was gratifying to learn of new observation.; of ionospheric
drifts at equatorial stations, viz. Singapore, Thumba, Nairobi, Ibadan and
Tamale.

The daily variations of the drift speed and direction at all of these
stations was shown to be very similar for both the E and F region. It was
accepted that the F region drifts would be affected by the underlying sporadic
E region but it was felt that the observed daily variation of F region drift is
characteristic of the layer.

At all the stations, the north-south component of the drift was found
to be smaller than the east-west component. The measurements of N-S
components at stations very close to the magnetic equator were not consider-
ed sigificant due to extreme elongation of the irregularities in the north-south
airection.

The direction of drift in the E as well as the F regions is mainly west-
ward din-ng the day and eastward during the night, the change-over taking
place at times close to the dawn and dusk. The drift speed is found to be
larger in the F than in the E region at all the stations.

There has been very little seasonal variation of the drift observed in
E or F regions at the equatorial stations.

The drift speeds in E or F regions at Tamale (dip loS) are shown
to be greer than the corresponding values at Ibadan (dip 6oS) indicating that
within the equatorial region the drift speed increases towards the equator. Very
high values of drift speed at Thumba (0.6oS) indicate that the excessive drift
rpgon over the -quator may - nuite narrow

The measurements of drift at badan during two epochs of solar activity
Indicate that the speed increases with an increase of suspot number in
approximately the same ratio as the increase of the daily range of the horizontal
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magnetic field. A positive correlation has been found between the daytime E-W
drift at Singapore and sunspot numbers with a time delay of 3 to 5 days. The
drift speed at Singapore is found to be negatively correlated with the magnetic
activity.

* iFuller analysis of the fading records show that the mean orientation of
I he irregularities at Tamale is along the N-S direction within an error of 4-10
degree. The elongation of the correlation ellipse is found to be 1.7 at Singapore,
about 5 at Ibadan and about 8 to 10 at Tamale.

Kelleher has suggested a modification of Phillips and Spencer's full
correlation analysis whereby the error introduced due to the slight differences
in the autocorrelograms at the three antennas are reduced. Morriss and Lyon
have suggested that some index of reliability should be given to the results of
analysis and have applied Briggs and Spencer's method using time delays and
their standard deviations for the equatoial stations where the irregularities are
highly elongated.

Prof. Maeda suggested that the effect of magnetic activity on the iono-
spheric dri.x should be further examined. He also suggested that experiments
should be undertaken to study the relation between the neutral and electron
drifts in the ionesphere.

Prof. Wright suggested that the latitudinal variation of the elongation
of the irregularities should be examined and more equatorial stations should
be established to determine the width of the excessive drift region over the
magnetic equator.

LI
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VII - EXOSPHERE

(Discussion leader: William B. Hanson)

Review Paper

The Electron DLstributlon In the Earth's Exosphere

by

J. 0. Thomas

Imperial College, University of London

It is generally agreed that the main constituent of the earth's atmo-
sphere at great heights above the earth is hydrogen. Hydrogen ions are formed
by the reaction:

O plus + H - Hplus + O

as was first pointed out by Dungey. The relative equilibrium concentrations
in the exosphere are determined largely by the importance of this reaction near
the base cf the neutral particle exosphere where the cross-section for collision
betw.een ions and neutrals is relatively high. The base of the exosphere near
1000 ka above the ground is the most probable level of origin for protons
entering the exosphere fron below after formation by the reaction referred
to above. Thus the reative abundances of 0 plus and H plus (and also of He
plus) ions at the base of the exosphere controls the electron and ion distribu-
tion tinoughout the exosphere. The proton number density is given by the
chemical equilibrium expression given by Hanson and Ortenburger(l) in 1%1:

[H plus] = (9/8) [H] [0 plus][0]

These workers also shoved that conjugate F2 peaks are only weakly
coupled with the pr3tons in the protonsphere.

The structure of the lower exosphere has been discussed by a large
number of workers. Detailed references are given by Angeraxni and Thomas(2).
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Some important equations (given with the usual nomenclature as used in that
paper) are presend below.

For the electron density Ne on a line of force we have

N (s) Teo z I 1/(1-{C)

= TeS) L (lI/r) , exp J
N ,o T(s) Hf

The suffix zero refers to values at the critical or base level in the
exosphere (,-1 1000 km) on the line of force; z is the geopotencial altitude,

HI = k To/migo ; C = Te,!Tlo; i = 1, 2, 3, for 0 plus, He plus and H plus
respectively and

n [He plus]

7) = 711 + T:. + 713; ,- = etc.
n [ 0 plus]

so that ,, is the number density of He plus normalized to that of 0 plus at
the base of the exosphere.

For Te = T, the power which the quantity in the square bracket

is raised becomes .

The densities of two ions will be equal at transition levels given by

zli = Hj/(H - H,) In (77j/77i)

Figure I shows data on the electron density to distances of - 5R, as
obtained from whistler studies. Figure 1 is taken from Thomas and Dufour(3)
in which detailed source of references to the various curves are given. At
approximately 3. 5Re during "average" conditions, the electron density decreases
suddenly by a factor of ten in a distance of about Re/1 0 . The 'knee" has been
observed by Carpenter using whistler data and also by Gringauz During storms
the knee moves nearer the earth (R. - 2). A diffusive equilib,-ium theory is
believed to apply up to, but not beyond the knee. For distances equal to or
greater than 4R. collisionless plasma theory must be used.

It has been shown (3) that good agreement between theory and
experiment (see Fig. 2) can beo. , ,."; if a proper a.l.wa.c is made for the

latitudinal dependence of the ionic abundances at the base of the exosphere.
The agreement between experimental N, (h) profiles and theoretical profiles
computed using a diffusive equilibrium theory and observational data from
Alouette I and from Ariel I requires that the proton abundance at 1000 km
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I decrease with latitude as shown in Fig. 3. The general shape of the proton
distribution given is Fig. 3 has been verified by recent experiments.

In Figures 4 and 5 the proton distribution resulting from the calculations
of Thomas and Dufour (31 are combined with the Ariel 1 data to give a complete
picture of the ion relative abundances at 1000 km which are consistent with the
Alouette I and Ariel I observation and would give the observed whistler electron
density profiles.

?S

EXPERIMENTAL EXOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY
PROFI LES

-5K 0 STOREY (1953)
b ALLCOCK (1959)

4 hC CARPENTER (1963)
o104 d SMITH (1960),(1961)

e POPE (1961). (1962)
>: f BOWLES (1962)- i 3  

g SCHMELOVSKY (1960)
z SCHOUTE-VANNECK
102o.- Ca~ MUIR (1963)

0I.-

o010
- -AWW

I I .
2 3 4 5 6 7

GEOCENTRIC DISTANCE, earth radi

LATITUDE OF FOOT OF FIELD LINE AT 1000 kin, deg

Fig. I -- Examples of experimental observaions of exospheric electron density
in the equatorial plane. The arrow, f, represents a range of values
obtained by the incoherent scatter technique. The other data are
derived from whistler observations made at different times under a
wide variety of solar and magnetic conditions. The arrow, i, ap-
proximates the region in which the Alcuette I observations of electron
density for 1,000 km lie. Detailed references to the original sources
are given in Thomas and Dufour(3).

J4
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL EXOSPHERIC
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS

I05

>-, . 0C- EARLIER THEORETICAL
105  

-' ' b- PROFILES
zd

z 102 -' THEORETICAL PROFILE
0 .. IN THE PRESENT PAPER

- APPROXMATE ZONE
to 10,,Yll OF EXPERIMENTAL

• JOBSERVATIONS

2 3 4 5 6 7

GEOCENTRIC DISTANCE, earth radii
VI.,., • .t I

0"2030 40 50 60 65
LATITUDE OF FOOT OF FIELD LINE AT 1000 km, deg

Fig. 2 - Comparison of experimental and theoretical electron density distribu-
tions in the whistler medium. The shaded area represents
approximately the zone in which the experimental profiles of Fig. 1
lie. Curves a and b were taken from Bates and Patterson, curve c
from Dungey and curve d from Johnson. The electron density distribu-
tion given by Johnson applies along a line of force. The equatorial
profile, d, was obtained using a constant density at the reference-level.
Detailed references are given in the paper by Thomas and Dufour(J).

PREDICTED LATITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION

OF PROTONS AT 00 kmL I
0 [ °A Fig. 3 - Theoretically predicted

8 "9 abundance of H plus ions at 1000 km
0 :oas a function of magnetic latitude near

NIGHT 1500 and 0300 LMT calculate.a for the
summer of 1962 - the period in which

,. .the published Ariel I data were recorded.

0 "The experimental points A and B derived
W f.om the Ariel transition altitude (He

- DAY plus -> H plus) data lie very close to
the theoretical curve calculated in the

F O way described in Thomas and Dufour(3).
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE, deg
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;ONIC RELATIVE ABUNDANCES AT 1000 km
LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS

SUMMER
DAY 6* 900 o NIGHT

03-

. +
S* 30, 30

600 60*

9W'
WINTER

Fig. 4 - Exospheric ionic relative abundances at 1,000 km for diffirent latitudes
for typical daytime and nighttime conditions in summer and winter
in a sunspot minimum solar epoch. The relative abundance of 0 plus,
He plus and H plus ions at any latitude is given by the radial width
of the shaded area corresponding to each ion. The picture presented
is a composite one, consistent with the experimental results obtained
fiom Alouette I, Ariel I and from whistlers.
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IONIC RELATIVE ABUNDANCES AT 1000 krr
DIURNAL VARIATION, SUMMER

LOCAL NOON X- 50* N

jej

0600 1800

LOCAL MIDNIGHT

Fig. 5 - Diurnal variation in the summer exospheric ionic composition at
1,000 kin, at 500 N geomagnetic latitude, during a sunspot minimum
solar epoch. The picture presented is a composite one, consistent
with the experimental results obtained from Alouette I, Ariel I and
from whistlers.
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THE ELECTROM DENSITY IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

by

J. J. Angerami* and D. L. Carpenter

Stanford University, Stanford, California, U.S.A.

Analysis of nose whistlers recorded at Eights Station Antartica,
shows that the electron density in the equatorial plane decrease smooth-
ly with geocentric distance, except for a very sharp decrease of more
than one order of magnitude at about 4 RE. This change is called"I
the "knee" of the distribution and marks the equatorial crossing of
the field-aligned boundary which separates the magnetosphere in two
distinct regions.

The inner region (Plamasphere) is characterized by densities
in excess of 10 electrons per cubic centimeter and by mean free paths
that are short compared to the length of the field line linking the
conjugate ionospheres. The relative abundance of collisions leads to an
isotropic distribution of velocities and a hydrostatic support of ioni-
zation along the geomagnetic field.

In the outer region, because the densities are lower and the
temperatures are higher (around 30000K), the mean free path is larger
than the length of the line of force joining the conjugate ionospheres.
Thus the distributions of electrons along a line of force is governed
not by hydrostatic equilibrium, but rather by ballistic motions of the
ions coming from below"2).

The experimental data is shown by plots of electron density
in the equatorial plane versus geocentric distance, and plots of electron
content in tubes of force (with 1 cm2 cross section at 1000 km, and
limited by this level and the equatorial plane) versus dipole latitude at
1000 km.

(*) On le.ve from Escola Politcnica da Universidade dc SAo Paulo, Brasil.
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A full ac'Pmt of this vork -il be published in the J. GeqohNs-
Researdi, in early 1966. Det2ls on the diurral and magnetic actkvity
variations of the Jee, as well zs plasma motions on ther my-ne o-phwe
can be found in a companion paper by D. L. Carpenter. v, be muhlished
in the- stAme Journal

a.A- - -

3 5

P-E1

DPOL LAMMuE (WOkm

Fig 1 - The upper figure is the equatorial profile corresponding to
a night of ve-y low magnetic activity (K,- 0). causing the
'knee" to be removed beyond 5.8 RE (geocentric). Note the
flattening of the profile below 3.8 RE and the gradual
decrease from this point up to 5.8 R. All points in the plot
come from the same whistler, with 24 independent compon-
ents.- The bottom figure shows the same data in terms of
tube content versus dipole latitude at 1000 km. This content
should not be confused with the content measured by Doppler
shift from satellites. From 509 to 570 the content increases,
mainly due to increase in volume of the tubes of force
Above 570 the decrease in density compensates the increase
in volume and the content levels off.
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Fig. 4- Electron densit3, in the equatorial plane, including the nigt-
time data of Fig- 27 and daytime points from 11 different
days with K, in the range 2 to 4, in the period July'-August,

1963. Note that inside the 'knee" at 4 RE the day and night-J
time densities area are about the same. Towards lower altitudes
the nighttime data follows the reference profile, although
the dayti-me points lie above it. This is evidence or' a day-
night variation which tends to increase dunwards. Just
beyond the "knee" the densities at n-;.:-_ht are lower than at
daytime. The profile outside die "knee" is well defined in
daytime up to 7 Ka:_, w~here the density reaches I el/cm3 . The
uncertainty of this value, due to various factors (such as
distortion of the magnetic field by the solar wind, thermal
effects on whistler propagation, etc. ) is not greater than a
factor of--' 2.
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Sforce in the region inside the "knee". at nighttime. The

, filled circles wvere detenmined from the equatorial profile of
" Fig. 1, assuming diffusive equilibrium along the magmetic
; field lines '31 with a uniforma temperature of 120opK and H
l plus concentration of 4096 at 1000 Krm. The times of the
({ Alouette recordings wvere within 30 minutes of the whistler
t measurements.
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Fig. 6 - The relative variation of electron density along a line of force
crossing the equator at 4RE. The diffusive equilibrium model
is applicab~l in the region inside the "knee'. Tht collision-
less model", describes -ell the variation of electron density
along the lines of force in the tenuous region outside the
"knee". As the piot shows, the empirical model N. cc R-' is
a good approximation for the collisionless mode"

References

(1) Carpenter, D. L., Whistler Evidence of a "Knee" in the Magnie-
tospheric Ionization Density Profile, J. Geophys. Res. 68, 1675-
1682, 1963.

(2) Eviatar, A., A. M. Lenchek and S. F. Singer, Distribution of
Density in an Ion-Exosphere of a Non-Rotating Planet, The
Physics of Fiuid&, 1964.



EXOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES OBTAINED FROM

INCOHERENT SCATTERING MEASURE.MNTS

by

I?

D. T. Farley

Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lima, Peru

During the period 1-3 February 1965. continuous measurements
of electron density up to rl'titudes above 4000 km were obtained at Ji-
camarca. Between 3000 and 5000 kbm, the densities were always some-
what less that 10' cm "t, with a variation of about a factor of two
throughout the day. The measurements were very consistent on

V- successive days, and the accuracy of the profiles at 4000 km is estimated
to be - 20% or better. The results are consistent with various whistler
measurements made at different times, and are presented in the follow-
ing four figures.
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Fig. I - Three profiles
of electron density taken at
nearly the same time on three

sucessive days. T ,.
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ZA" Fig. 2 - A series of
electron density profiles taken
throughout a 24-hour period.
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~Fig. 4 - Comparison of electron densities obtained at Jicamarca with
those obtained from some whistler measurements. This

figure is adapted from Fig. 8 of Carpenter and Smit! r-ev-
of Geophys., 2, 415, 1964).



MEASUREMENTS OF 1 TO 4 MEV TRAPPED PROTONS IW THE

EQUATORIAL MAGNETOSPHERIE

'by

G. C. Theodoridis and F. R. Paolini

American Science and Engineering, Inc., Cambridge

Massachusetts, U.S.A.

and

L. Katz and D. Smart

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

A Blue Scout Junior vertical probre launched on 30 March 1965
from Cape Kennedy reached a peak altitude of about 16,500 kn. It
crossed magnetic shells with L from about 2 to 3.7, at magnetic latitudes
from 400 to the magnetic equator. The probe carried instruments to
mea;ure the flux energy spectra, and pitch angle distributions of trapped
protons and electrons in various energy ranges.

The data presented in this paper concern protons between 1
and 4 Mev and were obtained from a solid state spectrometer. This
instrument consisted of two ORTEC solid state detectors each with a
depletion depth of about 200 microns. Pulses recorded in the first
detector alone, in anticdincidence with pulses from the second detector,
correspond to protons of energy below 5 Mev which 'are stopped in the
first detector and therefore produce a pulse proportional to their total
energy. Spectral information was derived by pulse height analysis.

The field of view of the detector was a cone with half angle of
3.30. The spectrometer output was sampled 60 times per second and
the probe spin frequency was about 3 rotations per second. Thus pitch
angle distributions with good angular resolution could also be obtained.
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Figure 1 gives a summary of recorded perpendicular intensities
of protons above 1 Mev along the path of the rocket. Intensities are
plIntted versus the magnetic shell parameter L. The figure includes also
the corresponding values of the magnetic field B and the geomagnetic
latitude k.

Complete integral spectra over the energy range from about 1
to 4 Mev have been obtained for magnetic shells above L -~ 2.5. Two
such spectra are shown in Fig. 2. Within the accuracy of the measure-
ments, obtained spectra agreed with an exponential energy dependence
exp (- E/EO). In the sampled region the slope parameter E. assumed
values between approximately 0.4 and 0.6 Mev.

F Ez 1.0±0.1 Mev

-2.4* 230* 142z t=6.i i3r 7zS 6

0000029 0024 V107?o~oo~~7:

1-0
LU I B OI

0 X

i ~~~104  , . , I

2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 31 3.3 3.5 3.7
~L

Fig. 1 Perpendicular proton intensities above I Mev measured along
the rocket trajectory.

L
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Fig. 2- Integral enrgy spectra of protns betwn I and 4 Mev.

Figure 3 gives pitch angle distributions for protons of energy

above I Mev at two points along the rocket trajctory. Due to the nearly
perpendicular orientation of the probe spin awis with respect to the

local magmetic field vector a complete scanning of pitch angles was

possible during the largest part of the trajectory.

On the basis of pitch an* distributions measured near the

equator, information can be derived about perpendicular intensities at

points situated at higher magnetic latitudes on the same maipetic shell.

Using perpendicular intensities derived in this manner from measured
pitch angle distributions, and perpendicular intensities directly record-

ed along the rocket path, contodrs of intensity versus L at constant I
can be constructed. Some of these are given in Fig. 4. Isointensity
contours presented in Fig. 5 were derived from the intensity curves of
Fig. 4, in the polar geomagnetic coordinat,-' R and X.
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Fig. 5 - Isointensity contours of piotons above I mev.

Proton data obtained by Davis and Williamson, with Explorer
XII agree well with the intensity levels of protons above I Mev around
Lz3 reported here. Spectral slopes in this region are in agreement as
well. In summary, low energy proton perpendicular intensities up to
about 5 x 10/cm2 sec sr were observed at LI.3 to 3.5 near the magnetic
equator. Measured pitch angle distributions were used to derive the
perpendicular intensities at J igher magnetic latitudes. Integral spectra
between about 1 and 4 Mev exhibit an exponential energy dependence
with a slope E. 0.4 to 0.6 Mev.



* EXPLORERi XX OBER xIONs AT CONJUGATE, DIJCTS

by

* T. E. VanZandt, B. T. Loftus and WV. Calvert

NBS. CRPL, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.

Ccnjugate ducting is observted fr-equently on Explorer XX

(Fixed-Frequency Topside Sounder) records. Several ducts are shown

in Fig. 1; they rngefrom 3 to 2k- n N-Sdiesions.

Z70 250 2W0

0 i ~ i

- I-1._____ * ~jE

64 SEPTEMBER t4/~1 ZI/O3I LUT

Fig. 1I A typical record with conjugate ducts, at times of 1006/52,
1007,/01, 1007/51, 1007/52 and 1008/00 (HRMI/SEc).
Multiple echoes can be seen at 1007/52 on the 2.85 MHz
record, at 800, 500, and 200 km of virtual range. The last

multip& has a'time deliy of 317 msec on a path of 95,000 km.
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Figure 2 shor's the geographical and diurnal variation of the

ducts observed in the Ame ican zone during September 1964. From the
September and October data we conclude that during the autumnal
equinox season of 1964, ducting was common from 0200 to 0900 hours
and rare from 1000 to 1800 LT. We do not yet have enough data for
the 1800 to 0200 L' hour period. It vill be interesting to find the time
of onset of ducting.

N CONUOGATE DXTS
4 ,0" 

-

2(r - • ~o a 1 -
WC5. . _f~

r-

40'O-  .,47 ,J

0 I0" KF 600 40"

GEDGRAPHIC LONGITUDE

Fig. 2 - The locations of conjugate ducts observed during September
1964. Curves of constant dip are also shown.

The rate of occurrence of conjugate ducts on Hawaii records
during the same period was an order of magnitude smaller.

The most striking feature at Fig. 2 is the abrupt decrease in
occurrence at a dip of about 550 (or apex radius -~ 1.75 earth radii).
Conjugate ducts are observed monthly on 1.50 MHz, less often on 2.00
MHz, rarely on 2.85 MHz, and never on 3.72 MHz. However, most of
the occurrences of conjugate ducting on 2.85 MHz were near the 55,
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cutoff. Since the AN at the apex of the line of force necessary for
ducting is a rapidly increasing function of frequency, and since N is a
rapidly decreasing function of the apex height, this implies that AN/N

a' a fixed height increases with latitude up to the 550 cutoff and then
decrease poleward.

These observations provide the parameters for design of
experiments to obserce conjugate ducting from the ground. The
transmitter should be locate at a dip of less than 550 and should be
operated at a frequeucy of 3 MHz or less. Of course, these limits may
vary with seasons ' r sunspot number, but it is very unlikely that ducting
could be observed at a dip of 70P on . 10 MHz.

I

I,



OBSERVATION OF COHERENT RADIO SCATTER FROM

IIRREGUARITIES 6000 KM ABOVE THE MAGNETIC

EQUATOR

by

Robert Cohen and Kenneth L. Bowles

Jicamarca Radio Observatory, Lima, Peru

During some nights in April and May, 1964 remarkably strong
echoes were observed above Jicamarca at a range of 6000 km. They
were obtained only at night, and their iitensity varied in time. The
echo intensity increased and decreased in times comparable to the 15
minute integration interval. During several intervals when especially
strong echoes were visible on an oscilloscope, they were noted to fade
slowly, at about a 1 cyclk per second frequency. The half-width of the
region from which the echoes were obtained was about 400 km, an the
central ranges observed did not vary more than about 500 km from
the nominal 6000 kn, previously mentioned. See Figs. 1 and 2.

JICAMARCA, PERU

1964 APRIL 8

2136 - 2149 (75 w)
49.92 MItz

0 1700 3100 4500 5900 63Wkm h

Fig. 1 The detected voltage received as a function of radar range
on the night of 8 April 1964. The tail of the F-layer is shown
at the left. The remainder of the F-region echoes have been
blanked out.
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I t JICAMARCA, PERU

1964 MAY 21

oc Gdo' frO) 50

49.92 MlHz

*: |

6000 km

F. 2 - Details of the echo-intensity versus height on 21 May 1964.

U

It is presumably impossible to achieve orthogonality between

the Jicamarca antenna beam and magnetic field lines 6000 km above

Jicamarca, and the angle between them is estimated at about 870. The

echoes presumably originated from field-aligned or horizontally aligned

irregularities, and have not been observed since the months cited. The

presence of coherent echoes indicated that there was an irregularity
structure in the 6000 km region comparable to the 6-meter wave length
of the exploring radar.



7-SYNCHROTRON RADIATION MEASLUEMETS AT 3ICAIMARCA

by

D. T. Farley

Jicamarca Radar Observatory, Lima, Peru

On August 25-26, 1965 the amount of synchrotron radiation
reaching the earth at a frequency of 50 MHz was measured. Cne quarter
of the large crossed dipole array at Jicamarca was used as the antenma.
The beam-width was about 20. The signals from the two orthogonal
linear polarizations were fed into separate receivers. Assuming the
synchrotron radiation to be linearly polarized, with the plane of
polarization at an angle a to the plane of polarization corresponding to
receiver A, the voltage imputs to receivers A and B can be represented
as follows.:

VA V.-A + V. (cos a) + -t VNP

Vj= V. + V. (sin a) + , V.IA

where VIA and VxB are uncorrelated signals due to the randomly
polarized cosmic noise, and V. is the synchrotron noise. The terms
involving y arise from the crosstalk due to lack of complete orthogona-
lity between the antenna polarizations.

After phase detection, the A and B signals are digitized and
multiplied together and the results are summed (see Fig. 1). The uii-
correlated signals average to zero after sufficient integration, and we
obtain

(VA VD)* = , [(VxAj)* + (VNB-)*] + (V, 2)* cos a sin a

To measure small amounts of synchrotron radiation, it is obviously
crucial to have a as small as possible. In this experiment -y was
determined to be about 10- 3, implying an isolation of the order of
60 db between the two polarization. The observed synchrotron radi-
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ation, expressed in terms of temperature, was about 350 ± 5°K at 50
MHz. A significant fraction of this is presumably a residual effect of
the Starfish nuclear test of" 9 July 1962. However, in future measure-
ments, it may be possible to determine the background radiation from
the natural Van Allen belts, as suggested originally by Dyce and Naka-
dat". With the present experimcntal arrangement, it should be possible
to measure synchrotron radiation lcvels as low as 5-10'K (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 - Synchrotron radiation observations. The maximum value of
the galactic noise at 2000 hrs. was about 45,000fK, whereas
the minimum value at 0600 hrs. was about 50000K. The
measurements near 2000 hrs. show that y, the voltage cross-
talk ratio, was of order 0- or less. The observations near
0600 hrs. give a value of synchrotron noise power of about
350K. Note the Faraday rotation occurring after sunrise as
the ionosphere builds up.
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OBSERVATIONS OF SOLAR COSMIC RAY EVENTS DURING

SOLAR MINIMUM

by

A. D. Goedeke, A. J. Masley and G. W. Adams

Space Sciences Department

Douglas Missile and Space Systems Division.
Santa Monica, California

- Since February, 1962, numerous increase of solar cosmic ray
intensities have been observcd directly by polar orbiting satellites and
space probes, and indirectly by riometers located at high geomagnetic
latitudes. About 30 events have been recorded to date, 10 of which
were well defined solar cosmic ray events and were observed by the
Douglas riometers located at McMurdo Sound, Antartica and the conju-
gate point as Shepherd Bay, N. W. T., Canada.

Many of The events were not associated with solar activity.
There is some e-vidence of a 27-day recurrence tendency and that the
sun may be continually accelerating low-energy protons from one main

active region. These low energy, low intensity events nave steep energy
spectra with few protons aboVe 10 MeV. They are normally below the
threshold of riometer detection, even at very high polar latitudes.

In addition to the proton events, three solar electron events
I, were conclusively identified by Iowa detectors on Mariner IV. This is

the first direct evidence for the existence of solar accelerated electrons.
* The electrons had energies greater than 40 kev with steeply falling

eicrgy spectra.

I.)
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Tab!e I below shows the observed solar cosmic ray intensity
e -hAncenents since Febzuary 1962. The chekmarks identi, hose
events uasi ij- -, s ca! solar comc ray eients. These

e-eras had high enah in sties and enegies to be well obse ved
by high latitude riometers.

The unchecked events w.-ere lkw intensity, low energy events
below the dresho!d of romzeter de:ection. The three electron events
obsen ed by Van .Allen n Mariner IV are not shown.

TABLE I

Solar Cosmic Ray Increases

FEB 2, 1962 JUL 21, 1963

FEB12 SEP 14

IFEB 2D -fSEP 20

\lOCT 23 xfSEP 26

'/ FEB 9, 1963 OCT 30

MNIAR 9 V LAR 16, 1964

APR 5 JAN 8, 1965

V APR 15 1/FEB 5

VAPR 30 APR 17

MAY 27 MAY 27

JUN 14 JUN 1

JUN 25 JUN 12

JUN 28

JUL 3

JUL 13
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Of the 10 solar cosmic ray events we have observed, one was
due to a recurring region; 3 t0 flares east of central meridian; and 6
to flares west of central meridian, although the total number of flares
greater or equal to class 2 was somewhat higher for the east side. The
cast side events were smeared out low ihtensity events lasting several
days-. The events for which delay times could be determined were all
west side ev nts with delays of I to 2 hours, which is the approximate
rectilinear travel time of 30 MeV protons. These characteristics are
similar to those observed for solar maximum events - In contrast to thesimilarities between events near solar ma.,imum and solar minimum,

some of the differences are: (1) the frequency of occurrence of riometer
identifiable events is about i event per 4 months near solar minimum,
compared to I event per month near solar maximum; (2) the peak
intensities for the large solar minimum eients are down by about 10'
compared to the largest solar minimum events; and (3) although many
of the solar maximum events had substancial intensities for protons
in excess of 40 MeV, the solar minimum events reach galactic back-
ground at 40-100 MeV. Comments are made on captions of Figs. I and 2.

Because of the absence of adequate detection techniques during
the previous period of solar minimum, it is highly probable that of the
events since February 1962, only 5 could have been recorded.

f

1 .
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SOLAR COSMIC RAY SPECTRA
SOLAR MINIMUM
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Fig. 1 - Solar proton energy spectra for solar minimum events. The
spectra of the November 12, 1960 solar cosmic ray event is
shown for comparison. This plot is the Olgivie, et. al. (1962)
rocket spectrum adjusted to the maximum intensity of the
event. The September 21, 1963 data are from Injun I (Van
Allen, 1964) and from Alouette (Burrows, et. al., 1964).
The October 23 plot is from a differential spectrum furnish-

ed by McDonald (1963) and the two > 500KeV points are
from Mariner II (Van Allen, 1963). The two data points
denoted by squares are for the February 5, 1965 event and
are from Van Allen (1965). The spectra for the February
11, April 5, May 2, and May 27, 1963 events are from Bryant,
et al. (1965). The January 9, 1965 event is from Van Allen
1965), and the June 15, 1965 spectrum is from Krimigis
(private communication).
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FEB. 5.1965 SOLAR COSMIC RAY EVENT

I DETECTO J. 130 SEC STERADr 1
0.5 S ED It l1ky

.1 DETEYCTOR 02.5S El~IsCP SLETECTOR 02  L. PROTONS OBSERVEO
U-. E E.4 MeV ON WINER IV (VAN ALLENo

J0 (EP 50 IV). M (C 2 SECY 1

"I - (AFTER VAN A LLEN 10

9 1.4

.2

S31

FEBRUARqY 196S

Fig. 2 - Solar cosmic ray event of February 5, 1965-This figure shows
the counting rate profiles of the Iowa detectors Di, D2, and
B, on Mariner IV (Van Allen, et. al., S.U.I. Report 65-5)
along with the McMurdo 30 MHz absorption profile. The
dashed curve is the counting rate proyile of detector B (high
energy). The first increase was obser'ed at 1840 UT ± 10
minutes on Feb. 5, agreeing well with the start time
identified by the riometers. The peak omnidirectional
intensity by protons with energies greater than 50 MeV was
about 220 cr - sec- 1 and occurred a about 2200 UT, agreeing
closely with the time of peak absorption at McMurdo. There
were several relative maxima in the directional intensity of
0.5 < E, < 11 MeV protrons as seen in the figure. The
greatest value was - 130 (cm 2 sec sr)- 1 at about 0900 UT
on February 7.



SUMMARY OF THE SESSION

by

S. P. Dougherty

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics

University of Cambridge, England

A review and seven paper weve given under the title exosphere. There
was some discussion of the choice of title, and of the role of exospheric or
magnetospheric studies in the equatorial context, but our task here is only to
summarize the papers presented.

In his review, Dr. J. 0. Thomas outlined the present knowledge of the
ionized part of the atmosphere from above the F region (say 1.000 kin) to abuut
5 earth radii, and the theoretical interpretation. For the vast majority of the
particles (the thermal ones) a.good description is obtained by treating each flux
tube separately and supposing the plasma it contains to be in diffusive
equilibrium under gravitational, centrifugal and electrostatic forces. The
distribution of the electron and the three species of positive ions (H plus,
He plus, 0 plus) throughout space can be calculated if sufficient data is given
at a reference level (say 1.000 km). This data is itself still suibject to some
uncertainty, but information is now being gathered by topside sounders and
other means. Whistlers also give independent observations of the electron
density, mainly, in the equatorial plane.

On the shell L ,=' 4 there is a rapid decline in the electron density and
the temperature begins to increase with L. It appears that diffusive equilibrium
breaks down for the magnetosphere outside this shell, but this phenomenon is
not yet understood in detail.

Many other phenomena, for example whistler guidance, low frequency
emissions and Van Allen belts, occur in this region, but were not surveyed in
any detail since it was not proposed to spend much time on them at this meeting.

The first four research papers concerned the distribution of electrons
and ions i, the region of diffusive equilibrium; the remaining three dealt with
nbservations of highly energetic particles. In the first paper Thomas described
some of his more recent calculations which extend and improve the theoretical
picture mentioned in the review. The rate at which the electron density
diminishes with increasing distance has been observed to be greater than predict-
ed by simple theories, but this difficulty is resolved if one introduces a
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latitudinal variation of the relative abundances of the three ions as measured
at the base level, and a similar variation of temperature at that level. The
lighter ions must be more abundant at lower latitudes. This seems indeed to bejthe case, according to observations by the Alouette and Ariel I satellites.

Mr. J. Angerami's paper suggested that the rapid decline in electron
density at L = 4 (known as the "knee") might be explained by supposing that
at that level the mean free path of protons is comparable with the distance,
measured along the line of force between conjugate points. Below that level,
the gas may be treated as a simple fluid with isotropic pressure. Above it the
pressure may become anisotropic, or equivalently the particles may all be treat-
ed by the well known adiabatic invariant, and a distribution of pitch angles
must be specified. It is claimed that this difference in behavior can bring about
the "knee".

There foliowed papers giving .bscrvaticns of electron density at the
Jicamarca Observatory. Dr. D. T. Farley described recent electron density
profiles to heights of 5000 kin, taken by incoherent scatter. The results are In
good agreement with udistler measurements. Consistent and clean profiles are
obtained, and these are believed to be of good accuracy. Dr. R. Cohen describ-
ed a remarkable phenomenon as yet quite unexplained, in which a patch of
strong irregularities, perhaps roughly similar to spread-F, has occasionally been
observed vt a height of 6000 km. Some discussion followed, but nobody seemed
to have a ready explanation.

Turning to the papers on high energy particles, we shouid recall that
the magnetosphere contains the natural radiation known as the Van Allen belts,
the inner belt including protons with up to hundreds of MeV energy, as well
as electrons, while the outer mainly of electrons at rather lower energy. This
radiation is "trapped" by the earth's magnetic field. In addition, energetic
particles may be introduced artificially by a high-altitude nuclear explosion.
Such an explosion took place on July 9, 1962. Electrons were trapped on a
shell L __ 1.2. Their synehroton radiation may be observed by an equatorial
station such as Jicamarca, as we heard in detail at the First Symposium in Peru.

Farley reported briefly on results arising from a search for such radiation during
the recent manned space flight. The purpose of these observations was to
report the occurrence of any such explosion, for the safety of the astronauts,
a contingency which did not in fact, arise. However, it was of interest to note
that a weak residue of the 1962 radiation is still observable. It also appears
that the instrumentation at Jicamarca is now such that the synchroton radiation
from the natural Van Allen belts may be measurable soon, provided no further
high altitude explosion takes place.

Dr. G. C. Theodoridis presented a paper on some new observations of
the natural radiation. A rocket carrying a solid-state proton spectrometer was
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flown fairly close to the equator, to a height L ' 3.7. It explored the distribu-
tion of moderately energetic protons in the range I to 4 MeV in a region
corresponaing roughly to the minimum between the two main be!-:s. The energy
spectrum and pitch angle distribution of the prot-ns was recorded, this inform-
ation may be used to trace the distribution along the lines of force to higher
latitudes. Reasonable agreement with the results of other flights was obtained.

Finally :Dr. D. Goedeke reportcd a study of solar cosmic ray events at
sunspot minirn--i. These events are very much weaker than those at sunspot
maximum, but it appears that they are not noticeably P ss frequent.
Another interesting observation was that the onset of such an event was record-
ed simultaneously by a station on the earth (in the pola,- cap) and by instruments
cn the Mariner 4 space probe, which at that time was approaching Mars.
This indicates that the stream of solar protons must have been very broad.
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VIII - AIRGLOW

(Discussion leader: S. Silverman)

Review Paper

by

F. E. Roach

Central Radio Propagation Laboratory - ESSA, Boulder

Colorado, U. S.A.

The luminescence of the upper atmosphere known as the night airglow
has been historically distinguished from the aurora in that the excitation of
the emitting atoms or molecules is primarily due to in Stu reactions rather than
extraneous eveats.

The distribution is based upon the concept of auroral excitation by
energetic particles proceeding into the atmosphere under the influence of the
geomagnetic field.

There are several different airglows in both the spectroscopic and
physical senses. In the so called "chemical kitchen" (70 km to 100 km) emissions
are known to be due to hydroxyl (OH), sodium (the D-lines), atomic oxigen
(the 5577A lines) and molecular oxygen (fie H-erzberg bands). There is also a
"continuum" of unknown origin which seems to extend throughout the visible
spectrum. The 70 to 100 km airglows, especially 5577A and the continuum,
combine into an annular type layer visible, for example, to astronauts who
see it tangentially with significantly extended path length, thirty-five fold as
compared with the zenith path as seen from the earth's surface.

Of particular interest to students of equatorial aeronomy is the 6300A
emission from atomic oxygen which seems to originate in the F region of the
ionosphere (.ee Figure I for partial energy level diagram of atomic oxygen).
The association of this radiation with the rate of recombination in the F region
has been established by a series of Investigations due in large part to the late
Daniel Baibier and collaborators. In two flights from France to South Africa
it was shown that the zenith brightness of 6300 A displays two maxima
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symmetrical with respect to the magnetic equator strikingly similar to the vari-
ation of the ionospheric parameter: foF2 which has come to be known as the

equatorial anomaly, (see Figs. 2 and 3).

The temporal variations in the brightness of 6300 A in equatorial regions
have been shown to be proportional to the rate of recombination in the F-region.
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Fig. 1 - Energy Level Diagram of Ground States of Atomic Oxygen.
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Fig. 2 - Zenith brightness of 6300 A as a function of geographic latitude based
on a flight from France to South Africa by Barbier, Weill and
collaborators in November 1960.
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S. ILT< 2=1m

F 3 --Zcnith bfi htm ..---..ss of" 6303 A as a function of ge ,oa h cl tt d As
en fl~sh frem Fr.-", - to South Afica by Barbie. WV6il and
,,11bor.-s in NGvembe-r 1961.

Thz relationship can ba derived from basic physicai consideration if
the excitati on and thx recombinationa -e both tLK-en as due to rections of the

ty-pe:

0 plus + z- 0pius +0

0. plus - e - 0 (-D. + IS)

6300A or 55'7"7A

The reactions a.,e. as indicated. energetically capable of excitine atomic oxyge-.
to either the D or the S level and can thus produceceither the 6300 A or the
53-r/A radiation.- It is observed that the equatorial temporal variations in 6300 A
are acc-mpanied by concomitant Aariations in 5o:7 A waith ratio of intensities
1 [63001/1 5,55-771 of about 4!i .Another of reactions which may contribute
to the recombinaion and co the 6300 A but not 55-7 A optical emission is
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0 plus + N2 - NOplus + N

NO plus + e - N + 0 ('D)*-6300A

The observation of equatorial airglow contributes not only to our knowledge
of F-region recombination processes but also to both the vertical and horizontal
structure of the equatorial ionosphere. This is due to a semi-empirical
relationship (now known as the Barbie, formula) which puts the recombination
rate in terms of two pdrameters (foF2 and h'F) which are measured routinely
by students of ionograms:

Q6Io = A + B (foF2)2. exp [-(h'F-200)/H]

where H is a scale height referred to the neutral atmosphere The success of
*he formula in predictin- 6300A brightness is illustrated in Fig. 4. One of
.he consequences of the relationship is that it permits the study of a relatively
large ionaspheric sample coverea -%ith good ,esolution by a single photometer
at a given station in contrast with an ionospheric sounder which includes the
zenith with poor angular resolution. Although both foF2 and h'F are involved
in the Barbier's formula the more powerful te, m is usually the exponential
term involving h'F. In Figs. 5 and 6 are shown photometric maps of 6300 A
from observations made in Hawaii- In Fig. 5 we note that the Isophotes
delineate an 'arc" which is oriented along a magnetic parallel. Figure 6
illustrates a situation, often obse.ved, in which considerable detailed photometric
structure occurs. The closely spaced isophote lines imply strong local gradients
in foF2 and hF, chiefly the latter. Variations in h'F of many tens of kilometers
ever a horizontal distance of a few tens of km indicate a highly corrugated iono-
spheric structure. Under conditions such as those of Fig. 6 the ionograms
become very complex but their interpretations can be rationalized in part, at
least, by their study along with that of the photometric isophote maps.
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Fig. 4- Temporal variation in the Zenith brightness of 600 A at Haleakala

(Maui, Hawaii) for 11-12 Sept. 1961. Dashed curve illustrate the
calculated brightness for comparison with the solid curve (observed).

OClT On$ *64

Fig. 5- Isophote map showing existence of a 6300 A are from observations

at Haleakala (Maui, Hawaii).
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m+ + IHg. 6 - Isophote map showing detailed structure of 6300 A patterns.
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RECENT RESULTS OBTAINED BY D. BARBIER

IN THE EQUATORIAL AIRGLOW

by

G. Weill

Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, France

(Paper not available)



SOME RECENT STUDIES OF TROPICAL AIRGLOW

ENHANCEMENT

by

T.E. VanZandt, W. R. Steiger, F. E. Roach. V. L. Peterson

and R. B. Norton

NBS - Boulder Laboratories, Boulder, Colorado

It is shown that the Barbier formula assumes:

1 - No deactivation of 0 ('D);

2 - The rate of loss of electron is proportional to the electron
concentration;

3 - The neutral temperature is independent of height and
time;

4 - The normalized electron concentration, N(h)/Nm is" a
function cf (h-hm) only, and

5 - h is given by h'F + constant.

It is then shown that the Barbier formula can be improved to

Q = B 13. exp [-(h.-ho)/H] N. H

where B is a constant, / is the linear loss coefficient at h. and 1-1 is the
scale height of 0-. This formula relaxes assumptions (3) and (4) to:

3'. The neutral temperature is independent of height.

4'. The normalized electron concentration is a function of

[(h-h.,)/H] only.
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Also, assumption (5) can be improved by

5'. hm = h' (f = 0.815 foF2) or

hm a function of M 3000

It is shown that at Maui, Hawaii, the emission calculated using
the full theory of emission and electron concentration profiles inferred
from ionograms agrees well with the observed emission (Fig. 1).
However, there is a small amount of emission (0-100 Rayleighs) which
is uncounted for by the theory.

S.n 17/11 'I

tK LI. IM./

Z3- A4 4. 34 2

1 I 0 $I to Doff 40 to) a1 0 in

0 (CALCULATED) RAYLEIC41S

Fig. 1- Calculated versus observed emissions for Maui, Hawaii.

From a compvarison of sweeps of the 6300 and 5577A emission
it is inferred that the ratio [n° of excitations of O ( T) per recombi-
nation] / (ditto 0 (IS) I lies betw een 3 and 4.
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Maps of the vertical intensity of tropical atomic oxygen air-
glow enhancements are described. Frequently, the enhancements are in
the form of NS fingers, with very little enhancement between. The
fingers are often only 200 km apart. They last for 2-3 hours, disappear,
and then frequently resurge, in almost the same locations several hours
later. The enhancements in the zenith at Maui are mostly due to
changes in height of the ionosphere. This implies a strongly corrugated
ionosphere during enhancements.1"



THE 6300 A [011 AIRGLOW EMISSION: CALCUIATED

INTENSITIES FOR THE AMERICAS

by

S. M. Radicella

Universidad de Tucumdn, Argentina

(Paper not available)



SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN THE NOCTURNAL VARIATION OF

AIRGLOW 5577 A AND foF2 AT LOW LATITUDES

by

P. D. Amgreji

Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad 9, India

The mean nocturnal variation of 5577 A green airglow
intensity at Indian stations during IGY-IGC are compared. The stations
Srinagar (340N), Naini Tal (290N) and Mt Abu (250N) show a gradual

increase of the intensity until midnight followed by a steady decline.
The stations at Poona (190 N) and on the ship Soya (5ON to 50S during
its journey in the Indian Ocean) showed t:9 maxima near 2100 and
0300 hours. The double maxima in the nocturnal variation are found
to be less separated with increasing latitude and finally converge to a
single maximum at about midnight at 30°N latitude suggesting meridio-
nal movements of the green airglow cell. The general trend of the
nocturnal variations of the airglow intensity and of foF2 are similar.

4]
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AIRBORNE NIGHT AIRGLOW MEASUREMENTS IN THE SOUTH

ATLANTIC MAGNETIC ANOMALY*

by

T. P. Markham

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

and

R. E. Anctil

Lowell Technological Institute

It has been suggested by Cole (J.G.R., 66, 3064, 1961) and Gled-
hill and Van Rooten (Nature, 196, 973-975, 1962) that the precipitation of
electrons in the South Atlantic anomaly region should result in a
considerable enhancement of the airglow emissions in this region.
Measurements of the night airglow 5577 A and 6300 A [O1 lines were
made in the South Atlantic magnetic anomaly from an Ar Force KC-
135 Aircraft. The data does not show any intensity enhancement over
that found outside the anomaly region.

(') This paper has been submitted for publication elsewhere.



WORLD-WIDE OPTICAL EFFECTS IN THE

EARLY HOURS OF SC STORMS

by

G. Weill and J. Christophe-Glaume

Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, France

The occurrence of bright auroral displays and the expansion
" of the auroral zone tcwards the equator during the main phase of geo-

magnetic storms have long been recognized. Two distinct optical effects
which occur during the initial phase of the storms were recently
identified.

a) At SC time an aurora of moderate intensity develops at
the auroral zone and rapidly expands towards the poles. Seen from
inside the zone the display has the characteristic spectral features of
aurora, intensities in the kR range, and a blanket like appearance. The
intensity peaks approximately 45 minutes after SC. This effect does
riot extend appreciably outside the zone.

b) At middle and low latitude stations a synchronous effect is
observed on airglow. The effect is conspicuous on the 5577 A [01] linc
intensity, while the other airglow radiations are not appreciably
enhanced. Peak effect intensities, of the order of 20 Rayleighs, are
reached 45 and 70 minutes after the SC at Haute Provence and
Tamanrasset respectively.

About two hours after the SC the intensity of 5577 A [01]
increases again and is known to correlate with AH during the main
phase.



THE 5577 (01] AIRGLOW EMISSION INTENSITY DURING THE

HOURS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING AND FOLLOWING THE

SUDDEN COMMENCEMENT OF A MAGNETIC STORM

by

S. M. Silverman

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

and

W. F. Bellew

Northeastern University, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

A preliminary study of more than 30 cases at Sacramento
Peak, New Mexico confirms the existence of an increase in the 5577 A
LO] airglow emission intensity following the sudden commencement
of a magnetic storm noted by Glaume (Annales de G6ophysique, 1965).
The delay time of the intensity maximum is of the order of one hour
following the SC similar to that observed at Haute Provence and
Tamanrasset, and the intensity increase is of the same order of
magnitude. In contra distinction to the other stations, however, our
data indicate that the effect begins some hours prior to the onset of
the SC. Data from other stations is needed to define the phenomenon
mort definitely.

.
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SUMMARY OF THE SESSION

by

S. M. Radicella

Universidad Nacional de Tucumin, Argentina

Seven papers were presented in this session. These were devoted
primarily to the study of either the tropical arc of the 6300 A red line emissionI or the 5577 A green line emission.

*1
Dr. G. Weill presented the last results obtained by the late Dr. D. Barbier

of the behavior of the red line in equatorial and sub-equatorial regions in Africa
and also some modifications of the original Barbier formula that empirically
reiates airglow emissions and ionospheric parameters. With the improved
equation a better fit is obtained. On the same line Dr. VanZandt presented a
paper by himself, Steiger, Roach, Peterson and Norton where it is shown that
the Barbier formula can be improved by using, among other factors, a better
ionospheric height parameter, either hmax or M (3000). These authors have
observed that at Maui the photometer is looking at a very dynamic and corruga-
ted ionosphere and mention the importance of the comparison between the fine
structure of the red line emission and the features that appear on the ionograms.
Radicella had shown some results on the possibility of predicting the red line
behavior on a world wide basis using ionospheric data and the original Barbier
formula.

Weill and Christophc-Glaume and also Silverman and Bellew found a
very Interesting phenomenon: the increase of the 5577A green line emission
following a magnetic sudden commencement. This increase is of the order of
ten percent and its duration is of some hours. A latitudinal variation of the
phenomenon may occur. A paper by Markham and Anctil presented by Dr.
Silverman shows that no increase of the intensity of airgiov emissions is observ-
ed in the region of the South Atlantic magnetic anonlaly.

Dr. Rastogi presented a paper by Amgreji where a possible correlation
between green line emission and foF2 data for stations in India is discussed.
An apparent latitudinal movement of the green line airglov was found by
Amgreji.
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IX LOW LATITUDE CURRENT SYSTEM INCLUDING THE

ELECTROJET AND MAGNETIC VARIATIONS

(Discussion leader: A. T. Price)

REVIEW ON CURRENT SYSTEMS

by

S. Matsushita

HAO, CRPL and UC, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.

Sq Current Systems

As known very well, the external (overhead) and the internal (induced
within th2 earth) current systems are responsible for Sq variation. Cain and
Neilson (1963) obtained an external Sq current diagram by U. S. Weather
Bureau machine-mapping technique using spherical harmonic coefficients given
by Chapman (1919) (see Fig. 1). By the so-called numerical method Price and
Wilkins (1963) showed Sq current systems during the Second Polar Year. Using
the spherical harmonic method (or analytical method) Matsushita and Maeda
(1965) hax*e showed recently Sq current systems during the IGY. A global
presentation of a worldwide yearly average external current system viewed from
the magnetic equatorial plane at the 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 hours meridians
is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 presents external Sq current systems near ncon in three
longitudinal zones for each season with respect to geographic latitude (ordinate)
and dip latitude (thin solid curves). Thv, vertical straight lines indicate the
noon meridian in each zone, which corresponds to 30,E, 150E, and 90oW
geographic longitude. This diagram shows longitudinal and hemispheric
inequalities and gives an idea of how the daytime external Sq current and
equatorial electrojet shift during one complete rotation of the earth. The
longitudinal inequality of the electrojet seems to be caused by longitudinal
difference-, involved in Cowling and other tensor componer'ts of electric
conductivity and tidal wind systems. The hemispheric asymmetry was also
discussed by Van Sabben (1964).
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Fig. 1 - T£he external Sq current system for the mean equinox of 1902. Values
of current flow are in kiloamperes with a contour interval of 3000
amperes (Cain and Nielson, 1963).
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1/

-.. EXTERNAL SOLAR CURRENT SYSTEMS

7W

.,,,~.,

1-ig. 2 - A worldwide yearly average external current system during the IGY.
'1he current intensity between two consecutive lines is 25 x 103 amperes,
and the thick solid curves indicate the zero-intensity lines. The thin
.-olid and broken curves show counterclockwise and clockwise current
vortices, respectively. The numbers near the cross marks are the total
current intensity of these vortices in units of 10 amperes (Matsushita,
1965).
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EXTERNL Sq CURENT SYSTEMS NEAR NOON AT EACH ZONE
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Fig. 3- External Sq current systems near noon in three longitudinal zones,
which are divided with respect to geomagnetic longitudes, 1650, 2850,
and 45oE, during D months (January, February, November, and Decem-
ber), E months (March, April, September, and October), J months
tMay through August) and yearly average, 1958. The current intensity
between two consecutive lines is 25 x 10 amperes and the numbers
near the cross marks are the total current intensity in units of 10,

amperes.

Kato (1963) discussed Joule heating caused by the equatorial clectrojet
a'nd suggestred that the electron temperature is raised above the neutral particle
temperature by several tens of degrees. Electrical conductivity anomalies in
the earth's crust in Peru wvere discussed by Schmucker et. al. (1964); the Z
component shows peculiar v'ariations, and coastal edge effects are apparent.

Rocket observations of the equatorial electrojet over Thumba, India,
were made by Maynard et. al. (1965). Figure 4 shows the result at 1000 local
standard time on January 27, 1964; the total change in field between apogee

(170 kin) and 100 km below apogee was about 90 gammas. Somewhat lss
than one-half of this change, 35 to 45 gammas, should be apparent on ground
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records; Trivandrum showed about 30 gamma change. Figure 5-a shows a
rocket observation result over Woomera (30' 56'S, 136,31,E) at 1137 Australian
central standard time on March 12, 1964, and Fig. 5-b shows another rocket
observation over Wallops Island (38cN, 75oW) in June and October, 1964.
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1 Fig. 4- The difference between the measured field and Finch and Leaton
~field in gammas plotted with respect to the distance fom apogee
~(170 km) in kilometers (Maynard et. al., 1965).
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Fig. 5-b- Plots of iu versus th mesue ial field minus the cozunut
cd otal thefr l ascent portions of all flights; data ,-oint tak-'-

at intcrvals of approximately one second. Solid lines represent t.*e
data core-ted for effects due to -efide precession (D2-is et. aL.
1965).

L Variations and Current Systems

There are several reports of lunar variations- Onwumechilli (1964) and
Rao and Raja Rao (1963) discussed extraordinary L tides at magnetic equatorial
sessions, and Rastogi (1963, 1964) studied longitudinal inu...'ies of L vari-
ations. Matsushita (1964) c-btained L variations of three magnetic components
at Huancayo during the period from 1922 through 1947. Rao and R,.o (1965)
showed L horizontal drifts in the E and F2 region over Waltair India- The
NS and EW components of the drift in the E region were 7.2 sin (2t + 1850) m/s
3nd 9.6 sin (2t + 73o) ms, respectively; these seem to be much larger than
expected from magnetic data.

E Concerning the lunar current systems, Matsshita and Maeda (1965)

studied -dl avaible results of lunar analysis of geomagnetic data from a total
of 3? stations and showed external and intemnal current systems. Figure 6
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presents tke external L current systems for a mean lunation during an average
activity period for three seasons, which arc viewed from the magnetic equatorial
plane at 1200 lunar time meridian; these are compared also with sola: current
systems in Fig. 6.

£X7~AL IM UXTRIL L

£- - - ---

Fig. 6 T-be external L current systems for a mean lunation (right) and the
external Sq (left) average worldwide in three seasons iewed from the

magnetic equatorial plane at 12 h meridian. The numbers near the
....... ar o fl - to,., c.uTeni inize_-Tiiv or counter-clockwise (solid
curves) and clockwAise (broken curves) v-ortices in units of W3 amperes.

The current intensity between two consecutive liner, is 103 amperes
for L and 25 x UP amperes for Sq.
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REVIEW ON MAGNETIC VARIATIONS

by

S. Matsushita

HA, CRPL and UC, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.

Colorado, U.S.A.

Definition

We need to define a few subject matters in order to avoid confusion
among researchers. Some wo.kers define Sq as an absolutely quiet daily vari-
ation which is free from the effects caused by solar winds and the magneto.
sphere. This definition is convenient in discussions of theoretical models, but
is difficvl: to obtain from actual data. Practically speaking Sq can be derived
from relatively quiet days in an averaged form as Chapman and Ba.tels (1940)
and Prio and Stone (1964) discussed. We can assume that except at high
latitudes, thus obtained variation is fairly free from solar wind and magneto-
sphere effects. We may discuss a quiet-day variation (which can not be called
as Sq) from observed data at an individual station on -m .dividual day. In
other words, "Sq" indicates an average behavior of quiet-day variaticn, and
an individual "quiet day" variation has a possibility to include disturbance effects
slightly larger than Sq variation has. To obtain Sq, five international quiet
days are not very favorable as Matsushita and Maeda (1965) discussed.

The so-called equatorial electrojet is a part of the external current
system which As reponsible for Sq or quiet-day magnetic variations: the enhance-
ment of th.e curr-ait is caused by a special situation of electric conductivity over
the magnetic equatorial zone. To discuss the jet using geomagnetic data
however, workers often separated the jet from the middle-latitude current
system. This is again a practical method: to discuss day-to-day, seasonal, and
sunspot-activity variations of the jet, we should not forget that the jet is a part
of the middle-latitude current system (Mayaud, 1963).

There are several equatorial parameters such as geographic, geomagnetic
and magnetic equators (de Alvarez, 1963). The best equator to explain geo-
magnetic variations was discussed many years ago by several workers, such as
Hasegawa and Ota (1950). This subject has been revived recently. Chernosky
et aL. (1964) showed several of the equatorial parameters: dip 0'. horizontal
intensity maximum, total intensity minimum, csmic ray minimum, equinoctial

F solar perpendicular and so on, as shown in Fig. 1. Price and Wilkins (1963) I
used mean magnetic latitude, namely an average of geomagnetic and magnetic
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latitudes, and Onwumechilli (1i964) discussed an effective equator, such as
amean normal equator" or U"'two-to-onfl equator". Since we can not get rid of the
longitudinal effect whichever one we take, it scems to be simpler to stick with
dip latitudes and to obtain longitudinal inequalities which are mainly caused
by tidal winds controlled by geographic latitudes and partly caused by differences
of main magnetic field intensity, hence electric conductivity, and by inzduction
effects in the ionosphere and below the ground.

IV

G0 so* #cc 1ZO' 04op S C Sao 86O'W e L4. Z? OP 600, 07, a. JOS Vf a- Z 4. &D

4SV - ---- SP .......... Cell

CIP No -1-- kK ti -

Fig. I -Equatorial loci of magnetic field parameters as obtained 0:- derived
from U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office charts and cosmic ray minima
showving: (a) relationship of magnetic dip equator (MDE), horizontal
intensity maimum (1411E), total intensity minimum (TIE), and cosmic
ray minimum (CRE); (b) similarity of magnetic dip equator (MDE),
cosmic ray minimumn (CR13), and equinoctial solar rperpendicular
(ESP); and (c) seasonal shift in points of perpendicularity derived
from parameters rekhted to solar noon altitude and gearnagnetic inclin-I: ation at times of June solstice (JSP). equinox (ESP), and Decembersolstice (DSP). (CT'eraoskcy et al., 1964).
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Magnetic Variations

Daily and seasonal changes of quiet-day magnetic variations were
discussed by Godivier and Crenn (1965) for Tchad, tiy Ogbuehi and Onw-ume-
chilli (1964) for Nigeria, by Osborne (1964) for Peru and by Yacob and Khanna
(1963) for India. Daily, seasonal, and sunspot-number variations of H and Z
.long and near the jet in India, Africa, and the Pacific were studied by
Chapman ond Raja Rao (1965). A solar control of Sq (H) at Alibag was discussed
by Yacob and Prabhavalkar (1965). A detailed study of Sq variations during
the IGY was made by Price and Stone (1964) and Mvlatsushita and Macda (1965).

Recent analysis of stratospheric winds showed an equatorial oscillation
of about 26 months, whose largest amplitude is at about 25 km. Stacey and
Wescott (1963) suggested that these stratospheric oscillations reach up to iono-
spheric heights and showed that monthly mean values of H at Alibag and Apia
iidicate 26 or 27 month periodicity. However, a spectral analysis of the monthiy
average daily amplitude of H at Huancayo made by London and Matsushita
(1963) shows a peak at 6 months indicating an equinoctial maximum; nothing
is evident in the neighborhood of 26 months (see Fig. 2). Shz iro and Ward
(1964) reached the same conclusion.

0 .w

* 250

II

0

o 24 12 3 2

i - Period (months)

Fig. 2 Spectral estimate of the monthly avera.ge daily rnl L''  
K2f at

rluancayo, Peru (!922-1959), (London and Matsushita, 1963).
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE Sq-FIELD IN EQUATORIAL REGIONS

by

G. A. Wilkins

H. M. Nautical Almanac Office, England

Techniques for the interpolation of the components of the Sq-

field variations over the earth at any instant of universal time, for the

4determination of a potential function that represents both the north

(X) and east (Y) components, and for the separation of the potential

* . into parts of external and internal origin were described by Price and

Wilkins (1963). These techniques were applied to the Sq-field in the

J-months of the second International Polar Year (1932-3) but, although

the broad features indicated in the maps are believed to be substantially
correct, the maps do not show correctly the field in equatorial regions
for the following reasons:

a) The available data did not suggest that the line of max-

imum range of the horizontal component lies along the magnetic dip
equator in all longitud,-s as is now generally believed;

b) The mesh used in the analysis was too coarse in the
equatorial regions to allow a proper representation of the equatorial
peak at midday;

c) Much of the detail given by the numerical results is not

shown in the diagrams reproduced in the paper; in particular the maps
of the equipotentials fail to show clearly that the electrojet lies well

* within the northern current system at each epoch; and

d) No special attemps (apart from averaging over the twenty
international quiet days of each season) were made to eliminate the
effects of the L and SD-fields.

The experience gained in that study (which was largely carried
out in 1950-1) suggests that the following points should be borne in
mind in studies of the Sq-field in equatorial regions:
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a) There are no clear criteria by which the effects of the so-
called "normal Sq" and "electrojet" can be distinguished, and for most
studies of the electrojet effect it seems desirable to consider the field
over a range of at least 20 in latitude on each side of the dip equator;

b) The field shows complex changes with latitude, longitude
and universal time, and it is unlikely that it can be adequately represent-
ed by a small number of parameters; similarly any general interpret-
ations based on only a few characteristics of the observations at a small
number of stations are likely to be misleading;

c) The variations in both X and Y (or H and D) should be
considered together on a regional basis and used to determine the
cquipotencial lines for the field; such a representation shows clearly
Clo significant change- in direction, as well as intensity, of the field;

d) The variations in the vertical component (Z) play a
dominating role in the separation of the field into parts of external and
internal origin; their pecul;ar and irregular behavior makes this a
difficult task and careful study of the Z-variations over the region is
required. Since the rates of change of the field with both time and
position are much larger than in temperate latitudes, the relative ratios
of the external and internal parts may not be the same as that obtained
in early spherical harmonic analyses of the Sq-field.

The method of spherical harmonic analysis is not by itself
suitable for analysing the field in equatorial regions since many terms
(at least 80) are required to fit adequately the variations at midday
at the dip equator. The methods of Price and Wilkins can be used on
a regional basis, but a reasonable approximation to the world-wide field
must be included if a satisfactory separation of the potential is to be
obtained. Alternatively these methods could be applied to the difference
between the observed field and an arbitrary, synthetic field based on
a spherical harmonic analysis (to low order) of the field in temperate
latitudes.

The external current system responsible for the Sq-variations
appears to lie in the E-layer of the ionosphere at a height (approximate-
ly 105 km) that is small in comparison with the radius of the earth;
the equipotentials of the external field therefore correspond closely to
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the current lines of the ionospheric systcm, and can be used to estimate
the variations in integrated current density over the layer. Reliable
determination of the current function and of the way in which it
changes with latitude, longitude and universal time will require a better
distribution of observations than is now available, and may demand
the development of new techniques for the analysis of the data.
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by

Denis G. Osborne

Unh-arsity College, Dar es Salam.

Tanzania

This caper surreys the information gin by a .vgic stai
about C er-enIs. Some aplcations are made to intepret

rnagW& data in equatoia- regions.
The Northward Md. X, due to a mfom slee. of eastward

acrr3t is gIen by

X a1 1  (gnmma)

wiwre a is a caqsant and !. is the current intensity in the eastward
direction in A,&n. For an ionospheric current sheet at 100 km with
an induced image current at - 600 kin we have a - I as shown by
Chapman and Bartels (1944). The earth's curmaure has only a small
efFect on the calculated value for a. If the eastward current intensity
vanes with northward distance linearly, as shown in Fig. i, the same
relation holds with I as the intensity at the overhead point. Ap-
proximately 7096 of the field X due to aj infinite uniform current sheet
at 100 km comes from current flowing in au ionospheric element 400

km square wkith sides north and east, centered 3bove the magnetometer.
It folloxs that a imagnetometer records current fluctuations in
approximately this area of the ionosphere.

The Eastward field, Y, is given similarly by

Y = a I.,

where x represents northward direction. If the earth rotates umder a
quasi static current system the rate of change of a component vith
time is a measure of its eastward space gradient. Thus
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dY/dt = (dy/dt) (dY/dt) = a (dy.!dt) d&/dy

The rotation speed dy/dt is aboaw 1,60G kmfhoaur at the
equator.

I I.

"The Vertical ReOcK 7, contrasts x~ith the horizontal components
It is due to differences in ionospheric currents rather than their- m-earn
lalue; it senses current at a distance from the magnetometer rather than
orerhead; and it maeasure the difference between external and inteml
contributions -atbe than their sum. mlldifferences in the earth
conductivity can produce lag differences in Iffhe expected xertical field
For the curet modlel in Fig. 1"

z =bdly/dx =cdXidx

where b and c are constants.

The vertical field due to both compone.nts of current mayf be written in terms of curent gradients or field gradients as:

€'Z =X. - Z, = c (dX/dxy) - cdY/dy = b (dI,/dx) - bdIx/dy
Magnetometer values for X, Y and Z thus giv information

about the currents Ir, L and about their space gradients. To extract
this information from magnetograms it is nessary to choose a basen
fine of supposed minimum ionospheric current and to choose measures
of hourly values and range. There is need for an agreed recommend-
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alion on these dffinitions to facilitate comparison of results between
* different invre fitors. (Definitions were given when the paper was

pr-sented but -were discussed at another conference session. The
propost,; definitions are not repeated here to avoid confusion).

Equatorial applications are illustrated by four examples.

1. A recognition of the extent of the ionospheric system detected by
a magnetometer is important for comparisons between adio and
magnetic data: for example of Es with H.

2. An examination of the observed maximum gmdients dX/dx and
dYidy in Peru suggests !hat for these Z-Z/ 4 10 and that
Z7 < 1 gamma. contrary to !he suggestions of Knapp and Gettemy-
(1963)-

3- Forbush and Casaverde (1961) give values for masnedc variation
in Peru. The value for D suggest that a net current flovs into the
equaterial electrojet from the north in the mornings, and out of
the jet to the south in the afternoons.

4. The values for H and D from Peru enable currents entering and leav-
ing ionospheric current element in the electrojet region to be
calculated. These are represented by a. b, c, d, in Fig. 2. it is found
that a - b + c d. such that an excess of current enters the
elements in the morning and leaves it in the afternoon. Subsequent
discussion suggested that this apparent contradiction may be
explained as an induction effect. To do this would seem necessary
to suppose induction currents that give different values of the
constant a for the X and Y components.

IC
fvjre 2: a..C #d.s'o0Ng Unbatln4 0C o C. -ts

in ,o.asoerkc elerent
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A THREE DIMENSIOiAL MODEL OF D.NSIPY DISTRLIBU VOW

OF IONOSPHERIC CORRENT CAUSLNhG PART OF OUIET DAY

GEO-XMLAG. C VARITIONS

by

A. Onumechilli

DLpeartment of Physics, Uni'ersity of lbadan, Nigeria

A three dimensional current densitW distribution depending on
two coord zates is described.- Let the axes of the cartesian coordinates
(, y. z) paint to the north, east ai docnwmxard resperfively and !et the
current flow west to east. The variation of current intensity (A/kin)
in the x-direction is represented by

S= J, a-'(a- - -- x--'(a' - ) (1)

HereS J is the intensity at x 0, y = 0, a is a constant length and -M
is a dimensionless constant. If a is nega-tive the current has a return
path in the horizontal plane. See Figs. 1-3.

The vertical v-iation of intensity can be represented by a
similar equation. Combining both equations, we get that current density
in A kmn-- is given by

J = J [a-(a + x-)/ (a7 ± x2)2] b2-(b2 4- a zF)/(b: - + z-)2- (2)

This equation implies that the density is constant along any line
parallel to the y-axis an-i depicts current lines as infinitely long in the
eastward v direction. In low latitudes say, the model is applicable
around noon when the Sq current is very nearly eastvard. The width
2 w, and thickness 2 d, are given by

2w (2a/\ -a)and2d= (2b/V -) (3)
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Fig. 2 - Contours of equal density in units of JJ°l r the casee-
equaiaoandeblandith=-2, = . Soid lines for eas' ward
current and broken lines for westward curreand

zero -a t- cu n i unidirionl. ,
+ i I

S-5:= -2o a 0 a 2= '
U) 0i: --c€ from cxiis

1-1Pg. 2 - llustrating two kinds of current flow covered by the three-
~dimensional model: (a) for negative ,a the return current is
+ antiparallei to the forward current and (b), For positive and
~zero a the current is unidirectional.
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Fig. 3 -Eastward current intensity as a function of distance from the

axis for the current model, for some values of a.



THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF A CURRENT MODEL FOR PART OF

GEOMAGNETIC Sq VARIATION

by

A. Onwumechilli

Department o,_ Physics

University of Tbadan, Nigeria

The magnetic field due to a three-dimensional model of density
distribution of ionospheric electrical current is derived. Woridng
approximations are obtained and discussed. Examples are given to
illustrate its application and to show that it fits the electrojet and the
worldwide Sq (X) at the equinox near noon.

Figure 1 shows how well the field of tbe model fits Sq (X)
obtained from a worldwide net of stations on the 22 September
1958.

3001

* 60,, or.

-h wolwd 0q X n2 Stmr19. ,

t -

X?

40 00

-00 ~ ~2 00 00 00 60

LATITUOE FRVW MEANMGIATOR us/2(0+4 )

Fig. 1I Showing how the field of the three-dimensional model fits
the worldwide Sq (X) on 22 September 1958.
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Earlier analysis of electrojet field measurements used the
simple uniform band model. For comparing the present with the earlier
model, two sets of electrojet data have been fitted with both models.
Measurements made in Nigeria during September equinox 1962 have
been fitted in Figs. 2 =--d 3. Figures 4 and 5 are for measurements in
Peru. Undoubtedly the new model is to be preferred to the uniform
band model.

The model has also been used to fit one vertical current density
measurement made in India by Cahill et al. (Fig. 6). Here too the
performance of the model is satisfactory.

G*N a' to 129 I4oht

40
[ -to-

-200

0 200

I-

NIORTH LATITUDE

Fig. 2 -- Showing the extent to which the uniform current band model
fits electrojet field derived from observations (circles) in
Nigeria at equinox 1962 (after Ogbuehi, 1964).
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SFig. -3 -- Shox ing, now
the field of the three-dimen-

sional model fit-, observed jet
X and Z respectively (points)

- - during equinox 1962 in Nigeria0 ( Ogbuelii, 1964).-
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current band model fits cc-
trojet field derived from obser-
vations (points) in Peru at
equinox 1957 (after Forbush
and Casaverde, 1961).-40
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Fig- 6 - Sho-wng hcftl the newv model fits x'ertical , =zTent &-nsity
profile of the fiectrojet in Jai e
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SUNSPOT ACTIVrY EFFECT ON Sq

by

S. Matsushita

HAO, CRPL and UC, BouLder. Colorado, U.S.A.

The magnetic potential of the So field can be shown as

l = C + R C, cos (m + P=)P=. (0)

wrhere I is the local angular time measuired from midnight. is din
colafitude. R is the earths radius, and P-. is the Schmidt's funcion
The coefficients C wevre given by rariou woikers for different sunspot
periods; Schuster (1S9) for 1370. Chapman (1919) for 1902 and i903.
Benkova (1940) for 1933. Hasegawa and Ota (1950) for 1932-1933. and
Masushita an Maeda (1965) for 193. The main terms of the extemal
origin C"., which are equal to 0.715 C=. were plotted with respect to
,he sunspot number and the eiectrmn density oE the E region (see Fig.

). Hre foE vas approxmated by (4-38 x 10- S + 3.0), whm S is
the sunspot number.

To show an average behavior of the external Sq field, a weight
mfean (4 C- + 2 ' + V)f7las also plotted in addition to the main
terms: diurnal cofflicient C-=, semi-diurnal coefficient C'., 8 hour
period coefficient Vs, and a main seasonal term C',. All these values
show a fairly good linear distribution and are approximated by straight
ines as are indicated in Fig. 1.

The distribution of C-3. is approximately C14 (in gammas) =
I1-28 x 10-6 N ..

In other words the 8 hour period term is proportional to the
electron density N., hence to electric conductivity. The distributions
of other terms show that the value of this coefficient increases more
than the increase of N. or electric conductivity. A probable explanation
of "his result is an increase of wind speed due to the temperature increa.
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secaused by solar activity. In the- case of (4 C'-17 2C: + C,)f7. th
ratio of the coefficient for the IGY to the coefficient for the Second
Polar Year is 2-14 which is 1-37 times larger than the ratio of N. in
these years. In other words the tidal wind speed during the IGY is
about 1. times larger than that during the Second Polar Year. An
csimation of main cefficients for the IQSY based on the current
sunspot number is also shoin in Fig. 1.

=C+RZCn cos(mx+a n)P nM Cn ,715Cm

IGY
14

1-2

'/S~(4C2c+)/

=3 -Z

8 f e x

6

4 XC!

24

10 12 14 16 18 20 x10 4  Ne11 I I i

58 64 139 185 SSN

Fig. ' - Main terms of external origin plotted with respect to sun-
spot number and electron density in the E region. Also
plotted is a weight mean (dashed line).
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in the expression I = L (1 + mS x 10-') given by Chapman
and Bartels (1940), m = 72 was obtained from the present result of
(4 C'. + 2 C:- - C,)/7. Van Sabben (1964) obtained m = 83 from
h;s study of current intensities. In the recent studies of the equatorial
ciectrojet, Chapman and Raja Rao (1965) gave m = 78 at Huancayo
for 1922-1932 and 72 for 1933-1943, and Yacob and Prabhavalker (1965)
gave m = 74 for the diurnal component of H at Alibag for 1905-1960.
The sunspot activity effect on Sq current system seems to be generally
the same as the effect on the daily amplitude of H in the magnetic
equatorial zone.

The ratios of the Sq current intensity in summer to winter and
in summer !o equinoxes are about 2.5 and 1.4 during the sunspot
minimum period (Chapman and Bartels, 1940) and 1.6 and 1.0 during
the IGY (a very large sunspot maximum period).
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SOME CORREIATION STUDIES IN EQUATORLL GEOMAGNESM

by

Denis G. Osborne

University College, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania

A brief s.urvey is given of recent correlation studies associated
with the equatorial electrojet. Some implications of these studies are
considered.

I The daily horizontal range at the magnetic dip equator may
2 be taken as the sum of a normal contribution (supposedly the range

beside the jet) and a jet contribution. Forbush and Casaverde (1961)
reported that for Peru the values of these different contributions vary
independently from day to day even on quiet days. Subsequent calcu-
lations of correlation coefficients between daily ranges have confirmed
this independence. A similar result was obtained using values of ranges
for Ghana by Osborne (1962) and is shown in the scattler diagram of
Fig. 1. Preliminary values for East Africa give a similar low correlation
between these parameters. Hence the additional range due to the jet,
and the range at a station just beside the jet, are essentially independent
as they vary from day to day.

sc 70[* . **.i

"I- °•i•. 1 - Scatter- diagram of

Normal and Jet ranges for 36
days in Ghana.

J* *0 Fig. 1-0 Scae digamo
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Osborne (1965) gives correlation coefficients between daily
ianges at seven statiens between latitudes of -12.1 and +64.9
degrees, taken for twenty days in each of three seasons. Table I
shows the means of these seasonal coefficients for selected stations,
the value J indicating a jet strength defined as the difference between
the range at Huancayo and Talara, and the code letters referring to
magnetic observatories in the Americar sector having the latitudes
shown. These values indicate either a large westward drift of current
over the northern hemisphere on days when the jet is large, or the
drawing in of current to the jet from the northern loop of the quiet
day current system on largz jet days. This second possibility must cast
suspicion on the use of fields just beside the jet as indicative of an
undisturbed normal field. It is shown also in this paper that the
electrojet in Peru is independent of the position of the northern focus
of the quiet day current system. There is some possibility that these
calculations are affected by a universal time contribution to the
daily variation in the American sector and it would be advisable to
repeat them for thL European or Pacific sectors and to seek for correl-
ations between jet parameters and ranges in the same geographic
hemisphere as the path of the electrojet.

Table I

Correlation coefficients between ranges at

stations shown, values X 100.

Station Hu Ta JS Tu Ft

Latitude (degrees) -12.1 -04.6 18.4 32.4 38.2

Correlation with

range at Hu x 55 -40 -04 -38

Correlation with

range "J" 88 08 -47 01 -36
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Osborne (1964) showed that the difference between vertical
ranges at stations under the jet were correlated very closely with the jet
strength, indicating that the variability in vertical range is indicative
of a variability in position of the jet axis. However this high correl-
ation requires also that the horizontal ranges on both sides of the
electrojet should vary together. Thus the electrojet appears to be an
independently varying current embedded in a system of coherent
currents. This type of correlation again merits further stidy.

Wescott, DeWitt and Akasofu (1963) examined the Sq vari-

ation in geomagnetically conjugate areas. They give a table showing
the position of the northern focus relative to San Juan and of the
southern focus relative to Trelew on different days. The northern
focus is south of Trelew on 5 of these 22 days. The northern focus is
south of San Juan on 9 days, and the southern focus is south of Trelew
on all of these 9 days. This is strong evidence that the foci of ther northern and southern loops are displaced north or south together on
different days.

An examination was made of the correlation betveen apparent
F region drifit velocities and magnetic fields in the jet region by
Osborne and Skinner (1963). These suggest that the difference field
due to the jet is related to F region drift, but this suggestion still waits
for further observational test and for theoretical explanation.

In deriving this last relation values were used for different
times of the day. Since all the parameters varied fairly regularly with
local time the actual correlation coefficients were of little importance,
and the information sought was of the form "A is correlated more
closely with B than with C".

Recent entative studies in East Africa suggest that there may
be a significant correlation between daytime and nighttime field
variability in the equatorial region. These may prove a means of
studying these nighttime fields, and of discriminating between their
possible causes in local nighttime ionospheric effects or induced
currents from distant daytime ionospheric currents on the far side of
the earth.
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MAGNETIC VARIATION IN EAST AFRICA

by

A. N. Hunter

University College, Nairobi, Kenya

and

D. G. Osborne

University College, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

A magnetic observatory has been operated in Nairobi (see Table
V I) since February 1964. Figs. 1-3 show the diurnal variation of the

horizontal component H averaged over quiet and disturbed days for the
three seasons. Disturbance features include a rise in the early morning
hours and a minimum in the early evening. Fig. 4 shows the monthly
means of daily ranges on quiet days grouped by seasons. It is surprising
that the maximum daily range occurs in northern winter but this may
be due to limited observational data.

TABLE I

Station coordinates

Station Geographic Magnetic dip angle

Nairobi 01.30S 36.8(E 26.9 S
Addis Ababa 09.2 0N 38.6"E 01.2 S
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Fig. I - Diurnal variations of the horizontal component H average for
quiet and distuibed days in northern summer.
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I

I ""

!i Fig. 4- Monthly means of daily ranges on quiet days grouped by

seasons.

Comparisons have been made with the horizontal variation
at Addis Ababa for'the four months February to May. 1964, the only

months for which data from Addis Ababa was available. Figs. 5 and 6
show the variation at both places on quiet and disturbed days im the
period. The mean daily range on quiet days at Nairobi is just under

i! 60 gammas, that at" Addis Ababa just under 80 gammas. The range at

S Nairobi is large relative to that of Addis Ababa (Hunter and Desai,
1965),- Morning and evening disturbance effects are similar at the two

stations but are more pronounced at .Nairobi than at Addis Ababa.
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night. Table II shows five linear correlation coefficients between select-
ed parameters. . The first two. coefficients are similar to -those-found
for similar by situated stations in -Ghana and Peru. The third value,
shows a low and insignificant correlation between base values on quiet
days, although it had been expected that nighttime variability in the
horizontal field would be due to distant features such as the equatorial
ring current and would be similar at both stations. The lack of
cohercnce in the variations suggests that there is an appreciable local
nighttime field. The sigrdficant values for these last two coefficients
suggests that this method of analysis can yield information about
nighttime currents in the electrojet region.

The results in this paper show the importance of continuing
these observations in East Africa.

TABLE II

Correlation Coefficients

R refers to daily range of horizontal component

B referis to base value, defined in text, subscripts

a and n refer to Addis Ababa an Nairobi.

R. : R, 0.53

MI -Rn) R. ..... .2

B' : B J. 0.20

(R.t -R 1 ) : (Ba -BI, )" -0.47

(Ra -R.) : (B'a B',) 0.40
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ELECTROJET PARAMETERS

by

Rosemary Hutton

Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria

Using data from eight South American observatories varying
in latitude approximately 180 on either side of the dip equator, the
latitudinai variations of the magnetic elements have been examined for
each hour from 0600 to 1800 hours for 30 Quiet Days during the IGY.

The principal deductions which may be made from a study

of the A H latitudinal variations (A representing the departure from
the mean midnight value) are as follows: -

1) The form of the overhead current in the equatorial zone appears
to change considerably both during the course of a single day and
also from one day to another, even though these are successive
Quiet Days (cf. Figs. la-If). Frequently, a dual jet effect is
observed in the early morning and late afternoon hours.

2) The maximum current strength, as represented by AH, also
varies considerably from day to day - for example, in the case
of the three days illustrated, its values are: -

Date AHinax

28/7/58 152 gamma

29/7/58 160 gamma

30/7/58 220 gamma

On the average, however, the equinoctial values of AHmax are

greater than at other times of the year.
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3) ... The -equatoriaI current attains its daily maximum value at
approximately 1100 hours at a mean latitude in Peru of 130S, i.e.,
within the accuracy of this estimation on the magnetic dip equator.
At other times of the day, the position of maximum current may
occur slightly to the north or south of the dip equator; there is
also some support for the suggestion of a small day to day
variability in the position of maximum daily current.

4) For certain purposes, it may be useful to consider the equatorial
current system as consisting of the superposition of the normal
non-equatorial Sq current and a jet current, i.e., AH=AH.+AH.
The strength of this additional current, AkHj, is found to correlate
well with the strength of the normal current, AH., at the dip
equator, on any one day, provided allowance is made, as illustrat-
ed in Fig. 2, for the fact that the space gradients of AH outside
the equatorial region may at times be considerable. The high
correlation - in most cases significant at < 1% level- strongly
supports the hypothesis that the equatorial currents form an
integral part of the worldwide Sq current system.

Examination of the ratio AHJ/AH suggests, however, that the
degree of equatorial enhancement varies from approximately 60%
in the December solstice to almost 100% in the June solstice and
equinoxes.

zo 0 5 AUGUST 1958

i 150 -IS

H(J) Fig. 2 - Illustrating the method

100- . used for determining the degree of
enhancement of the world wide Sq
current at the dip equator.

50/

10 N 0 l0 210 30
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5) Attempts to use the AH latitudinal variations to obtain an estima-
tion of the width of the jet region do not seem to be as successful
as the use of the AZ latitudinal variations which will be reported
elsewhere.



DAILY CHANGES IN THE EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET OVER

INDIA DURING THE EQUINOX OF 1958

by

A. Onwumechilli and P. 0. Ogbuehi

Department of Physics, University of Ibadan, Nigeria

The new curr2nt model described in previous papers in this
session has been used to study day-to-day changes is the equatorial
clectrojet in India. The preliminary results far 21 Quiet Days (Cp _ 1.0)
in September 1958 are shown in the Fig. 1. These indicate that the
current parameters vary from one day to the next.

Preliminary calculations show that the peak intensities of the
electrojet and the worldwide Sq current are negatively correlated. This
rather surprising result is being further studied.

I)
5
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SOME RECENT ANALYSIS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF

THE EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET

by
t

A. Onwumechilli and P. 0. Ogbuehi

Department of Physics

University of Ibadan, Nigeria

The aim of the paper is to reanalyze different ground based
measurements of the magnetic field of the equatorial electrojet using
the same methods of analysis. An evaluation of some methods of
analysis is attempted and the preferable methods are used. The model
used for ionospheric ,urrents has been described in previous papers.

The measurements analyzed were made in Peru during the
equinoxes in 1957 and in Nigeria during December 1956, and May to
October 1962. The preliminary results are given in Table I. A
comparison of rows 1 and 2 shows that the electrojet is wider and
more intense in Peru than in Nigeria. Rows 3 and 4 indicate that the
electrojet may be slightly wider in local summer (June) than at
equinox. That the electro jet is more intense at equinox is confirmed.
The large reduction in current intensity from 1956 to 1962 is due to
reduction in solar activity.

One difference still remains in the differents sets of data. The

daily ranges of the magnetic elements were differently defined in each
set of measurements. The effects of this on the results is being looked
into.

The depth of the induced electrojet current below the ground
has been estimated. For the September equinox measurements in
Nigeria, the width was found to be 4.80 of latitude. This is to be
c.,mpared to the value 5.5" suggested by Chapman for the worldwide
Sq current.
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For each set of data, a came out negative. This implies that
the electrojet current has a return path of its own, separate from that

of the rest of the Sq current system. in the light of this result, the
relationship bet-een the electryjet and the rest of the Sq curent
system is being further investigated.

TABLE I

Parameters of the equaforial electrojet in Peru and Nigeria

I IIII '

oWidth i ast Jet
N:- Location Epoch a Current

(kmn) A-m') Ampere (A)

1 Nigeria Dec. 1956 -- 57 530 194 56100

Equinoxes -I.26 920 236 114000
2 Peru 1937 2023 1140

3 Nig-eria June 1962 3.41 920 83 46100

4 Nigeria September -2.20 790 104 46700
t1962



THE EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE EQUATORIAL

IONOSPHERE FOR THE Sq CURRENT SYSTEM

by

j A. T. Price

The relation between j and E for currents flowing in any iono-
pheric layer is given by the equations below, assuming the total vertical
component of current is inhibited by polarization at the base of the
ionosphere. Letting Jo and jq represent currents in the 0 and p directions
respectively, we have:

j° k. Eo + ks, E,

where the layer conductivities depend on many parameters, such as
number density of particles, collision and gyro frequencies etc.,
and specially on the main magnetic field, being very sensitive to the
dip angle where this is small.

The integrated values C. of ko etc. through the ionosphere
up to 600 km height as functions of 0 are of the general form shown
in Fig. 1, though the overall magnitudes may vary at different times
from those shown. The C.4p has a maximum at the dip equator equal
to the integral of the Cowling conductivity k3, but begins to fall rapidly
from this value at about 20 distance. At first sight, this would seem to
explain the concentration of Sq currents at the dip equator, which
constitutes the equatorial electrojet. Closer examination suggests this
is not entirely true, and it does not explain several features such as
the variations of Sq at the equator with longitude, since k, varies only
very slightly with longitude.

Rocket experiments indicate that the currents flow at about
110 km height. At this height k;9 has a much sharper maximum than
Cv? and so could not account for the width of the electrojet. Also at

iq
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this height k? rises from zero to a sharp maximum at about 0.50 (say
60 kin) from the equator, and then decreases, though not as rapidly
as kvv,.and in this region Iko0 ,1 > kj .. Hence kq must have a pro-
found effect on the current distribution.

Electric currents induced in an antsotropic ionosphere

1 , -

x

oCo.

06

0.2* 1 100 - 900
Geomagnetic Latitude (90 -0)

Fig. 1 - The integrated layer conductivities C.., Co ,, Crr (Note both
scales are logarithmic).
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An electromotive force Ep will set up a horizontal Hall current
kop Eq in the 0 (southward) direction, north of the equator and in the

northward direction south of the equator. This current will be at least
partially inhibited because of the zero value of k.9 at the equator and

the low values a few degrees north or south. This means that the
horizontal as well as the vertical' component of the Hall current is
nearly extinguished so that the effective conductivity becomes ks for
the region. This region will normally be a band of about 50 width,
but in special circunstances could be much wider, which may explain
the large ranges of Sq observed in East Africa, and also the changes of
intensity of the jet with longitude.

The above equation can be solved to obtain

E, = R,. j. + Ro, jr

E? = -Rs- j, + R p jt,

where in particular

R = - .o,'/(koo kip, + k2o ),

and for a simple dipole field ' R° I reduces to k3-1 . These resistance
coefficients are plotted as functions of 0 in Fig. 2. This again shows
that, if the 0 component j. is zero in any region, the effective conductivity
is k!.

If the horizontal Hall current is not completely extinquished
at the equator there will be a tendency for the jet current to cross and
recross the equator, which seems to occur at certain stations like
Huancayo.

Is should also be noted that the layer conductivities are affect-
ed by the field of the jet itself. If the strength of the jet increases the
numerical value of the magnetic dip on either side will be decreased,
and in consequence the width of the jet should increase.
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CONDUCTIVITY STRUCTURE OF THE EQUATORIAL

IONOSPHERE

by

Ken-Ichi Maeda

Kyoto University, Japan

The ionospheric conductivity governing the dynamo current
is represented by three elements, a, axy and rr3, which relate
current with the electric field by the following equations.

[ I, = y

where x is southward positive and y is eastward positive. It was believ-
ed that a, is the only controling element for the narrow belt centering at
the magnetic dip equator. This point is examined and it was found
that a-, should not be ignored except in the very narrow zone with the
dip angle of _± 20' and is even greater than a at about 10 dip angle.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show a., u, and q. After a simple treatment of
the dynamo equation shown above, it can be said that the
the current function and current density are proportional to a, +
%2a,. This quantity is plotted against height in Fig 4. From this
figure we can see that ,ry. + c.-.r/! crx is almost independent of the dip
angle and the slight second peak exists from about 130 to 140 km.
The curves were obtained from a model in which the electron density
increases monotonously from the E to the F layers. If there is a sz-
called E-F valley at around 120 to 130 kin, the second peak will b:com,
more clear.

If the problem is concerned with the pattern of dynamo
current flow and the structure of electric field, the situations is not so
simple. In Fig. 5 classification of height range is shown.. The relative
order of magnitude of r., o and a, is shown for each of the height
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ranges and the effective conductivity to govern the current is a'so
shown. In the height ranges 1, 2 and 3, the current pattern is of
equatorial type although is differs slightly for each range. However,
in the range 4 (hatched area) the current pattern differs much from
the other three ranges, because o, - and ar, are all comparative.

The dependency of a, + ei:/ - on the permanent geomag-
netic field (B) can be seen by the following relations, noting Fig. 5:

, cc B0  , a cc B-2 and c. c B-1,

DISTANCE- FROM THE EQUATOR IKM)
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Fig. I Contour map of ux (emu) plotted on height-clip angle coordi-
nates. Latitude and distance from the equator are shown
on abscissa.
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NIGHTTIME CONDI JCTIVITY OF THE

EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE

by

Hiroshi Kamiyama

Geophysical Institute, Tohoku University

Sendai, Japan

One of the features of the equatorial anomaly in the geo-
magnetic field is that its diurnal variation is enhanced only during day-
time (Chapman, 1951). This was well explained by the anomalous in-

crease in electrical conductivity of the ionosphere over the dip-equator
(Hirono, 1952; Baker and Martyn, 1953). However, it has not been
accounted for that the nighttime variations in the equator are not sig-
nificantly different from those at adjacent latitudes.

In this illustrated abstract we shall try to explain this fact by

the characteristics of the nighttime electrical conductivity of the iono-

sphere. The most essential tensor component of the conductivity
responsible for the equatorial electrojet may be ar which is a
function of o,i, and o and I, where I denotes the dip angle and
7o, U , a. are the parallel, transverse, and Hall conductivity, respectively.
At the dip equator where I = 0 we have:

077 = a, + 02/ 1

From the estimation of the collision frequencies for electrons and ions
it is shown that the parallel conductivity o is essentially contributed

from electrons. The Hall conductivity is easily found to be also propor-

tional to electron density, if the electrical neutrality is assumed in any

part of the ionosphere. On the other hand, the transverse conductivity
a' in the dynamic region is proportional to the sum of the concentra-

tions of positive and negative ions. From the examination of the equili-
brium between negative ion density and electron density during the night
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when the photodissociation is absent, it is s-.en that the negative ion-

electron ratio X is almost inversely proportional to electron density,
,X being more than unity at the level of 100 km when electron density

is reduced to the order of 103 cr ' . For example, the values tabulated

below are found for the selected cases (refer to Figs. 1 and 2).

Electron height a. al 92

density (cm -3) (kin) (e.m.u.) (e.m.u.) (e.m.u.)
4

= 10 100 3.0 X 10-13 1.8 X 10- 2C  5.5 X I0'

125 5.0 X 10-12 2.0 X 107-5 5.0 X 10"45

1le 103 100 3.0 X 10- 15 6.5 X 10-18  5.5 X 10- 7

(nighttime) 125 5.0 X 10- 4.5 X 10-' 50 X 10 -
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Fig. I "-Frequencies -of collision and gyration for electrons and ions
as a function of height.
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Fig. 2 - The ratio (X) of negative ion density to electron density as
a function of electron density at various heights-

These values lead to a less pronounced equatorial anomaly in
a., for lower electron density during the night (see Figs. 3 and 4). With
an appropriate electron density profile, the ratio of the height-inte-
gration of cr, at the dip equator to that at the latitude of 40, is found
to be about 10 during daytime whereas it is only about 1.5 during
nighttime (see Fig. 5). It is pointed ouE that the equatorial electrojet
durng daytime is located below the current siieet which is
not vcry variable with latitude. Apart from the dip equator, the east-
west current depends on a, as well as a,. The maximuxna of
a., is found, in general, at a level between 120 km and 139 kn, where
as 7, attains to its maximum at a level between 100 km and 110 km.
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ThereL~re two current sheets could be found for a suitable distribution
of electron density.

10 tO

ELEC1TRON DEN~SITY fix 0Pi) 1AAG?'ZflC LATTM fix OWL

Fig. 3 -Profile of the conductive sheet (right) deduced from a
model or' the ionosphere during daytime (left). Conductivi-
ty is indicated in emu.-

3: S _ __43 IF7 0 2 4 6 a 1

ELECTRON DENSITY .e~I _ jrAGNEfC LATIP.4 (us ODGJ

Fig. 4 - Profile of the conductive sheet (right) deduced from a
model of the ionosphere during the night (left). Conductivi-
ty is indicated in emu.
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Fig. 5 - Latitudinal distribution of integrated up to 200 km. The
upper curve is for daytime (Fig. 3) and the lower curve
is for nighttime (Fig. 4).



PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF Sq CURRENTS

AND THE EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET NEAR PERU

.1 by

N. C. Maynard and L. J. Cahill, Jr.

University of New Hampshire, Durham, N.H., U.S.A.

Z Four Nike-Apache sounding rockets were launched from the
"i USNS Croatan off the coast of Peru during March, 1965, as part of

the recent NASA Mobile Launch Expedition. The rockets were

instrumented with a nuclear free precession magnetometer to measure
thi" total intensity of the earth's magnetic field, a DC Langmuir probe
to measure relative electron density, a barometer switch for trajectory
determination, and a magnetic aspect sensor. Preliminaj magneto-

a meter results from two of these flights are presented.

Flight UNH 65-5 was launched from the Croatai. at 1100 hours
local time on 12 March 1965, from the position 11025'S, 81°20'W, near

the dip equator and near the center of the electrojet. The trajectory
was computed to fit the baro-switch operation times at 70.000 feet
and peak altitude was calculated to 173 km. Using the coefficients of
Leaton and Evans, the theoretical field was computed over an
approximate trajectory. The difference curve between the measured
and computed fields, plotted as a function of altitude, shows a change
of slope at about 95 km and again at about 130 kn. The maximum
current appears to be located at 108 km. The total change in field is
about 120 gammas which compares with 60 to 70 gammas for similar
midday flight. im India. (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 - The difference between the measured field and the calculated
field, plotted against altitude for UNH 65-5. The long
sloping tail above 130 km on the downward leg is believed
to be the result of inaccuracy of the preliminary trajectory
used in calculating the theoretical field. Similarly the
gradual rise above 140 km on the upward leg is also
attributed to this factor. The wide fluctuations below 85
km on the downward leg are apparently caused by over-
turning of the rocket spin axis.

Flight UNH 65-2 was launched at 1136 hours local time on 9
March 1965 from the position 03007'S, 84022'W. This was more than
80N of the magnetic dip equator and hence well to the north of the
equatorial electrojet. For initial analysis, time of peak altitude was
taken as the time of minimum magnetic field. The radar tracking data
in the early portion of the flight were also used in computing a
trajectory. Peak altitude was determined to be 161.8 km. The
theoretical field was computed over an approximate trajectory, using
the same range as established for UNH 65-5, and using the Leaton and
Evans coefficients. The difference curve between the measured and
theoretical fields indicates that the Sq current measured is more
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diffuse than the electrojet, extending from 93 krn up to about 130
km (upward leg data). A change of slope between 105 and 110 km
on the upward leg (100 and 105 km on the downward leg) apparently
is not due to precession and suggests a double-layered current
structure with the peak of the lower layer at 100 km and of the upper
layer at 118 km (upward leg data). Total magnetic change due to the
current layers was about 45 gammas. (Fig. 2).
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above the curves denote maxima in the effect from rocket
precession, while those below the curves indicate minima.
The shift downward in altitude of the offect of the Sq
current on the downward leg is thought to be to preliminary
trajectory errors. The fluctuations below 65 km on the
downward leg are due to overturning of the rocket spin
axis.
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For the two days of the flights, magnetograms from the

Peruviani stations at Huanuco and Cafiete (above and below the
electrojet center respectively) showv that the rockets were launched
near the peak of the diurnal variation on each day, and that the
earth's magnetic field was reasonably quiet (see Fig. 3).

14014.
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Fig. 3 -Magnetograms from the magnetic observatories at Huanu-
co and Caftete in Peru, for the days of the two launchings.
Time of launch for each flight is denoted on the respective
magnetogram.



AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS ON THE EQUATORIAL

ELECTROJET

i by_

George J. Gassrnann

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

and

R. A. Wagner

Lowell Tech. Institute, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

During 29 crossings of the geomagnetic dip equator near 80 °

W longitude near the Peruvian coast, airborne equipment obtained
cross-sections of the geomagnetic field intensity and of ionospheric
characteristics in February and July 1964. Straight line flights covered
from 3 to 12 degrees in latitude at an altitude of about 11 km above
sea level and at a speed of 800 km per hour (Fig. 1). The magnetic intensi-
ties for each of the flight lines were obtained from ground charts as
--elatively smooth curves. Variations from this base trend were adjusted
to the intensity simultaneously recorded at Huancayo at this dip
latitude for most flights. Influences of the aircraft's magnetic field
were evaluated inasmuch as this was possible. The magnetic anomalies
due to the electrojet and the amplitudes of the Esq echoes show fair
correlation of details and fair to good correlation of large scale
features. q

From the records obtained in the flights it is interpreted that
the width and position of the electrojet vary considerbly from hour
to hour and from day to day. The data suggest that the electrojet
during certain days ,.n Frebruary was separated into two or more
parallel streaks. Examination of the data r-lative to the coastal
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crossings indicated magnetic effects which are attributed to strong
* - electric currents in the ocean. These currents are suggested to be a

sector of the Sq current systems but somewhat stranger thant antecipated.
An intei-Dretation of these oceanm electric current systems relative to the
western hemisphere indicates a concentration of current flow adjacent

* to the coast of South America which is dependent upon the local time
of day. The results are illustrated in the following four figures.

so~e.. ....... ..

C A 1 T A ~~~~ G E M C E I ..L . ~A ....... ..... ....---

Sh~0.4. I.I.... . ... .. ..... ~ S ~ -

PERU 1*ek0~ km Aftade

Fig. 1 -Chart of the geomiagnetic field intensity and dip in Peru
after Casaverde and Giesecke showing the aircraft flight
paths.
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Fig. 2 - Magnetic field intensities obtained on some of the February
flights showing derivation of the measured and corrected
total field intensity from the "normal" values obtained
from the charts.
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Fig. 3 - Magnetic field intensities obtained on some of the July

flights showing deviation (shaded area) of the measured
and corrected total field intensity from the "normal" valuies
obtained from the chart together with ionospheric signal

reflection intensity (solid and dashed lines).
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Fig. 4 - Magnetic total field intensities obtained on the July flights
aligned relative to the coastal crossings (CC) in sequence
from west to east. The dotted and dashed lines indicate
the attempt to recognize and separate permanent and vari-
able anomalies below the aircraft.
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in these measurements and the flow lines imposed by the
shore lines. The ocean current are shoumn by the dotted
fines and the overhead current by the solid 1-ines.



MEiSLRMM-NT OF MAGNETIC FIELD ICLINTION IN THE

EQUATORIAL F REGION BY FARADAY ROTATION OF

INCOHERENT SCATTER ECHOES

by

Robert Cohen

JicM arca Radar Obsei-atory. Lima, Peru

The differential Faraday rotation is proportional to (NB
cos 0), where N is the electron density, B is the magnetic field intensity,
and 0 is the angle between B and the propagation vector of the wave.
Existing magnetic field models do not provide a sufficiently accurate
estimate of 0 when 0 is near 90', since in that case the rotation rate is
very sensitive_ to the exact value of the angle. Con'equently, for the

spatial region above the Jicamarca Radar Observatory (11.950 S;
76.87' W; dip 2), an experimental determination of B cos 0 has been
made by comparing Faraday records with electron density profiles
deduced from, top and bottcm side ionograms and incoherent scatter
power. In particular, the observed maximum rates of Faraday rotation
have been compared on many occasions with ionosonde measurements
of Nmax.

Thz average value of (B cos 0) so obtained prov-, s a precise
and conven:znt absolute calibration for the incoherent scatter records;
furthermore, by employing existing estimnates of B. it can be used to
find 0 and hence the magnetic field inclination in space. Through such
comparison, the field inclination aas been measured for heights up t-

z00 km at two antenna positions separated 3.360 in the magnetic north-
south direction. In each position, the field inclination near Hmax is
consistent with that indenpendently determined from the spectrum of
the incoherent scatter signal. The predictions of five magnetic field
models are compared with these results. See Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
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Fig. I - Schematic diagram of antenna-beam configuration compared
with mgnetic field lines above Jicamarca, Peru for the two
antenna beam positions that have been employed in calibrat-
ing the Faraday rotation and in measuring the magnetic field
inclination.

IJ
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Fig. 2 - Comparisons of Nnax deduced from ionosonde observations
wvith the maximum rotation rate measured simultaneously
with the Faraday technique.
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Fig. 3 -Comparison of the calibration at 325 km deduced from Fig.
2 with the calibrations that would have been obtained had
the inclinations predicted by various magnetic-field models
been the case.
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DETERMINATION OF THE DTP EQUATOR USING THE

SATELLITE EXPLORER XX

by

T. E. VanZandt

National Bureau of Standard, CRPL, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.

During the daytime, the h'(t) traces on the Explorer XX
records (Calvert, Knecht, and VanZandt, 1964) often exhibit a hump
near the dip equator (Fig. 1). When the hump is symmetrical, it is
likely that the center of symmetry of the hump is at the local dip
equator. This would be true if the plasma were in diffusive equilibrium

along the field lines. Any process which might move the center
of s-ymmetry by perturbing diffusive equilibrium would make the
hump asymametrical.

J-J

4364

64 jAtS 3"r=9Z'ru74 Lin

Fig. I - Explorer XX records on 1.50 and 2.00 MHz. The time delay
7 (expressed in vertical path = c--/2 kn) is measured
downwards from the top of the records. The horizontal
scale is time or geographical position. These records are
four minutes long. The center of symmetry of the equatorial
ionosph-C-:e i on the left at a latitude of about 120S, as
indicated by the z-trace in the upper record and the x-trace
in the lower one.
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From Explorer XX data obtained in September 1964, eight
determinations of the center of symmetry have been made (Fig. 2).
On these occasions the satellite was between about 900 and 1000 km.
These locations of the dip equator agree well with recent spherical
harmonic analyses of the field. There remains a small discrepancy
(0.30-0.40 of latitude), but the number of points are two few and their
error bars are too large to say whether the Explorer XX determinations j
may be more accurate than the spherical harmonic analyses.

The movement of the center of the hump when the hump is
asymmetrical may be of use in studyiDg the perturbations of diffusive
equilibrium, that is, in inferring the velocity of plasma flow across
the equator.

THE DIP EQUATOI? NEAR 900 km
OBSERVED BY EXPLORER X

km
to MODEL

0 I
W 1 .EST NFIT

Cfl 14-

16

100 90 80 70 ~O 50

W LOC4GITUDE (0)

Fig. 2- Shown are eight points determined from Explorer XX
records, the dip equator at 0 and 900 km computed with
Cain's 1965 spherical harmonic coefficients, and a "best fit"
to the Explorer XX data, obtained by moving the 900 km
curve 040 southward.



SUMMARY OF THE SESSION

by

P. 0. Ogbuehi

University of Ibadan, Nigeria

and

D. G. Osborne

University College, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Papers

The. session was presided over by Professor A. T. Price. The introductory
review wa, given by Dr. S. Matsushita and papers were presented by the

following authors: Cahill, Cohen, Gassmann, Hunter, Hutton, Kam- ami, Maeda,
Maynard, Ogbuehl, Onwumechilli, Osborne, Price, VanZandt, Wagner and Wilkins.

Defffnltons

The introductory review and several papers in the session provoked
discussion on questions of definition. Some cf these were questions of arbitrary
choice, others involved matters of physical significance. The rival merits of
different coordinate systems were discussed. It was generally recognized that
both dip and geographic ecuators had controls on geomagnetic variations in
low latitudes, but it was felt that magnetic dip latitude and geographic longitude
were appropriate for most studies of equatorial phenomena. Magnetic dip latitu-
de is defined as

tan -1 (1A tan Dip)

and must be distinguished from the geomagnetic (dipole) latitude. Some
allowance may be needed for differences between the position of the magnetic
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dip equator in the E region and at ground level and satellite measurements may
help in determining its position when greater precision has been achieved. The
variation of dip angle with altitude can be determined also by comparing Faraday
rotation and ionosonde measurements.

By definition the mean solar quiet day variation, Sq, is the average
magnetic variation over several quiet days. It is an operational definition and
it is impossible to eliminate completely the effects of disturbance in order to
obtain an "Ideal Sq". The term Sq should not be referred to behavior on
individual days, but it is appropriate to talk of the quiet day and of quiet day
magnetic variation or the quiet day current system for individual cases.

It is generally accepted that the equatorial electrojet is part of the quiet
day current system. The jet is considered as that part of the current responsible
for the increased horizontal field variation in a narrow belt near the dip equator.
The picture is that of an intense eastward electrojet current set tip as a result

of the cr3wding of current lines into the narrow belt of high conductivity at
the dip equator. For purposes of some analyses the measured field variations
may be separated into electrojet and world-wide parts.

The definition of daily range for a magnetic element was discussed
and the importance of an agreed recommendation made clear. Discussion on
this point was deferred until later in the conference..

New Information

Remarkably few new experimental results were reported. In East Africa
the daily horizontal range at Nairobi, ten degrees in latitude south of the
magnetic dip equator, is not very much less than that at Addis Ababa on the
dip equator. In discussion it was reported that there Is a similar slow change
of range with latitude in India and it is possible that the electrojet current is
much wider in the East Africa - India sector than it is elsewhere. A plot of
horizontal field against latitude at different times on individual days for the
South American sector suggests that there is considerable variability in the
form of the jet.

Recent rocket measurements of ionospheric currents near Peru located
a strong current at about 110 km in the electrojet region. It was suggested
that there is evidence for two current layers just outside the electrojet zone.
Studies with an airborne magnetometer in a plane flying across the cl-:ctrojet
region in South America gave a suggestion that the electrojet is split into two
or more parallel filaments of current on certain days.
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All of these experimental data are tentative and require further observa-
tion. The ideas suggested by them and the obvious complexity of the electrojet
behavior should stimulate further work.

IData Analysis
I
VA number of studies of the electrojet using measurements of ground
'I

level magnetic fields were reported. These confirmed that the width, intensity
and axis position of the electrojet vary considerably from day to day. Correla-
tion studies show that for different hours of the same day the electrojet and
world-wide current intensities at the dip equator are positively correlated. On
the other hand the maximum current intensities on different days attributed to
the electrojet and those observed at other latitudes are negatively correlated.
These statements are not necessarily contradictory. Some of these studies
indicate that the electrojet may be embedded completely in the northern or
southern loops of the quiet day current system. Studies of correlation coeffici-
ents between daily ranges for stations at different latitudes also suggest an
anomalous behavior beside the electrojet, in agreement with studies on individu-
al days reported already. A reduction in current strength beside the jet may
be due to current choosing the high conductivity jet belt in preference to
neighboring paths.

One paper stressed the importances of a study of data from a world-
rwide network of stations before deducing information about the equatorial
electrojet. In discussion the need for fitting large scale analytic programs
to detailed local observations was emphasized. Another paper gave consideration

* to the relationship between the variation of all three magnetic components and
the overhead current system. It is probable that present data could yield much
Information on the relationship between the electrojet and the rest of the quiet
day current system and further investigations are needed.

Cturrants

A new model for current distribution in ionospheric currents was propos-
ed. The predictions of the model give a satisfactory variation with latitude of
the magnetic field components of the wvorld-wide Sq current system. Its predic-
tions for the electrojet current are good. The model gives a better fit with
observed variations than the older simple model of uniform current band.
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Conductivities

Three papers on ionospheric conductivity showed the complexity of
ionospheric conditions in the electrojet region. The Cowling conductivity is
specially important at the dip equator but the layer Hall conductivity at about
110 km height rises from a minimum at this equator to maxima about half

degree north or south and then decreases rapidly. It was again suggested
that the width of the electrojet is determined by the latitude variation of the
Hall conductivity rather than the Cowling conductivity. This led to a predic-
tion that the jet may be much wider where the dip and geographic equators
are parallel than it is elsewhere.

Estimates for ionospheric conductivity at night in the equatorial region
are very low. However induced currents on the night side of the earth due to

ionospheric currents on the day side could produce nighttime fields at the
magnetic dip equator. These may explain the seemingly significant correlations
between day and night fields reported for preliminary studies in East Africa.

Theoretical conductivity contours may help to suggest a pattern for
current density distributions in electrojet models.

Conclusions

Questions of definition can be sources of fruitless argument. It should
be stressed that authors need to define their terms clearly In any paper. It
ought to be possible to reach agreement on the meaning of certain words or
phrases so that these can be used as a short-hand notation. Agreed recommend-
ations on such terms as magnetic equator and measures of daily range should
be sought, but agreement is likely to be reached more quickly if the need for
differing usage in different studies is clearly recognized.

If the analysis of Sq variations on a world-wide scale is to be applied

to the electrojet, there is need for a much smaller mesh In equatorial regions.
Detailed local studies need to be made and for these it is necessary to use more
stations than in previous studies, covering a wider range of latitudes and (in
one or two cases at least) a fairly close spacing to test longitudinal differences.
It is important that all three components should be analized. Detailed study
of local clectrojet phenomena requires the consideration of information from
distant stations.

In order to allow comparisons between measurements in different places,
efforts should be made to get data from equatorial magnetic stations sent to
the World Data Centers as quickly as possible.



X -MAGNETIC AND IONOSPHIERIC STORMS

(Discussion leaders: S. Matsushita and S. Chapman)

Review Paper:

Magnetic Storms

by

S. Chapman

High Altitude Observatory

Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.

During magnetic storms an additional disturbance (D) magnetic field
is superposed on the normal field of the earth, namely on the main field produc-
ed within the earth plus the field of the Sq (and L) currents that cause the
daily magnetic variations on quiet days.

The D field is caused by at least three different types of electric currents.
One type is generated by a flux of charged particles from the sun, mainly protons
,nd electrons, substantially equal in number density and mean speed. Almost
all these charged particles are deflected away from the earth by the geomagnetic
field; their pressure encloses the field in a cavity - the magnetosphere -

within the charged flux. A thin surface layer at the inner boundary of this
flux caries an electric current system, corresponding to the slightly different
modes of deflection of the positive particles and the electrons. This current
system and its magnetic field are denoted by DCF (D for disturbance, CF for
charged flux). The DCF currents inscrease the geomagnetic intensity at the
earth's surface, particulary in the horizontal or northward component. Many
magnetic ,.torins begin with a sudden increase of the field by a sudden enhance-
mente of the charged flux: this is seen as a sudden commencement (SSC) of
the storm.

Often this increase is nullified within an hour or a few hours, and the
surface field intensity becomes reduced below normal. This decrease, which
ic. the major feature of many magnetic storms, is ascribed to the growth of a
westward current flowing partly or completely around the earth, within the
magnetospheric cavity in the solar flux. This current and its magnetic field are
denoted by DR (D for disturbance, R for ring current). The growth of this
current is not yet understood, but one explanation (Akasofu and McIlwain,
1963; Akasofu, 1964 a, b) ascribes it to a flux of uncharged particles from the
-un (UF: U for uncharged, F for flux). Such particles can cross the cavity

* L
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The third main ;current system that contributes to the D field is strongest
mn the polar ionosphere around both magnetic axis poles, vhcrz cha,"'ed

particles from the Van Allen belts and their DR current distributions cnter
the atmosphee and produce the aurora. It is st.L fested that positive and
negathe p rticles, mainly protons and electrons, set up charge distribudions in
the pclar caps, by entering at slightly different polar latitudes. The electric
forces thus set up in the polar regions, generally near the au-oral zones, dri.e
e system of currents flowing most strongly in hgh latitudes along the auroral
z,-e. The conceatrated currents there are called au.oral electrojets. They
complete their circuit by current flow over the polar caps and oier the great

interzonal belt between the auroral zones. There may also be some flow from
ene hemisphere t. the other along field lines. This current system and its field
ere denoted by DP D for disturbance and P for polar.

Thus the DCF currents flow far outside the ionosphere. The DR cl!.rents
may flow wholly outside the ionosphere, or partly outside and partly inside.
The DP currents probably flow mainly, if not wholly, in the ionosphere.
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currants; the c-rrnts induced wif be moze comp!ex, but some: daytime
S-xMcMnnt alang th dip equato." sems inevitab be.

&OLemfinxcs DP cii.. ers ajppm at ar Y-e-r son after the sudden
cgrmmcncMent Cf - mza-etie sto.-n; in such a case their effect may xcc"d
a-.d uaccal any DCF irducticn effctcs nzr he equator.ia e!eclro;e. Storm

i -.enmts in relation to the eitijcamt &-we been consid red by V-arious
uto rs (Ferraro, Parkthson ,xnd Untlmn. N51; Suiu., 1953; Forbush and

VcslLne, 1955; Ozya,-i and Jacobs, 157); cf. Fig. 1. Hotieer, so far as I
Lnow, elecLromr agnczc induction effects in the ionosphe.e in and near the
rGon of the eqatoril c~cjc,.-zt ",ve not !;:en stdicd systematically for
srdden storm commencements chosen for iLe absence of DP currents - and
these are the cnly cases where interpretation mray be relatively simpie. Asour
znd Price (1"4S) hare zonsidered imporant problems of ionospheric ceectro-
nagnefic inducton aso-ated atah ma.netic storms, but without spc-.J
consideration of the equatorial clectojet belt.

The existence of a partial ring curnei:t syst em has only recently been
proposed (Akasofu and Chapman, i964). a fd the influcnce of the equatorial
ionospheric belt of high electric conductivity upon its ina.netic field has not
yet been considered quantitatively. The DR current will enter the ionosphe. e
north and south of the equator, mainly in latitudes rather high except during
magnetic storms o" such grat intensity as to produce low latitude auroras.
Nevertheless it may pzove possible to detect an equatorial electrojet influence
on the DR field during intervals between poiar substo-ms, when the DP current
system is absent. Hitherto it has seemed that the DR field shows no equatorial
electrojet anomaly (Chapman, 1931; Sugiura and Chapman, 1960). Tne DP
current system is the one most obviously subject to equatorial influence, and

the electrojet influence on the D field has been studied (e.g., Akasofu and
Chapman, 1963), in connection with the fluctuating DP currents. If the DP
auroral electrojet currents is westward, its return flow in low latitudes is east-
ward, and enhances the Sq eastward clectrojet prcsent during !he hours of
sunlight. Many examples of this are available in the records. WeswVard auroral
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eectiejts t=-e to be located mainly on the nig ht side of the earth, which
zednces the equat-ial clectmjet influence upon the D field. This is because
cwng th niht the ionizaton in the E layer, ich is the layer in which there
is enhancement of electrical conductivity along !he dip equator, dies away.
Hence only that part of the interzonal return carent of westward auroral
electrojets that can extend into the samli hemispY .ie can be affected by thz
equatorial clectrojet. This eastward DP return curent along tc electraojet can
at times be intense (Fig. 2). Eastward auoral electrojets tend to occur in
the post-nm.n sector of the sunlit hemisphere, and afthough they are generally
weaker than westward aumral electrojets, their westiv-ard return current is
more favorably Incated to flew preferentially along the dip equator. --.mj -e
of ihis are a-ailable, sbawing that some-times the westwa-d DP remm tcurrent
can rever the e astard direction of So. current flow along and near the dip
equator (e.g., this seems to occur at Korar on Nov. 7, 1957, soGn after 11 h
Ical time).- This is most likely to occur diuing a -eat magnetic st -'x, when
the aurora and its elecrojet is in an unmsually low laitude, and consequently
unusually near the dip equator.

-1

9I

A ]
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~i
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I0I

Fig. I - Enhancement of the in H under the equatorial electrojet. The full
curve indicate: the 6Taily varial-on of the ratio of the amplitude of
Sc's at Huancayo to the amplitude of the corresponding Sc's at Chelten-
ham, for 183 Sc's, 192246. This shows the daytime enhancement of
the Sc in H at Huancayo. The broken line gives the daily variation
of the frequency of these Sc', relative to local time (which is
approximately the same at the two stations). (Suglura 1953; Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 - The -Huancayo H records for 1957 September 28 (a quiet day" and
29 (including part of a great magnetic storm); on the 28th the record
sho,,s Sq, -nd the beginning of So is Shmn also on he 29;h. Then
the great storm -began, with first a DCF increase and thecn a much
larger decrease (DR). On this, between 1600 and 19-m GMfT, is
superposed the effect of an intense eastward return cuirnt of a
westward aur.-2! electrojet; despite the big H reduction causcG by
the DR current near the height of the main phase. the DP return
cu--rent brings H above the normal maximum value around local noon.
At this time the DP current much enhances the normal eastward Sq
current along the electrojet. (Akasofu and Chapman, !963; Fig. 4).
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BRIEF REMARKS ON STORMS

by

HAO, CRPL and UC, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.

There are many reports of the enhancement of the horizontal
vumponent during the dayight hours in the magnetic equatorial zone
at sudden commencements and impuLces, solar daily disturbance vari-
a.ions (DS), and solar flares; for example, Bhargava and Subrah.
inanyan (1964), Matsushita (1904) and Rstoi et d. (1955). This

enhancement is caused by the high conductivity in the mnagnetic equatori-
al zone Ashour and Ferraro (1964) discussed the induction of electric
currents in an anisotropic equatorial ionosphere, and Ferris and Price
(1965) showed a slightly different method of analysis concerning this
subject. The frequefit occurrence of the preceding reverse impulse type
sudden commencement "named SC) du.ing the daylight hours in the
m,.gnefic eouatorial zone, which is shown in Fig. i may be explained
by the induction effect.

-SC DURING THE IGY Fig. I - Occur'rences of -SC at
w N ' .wordwide IGY stations between

z . . the geomagnetic latitudes 5OON and
-- 4 50 S are shown against the local ti-

' -i me of occurrence and the latitude
204of the station (the dip angles in

the magnetic equatorial zone). The
0-. o-olid circles, triangles, crosses, and
< 2._ __ -open circles indicate the following0K 1four longitudinal zones: Europe

_U r0 and Africa (gin 50'E-140,E), Asia
and Australia (gm 140oE-320oE) -

Z D30.!o - a.:id Northwest and South Ameri-

do_j "U-- ca (gin 320oE-50oE), (Matsushita,
a 50"j ._ _ ....~. J 1964).

S 0  6 12 13 24

LOCAL TIME

037
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vectors of geomagnetic clanges caused by the Starfish explosion on Fiue2sos9sr-d~o~-wd atr ftehrzna
July 1962. A large southwrard vector change ini the magnetic equatorial
zone during the dayvliWh, hours, shown in Fig. 2. seems to he caused by
a 'westwvard jet current of positive particles due to the explosion (Maeda
et a!. 1964).

Forbush (1964) made a detailed study of ring current effects
f-rm magnetic data and discussed solar cycle and seasonal variations
of the effect and application for investigating secular change of the
earth's main magnet~ic field.

Theoretical models of magnetic storm were reviewed by Mat-
sushita (1964); none of them is very satisfactory, we need to study
them in the future in more details. Concerning ionospheric stormas the-
rec is also no satisfactory theory.

1-71

GEO;RA~i~c LCKSITUDE

Fig. 2 - Observed~ worldwvide pattern of the ho.-izontJl vectors of geomagnetic
changes at 0901 and 0903 UT on 9 July, 1962, (Maeda et al. 1964).
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KOROR DATA AND MAGNEIC BAYS IN LOW LATITUDES

by

David G. Knapp

Environmental Science Services Administration

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

The strong midday enhancement of most types of perturbation
at stations along the dip equator provides an independent means of
scrutinizing the associated conductive strip, and this phenomenon
promises the advantage that its proximate cause, unlike the driving
mechanism of Sq, may be independent ou longiLude. From a rather
cursory inspection of records at sevc:a low-latitude observatories
including some of those in the iramediate vicinity of the dip equator,
it appears that the low-latitude periubation effects in H axe similar

and simultaneous in different longitudes; and if this is so, they cannot
be regarded as mere fluctuations in the Sq system.

A straightforward way to account for this coherence is to
suppose (a) that the magnetic perturbations represent a band of zonal
perturbation currents in the ionosphere, flowing all around the earth,
but redistributed in the midday segment so as to concentrate along the
dip equator; and (b) that these are secondary currents in a transformer
action, the primary currents being generated in a higher level, perhaps
in the Van Allen radiation belts.

This study is mainly concerned with the high degree of co-
herence between the vertical and horizontal components of bays at
Koror, and with the moderate midday enhancement of the ratio AZ/AH
tor the bavy;. It is suggested that the nighttime Z fluctuations at Koror
are accounted for by inhomogeneity of the induced subsurface current
as modified by the island effect. If the ocean and the earth's crust had
zero conductivity, the AZ/AH ratio should drop to zero at night. It
does not do so. The diurnal curve of AZ/AH does show a slight midday
rise that is attributed to the dip-equator concentration, but it appears
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that this rise is not a simple measure of the zenith distance of the
electrojet, because the known 28 km northward drift of the dip equator
between the IGY and the IQSY is not accompanied by a corresponding
increase in the midday enhancement of AZ/AH.

The paper includes a suggestion as to the reason for the fact
the equatorial enhancement of the daily variation of H is usually found
to be less than that of the perturbation fields.

Curves are shown in Figs. 1-4 of the daily variation of the
AZ!AH ratio for Koror bays. A curiosity of the curves is the suggestion
they contain a premidnight rise, perhaps comparable with the midday
salient, though the number of bays scaled (540 thus far) is not enough

* to establish this with any assurance. The scarcity of measurable night-
time bays is a factor in this.

D379J: -Atu

I Fig. 1 - Ratic. of vertical to

55 horizontal amplitude of bays

, !,at Koror, for Jun.-Dec. 1957.
V /Note small amplitude of the

j 'midday peak.

0 d .2 J6 20 ?i
135 C MT

_ s Fig. 2 - Ratio of vertical to

__o-- horizontal amplitude of bays

-- at Koror, for Sept.-Dec. 1957.

11 'Z 16 20
135 (MT
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that this rise is not a simple measure of the zenith distance of the
between the IGY and the IQSY is not accompapied by a corresponding

increase in the midday enhancement of AZ/AH.

The paper includes a suggestion as to the reason for the fact
the equatorial enhancement of the daily variation of H is usually found
to be less than that of the perturbation fields.

4i Curves are shown in Figs. 1-4 of the daily variation of the
AZ/AH ratio for Koror bays. A curiosity of the curves is the suggestion
they contain a premidnight rise, perhaps comparable with the midday
salient, though the number of bays scaled (540 thus far) is not enough
to establish this with any assurance. The scarcity of measurable night-
time bays is a factor in this.
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135 
fil

Fig. 3 R- atio of vertca to hor2zonaI amplitude- of bays at Koror,
for SepL-Dec. 1957.

Fig. 4 -Ratio of vertical to ho~rizontal amuplitude of bays at Koror,
for Jun. 1964 to Apr. 1965.Ir



PREIM~JRYREPORT O.N SOME GEO-MAGNETC EVENTS

RECORDED UNDER THE ELECTROME IN PERU

by

Mfatee Casaverde and Alberto Giesecke

Instituto Geofisico del Peru, Peru

r The present report is a preliminary one of tw&e on the many
geomnagnietic ev-ents recorded duringr the different surveys carried out
in Peru in the last thr-ee years. The results of these eiperiments may
answver a few of the many questions which have arisen during the
discussions on the equatorial electrojet at the Symposium-.

The records obtained at the 8 to 10 stations offfers for the first
umc a good spatiA reselution on the v-ariationi recorded on the magnetic
equator. Fig. I showvs the locations of the ten sites: Huancayo (1111),
Ayacucho (AYO), Abancay (ABA), Cuzco (CUZ), Ccapana (CCA), SX-
cuani ( SIC), PucaVa (PUC), Czbanillas (CAB), Arequipa (ARE) and
Ay3anguer-a (AYA). The dip vaies from + 20 downm to - 60 for these
stations. Fig-. 2 showus a magnetically quiet day variation (24 Aug. 1963)
in the three components D, H and Z, which showvus the current concentra-
tionof the equatorial electrojet. The curves reveal a consiste., t change
off the daily ranges a long the profile across the southern. and central
portion of the electrojet- The steady increase of the noon maximumn
in H from AYA, 400 km south of the dip equator, to CUZ right on the
dip equa-or, shows clearly the effect of the electrojet which is
superimposed on the normal Sq. Table I shows the daily ranges for H
and Z; the dip angle and the distance of each station from the dip
equator.

ifiv dffn te idhzfthe elcrjta h distance between

negtiv, e fndfro aprevious report (Forbush and Casaverde) an
appoxiatehaf wdthof300 kmn; wihwould corre-5pond to the
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sunspot maximnum. From Table I, we find for the most southern station,
which is about 400 km from the dip equator, the highest range for Z
(45 gammas). This would suggest that the haif width of the electrojet
is equal or greater than 400 km for the sunspot minimmi than during
the sunspot maximum.

- arm -A ;r...

"~ ol.s m il!il
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Fig. I- Location of geomagnetic stations during the 1963 survey.
Scale values for variographs, are included.
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Fig. 2 -Quiet diurnal variation for D, H and Z on 24 August 1963.
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Table 1

Total daily ranges for H (AT) and Z (-T') for 24 Aug. 1963.
agnetic dip (I), distance in w from the dip equator.

STATION .?T 7?T I Distance from
I=O

(gammas) (gammas) (kin)

HU 105 -7 20 115 Nortl

AYO 110 3 0

ABA 120 5 -0,5

CCA 120 0 0

CUZ 120 -2 0

SIC 100 14 -1,3 80 South

PUC 105 12 -2.8 170 South

CAB 80 18 -4.0 250 South

ARE 70 35 -4.8 320 South

AYA 60 45 -6.0 400 South

During IGY it was found, with stations along the coast in Peru,
as reported by other workers in -Africa and South Pacific, an asymmetry
in the Z range distribution below the electrojet with higher values -

twice as much - toward the south. This same result was found during
the present survey discarding the possibility of any ocean effect. SIC
has a fzT twice as much as HU, being both stations about the same
distance from the dip equator.

Figure 3 shows the SC and a few hours of the most intense
storm of 1963, which started at 0915 (75°W MT) on September 21, last-
ing for about two days. The storm was recorded at all field stations,
except that ABA and CCA were not operating. The H ranges of the SC
as well as the following short period variations increase gradually to-
ward the magnetic equator. This indicates a similar equatorial con-
centrations of the over-head currents as described for the daily long
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S Period! variations. However, the Z variations show different variations
from place to place and do not reflect at all the external electrojet field.
These anomalies are related to internal conductivity anomalies which
is a matter of additional surveys being carried out in southern Peru
The D variations show a very interesting feature in contrast to the long

jperiod 'jiurnal variation. This may be an effect of some other current
jsystemns at higher levels than the electrojo~t.

511

Fig. 3- Sudden Storm

CA* Commencement for D, H
" N 7 r~-' ad Z on 21 Sept. 1963.

j"

cto
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THE 22-YEAR VARLIATION IN THE OCCURRENCE OF

GEOMAGNETICALLY DISTURBED DAYS

by

Edwin J. Chemosky

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

It ip known that magnetic activity varies in some relation to
the phase of the eIeven-year solar cycle in which it occurs. In this paper
a study is made for a relation of the occurrence of magnetic activity
to the 22-year sunspot cycle. The 22-year cycle is based upon the
alternating change in the sequence of the magnetic polarity of pairs of
sunspot from one eleven-year period to the next. Sunspots generally
occur in pairs with their connecting axis in an east-west direction. The
eastern most spot of each group in one hemisphere will have one
polarity during that ele'.en year period and the opposite during the
following eleven-years. The northern and southern hemisphere of the
sun show characteristics opposite to each other

To make this study, the International Magnetic Character
Figure C, ranging from 0.0 to 2.0 is used to describe the magnetic
activity of each day. Days having values of C from 1.0 to 2.0 were
considered as disturbed. Eighty years of data or 29,219 days from
1884-1963 were used. The eighty years were arranged in 20 groups
according to the year of the stmspot magnetism cycle in which they
occurred. Twenty years instead of 22 years were used to form the cyclic
period since some of the sunspot number cycles were less than 11 years
in length. The additional years were included in the year of cycle
minimum adjacent to each other. See Fig. 1.

Mean values of each of the 20 groups, each including from 3
to 6 years, were used to show the cycle trends during the two number-
cycles represented and for intercomparison of the &wo number-cycles.
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I The annual variations within each group were evaluated using average
for each ninth group.- Instead of 20 year-groups however these wereIcombined from consecutive pairs to give 10 year-groups and more
representative samples (Fig. 2).

REPRESENTATlON OF~ SMISPOT-UAGNT1SM CYCLE IN GEOMAGNETIC

£TriVTy LEVEL NO) DGTLEE DAY OCCURRENCE (1884-1963)

"N" W1Y6-TINs AYt.

0

gao

so - -** *

£ 0

nM& Of SU"ZOT-14CWCUSM CYCLE

Fig. 1I Annual values and their averages grouped according to the
sunspot-magnetism cycle showing cyclic trends in magnetic
activity, number of disturbed days and sunspot nurnber. The
sunspot-magnetism cycle in terrestrial magnetic activity is
indicated by the dashed lines of the upper two graphs.
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Fig. 2- A comparison of magnetic activity, number of disturbed
days and sunspot number from one cycle to another. The

change in level of terrestrial magnetic activity for each half
of each cycle is shown by the bar graphs at the right and

i indicate , the nature of the sunspot-magnetism cycle in this
aspect.

The analysis of the annual means represented by the 20 year-
groups showed that even numbered Zurich l 1-year cycles were more
active in the last half of the cycle than in the first half. For the Zurich
odd-numbered cycles, the first half of the cycle was more active. Thi.,

change is one indication of the 22-year cycle in ,terrestrial magnetic

activity.

The annual variation shows two periods of maximum activity
each year near the times of equinox. The semi-annual peaks are very
we-ak at the minimuni ending the odd-numbered cycles and the posto-
minimum period. beginning the following even-numbered cycle. The
s,aryn-aainual peaks are strongly evidenced at the maxir-mam ending the
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even-numbered cycles and the post-mininiumr period beginning the
odd cycles. In individual calendar years the semi-annual variation is
usually more clearly shown by the frequencies of occurrence of distribut-j ed days than by the monthly mean C, figure. See Fig. 3.
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It is not certain whether this change in characteristics at
alternate solar minimum is due to varying d&lection or intensity of
.the solar emission affecting the earth or is a cyclic modification of the
terrestrial environment. There is good indication that there is a 22-
year cycle variation in terrestrial magnetic activity and this is a factor
which need to be considered in further evaluation of solar cycle trends
of equatorial and other measurements.



THE ORIGIN OF FLUCTUATICNS IN THE EQUATORIAL

ELECTtOJET: A NEW TYPE OF GEOMAGNETIC

VARIATION

by

Atsuhiro Nishida, Noboru Iwasaki and Takesi Nagata

Geophysical Institute, University of Tokyo, Japan

The enhanced Sq variation at the geomagnetic equator is
frequently marred by large irregular fluctuations whose magnitude
occasionally reaches the amplitude of the Sq variation. In the present
paper, the world-wide morphology of all types of equatorial fluctuations
(except micropulsations) which are detected in 40 days' sample period
during the IGY are presented, and their origin is investigated. Part of
these fluctuations can be identified as geomagnetic variations of the
known kind, namely, sfe, ssc and positive and negative si. The majority
of them, however, show peculiar characteristics which cannot be
explained in terms of the nature of the known variations.

These remaining fluctuations seem to belong to a new class
of the geomagnetic variation. They appear at the equator as decreases
in the horizontal component with a maximum magnitude of about 200 ,

and with a time scale ranging from half an hour to several hours.
* Simultaneously with the fluctuation in the equatorial field, variations

of the identical form appear over a wide area, which is centered at
about 1800 hours meridian and is wider than the hemisphere (see Figs.
I and 2). When the equivalent current system is drawn for these fluc-
tuations, it is found that the direction of the current flow is independent
of latitude below the geomagnetic latitude of about 750, and all these

*currents flow through the polar cap (see Fig. 3). These fluctuations

* appear quite frequently, and in the sample period around the vernal
equinox of 1958, they are alhost always present.

I4
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MARCH 19, 1958

Fig. I - Comparison of magnetograms from equatorial (Huancayo)
and polar (Thule) stations. The variation of the new type
appears in phase in both records. The blackened part is the
decrease in the new type variation from the normal record
on a very quiet day.
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Fig. 3 - Equivalent current system for the case shown in Fig. 2.

The magnitude of the electric potential associated with these
fluctuations is around 50 kv across the current vortex. Thus, this new
type of geomagnetic variations seems to -testify the presence of a large
scale magnetospheric convection of a transient nature, which is as
intense as the one associated with the viscous-like interaction with the
solar wind.



IONOSPHERIC PARAMETERS FOR NAIROBI FOR MAGN'IIALLY

DISTURBED AND QUIET DAYS

by

R. F. Kelleher

Physics Department, university College Nairobi, Kenya

An examination has ',een made of certain ionospheric para-
meters obtained from -routine hourly vertical soundings at Nairobi. The
present results give median values for the International Quiet and
Disturbed Days during the period March 1964 to February 1965.

The results are shown in Fig. 1-6 and suggest that (at least in
sunspot minimum years) Nairobi lies in an intermediate, region where
aeomagnetic control is small.
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Fig. 1 Shows the foF2 data for quiet and disturbed days. It can
be seem that there is little difference between the two sets
of days, though the critical frequency is slightly higher
under disturbed conditions for hours after about 1600 LT.
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Fig. 2 Show seasonal results (Feb., Mar. and Apr.) An interesting

feature is the secondary peak occurring between 1900-2300
~LT, 'Which is anhanced by magnetic activity and is parti-

cularly pronounced wi -ocal sitrnmer (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Same as
. Fig. 2 for Nov., Dec
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Fig. 6 - Plot of
the parameters h'F2.
Here also the diffe.
rences between quiet ,.2J ,
and disturbed days
are small. It is like- o r
wise found that the ,, p,
probability of oc-
currence of a sharp ,,,
FI cusp is largely
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SOME FEATURES OF EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERIC STORMS

by

E. 0. Olatunji

Ibadan University, Nigeria

Ionospheric disturbance effects in the equatorial F2 layer are
examined in the next five figures. Data obtained from ionograms and
total columnar electron content measurements are used to elucidate
some features which have to be considered if one it to understand
storm mechanisms.

A storm event in the topside ionosphere reveals an inversion
of storm effect at great altitudes; and suggests a reduced transport of
ionization from the magnetic equatorial belt during a disturbance.

-04

4 -

-r 0 .-. _ I... I -- ,

LTT

Fig. 1- Shows the results of ionospheric storms deduced from
2-day mean foF2 (solid lines) and monthly mean of foF2
(dashed lines).
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Fig. 2 -Examination of foF2 for three equatorial stations in separated
longitude, zones shows a tendency towards a &rytime,
increase and nighttime decrease of ionization density relative
to quiet days.
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Fig. 3- Illustrates the correlation analysis of storm effects at
different pairs of stations (see Fig. 2). Differences in
behavior at different slations for a given storm, and for
storms at a fixed station are clearly exhibited.
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Illustrating ;Of sphgric stors effect
on latitude variation of NT
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Fig. 4 - A daytime increase of the total columnar ionization during a
storms is shown to be a regular feature. In the great majority
of cases, hmF2 is not altered by a sotrm. The increase in
ionization density occurs mostly in the topside ionosphere.
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Fig. 5- Time and intensity relationships between ionospheric and
magnetic disturbances are examined. Both time and intensity
relations raise difficulties in reconciling storm theory and
evidence.



ENHANCEMENT OF MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES OVER THI

MAGNETIC EQUATOR DURING THE NIGHTTLME HOURS

by

R.G. Rastogi, N.D. Kaushita and N.B. Trivedi

Physical Research Laboraton,, Ahmedabad, India

The amplitudes of sudden commencement of magnetic storms

(SSC) during the daylight hours and of solar flare effects (sfe) in

horizontal field, H, stow a pronounced maximum over the magnetic

equator. The deviation of vertical field, AZ, are positive south of the

equator and negative north of the equator, the sign changing at a plac?

very close to the magnetic equator. SSC in H during the nighttime

for the stations in American Zone show significant enhancement near

the magnetic equator. The change in sign of AZ happens at a dip ot

about 70N (Fig. 1).
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Nighttime fluctuations in H at Huancayo and San Juan show
excellent similarity with each other (Fig. 2). Mean ratio of AH at
Huancayo to AH at San Junn has a value of about 9.0 for midday
and 1.7 for mid-ght hours (Fig. 3). Comparing magnetograms at
Huancayo, Yanwz Chimbote, Chiclayo and Talara, one finds very close
similarities in the fluctuations, i.e., the amplitude decreasing
piogressively from Huancayo to Talara (Fig. 4). The average devi-
ation in 11 at Talara (134N dip) is about 0.65 to that at Huanca~o (2"N
dip) indicating a sharp enhancement of AH at the magnetic equator
even during :he ni nttirre hours (Fig. 5).

it is concluded that the significant equatorial enhancements
of the amplitudes of SSC and post disturbance fluctuations in H during
the nighttime indicates the existence of some electrojet currents over
he manetic equator during the nighttime hours also
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time disturbances.



.ABNORMAL DISIURBANCE DMILY VARLATION AT

HU.ANCAYO DURING IGY-IGC

I

* by

R. G. Rastogi and G. Rajaram

Physical Research Laboratories, Ahmedabad, india

It is well known that noon foF2 at equatorial stations during
any of the seasons increases with increasing magnetic activity. Further
the daytime values of foF2 are greater on Disturbed than on Quiet
Days.

During the IGY-IGC period, values of noon foF2 at Huancayo
are shown to decrease with increasing K index during the December
solstices, while during the June solstices foF2 is positively correlated
with K index. The mean foF2 on International Quiet Days are greater
than on International Disturbed Days during the daytime hours of
December solstices of IGY-IGC.

Comparing the daily variations of foF2 on Q and D days during
the two solstices at different stations along 750W meridian zone, the
abnormal decrease of foF2 during D days is found only at the equatorial
stations of Huancayo, Chimbote, Chiclayo and Talara during the De-
cember solstices (Fig. ).

Comparing the variations of foF2 at Huancayo over the years
1953 to 1961, the decreases of foF2 on D days of December solstices,
is seen only during the years of maximum solar activity, i.e., 1957-1960
(Fig. 2).

Comparing the variations of foF2 on Q and D days during the
December solstice at the equatorial stations along different longitudes,
viz. Huancayo, Ibadan and Kodaikanal, it is a found that the abnormalI SD (foF2) occurs only at Huancayo (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1I- Average daily variat-IoD of foF2 at International Quiet and
Disturbed Days of June and Der-ember solstices of 1958 at
various stations in the American Zone.
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Fig. 2 - Average daily variation of foF2 at Huancayo on International
Quiet (o) and Disturbed (x) Days of June and December
solstices in the years 1953-1961.
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PFig. 3 - Average daily variation of foF2 at Huancayo, Ibadan and
Kodaikanal in June and December solstices of 1958.
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It is concluded that during the December solstices (when the
Earth is nearest to the Sun) of the maximum solar activity period
some causes come into operation which have the effect of decreasing
foF2 near the magnetic equator in the American Zone, where the
horizontal magnetic field is the minimum. It is suggested that this
cause may be the precipitation of the corpuscular radiation into the F2
region heights during the magnetically active periods of the maximum
sunspot years.
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j SUMMARY OF THE SESSION

by

E. J. Chernosky

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

At the session on Magnetic and Ionospheric Storms nine papers were
presented after reviews by Professor Chapman on Magnetic Storms and Dr
Matsushita on Ionospheric Storms.

In examining magnetic bays on the Koror records Knapp found that
they were possibly coherent in different longitudes at the low latitudes. He
assumes ihat this possible coherence is due to zonal perturbations in the iono-
sphere flowing all around the earth at low latitudes. One explanation of this
required that the magnetic perturbations represent a band of zonal perturba-
tions flowing all around the earth but redistributed in the midday segment so
as to concentrate along the dip equator.

Examination of the AZ/AH ratios for the Koror data for some 540
bays showed a midday peak with a possible late night secondary maximum.
Nighttime bays are infrequent however and more data are needed to complete
this study. It is to be noted that these data are concerned only with bays or
transient departures from the normal diurnal variations and the following paper
does so ab well.

Nishida, Iwasaka and Nagata examined departures of high and low
latitude station traces from a normal curve. These departures, from one-half
to several hours in length perhaps, were evaluated over a period of 40 days
in the 195 data. While some of the variations can be identified as solar flare
effects, storms sudden commnencements, and positive and negative sudden
increases, the majority cannot be so explained. They appear at the equator as
negative departures, in the horizontal component having a maximum amplitude
of 200 y, Lnd possibly are bays. Simultacously with the equatorial departures
very similar variatinns appear over a wide area which is wider than the hemi-
sphere. From the equivalent current system for these fluctuations it is found
that the c'irection of current flow is independent of latitude below geomag.
lat. 75o and all these currents flow through the polar cap. During the vernal
equinox period examined the departures were almost always present.
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The median values from routine hourly soundings at Naircbi were
studied for the magnetically 5 quiet and 5 disturbed days for the period March
1964 through February 1965. There is little difference between the median
values for the quiet and the disturbed days although the critical frequency is
less than one megacycle lower on the quiet days for most night hours (after
about 1600 LMT) and less than megacycle higher during daylight hours over
the entire period. A secondary peak shows up during local summer between
1900 and 2300 hours which seems to be enhanced by magnetic activity. The
probability of occurrence of an Fl cusp is largely unaffected by magnetic activity.
From February to April quiet days are fairly consistently below the disturbed
days for fdF2, except in the morning daylight hours. Differences in h'F2 were
less than 20 km between the quiet and disturbed days. Kelleher felt that at least
in sunspot minimum years Nairobi lies in an intermediate region where geo-
magnetic control is small.

Olatunji could find no relation to Kp and Ap for ionospheric storms
recorded it Talara, Ibadan, and Singapore. There was some indication that iono-
spheric storms began from a half to nine hours later than magnetic storms in
1960 and 1961.

Rastogi showed that the IGY-IGC period the noon values of foF2 at
Huancayo decreased with increasing K index during the December solstices
while during the June solstice foF2 is positively correlated with K.

The abnormal decrease of foF2 during disturbed days is found only at
tahe equatorial stations of Huancayo, Chimbote, Chiclayo, and Talara, during the
December solstice for the stations along the 75oW meridian. For the years 1953-
1961 this decrease was only seen during maximum solar activity. Comparing the
variations at different longitudes it is found that the abnormal SD occurs only
at Huancayo.

Rastogi suggested that the agency responsible for this is a precipitation
of the solar corpuscular radiation into the weaker horizontal force of the
American zone.

Rastogi also showed the daytime enhancement of the sudden com-
mercemenr at Huancayo over that at San Juan as did Sugiura. Nighttime
fluctuations in H at Huancayo and San Juan compared very well. The fluctu-
ation at the Peruvian stations of Huancayo, Yauca, Chimbote, Chiclayo, and
Talara, are very similar, the amplitude decreasing as one moves north to Talara
from Huancayo. At Talara the average deviation of H is 0.65 times that of
Huancayo.

Rastogi concluded that the significant equatorial enhancement of SSC
end the post disturbance fluctuations in H during the nighttime indicates the
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existence of some electrojet currents over the magnetic equator during the
nighttime hours also.

Casaverdc showed that the D and H diurnal changes were essentially
the same ,cross the equatorial zone on quiet days with only Z showrg change.
At the onset of a sudden commencement storm only H remained the same across
the equatorial electrojet In Peru, the D and Z onsets being different on opposite
sides of the electrojet. The electrojet appears to be nearer 800 kin wide at sunsput
minimum as compared with 600 km at sunspot maximum.

i In considering data taken at sunspot minima it should be noted at what
minima these data are taken. There appears to be a 22-year sunspot cycle in
terrestrial magnetic activity insofar as the semi-annual equinoctial maxima are
concerned as one example. The equinoctial maxima are strong at and follow-
ing one sunspot cycle maxima while at the following sunspot cycle minima they
are poorly defined. It was also reported that the cycle trends are such that
they are greater in the last half of one cycle and in the first half of the follow-
ing cycle.

.)
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XI- LOW LATITUDE MAGNETIC PULSATIONS

(Discussion leader: J. R. Heirtzler)

Review Paper

°-4

EQUATORIAE STUDIES OF RAPID FLUCTUATIONS

IN THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD

by

W. H. Campbell

NBS - CRPL, Boulder, Colorado

Introduction

This paper concerns naturally occurring ultra low frequency electro.
magnetic field variation in the range of 3,5 to 0.003 cycles per second (1/3 sec
to 300 sec periods). Such phenomena are investigated to understand processes
tianspiring in the local ionosphere and the distant magnetosphere. Even though
some of the signals in the equatorial region have unique characteristics which
could best resolve source propagation mechanisms, the equatorial studies in these
frequencies has thus far lagged behind the middle and low latitudes, probably
as a result of the greater scarcity of geophysical laboratories in that lwgion.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize what has been accomplished
to date at the very low latitudes and to describe the needed areas for further
endeavor. Four pulsation types which show rather different characteristic- will
be discussed separately in this review. Although spatial and temporal variations
in amplitude make it improbable that such a spectrum of signals as shown Fig.
I could be recorded, it illustrates the size, range, and names of signals followed
in this study.
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Fig. I - Identification ofl spectra of mulsations in the loiwr fr; quencies.

The Regular Pulsations Near I Sec Period (Pc-I)

These curious pulsations ame genemlly feund in the ffrequency raioge of
3.5 to 0.3 c/s; typical an.plitudes are 10 to 100 my,. The fluctuations are gen-
erally found in groups of about one-half hour durnation, often occurring singl)
and, on occasion, lasting half-a-day- There is a beat-like appearance in the
amplitude traces that, in pal results from the typical overlapping risirig
frequency erissi-? structure eident on frequence-tirne dispiays.

There seeiws io be a general linear relationship of the recurrence period
nf the emission (Tree) and the av-erage period (t mid) so .hat Ti-cc (see) 2? 85 t
rnic (sec). The maxium occurrence time, near midday at auroral latitudes
der.rease&s to pre-daun hours at the middle latitudes. Equatorial and polar oc-
currences arm i-er than at other latitudes; presently diurnal patterns at such
places are unreported. Tize local time variation of the mid-frequency appears
to be sims'lar at mi~ddle and high latitudes with higher frequencies in the night
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hours and low f.equencies, durirpg the day; the same would be expected at theI

equator-. The few.. samples of polarization --how the magnetic flIG-x density vector

counter lou..kA-isc Ill a plane perpendicular to the e-roh field at the boreal auroral
zone and iandorml-% oriented at northern mid iatit-Ades; measurements have not

been reporied at the equator. The events have a high probability of occurrence

to 7 days following la.-ge Kp indices of solar terrestrial disturbznces. No

eeperidera of amnplitude upon concurrent ionospheric conditions is -'et evidenced.

Hip.h lafitude conjugate station signals generally show%% a 0.8 tc 0.9 correlation.

Smaions s-3.par~accd by more than 500 Zam in the mpiddle and bigh latitudes of one

rhcrrA,hci-: are unco~related, in activity alth~gh isolated cases of extreme

distributkmn hare occur-red.

On tdy of an equatorial event wvith the gopo aii ttoi

illustrated in Figure 2 showed a 180' phase shift in the recurrence structure at

* Kauai and Tongatapu; Canton, near the equato~r, seemed to exhibit the summa-

tioa of the other stations-

S.I

=PAD

Irv :12-1-

C IA M

Fig. 2a - Group of Pacific stations where measurements were made.
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Fig. 2b - Pc-i pulsations spectra at Kauai, Canton, and Tongatapa (from Teplz-y,
1964).

There have only been guesses as to the originating sourc- of these pulsa-
tions. The resonance type features of tbe event and the high latitude conjugate
station coincidence encourage the presently popular hydromagnetic models of the
phenomencon of propagation along the high I, field lines. It is typically assumed-
that the energy comes from the solar wind and that necessary conditions for
resonant propagation in the magnetosphere must be established several days
after the onset of the solar terrestrial disturbance. Ionospheric absorption of
the energy in these frequencies is predicted by most models but has escaped
measurement.

Equatorial studies of these events has scarcely begun. Even the most
rudimentary features are unreported. A major contribution to the understanding
of the phenomenon can be made by determining the method of arrival of the
fluctuations into equatorial regions.
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Regular Pulsations Near 20 See Period (Pc-2,3)

These are rather sinusoida pulsations with typical amplitudes reaching
1/3 gamma in size. They are generally observed in the period range of 5 to 40
seccnds with a beat-like appearance. A diurnal variation of the oscillatory period
is observed at middle and high latitudes which typically rises to 20 or 25 seconds
,n the daytime hours, and falls to about 5 or 10 seconds at night; the variation
range varies gradually over many days. Saito (1962) indicates that a similar
distribution of periods should be expected at equatorial stations; a better study
is needed here. The occurrence frequency has been reported as a day type (Fig.
3). At niiddle and high latitudes the times of maximum have been justified by
variations in ionospheric conditions. The interesting differences at equatorial sta-
tions, shown in Fig. 4 need interpretation.
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Fig. 4 - Equatorial and subequatorial diurnal variation of Pc-2 and 3 activity
(from Romafia, 1962).

The large amplitude pulsations appear simultaneously at widely spaced
locations. Fig. 5 illustrates an amplitude distribution of 3 events versus latitude;
unfortunately it was night or early morning at Guam and Ko.or for this sample.
More effort on the distribution study is needed, particularly at electrojet
maximum and disappearance times.
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Fig. 5- Latitudinal variation of Pc-2 and 3 amplitude (from Jacobs and
Sinno, 1960).
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The vertical component of the field is typically reported to be small and

the field is generally largest in the magnetic N-S direction. Polarization and
phase studies are unusually scarce and have not been made at the equator.

The excellent correlation of daily amplitude values with magnetic distur-
S banze indices places the phenomenon clearly with the solar-terrestrial distur-

bance family. It is generally assumed that the pulsations also have a hydromag-
netic origin. Neve. theless, the positive dependence on ionospheric conditions
have gre3tly encou.aged the consideration of assoclatcd ionospheric currents

* j extending 2 high latitude effect to the equatorial region. 2

Regular Pulsations With Periods of the Order of Minutes (Pc-4, 5)

Two distinct period groups with typical periods between 45 to 70 sec
(Pc 4) and 2-50 to 600 sec (Pc 5) have been identified at various world stations.
Presently, many characteristics of these two groups seem sufficiently similar to
allow tham to be discussed jointly. Long period damped oscillations will be
considered a part of these groups.

The Pc 4 have been reported es day type pulsations; occurrence maxima
are found near noon hours at all latitudes. The longer period pulsations seem
to have a gradual transition from a single morning peak activity at high latitudes
to a double morning and evening maximum at the lower latitudes; the equatorial
reports need confirmation, however. In Fig. 6 the seasonal pattern of Pc4 at
Manila shows the equatorial peaks of activity near noon hours and minimal
activity during the solstices, generally similar to the middle and high latitude
behavior. Fig. 7 illustrates an increasing occurrence at Ghana with decreasing
solar activity.
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Fig. 6 - Monthly occurrence pattern of Pc-2 and 3 at Manila (from Glover,
1963).
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Fig. 7 -Diurnal variation of Pc-

P F-4 GHANA

4 at Ghana in 1957/58 (top) and r
1961/62 (bottom) (from Hutton, eo-
1965).
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The periods of both PcA4 and Pc-5 activity are longer in the nighttime

than at daytime; they are reported to be shortest around June solstice (45 and 400

sec) and longest at December solstice (70 and 450 sec).

There is a latitudinal vaation in the plane of polarization of the pulsa-

tions, Gillstrated in Fig. 8, showing the oscillations perp-ndicular to the geo.

magnetic field lines at high latitudes but parallel at equaloril locations.
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Fig. 8 - Pc4 and 5 field directions at different latitudes (from Saito, 1964).
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Figure 9 Illustrates a sample of simultaneous pulsations at various world
locations. Fig. 10 illustrates the latitudinal amplitude distribution of the field
components. Note the equatorial enhancement; it was midday at Koror. Curi-
ously, the field component parallel to the main field has comparable amplitudes
both near the auroral zone and at the equator. Fig. 11 shows the average
amplitude at Koror to that at Honolulu or Kakioka in local time at Koror. There
is a clear daytime enhancement for these nine cases of Pc-5. Fig. 12 shows the
average amplitudes of the H component of each station (normalized to College)
plotted against local ime.

Charoacristics of Larg Arar GMfPuii wj
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_____________Fig. 9 -Pc-5 event on world

magnetograms (from Matuura,

1961).
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Col:

]Fig. y0 Amplitude variation versus latitude for Pc-5 event (from Matuura).-
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Fig. 11 -Local time variation of equatorial enhancemnft factor for averaged

amplitudes and periods for Pc-5 event (from Matuura, 1961).
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Fig. 12- Local time variation of the amplitudes (from Matuura, 1961)."

At non-equatorial latitudes the field fluctuations are, on occasions,
identified with measurable ionospheric phenomena. Example of concurrent
pulsations in auroral particle precipitation, luminosity variations and electron
density, are available. On rare occasions satellite observations of pulsations have
been identified with surface pulsations. Most recently the characteristic period
of Pc-4 and 5 have been found to vary with satellite drag. The activity level of
Pc-3 and 4 has been shown to have correllation coefficients of 0.8 and 0.6
respectively with direct measurements of solar wind velocity.

Hydromagnetic type oscillations of the earth's field lines analogous to
elastic string vibrations have been used to explain some of the high latitude oc-
currence end polarization features. Activity at polar conjugate stations is used
to verify such models. If all surface observations are measures of arriving hydro-
magnetic wavcs, the observed equatorial enhancement certainly needs. clarifi-
cation. The question Is whether a Pc-5 current system, such as that shown in2Fig. 13, exists in the ionosphere or is merely a convenient description of surface
values.
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1801

00
Fig. 13 - Equivalent current system for Pc-5 (from Jacobs and Sinno, 1960).

Pulsations With Iregular Forms

There are certainly many events with transitional features between
rather pure sinusoidal pulsations and quite irregular random period rapid vari-
ations; in this paper the two groups are only clearly separated for convenience
of discussicn. The frequency components are from several cycles per second
to several per hour; amplitudes vary from several hundred gammas to the lower
limit of t.e recording system.

At the higher latitudes these fluctuations are a measure of the solar
terrestrial disturbance, some of which have been termed polar magnetic sub-
storms (Akasofu and Chapman, 1963). They have a clear association with
Ionospheric phenomena. They have been identified with the aurora itself as well
as the bombarding electrons and the ionospheric absorption and reflection. Great
similarities and some difference have been found in events measured at
conjugately located stations.

Associated with the auroral electrojet the events at high latitudes occur
most frequently with the typical nighttime negative magnetic bays. They are
found also during the afternoon positive bay events. Studies at middle latitudes
tied the occurrence of the fluctuations to a closing of the ionospheric current
loops. A day-side enhancement has been found.
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At the equator the variations are most numerous during the daytime
hours (F'g. 14). The night-time events only appeared during disturbed Kp

* conditions Fig. 15 shows the diurnal variation in ratio (r) of the fluctuation H
* to Z components with higher values at night than in day. This inferred that

greatly diflerent types of currents systems were involved at such times. Fig.
16 shows the dependence of "r" on duration period of the fluctuation, which
though not clearly explained, may imply an induced current effect. About 90%
of the events at Ibadan have been identified at other observatories within the au-
roral zone and along the equator, (see Table I). The amplitude of the fluctuations
at the equator is quite dependent on the magnitude of the electrojet curreiit
there. The ability to identify similar signals at distant stations was related to
the amplitude of the variations and therefore dependent upon the equatorial Sq
magnitude.

zI

40 ~,

20
o

0

6 I18z 24

LOCAL YIME ,hr

A for Im|x 5r. 8 forlIrn;,T Is C for Irni>, i"

Mig. 14 Occurrence frequency of irregular fluctuations in Nigeria (from
Onumechilli, 1960).
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Fig. 15- Diurnall a.iatio ., of amplitude ratio H:Z for irreguaiar ."l=-,2Mti
in Nigeria (from Omn.ume, .h-dii, 1959).
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Fig. 16 - Variation of atio H/Z with period of irregular variations (from
0 ,umechiiiio 95)
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TABLE I

Percentage of fluctuations at Ibadan that are identifiable at other
o'brvatories. The obser-atories are arranged in orde - of

latitude from North to South.

Station Iden.fiable Unidentifiable al % identifiable

Tromso 42 7 49 86

College 169 .6 230 73

Eskd-.e- iuir 59S 11 599 98

L'A - 55-i 28 579 95

San Fernando 823 88 911 90

M'Bour W 22 926 98

Guam 1252 163 1415 88

Addis Aiaba 1277 45 1322 97

Korrv r 1140 183 1323 86

Kormrr. Guam 2392 346 2738 87

Port Moresby 326 150 476 68

Huancavo 1248 281 1529 82

Figure 17 illustrates thr- latitude variation of c.-:--nrement in Nigeria and

its compmison to the H dE5Jy range. The strong dependence of the amplitude
of the fluctuations on the strength of 5q implied tha: these variations were
actually variations of Sq itself. If this h' so, then these minutz variations will
become a :sharper tool for dissecting the dimentions of tht electrojet itself. In
addition, there do oc-ur events on a fia e time scale which are unique to. or

appear eailier in. one auroral zone. If the eiectrojet is to be identified with

only the northern or southern Sq system, it rnay be possible to use hemispherical

identification of an irregular pulsation to tag the Sq of the e!ectrojet. Similarly,

if there is a night -,.ide closing of induced current in the earth as Price suggests,

[he irregular pulsatiops might possibly be used as tracers for this system.
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Fig. 17- Equatorial enhancement of daily amplitude ratio of irregular fluctu-
ations (from Onwum echii and Ogbuehi, 1962).

Concluding Remarks

In summa.', It appears that less is known of the equatorial continuous
pulsations than of the i.Tegular fluctuations and less of the higher frequencies
than the !ower. The typic.! question to be resolved seems to be how much of
the observed simal can be tr..ced to ionospheric currents. Many of the regular,
sinusoidal pulsations should be studied as hydromagnetic waves and measure-
ments macr of the wave polarization planes, phase velocities, and arrival direc-
tions. Possibilities of cross field line propagation, radially to the low latitude
region from magnetospheric equator and ducted propagation beneath an A!fven
velocity maximum from the auroral zone to the low latitudes both need further
investigation. There is still considerable opportunity for significant micropulsa-
lion studies at the equator.
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RAPID GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY AT VERY LOW lATITUDE

CONJUGATE STATIONS

by

J. R. Heirtzler', F. de Mendonqa and H. Montesj

Introduction

There has been increasing evidence to indicate that micro-
pulsation activity is due to ionosphere current systems. However most
measurements have been confined to mid and high latitudes, with
certain of the high latitude measurements being made simultaneously
at high latitude conjugate points. To supplement these measurements
we recorded rapid magnetic activity at very low latitude (equatorial)
conjugate points on a line of force that has its maximum altitude in
the F-layer. We utilized a pair of such conjugate points in eastern Bra-
zil, located near the towns of Amapd and Barbacena (Fig. 1). The
point conjugate to Amapd lies about 100 km west of Barbacena. The
two points are separated by about 3000 km as measured along the
surface of the earth.

As a joint project between Lamont Geological Observatory and
C.N.A.E. two mobile field installations were used at the two towns
during December, 1964. Each installation used a rubidium-vapor
magnetometer. For 15 days recordings were made with a full scale
(5") span of 3 gammas and a chart speed of 40 iph, then for another
7 days with a full scale span of 30 gammas and a chart speed of 6 iph.
Timing accuracy was kept to within about 3 seconds by frequently
synchronizing a local time marker with WWV, and the magnetic field

T Lmnt G ogical Observatory. Columbia Univ., Palisades, N.Y.
2 Comissdo Nacional de Atividades Espaciais, Brasil
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strength had a relative accuracy of better than 0.05 gammas. Tofindicate simultaneous activity in mid-latitudes we will show the
simultaneous records from a rubidium magnetometer at Lebanon State
Forest in the state of New Jersey. At Lebanon the dip of the field is
72 degrees down, at Ainapd is it 25 degrees down, and at Barbacena
it is 19 degrees up, according to world dip charts.

A

AM4APA

200 XM

250 KH .- A1U

MAL ALT. 276 -H

MI a0 250 KM

- EQUATOR

20eK

SA ALSAO PAULO 0 RIO

2e

LL3J50 I
25-A.

Fig. 1I Position of line of force passing through Amapd.
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While the main measurements reported here were made at

conjugate points we suspect that the type of activity observed at each

of these two stations was characteristic of an appreciable geographic
area centered about those respective points.

Cross Spectral Determinations

The time during which measurements were made was very quiet
magnetically. The Fredericksburg K-index did not exceed 3 during the
time that we have data. Frequently that index was 0 and for one day I
the sum of K was only 1.

Figure 2 shows a 24-hour batch of data from the conjugate
stations. Although one cannot see micropulsation activity on the time
and gamma scales used, it is possible to see many small irregular
disturbances with periods less than one hour that are quite similar and

nearly simultaneous at the two places. It is somewhat more difficult
to see the detailed similarity during midday when there is a large Sq
effect.

I.T

F !ig . ... Toa magnetic' fiel inenit recrd for f!! on dy, at th

conjugate stations. There is a data gap Lt the Barbacena

record.
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To study the statistical properties of the magnetic activity
the records were digitized and cross spectral determinations made by
the covariance method. For one of the more active days we chose three
c-Ie hour intervals and cross spectral determinations were raade be-
tween each pair of stations for each hour. Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show
some of the spectra. Fig. 7 shows a sample of record on an expanded
time scale.

CROSS SPUCTRUM osa io co cmi

.

LLi

PERI0 1h SICOMS

Fig. 3 - Spectral results for 05-06 GMT (02-03 LMT). For periods
between 40 and 1000 sec (some long period data not shown)
the activity is highly coherent. The most significant spectral
peak is at 80 sec. Characteristically rapid magnetic activity
is greater at Amapd than at Barbacena but still greater at
Lebanon. For this hcur nearly a,. phases are negative.

-- I
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CROSS SPECTRUM 05oo To oWo cmT

Fig. 4 Spectra for same -

time as Fig. 3 but between -20'
Amapdi and Lebanon. The

same spectral peak is evidentsamei
in the Lebanon data and,
except over this peak, cohe-
rence is low. For the most
part the phases show an erratic
behavior.

1000
PRIMo IN SECONDS

CROSS SPECTRUM 1200 TO 1300 CHT t

U

i .

" ______________ ,,-M Fig. 5 - Spectra for 12-13
: _______ /__ GMT (09-10 LMT). Coherence

Cn is much worse than 05-06

GMT except over the minor
2spectral peak at 50 sec period.

Amapdi-Lebanon spectral data
for the same time is less cohe-
rent.

0

10,
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~~CFOSS SPECTRUMH t~oo iu ieoo cm t'o'

'Q9
CPOSS SPECTRL iFig. 6 - Amapdi-Barbacena

12C spectra for 17-18 GMT (14-15t3U i lihi LMT). Phase lags are positive
- and activity at all stations is-'20 greater than in the previous

time intervals. Notice that the
spectral peak at 80 sec period

1is only moderately coherent
and has a phase lag of about

104t 60 degrees (0.25 min in time).
The amplitude ratios Barbace-
na: Amapdi: Lebanon are
about 1.0: 1.3:2:2 for the 80
sec activity.

10 o0a10
rPMxW IN SECOw

1V

VI

- \=\. M~ '~ ;

I I 
.I Y

- V l N

I I N ii\ 'I4(.. k I. A

.I M . I ,4,

Fig. 7 - Records obtained during the time interval analysed in Fig.
6. This is relatively high amplitude activity that is only
moderately conerent between Amapd and Lebanon. Periods
greater than about 300 sec have been filtered out with zero
phase shift filter.
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Another Statistical Measure

To study the statistics of the activity for a period of many
days we resort to a less accurate but less laborious procedure. We
examined the records on the 10 min mark over a period of 12 days
for Amapd. If there were as least two cycles of regular activity in the
period range 10-200 sec and with at least 0.2 gamma amplitude, a I
notation of time and period were made. An analysis of these events is
given in Figs. 8, 9 and J0.

AMA 0A

12 DAYS DEC 6.
0 r 200 SEC.

1200
LST

Fig. 8 - Diurnal frequency of occur-
rence of all events.

W

2-
TOT 085. 154t
TOT.EVENTS 575

5 12 i 2 Z 1- AMAPA
_ GMT 12 DAYS DEC 6

ALL HOURS
-30- TOT EVENTS 575

Fig. 9- Period distributions of all 20-
events. The high value of 50-70 sec and & -
the low value of 70-90 sec is probably not
of special significance but simply results H
from the arbitrary period intervals used
for classificzation. However the general )0

shape of the distribution shows that 1 1
events in the 30-110 sec period range are
more easily detected by eye than periods I L
outside this range. 0-

WVV V V V V
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12 DAYS DEC SL
so 4T< 70 SEC
NO EHNTS 1I

LST

Is-

.JIJL12 J

GMT

Fig. 10 - Distribution of 50-70 sec period events as a function of time
of day. It is clear that these events may occur at any time
of day but may be seen on the records more frequently at

local noon. At mid-latitudes it is most common for the
events to occur 00-06 solar time (Davidson, 1964). The earh'
morning occurrence of these events has been found at other
equatorial stations (Hutton, private commun:ca.ion).

Summary and Conclusions

For the conjugate stations used the micropulsation activity
and small amplitude more irregular background activity is remarkably
similar and freouently very coherent. Similarities which exist when
magnetometer are only within a few hundred km of each other in mid-

latitudes are frequently found for equatorial conjugate stations
separated by 3000 km. Our limited data confirms an observation made
with spaced magnetometers at mid-latitudes (Davidson, in preparation)
namely that the coherence is not as great under the stronger part of
the Sq current system as at other times of day.

Herron (in press) has shown that a diurnal pattern is usually
observed in the phase differences between closely spaced micropulsation
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recor-ders. We believe that the tendency of Amapa to lead in the morn-
ing and to lag in the evening is significant (it conforms to Heron's
midlatitnde observations whexe the station nearer the dark hcmispherz
usually leads in phase) but becaus the stations are in oposite geo-
magnetc heiispees' and on somcmhat different meridians ve hesitate
tr base firm conclusions on the phase observations.

We fG.l that this work has dearly -ll e the simple fact,
that 40-1000 sec micmpulsation ar-ity in low iatitud-e regions of the
opp~oit - v-e at Least dudefg I e 'LNet is remara3iy siiia
even ir small detail, altough it may be shifted in phase

During the tine of our observations we found that certain
events with 0-70 see penod we most common and had their mximum
frequency of en at local noon. From the limited data avaiable
we wee not able to identify the 0600 and the 1800 LMT maimm in
the fi-equency of o found by Hutton (1962) for Legon. Our
results resemble more the annual mean of the diurnal frequency of
occurence otmd by Gkner (1963), for stations in the Philippines.
We beieM howevr, that frequency of ocaurence diagrams can be a
misleading wray to illustrate micropulsation statistics because they do
not show whether the activity noted is coherent over any large area.
We feel that a proper analy-is of micropulsation activity shows spectral
peaks on a background curve and rapid activity should be divided into
nucropulsaftions spectral peak (which are usually coherent ever large
areas) and background (Which usually is incoherent, or coherent at
othftr times of day).

One is tempted to relegate the true and coherent micropulsa-
tions activity to the fringes of the Sq current system because of the
lower coherencies for spectral peaks found near midday. In a similar
wxay one is tempted to associate the micropulsation background
activity with the stronger parts of the Sq current system since frm-uency
of occurence diagrams tend to peak near midday and, at least for
mid-latitudes, the spectral power of the micropulsation background
rises and fJls with the strength of the Sq (Davidson, in preparation).
(We have not yet examined that relationship for the conjugate stations
of Amapa' and Barbacena).
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Our measurements vere made du-ing the December solstice
when th-e sun was far south and the average Sq foci skewed in a similar
direction. Indeed, the great similarity of the cohereut micropulsations
leads us to thi t they w-e beneath a current in a single
hemisphere.

Jacobs and Sano (1960) proposed a micropulsation current
system uith retarn flowv through the auroral zone- Our observations
could be in-terprted as due to such a system. In !64 Jacobs and

e suggested -that this ,cmren is driven by s3mmetric but
oppositely .direced motions of the ends of a line of force, at cei-jugate
points- Since we were, in effect, measuring only the horizontal
ompmna of field strength and the components auld not be

expected to change sign across the Sq equator our meuremets
yielded no direct information about that theory.

Magnetic measureme s of all throe compcnents of field
stregt, made at various seasons of the year at these conjugate stations

r should give definitive results on the micropulsation current ssstn in
- latitudes-
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rMLJE EXPU.TAENTALIE DES VARIATIONS AGNIMQUES

RAPIES AU VOISINAGE DIE L'EQUATIEUR (ADDIS-ABEBA)

J. Roquet

Institut dfe Physique dv Globe de- Paris, Fraxice

iEn -ollaboration avec: le Direteur de I~sraor d&Addis
.A~b~a nous avons nrcEmment mnis en station un dispositif d'e-rgiste-
ment des variations maza~iquves rapides. Analogue aux disposif ifs an
service en France, i nermet 'utilisation die deux bandes passantes
Q< 10 sec); les vitesses resncctkes de d~roulement sont de 30 mm/min
et 6 mljnin et les sensibilit~s dent-viron 3 to 10 milligamnmasfmm.
tine sensibilit beaucoup plus dlev6 est pivue Z Addis pour ia Dmre're
bande, en vue die son utflitasion lors, de Ia saison non oragesuse.

Les preiirs enregistinents obtenue ont &Et~ syst~matique-
went conipar&s aux em-egistrements magn~tiques die Garchy pour les
pdrodes > 10 sec e4: pour les pifrodes < 10 sec, Ai des enregistrements
telluriques; dans ce cas, l'aniplitude des variations magn~tiques conres-
pondantes est otenue au moyen des coefficients die correspondance
magnc to-teurique di~terxnia~s par H. Fournier.

Pulsaflons < 10 sec

(enregistr-6es du 11/2 au 3/4/1965)

Pc I - Quinze cas ont 6fie enregistwr-s pendant cette p~riode i
Gai-chy; 1'amplitude a parfois attemat 25 milligarnmas. Auaum d'entre
emx n'a &~6 enregistrd 6L Addis. Un cas, die nature doute-ase, a 66 obserY6

?Addis sans qu' ii le soit iL Garchy.

Pi I - Les microstructures moyennes de Pi 2 (type spt de
Yanagihara) I-Ont pesque toujours observ~es siniultanement aux deux
stations. Mais, sur 62 cas de microstructure fine tie Pi 2 (type Traits-
kaya) oboserv&s : Garchy, 2 seulements ont 046 observ6 bi Addis (Figs.
1 et 2).
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Fig- 2 -La microstructure moyenne (3 mars) est bien marqu~e ai
Garchy sur le deux composantes; eOle est nette sur H ki Add-'is
mais faible sur D- La microstructure fine, nettement mar-
quee a Garchy sur les deux composantes, napparalt que sur
H Zi Addi et les oscillations sont momns nombreuses.

Pulsations > 10 s! c
(enregstrdes du 15/5 au -15/6/1965).

Tous les cas observes ai Garchy peuvent 6tre retrouvds facile-
nient bt Addis dans certaines linites tri-s larges d'heurc locale (3 h de
longitude entre les deux stations).

Le Tableau I donne des amplitudes maxima journali~res des
Pc 3 aux cdeux stations. Le Tabl'au II donne un exemple d'une compa-
raison amplitude par amplitu-- des oscillations observ~es pour des
Pc4. Il apparait que Pc 3 et Pc 4 ont des amplitudes du m~me ordres
sur H, mais sont plus faibles A Addis sur D.

Enfirt tous les trains de Pi 2 sont communs aux deux stations.
le rapport des amplitudes entre les deux stations (voir Talbleaux III
pour quelques ex-amples) est variable.



TABLEAU I
AMPLITUDES MIAXIM-!A JOURN(.AIERES DES PC 3

H D

-ADDIS- GARCyI IABEBA IGARCHwY
ABEBA . ADDIS-- _

15Mai1965 0,57 57 x '"07
16 x IO5 I 0,417 x 1 x 1,2
18 j0.6 jO.1 0,5 r- 0.6

190,9 10,7 /0,25 11,220 Pc 3rares Pc 3rares
21 Pc 3 rare Pc 3 rares
22 I Pc 3rarts IPc 3raresf23 0,95 15 S 1" 1,0524 0,15 0,4 "0,07 0,4

25 0.5 0,35 0,2 0,926 0O,4 O0,15 01 10,25
27x

270.8 I X 0,15 ,0,9
28 0,6 I0,3 0,2 0,75
29 0,5 O 0 0,15 0,6
30 0,3 0,3 0,15 0,4
31 Pc 3 rares Pc 3 rares
I er Juin 1965 Pc 3 rares Pc 3 rares2 0,45 0,35 0,15 '0,2
3 0,2 0,1 0,35
4 0,45 0,5 0,2 10,3
5 0,45 0.5 0,2 X6 0,5 0,75 0,15 0,7
7 '0.5 0,45 0,15 0,5
8 0,2 0,07 c 0,25i9 : Pc 3' rares Pc 3 rares

10 0,55 0,35 31 0,25.
11 O', 0,4 0,15 0,5:12 0,25 1 0,4 '0,I 0,45
13 Pc 3 rares Pc 3 rares
14 Pc 3 rares Pc 3 rares15 orage magn6tiquc orage magndtique

X: lacunes dans l'enregistrement
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Conduuon

Une amplification des pulsations par 1'electrojet dquatorial n'a
pas dtt6 mise en 6vidence dans cette comparaison portant sur une periode
lirnitde. L'anoindrisseiment considerable, a 1'6quateur, des pulsations
de tr~s courte pdriode pourrait r~sul-ter de deux mecanismes -.ntie're-
ment diffirents:

1) des conditions d'excitation tr~s peu favorables pour les
PC 1.

2) tine absorption ionosphdrique tr .s intense pour la micro-
structure fine des Pi 2 (Pi 1).



SUMMARY OF THE SESSION

by

Rosemary Hutton

Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria

The session on Low Latitude Magnetic Pulsations was probably the
briefest session at this Symposium. The chairman, for this topic, was Dr
Heirtzler znd the review pape;- was given by Dr Campbell; only two papers on
lecent work were presented. This should not be regarded, however, as indicative
of either a lack of interest in equatorial micropulsation studies or of a lack of
significant problems which may be invesgated in the equatorial region.

In his review, Dr. Campbell showed how certain well- planned studies of
irregular pulsations of period grater than 60 seconds had already revealed a close
relationship between the amplitude of this type of activity at a particular
equatorial station and the instantaneous values of the Sq current strength at that
station: he pointed out the need for supplementation of existing studies of regular
pulsations of period 10-60 seconds and for the explanation of the anomalous
behavior of this phenomena in the equatorial region during the IGY. He also
stressed the need for studies of reguia: pulsations of period less than 10 seconds,
as there is practically no published work for this type of activity at equatorial
stations.

It is encouraging to note that both the projects reported at this session
were undertaken as a direct results of recommendations made at previous
scientific meetings. The low latitude conjugate point micropulsation study at
two Brazilian stations arose from a recommendation made at the first Equatorial
Symposium in 1962 and the study of rapid variation at Addis Ababa was
recominended by IAGA at the Berkeley meeting of IUGG in 1963. In both cases,
individual pulsation events at two stations have been compared. The conjugate
point stuidy showed that even for stations 3000 km apart, there was a remarkably
close correspondance in activity of period in the range 50-1000 seconds. The sug-
gestion that the degree of coherence might be slightly less when the Sq current
is stronger merits further study. The comparison of pulsations at Addis Ababa,
with corresponding pulsations observed in France suggested that there was
reasonable correspondence between equatorial and mid-latitude pulsational
activity for periods greater than 4 or 5 seconds, but that the shorter period regular
and irregular pulsations observed at mid-!atitudes were not detectable at the
equator. In the discussion, which followed, it was suggested that the amplitude
of the Pc 4 pulsations at the two stations should be examined further to see
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